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VERY SHORT INTRODUCTIONS
VERY SHORT INTRODUCTIONS are for anyone wanting a stimulating and ac-

cessible way into a new subject. They are written by experts, and have been translated
into more than 45 different languages.
The series began in 1995, and now covers a wide variety of topics in every disci-

pline. The VSI library currently contains over 600 volumes—a Very Short Introduction
to everything from Psychology and Philosophy of Science to American History and
Relativity—and continues to grow in every subject area.
Very Short Introductions available now:
- ABOLITIONISM Richard S. Newman

• ACCOUNTING Christopher Nobes

• ADAM SMITH Christopher J. Berry

• ADOLESCENCE Peter K. Smith

• ADVERTISING Winston Fletcher

• AFRICAN AMERICAN RELIGION Eddie S. Glaude Jr

• AFRICAN HISTORY John Parker and Richard Rathbone

• AFRICAN POLITICS Ian Taylor

• AFRICAN RELIGIONS Jacob K. Olupona

• AGEING Nancy A. Pachana

• AGNOSTICISM Robin Le Poidevin

• AGRICULTURE Paul Brassley and Richard Soffe

• ALEXANDER THE GREAT Hugh Bowden

• ALGEBRA Peter M. Higgins

• AMERICAN CULTURAL HISTORY Eric Avila

• AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS Andrew Preston
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• AMERICAN HISTORY Paul S. Boyer

• AMERICAN IMMIGRATION David A. Gerber

• AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY G. Edward White

• AMERICAN NAVAL HISTORY Craig L. Symonds

• AMERICAN POLITICAL HISTORY Donald Critchlow

• AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES AND ELECTIONS L. Sandy Maisel

• AMERICAN POLITICS Richard M. Valelly

• THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY Charles O. Jones

• THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION Robert J. Allison

• AMERICAN SLAVERY Heather Andrea Williams

• THE AMERICAN WEST Stephen Aron

• AMERICAN WOMEN’S HISTORY Susan Ware

• ANAESTHESIA Aidan O’Donnell

• ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY Michael Beaney

• ANARCHISM Colin Ward

• ANCIENT ASSYRIA Karen Radner

• ANCIENT EGYPT Ian Shaw

• ANCIENT EGYPTIAN ART AND ARCHITECTURE Christina Riggs

• ANCIENT GREECE Paul Cartledge

• THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST Amanda H. Podany

• ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY Julia Annas

• ANCIENT WARFARE Harry Sidebottom

• ANGELS David Albert Jones

• ANGLICANISM Mark Chapman

• THE ANGLO-SAXON AGE John Blair
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• ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR Tristram D. Wyatt

• THE ANIMAL KINGDOM Peter Holland

• ANIMAL RIGHTS David DeGrazia

• THE ANTARCTIC Klaus Dodds

• ANTHROPOCENE Erle C. Ellis -

• ANTISEMITISM Steven Beller

• ANXIETY Daniel Freeman and Jason Freeman

• THE APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS Paul Foster

• APPLIED MATHEMATICS Alain Goriely

• ARCHAEOLOGY Paul Bahn

• ARCHITECTURE Andrew Ballantyne

• ARISTOCRACY William Doyle

• ARISTOTLE Jonathan Barnes

• ART HISTORY Dana Arnold

• ART THEORY Cynthia Freeland

• ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Margaret A. Boden

• ASIAN AMERICAN HISTORY Madeline Y. Hsu

• ASTROBIOLOGY David C. Catling

• ASTROPHYSICS James Binney

• ATHEISM Julian Baggini

• THE ATMOSPHERE Paul I. Palmer

• AUGUSTINE Henry Chadwick

• AUSTRALIA Kenneth Morgan

• AUTISM Uta Frith

• AUTOBIOGRAPHY Laura Marcus
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• THE AVANT GARDE David Cottington

• THE AZTECS Davíd Carrasco

• BABYLONIA Trevor Bryce

• BACTERIA Sebastian G. B. Amyes

• BANKING John Goddard and John O. S. Wilson

• BARTHES Jonathan Culler

• THE BEATS David Sterritt

• BEAUTY Roger Scruton

• BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS Michelle Baddeley

• BESTSELLERS John Sutherland

• THE BIBLE John Riches

• BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY Eric H. Cline

• BIG DATA Dawn E. Holmes

• BIOGRAPHY Hermione Lee

• BIOMETRICS Michael Fairhurst

• BLACK HOLES Katherine Blundell

• BLOOD Chris Cooper

• THE BLUES Elijah Wald

• THE BODY Chris Shilling

• THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER Brian Cummings

• THE BOOK OF MORMON Terryl Givens

• BORDERS Alexander C. Diener and Joshua Hagen

• THE BRAIN Michael O’Shea

• BRANDING Robert Jones

• THE BRICS Andrew F. Cooper
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• THE BRITISH CONSTITUTION Martin Loughlin

• THE BRITISH EMPIRE Ashley Jackson

• BRITISH POLITICS Anthony Wright

• BUDDHA Michael Carrithers

• BUDDHISM Damien Keown

• BUDDHIST ETHICS Damien Keown

• BYZANTIUM Peter Sarris

• C. S. LEWIS James Como

• CALVINISM Jon Balserak

• CANCER Nicholas James

• CAPITALISM James Fulcher

• CATHOLICISM Gerald O’Collins

• CAUSATION Stephen Mumford and Rani Lill Anjum

• THE CELL Terence Allen and Graham Cowling

• THE CELTS Barry Cunliffe

• CHAOS Leonard Smith

• CHARLES DICKENS Jenny Hartley

• CHEMISTRY Peter Atkins

• CHILD PSYCHOLOGY Usha Goswami

• CHILDREN’S LITERATURE Kimberley Reynolds

• CHINESE LITERATURE Sabina Knight

• CHOICE THEORY Michael Allingham

• CHRISTIAN ART Beth Williamson

• CHRISTIAN ETHICS D. Stephen Long

• CHRISTIANITY Linda Woodhead
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• CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS Russell Foster and Leon Kreitzman

• CITIZENSHIP Richard Bellamy

• CIVIL ENGINEERING David Muir Wood

• CLASSICAL LITERATURE William Allan

• CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY Helen Morales

• CLASSICS Mary Beard and John Henderson

• CLAUSEWITZ Michael Howard

• CLIMATE Mark Maslin

• CLIMATE CHANGE Mark Maslin

• CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY Susan Llewelyn and Katie Aafjes-van Doorn -

• COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE Richard Passingham

• THE COLD WAR Robert McMahon

• COLONIAL AMERICA Alan Taylor

• COLONIAL LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE Rolena Adorno

• COMBINATORICS Robin Wilson

• COMEDY Matthew Bevis

• COMMUNISM Leslie Holmes

• COMPARATIVE LITERATURE Ben Hutchinson

• COMPLEXITY John H. Holland

• THE COMPUTER Darrel Ince

• COMPUTER SCIENCE Subrata Dasgupta

• CONCENTRATION CAMPS Dan Stone

• CONFUCIANISM Daniel K. Gardner

• THE CONQUISTADORS Matthew Restall and Felipe Fernández-Armesto

• CONSCIENCE Paul Strohm
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• CONSCIOUSNESS Susan Blackmore

• CONTEMPORARY ART Julian Stallabrass

• CONTEMPORARY FICTION Robert Eaglestone

• CONTINENTAL PHILOSOPHY Simon Critchley

• COPERNICUS Owen Gingerich

• CORAL REEFS Charles Sheppard

• CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Jeremy Moon

• CORRUPTION Leslie Holmes

• COSMOLOGY Peter Coles

• CRIME FICTION Richard Bradford

• CRIMINAL JUSTICE Julian V. Roberts

• CRIMINOLOGY Tim Newburn

• CRITICAL THEORY Stephen Eric Bronner

• THE CRUSADES Christopher Tyerman

• CRYPTOGRAPHY Fred Piper and Sean Murphy

• CRYSTALLOGRAPHY A. M. Glazer

• THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION Richard Curt Kraus

• DADA AND SURREALISM David Hopkins

• DANTE Peter Hainsworth and David Robey

• DARWIN Jonathan Howard

• THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS Timothy H. Lim

• DECADENCE David Weir

• DECOLONIZATION Dane Kennedy

• DEMOCRACY Bernard Crick

• DEMOGRAPHY Sarah Harper
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• DEPRESSION Jan Scott and Mary Jane Tacchi

• DERRIDA Simon Glendinning

• DESCARTES Tom Sorell

• DESERTS Nick Middleton

• DESIGN John Heskett

• DEVELOPMENT Ian Goldin

• DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY Lewis Wolpert

• THE DEVIL Darren Oldridge

• DIASPORA Kevin Kenny

• DICTIONARIES Lynda Mugglestone

• DINOSAURS David Norman

• DIPLOMACY Joseph M. Siracusa

• DOCUMENTARY FILM Patricia Aufderheide

• DREAMING J. Allan Hobson

• DRUGS Les Iversen

• DRUIDS Barry Cunliffe

• DYSLEXIA Margaret J. Snowling

• EARLY MUSIC Thomas Forrest Kelly

• THE EARTH Martin Redfern

• EARTH SYSTEM SCIENCE Tim Lenton

• ECONOMICS Partha Dasgupta

• EDUCATION Gary Thomas

• EGYPTIAN MYTH Geraldine Pinch

• EIGHTEENTH‑CENTURY BRITAIN Paul Langford

• THE ELEMENTS Philip Ball
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• EMOTION Dylan Evans

• EMPIRE Stephen Howe

• ENGELS Terrell Carver

• ENGINEERING David Blockley

• THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE Simon Horobin

• ENGLISH LITERATURE Jonathan Bate

• THE ENLIGHTENMENT John Robertson

• ENTREPRENEURSHIP Paul Westhead and Mike Wright

• ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS Stephen Smith -

• ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS Robin Attfield

• ENVIRONMENTAL LAW Elizabeth Fisher

• ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS Andrew Dobson

• EPICUREANISM Catherine Wilson

• EPIDEMIOLOGY Rodolfo Saracci

• ETHICS Simon Blackburn

• ETHNOMUSICOLOGY Timothy Rice

• THE ETRUSCANS Christopher Smith

• EUGENICS Philippa Levine

• THE EUROPEAN UNION Simon Usherwood and John Pinder

• EUROPEAN UNION LAW Anthony Arnull

• EVOLUTION Brian and Deborah Charlesworth

• EXISTENTIALISM Thomas Flynn

• EXPLORATION Stewart A. Weaver

• EXTINCTION Paul B. Wignall

• THE EYE Michael Land
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• FAIRY TALE Marina Warner

• FAMILY LAW Jonathan Herring

• FASCISM Kevin Passmore

• FASHION Rebecca Arnold

• FEMINISM Margaret Walters

• FILM Michael Wood

• FILM MUSIC Kathryn Kalinak

• FILM NOIR James Naremore

• THE FIRST WORLD WAR Michael Howard

• FOLK MUSIC Mark Slobin

• FOOD John Krebs

• FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY David Canter

• FORENSIC SCIENCE Jim Fraser

• FORESTS Jaboury Ghazoul

• FOSSILS Keith Thomson

• FOUCAULT Gary Gutting

• THE FOUNDING FATHERS R. B. Bernstein

• FRACTALS Kenneth Falconer

• FREE SPEECH Nigel Warburton

• FREE WILL Thomas Pink

• FREEMASONRY Andreas Önnerfors

• FRENCH LITERATURE John D. Lyons

• THE FRENCH REVOLUTION William Doyle

• FREUD Anthony Storr

• FUNDAMENTALISM Malise Ruthven
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• FUNGI Nicholas P. Money

• THE FUTURE Jennifer M. Gidley

• GALAXIES John Gribbin

• GALILEO Stillman Drake

• GAME THEORY Ken Binmore

• GANDHI Bhikhu Parekh

• GARDEN HISTORY Gordon Campbell

• GENES Jonathan Slack

• GENIUS Andrew Robinson

• GENOMICS John Archibald

• GEOFFREY CHAUCER David Wallace

• GEOGRAPHY John Matthews and David Herbert

• GEOLOGY Jan Zalasiewicz

• GEOPHYSICS William Lowrie

• GEOPOLITICS Klaus Dodds

• GERMAN LITERATURE Nicholas Boyle

• GERMAN PHILOSOPHY Andrew Bowie

• GLACIATION David J. A. Evans

• GLOBAL CATASTROPHES Bill McGuire

• GLOBAL ECONOMIC HISTORY Robert C. Allen

• GLOBALIZATION Manfred Steger

• GOD John Bowker

• GOETHE Ritchie Robertson

• THE GOTHIC Nick Groom

• GOVERNANCE Mark Bevir
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• GRAVITY Timothy Clifton

• THE GREAT DEPRESSION AND THE NEW DEAL Eric Rauchway

• HABERMAS James Gordon Finlayson

• THE HABSBURG EMPIRE Martyn Rady

• HAPPINESS Daniel M. Haybron

• THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE Cheryl A. Wall

• THE HEBREW BIBLE AS LITERATURE Tod Linafelt

• HEGEL Peter Singer

• HEIDEGGER Michael Inwood

• THE HELLENISTIC AGE Peter Thonemann

• HEREDITY John Waller

• HERMENEUTICS Jens Zimmermann

• HERODOTUS Jennifer T. Roberts

• HIEROGLYPHS Penelope Wilson

• HINDUISM Kim Knott

• HISTORY John H. Arnold -

• THE HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY Michael Hoskin

• THE HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY William H. Brock

• THE HISTORY OF CHILDHOOD James Marten

• THE HISTORY OF CINEMA Geoffrey Nowell-Smith

• THE HISTORY OF LIFE Michael Benton

• THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS Jacqueline Stedall

• THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE William Bynum

• THE HISTORY OF PHYSICS J. L. Heilbron

• THE HISTORY OF TIME Leofranc Holford‑Strevens
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• HIV AND AIDS Alan Whiteside

• HOBBES Richard Tuck

• HOLLYWOOD Peter Decherney

• THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE Joachim Whaley

• HOME Michael Allen Fox

• HOMER Barbara Graziosi

• HORMONES Martin Luck

• HUMAN ANATOMY Leslie Klenerman

• HUMAN EVOLUTION Bernard Wood

• HUMAN RIGHTS Andrew Clapham

• HUMANISM Stephen Law

• HUME A. J. Ayer

• HUMOUR Noël Carroll

• THE ICE AGE Jamie Woodward

• IDENTITY Florian Coulmas

• IDEOLOGY Michael Freeden

• THE IMMUNE SYSTEM Paul Klenerman

• INDIAN CINEMA Ashish Rajadhyaksha

• INDIAN PHILOSOPHY Sue Hamilton

• THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION Robert C. Allen

• INFECTIOUS DISEASE Marta L. Wayne and Benjamin M. Bolker

• INFINITY Ian Stewart

• INFORMATION Luciano Floridi

• INNOVATION Mark Dodgson and David Gann

• INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY Siva Vaidhyanathan
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used throughout to denote works by Foucault.
[Foucault’s books]
[AK (DL)] The Archaeology of Knowledge, tr. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage,

1972). Also includes ‘The Discourse on Language’ (DL), a translation of L’ordre du
discours, Foucault’s inaugural address at the Collège de France.
|[[BC] | The Birth of the Clinic, tr. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage, 1973). |

|[[CF] | Confessions of the Flesh, Volume 4 of The History of Sexuality [to come] |
|[[CS] | The Care of the Self, Volume 3 of The History of Sexuality, tr. Robert Hurley
(New York: Vintage, 1986). | |[[DP] | Discipline and Punish, tr. Alan Sheridan (New
York: Vintage, 1977). | |[[HF] | Histoire de la folie à l’âge classique (Paris: Gallimard,
1972). | |[[HS] | The History of Sexuality, Volume 1: An Introduction, tr. Robert Hurley
(New York: Vintage, 1978). | [MC] Madness and Civilization, tr. Richard Howard (New
York: Vintage, 1965). This is a greatly abridged translation of HF. | |[[OT] | The Order
of Things, tr. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage, 1970). Translation of Les mots et les
choses. | |[[RR] | Death and the Labyrinth: The World of Raymond Roussel, tr. Charles
Ruas (Garden City, NY: Doubleday and Co., 1986). Translation of Raymond Roussel.
Includes an interview of Foucault by Charles Ruas. | |[[UP] | The Use of Pleasures,
Volume 2 of The History of Sexuality, tr. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage, 1985).

Collections of Foucault’s articles, lectures, and
interviews
|[[DE] | Daniel Defert and François Ewald (eds), Dits et écrits, 1954–1988, four

volumes (Paris: Gallimard, 1994). Includes virtually everything, other than his books,
that Foucault published. | |[[EW] | The Essential Works of Michel Foucault, ed. Paul
Rabinow. A three-volume translation of selections from Dits et écrits. | |[[EW I] |[Vol-
ume 1,]Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, ed. Paul Rabinow, tr. Robert Hurley et al.
(New York: New Press, 1997). [EW II][Volume 2,]Aesthetics: Method and Epistemol-
ogy, ed. James Faubion, tr. Robert Hurley et al. (New York: New Press, 1998). | [EW
III][Volume 3,]Power, ed. James Faubion, tr. Robert Hurley et al. (New York: New
Press, 2000). | |[[P/K] | Colin Gordon (ed.), Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews
and Other Writings, 1972–1977 (New York: Pantheon, 1980). | [PPC] Lawrence Kritz-
man (ed.), Michel Foucault: Philosophy, Politics, Culture, tr. Alan Sheridan (London:
Routledge, 1988). |
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These last two collections contain some important pieces not in EW.

Collège de France lectures
English translations of the thirteen volumes of the lectures have been published by

Palgrave Macmillan, under the general editorship of Arnold I. Davidson. Titles (and
years the lectures were delivered) are given in[[Chapter 11].
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Chapter 1. Lives and works
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Lives and works
I give Foucault ([[Figure 1]) the first word: ‘Do not ask who I am and do not ask

me to remain the same … Let us leave it to our bureaucrats and our police to see that
our papers are in order’ (AK, 17).
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1. Foucault at the top of his class,
Poitiers, 1944.
He has his wish, since quite different readings of his life are supported by the known

facts. One version of his story is a standard one of progressive academic success:
The son of a prominent provincial family, his father a successful doctor, Paul-

Michel Foucault was a brilliant student, a star even, at the prestigious École Nor-
male Supérieure. His academic and political connections enabled him to avoid the
high-school teaching usually expected in France of those with philosophical academic
ambitions. Instead, he spent several Wanderjahren in Sweden, Poland, and Germany,
while finishing his dissertation, which was sponsored by one of the most powerful pro-
fessors at the Sorbonne and, once published, gained favourable reviews from leading
intellectuals. In the course of the next eight years he moved easily through a series of
professorships. His 1966 book, Les mots et les choses, was an academic bestseller that
made him the leading candidate to succeed Sartre as the French ‘master-thinker’. A
few years later, he won election to the super-elite Collège de France (following Bergson
and Merleau-Ponty), which put him at the pinnacle of the French academic world and
relieved him of ordinary teaching obligations. From then on, he travelled the world (to
Japan, Brazil, California, among other countries) lecturing to packed halls, increasingly
engaged in high-profile political actions, and still managing to write brilliant books on
crime and sex that have made him a major figure in every humanistic and social scien-
tific discipline. By the time he died, in 1984, he had already been the subject of dozens
of books, and his posthumous fame has only increased.
But there is another, equally plausible version:
Foucault was a brilliant but emotionally troubled son of an authoritarian physician.

A tormented homosexual, he may have attempted suicide while at the École Normale
and was certainly under psychiatric care. He so hated French society that he fled
to a series of marginal posts in foreign countries, where, however, he failed to find
the liberation he sought. Despite spectacular intellectual success, he spent his life
seeking extreme sensations (‘limit-experiences’, as he called them) from drugs and
sadomasochistic sex, and died before he was 60 from AIDS, probably contracted at
San Francisco bathhouses.
We can also tell the story of his life as one of political and social commitment and

activism:
Foucault was fiercely independent and committed from the beginning to his own

and others’ freedom. His hatred of oppression flared out in the midst of the most
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complex and erudite discussions. He saw even his most esoteric intellectual work as
contributing to a ‘toolbox’ for those opposing various tyrannies. And he had the effect
he desired: he was a hero of the anti-psychiatry movement, of prison reform, of gay
liberation …
None of these stories is false, but their mutual truth keeps us from forming any

definitive picture of Foucault’s life, which is just what he wanted. There’s an underlying
wisdom in such titles as Hallucinating Foucault (a novel by Patricia Duncker) and
‘Foucault as I Imagine Him’ (an obituary by Maurice Blanchot). At least for the present,
we know too little about Foucault’s personal life to do anything more than speculate
about its relation to his work. James Miller’s The Passions of Michel Foucault shows
both the limited possibilities and the distinct dangers of such speculation.
But why insist on reading the life into the work when the life can be read out of the

work? Much of Foucault’s existence was the writing of his books, and these tell us more
about him than can the set of random anecdotes that have escaped the distortions of
memories and Foucault’s own efforts to maintain a private life.
The best starting point is Raymond Roussel, Foucault’s only book-length literary

study, and a work that he characterized as ‘something very personal’ (RR, interview,
185). Foucault’s very choice of Roussel ([[Figure 2]) as a subject is revelatory. Roussel
(1877–1933) was, even as late as the 1950s, when Foucault first stumbled on his work
in a Left Bank bookstore, a neglected and marginal writer, an ‘experimentalist’, but
one who wrote not out of any literary theory or movement but from a megalomaniac
sense of his own importance as a writer. (Indeed, Roussel was examined by Pierre
Janet, the famous psychiatrist, who diagnosed him as suffering from a ‘transformed
religious mania’.) Inherited wealth allowed Roussel to devote all his time to writing,
but the poems, plays, and novels he produced from 1894 until his death were, apart
from some patronizing interest from the surrealists and genuine admiration from the
novelist Raymond Queneau, greeted with derision or indifference.
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2. Raymond Roussel aged 18, 1895.
This was hardly surprising, since Roussel’s works were oddities even by the stan-

dards of the avant-garde, characterized by minute descriptions of objects and actions
and often written, as he explained in his essay (by his instruction published only
posthumously), ‘How I Wrote Certain of My Books’, according to his own bizarre for-
mal rules of construction. He would, for example, require himself to begin and end a
story with phrases that differed from one another in only one letter but had entirely
different meanings. So, one story begins ‘Les lettres du blanc sur les bandes du vieux
billard’ (‘The white letters on the cushions of the old billiard table’) and ends with
‘les lettres du blanc sur les bandes du vieux pillard’ (‘the white man’s letters about
the hordes of the old plunderer’). Roussel also employed numerous other constraints
based on double meanings of homonymic expressions.
Foucault was attracted, first of all, by Roussel’s very marginality—his lack of literary

success and classification as ‘mentally ill’. He always had an interest in and sympathy
for those excluded by mainstream standards. This may have initially been little more
than the characteristic French intellectual’s horror of the bourgeoisie, but it developed
into a strong personal commitment to oppose the normative exclusions that define our
society. From this commitment derived both Foucault’s eventual social activism (for
example, his work for prison reform) and his conception of his writings as a ‘toolbox’
to be utilized by those struggling for social and political transformation.
But Foucault was also fascinated by Roussel’s exclusion of human subjectivity. This

exclusion is signalled first by the dominance in Roussel’s writings of spatial objectiv-
ity over temporal subjectivity. He typically offers elaborate descriptions of objects or
actions, not narratives of characters and their experiences. Nor, on another level, are
the works expressions of the author’s subjectivity. Because of the strong subordina-
tion to formal rules, the words written flow more from the impersonal structures of
language itself than from Roussel’s thoughts and feelings. Foucault’s interest in this
sort of writing corresponds to his declaration that he himself ‘writes in order to have
no face’ (AK, 17), to lose any fixed identity in the succession of masks he assumes in
his books. As he said not long before his death: ‘The main interest in life and work is
to become someone else that you were not in the beginning’ (‘Truth, Power, Self’, 9).
Foucault explicitly connects this loss of self in language with the absolute limit and

abolition of subjectivity—death. His analysis of Roussel’s works gives a central place
to the author’s obscure and ambiguous death: he was found on the floor of his hotel
room in front of a locked door (always before kept open), which he may have been
trying to open to save himself, or which he may have locked to keep himself from being
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saved. For Foucault, the situation of this death corresponds to the ‘key’ to his writings
Roussel offers in ‘How I Wrote Certain of My Books’: just as we cannot know whether
he wanted to use the key to his door to let others in or to keep them out, so we cannot
know whether the literary key is meant to open up or close off the meaning of his texts.
And it is his death that prevents us from resolving either question. Further, the death
that prevents us from assessing the value of Roussel’s literary key itself corresponds to
the language of his books, which, as we have seen, has systematically suppressed the
subjective life of both the author and his characters.
We have no way of knowing whether this focus on death—which continues through-

out Foucault’s writings—led, as Miller encourages us to speculate, to Foucault’s delib-
erately putting himself and others at risk from AIDS. But there is no doubt that his
work shows a fascination with the loss of self brought both by death and by its mirror
in the linguistic formalism of writing such as Roussel’s.
Commentators have generally left Raymond Roussel outside the canon of Foucault’s

major works, no doubt for the plausible reason that it is not, like the rest, a history.
Foucault himself was content with this omission: ‘I would go so far as to say that
[Raymond Roussel] doesn’t have a place in the sequence of my books … No one has
paid much attention to this book, and I’m glad; it’s my secret affair’ (RR, interview,
185).
But, although the book does not fit into standard accounts of Foucault’s projects

of philosophically informed and oriented history, its preoccupations recur in his other
books, particularly in The Birth of the Clinic, also published in 1963, which begins:
‘This book is about space, about language, and about death’ (BC, ix). Of course, in
this study of the emergence of modern clinical medicine during the 19th century, these
themes are significantly transposed. The ‘space’ is that of plague-infested cities, of
hospital charity wards, of the sites of lesions in dissected cadavers; the language that
of medical symptoms and probabilities; and death, of course, is the physical reality
itself, not a symbol of marginalized subjectivity.
But as in Foucault’s literary study, the concern with space (as opposed to time)

and with language (as an autonomous system) reflects a mode of thought that removes
subjectivity from its usual central position and subordinates it to structural systems.
And death, in Foucault’s history of modern medicine, remains at the heart of human
existence. It is not mere extinction but ‘a possibility intrinsic to life’ (BC, 156), one that
grounds (through the dissections of pathological anatomy) our scientific knowledge of
life. ‘Death’, Foucault concludes, ‘left its old tragic heaven and became the lyrical core
of man: his invisible truth, his visible secret’ (BC, 172).
In many ways, The Birth of the Clinic is the scientific counterpart of the aestheticism

of Raymond Roussel, exhibiting in the mode of close historical analysis the preoccupa-
tions that guided Foucault’s patient exploration of Roussel’s baroque complexifications.
But one striking difference between the two books is Raymond Roussel’s lack of the
flashes of savage critique that occasionally burst out of The Birth of the Clinic’s sus-
tained erudition. For example, in the latter’s Preface, after a preliminary sketch of the
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main stages of the discussion to come—and before some concluding comments about
historical methodology—Foucault suddenly attacks the claim that modern medicine
achieves ‘the most concentrated formulation of an old medical humanism, as old as
man’s compassion’ and denounces ‘the mindless phenomenologies of understanding’
that ‘mingle the sand of their conceptual desert with this half-baked notion’.
He goes on to deride the ‘feebly eroticized vocabulary … of the doctor/patient

relationship [le couple médicin—malade]’, which, he says, ‘exhausts itself in trying
to communicate the pale powers of matrimonial fantasies to so much non-thought’
(BC, xiv). Such outbursts, even though occasional, are characteristic of Foucault’s
historical studies and signal, as we shall see, their ultimately political agenda. By
contrast, Raymond Roussel shows a Foucault totally entranced in aesthetic enjoyment
for its own sake, composing a memoir of the ‘happy period’ when Roussel ‘was my
love for several summers’ (RR, interview, 185). This contrast is an early and striking
instance of what I will argue is a fundamental tension in Foucault’s life and thought
between aesthetic contemplation and political activism.
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Chapter 2. Literature
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Literature
We have seen how Foucault wanted to write books in order to escape from any

fixed identity, to continually become someone else, thereby never really being anyone.
Eventually, we will have to ask why he would seek such a thing, but for now let’s try
to understand the project better.
A sceptical reader may suggest that Foucault’s effort to escape identity through

writing is an impossible project, since precisely by taking up a career of writing he
achieved a quite definite and distinctive identity: that of an author. Indeed, isn’t a
famous and important author what Michel Foucault was and still is? Isn’t this his
identity?
Foucault’s response to this objection will be the title of one of his best-known essays:

‘What Is an Author?’. Is being an author a matter of having an identity (a certain
nature, character, personality), like, for example, being a hero, a liar, or a lover? Does
writing make me a certain kind of person?
Let’s start with a common-sense definition of an author: someone who writes books.

Or, to be a bit more accurate, since an author might write only, say, poems or essays
that are never collected into a book, let’s say an author is someone who writes a text.
But we immediately see that this is not quite right either. A text is any thing written at
all, including shopping lists, notes passed in class, emails to the phone company about
my bill. Having written such things, as we all have, does not make one an author. As
Foucault suggests, even when we aim at collecting ‘everything’ by a great author such
as Nietzsche, we do not include these texts. Only certain kinds of texts count as the
‘work’ of an author.
Our definition has another weakness. Someone may literally write a text, even one of

the ‘right sort’, and not be its author. This is obviously the case if a text is dictated to
a secretary, but it is also true, if more complexly so, of other cases: when, for example,
a film star writes an autobiography ‘with the assistance of’ or ‘as told to’ someone;
or when a politician ‘writes’ a column or gives a speech that has been produced by a
team of aides; or when a scientist is ‘first author’ on a paper coming from his lab but in
fact has not himself written a single word of it. Such cases make it clear that being an
author is not, as our simple definition assumed, just a matter of being the literal ‘cause’
(producer) of a certain kind of text. It is instead a matter of being judged responsible for
the text. As Foucault notes, different cultures have had different standards for assigning
such responsibility. In the ancient world, for example, all medical texts accepted as
having a certain level of authority were designated as the works of a canonical author
such as Hippocrates. On the other hand, there have been periods in which literary
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texts (such as poems and stories) were circulated anonymously and not regarded as
texts to which we should assign an author (compare jokes in our culture).
From both these kinds of considerations—those about the sorts of texts that can

have an author and those about the sort of responsibility for a text that makes someone
an author of it—Foucault concludes that we should, strictly, not speak of the ‘author’
but of the ‘author function’. To be an author is not merely to have a certain factual
relation to a text (for example, to have causally produced it); it is, rather, to fulfil
a certain socially and culturally defined role in relation to the text. Authorship is a
social construction, not a natural kind, and it will vary over cultures and over time.
Foucault further maintains that the author function, as it operates in a given text,

does not correspond to a single self (person) who is the author of that text. There
is, for any ‘authored’ text, a plurality of selves fulfilling the author function. So, in a
first-person novel, the ‘I’ who narrates is different from the person who actually wrote
the words the ‘I’ presents, but both have a fair claim to being the ‘author’. The classic
example is Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu, with its complex interplay between
‘Marcel’, the narrative voice, and Proust ‘himself’. Foucault finds the same plurality in
a mathematical treatise, where we must distinguish the ‘I’ of the preface, who thanks
her husband for his support, and the theorem-proving ‘I’ of the main text who writes
‘I suppose’ or ‘I conclude’. Of course, there is a single author in the obvious sense
that one person wrote the words of the text. But, as an author, this person assumes a
variety of roles, corresponding to a diversity of selves: ‘the author function operates so
as to effect the dispersion of these … simultaneous selves’ (‘What Is an Author?’, EW
I, 216).
We see already that the role of an author might well attract someone like Foucault

who does not want to be fixed in a single identity. But there are deeper ways in
which writing can move me away from myself. To see this, let us return to our initial
common-sense model of the author as the person who writes a text. We have so far
seen complications with the identity of the author. But there are also difficulties for
our common-sense idea that authors (however understood) produce (cause) the texts
they write. Foucault neatly formulated the issue in The Order of Things. Nietzsche, he
said, showed us the importance of always asking of a text ‘Who is speaking?’ (who—
from what historical position, with what particular interests—is claiming the authority
to be listened to?). But, Foucault continues, Mallarmé responded to this question, at
least as it concerns literature: it is ‘the word itself’ (OT, 305). Are there, as Mallarmé
suggests, senses in which a text is due to the word, to language itself, rather than to
its author?
Of course there are. Every language embodies a rich conceptual structure that

dictates at every turn how I speak and even what I say. Shakespearean English is an
excellent vehicle for discussing the sport of falconry but not of football. The fact that
Shakespeare’s plays contain fluent and complex treatments of falconry is due as much
to the resources of Elizabethan English as to Shakespeare’s interest in the topic. If
Shakespeare came back to life to attend a final in the World Cup, he would, great
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writer that he is, be severely handicapped in giving an accurate account of the game.
Our accounts of a football match would be far superior to Shakespeare’s, not because
of our greater literary ability but because of the language we have available to us.
But, you may say, this is just an accident, due to the fact that football did not exist

in Shakespeare’s day, and one that can easily be remedied by adding an Elizabethan
sub-vocabulary suitable for describing football matches. True, but, first, any language
that we can actually use has to be at some specific point in its historical development
and will have limitations accordingly. Second, it may be that there are fundamental
limitations in the structure of any particular language that make it simply incapable
of certain sorts of expression. Indeed, it seems likely that this is so—that, for example,
there are things in Goethe’s or Rilke’s German that simply cannot be adequately put
into English. Heidegger maintained—though it is hard to see how he could know—that
only ancient Greek and German were adequate for the discussion of philosophy.
Accordingly, when authors write, much of what they say is a product not of their

distinctive insight or ability but the result of the language they are employing. For
much of the text it is just language that is speaking. Authors can react to this fact in
different ways. One standard (romantic) idea sees the author as straining against the
structures of language to express unique individual insights. Here the assumption is
that an author has access to a personal, prelinguistic vision, the expression of which
must work against language’s tendency to merely conventional expression. A contrary
‘classical’ idea sees the author as accepting and deploying the standard structures
to craft yet another work embodying a traditional vision. Both the classical and the
romantic views present writing as a matter of individuals expressing themselves; they
differ only over whether what is expressed should be the author’s own personal vision
or the author’s appropriation of a tradition. Foucault, however, is especially interested
in another mode in which authors can relate to language, one in which the point is not
to use language for self-expression but to lose the self in language.
This sort of authorship corresponds to a certain sense of literary modernism, asso-

ciated with the ‘death of the author’—although, as our discussion has shown, this is
really just the death of the conception of the author as self-expressive. Replacing it
is the idea of an author as a vehicle for letting language reveal itself. This idea, how-
ever, is less prominent in ‘What Is an Author?’ than in some of Foucault’s subsequent
discussions. In The Order of Things, for example, he says: ‘The whole curiosity of our
thought now resides in the question: What is language, how can we find a way around
it in order to make it appear in itself, in all its plentitude?’ (OT, 306).
The notion is particularly prominent in Foucault’s inaugural address for his chair

at the Collège de France (titled L’ordre du discours, but oddly translated into English
as ‘The Discourse on Language’). Here we see the strongly personal resonance of this
theme for Foucault, as he is required to give a public address: ‘I would’, he begins,
‘really like to have slipped imperceptibly into this lecture … I would have preferred to
be enveloped in words … At the moment of speaking, I would like to have perceived
a nameless voice, long preceding me, leaving me merely to enmesh myself in it … ’
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(DL, 215). Foucault associates himself with the modernist voice of Beckett’s Molloy:
‘I must go on; I can’t go on; I must go on; I must say words as long as there are
words, I must say them until they find me, until they say me …’ (Samuel Beckett,
The Unnameable, quoted in DL, 215). Later in the lecture, he argues that the notion
of the author as ‘the unifying principle in a group of writings or statement, lying at
the origins of their significance, as the seat of their coherence’ (DL, 221) is less a
source of creative expression than a principle of limitation, forcing us to read a text
as conforming with a comprehensive authorial project. At the very end, he elegantly
turns these theoretical flights back to the occasion at hand, saying that the voice he
was wishing for, ‘preceding me, supporting me, inviting me to speak and lodging within
my own speech’, was in fact that of Jean Hyppolite, his revered former teacher and
immediate predecessor in the Chair of Philosophy at the Collège de France (DL, 237).
But it remains clear that, for Foucault, language can and must take us beyond the
mode of subjective or even inter-subjective expression.
But in what sense might language offer us a truth beyond our subjective selves?

There is, of course, the fact that language provides the framework of our daily existence,
through structures that are, so to speak, too close for us to notice. Anglophone ordinary-
language philosophy, following Wittgenstein in the 1950s and 1960s, offered one way
of uncovering this linguistic ‘unconscious’. The ‘archaeology of knowledge’ Foucault
developed in the 1960s offered another, much more historical way. But the thread
of his thought that we are currently following is not concerned with language as a
substructure of everyday life. Here his fascination is rather with writing that puts
extreme pressure on language, that presses it to its limits with paradox, and that, as
a result, produces experiences of violation and transgression.
A premier example of such writing is that of Georges Bataille ([[Figure 3]), about

whom Foucault wrote his passionately obscure essay ‘A Preface to Transgression’. Sex-
uality, the primary theme of Bataille’s violently pornographic fiction, is a primary locus
of transgression because it is implicated in all of our limit-experiences (Foucault’s term
for experiences of transgression, those that take us to or beyond the limits of intelli-
gibility and propriety). Pushing consciousness to its limits leads to the unconscious,
which after Freud we all know is a maelstrom of sexual desires. The limit of the laws of
human societies is the universal taboo of incest. And the limits of language, specifying,
in Foucault’s words, ‘just how far speech may advance upon the sands of silence’ (‘A
Preface to Transgression’, EW II, 70), are, of course, always marked by the ‘forbidden
words’ of sexuality.
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3. Georges Bataille.
Pornographic writing is typically a very conservative medium, of course, a series

of clichés, clogged with erotic associations that stimulate desire, but not offering new
modes of experience or thought. Bataille’s pornography, however, is less likely to arouse
than to shock, repel, and dazzle through the extremity of its images, all the more
disturbing because they are expressed in classically limpid prose. It is further intensified
by the paradox implicit in the post-Nietzschean world Bataille inhabits. In this world,
God is dead, which means that there are no objectively defined limits of thought
or action against which we can hurl ourselves. ‘Profanation in a world that no longer
recognizes any positive meaning in the sacred—is this not more or less what we may call
transgression?’ Our limits are ones that we know are set by ourselves, so passing beyond
(transgressing) them can only mean rebelling against ourselves, via ‘a profanation that
is empty and turned inward upon itself, whose instruments are brought to bear on
nothing but each other’ (EW II, 70). But the very absurdity of this effort heightens
the limit-experience through its defiance of the very laws of logic.
The point of this exercise in extremism is to release forces within language that

will hurl us to the limits of our ordinary concepts and experiences and give us a
(perhaps transforming) glimpse of radically new modes of thought. In all this, Bataille
the author can claim no access to special infra- or ultra-rational insight from another
world (he was, after all, in real life the most mundane of men: a head librarian at
the Bibliothèque Nationale). But his writing is designed to unleash from language
new transgressive truths that will take him and his readers beyond the realm of their
knowledge and capacity of expression.
But Bataille’s pornographic violence is by no means the only way to make a space

for language itself to speak. Whereas his prose flows from an excess of subjectivity,
from erotic fantasy incited to extraordinary limits, the writing of Maurice Blanchot
shimmers with a strangeness that seems due to the complete withdrawal of all subjec-
tivity. As Foucault reads him, Blanchot is a master of the ‘thought of the outside’, a
thought (or even an experience) that, just as in Bataille, embodies ‘the breakdown of
philosophical subjectivity and its dispersion in a language that dispossesses it while
multiplying it within the space created by its absence’ (‘A Preface to Transgression’,
EW II, 79). Foucault traces this experience from Sade and Hölderlin through Niet-
zsche and Mallarmé to Artaud, Bataille, and Klossowski, to a culmination in Blanchot,
who, he says, ‘is perhaps more than just another witness to this thought’. For, while
his predecessors have expressed the thought of the outside by, in their various ways,
separating language from its roots in divine and human consciousness, Blanchot is so
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completely absent from his texts that ‘for us he is that thought itself—its real, abso-
lutely distant, shimmering, invisible presence, its necessary destiny, its inevitable law,
its calm, infinite, measured strength’ (‘The Thought of the Outside’, EW II, 151). We
might say that to Bataille’s ecstatic of violation there corresponds Blanchot’s ascetic
of withdrawal. In the paradoxes of limit-experience, the two are equivalent. For both—
though Foucault may think more purely and decisively in Blanchot—the central and
controlling subject is replaced by language itself. Not language as the instrument or
expression of consciousness, but language ‘in its attentive and forgetful being, with its
power of dissimulation that effaces every determinate meaning and even the existence
of the speaker’ (EW II, 168).
Transgression, paradox, and the dispersion of subjectivity all converge on the ulti-

mate limit-experience of madness itself, of those who have, as we say, ‘gone off the
deep end’. We will discuss Foucault’s rich and provocative treatment of madness later,
but it will be no surprise that he took special interest in the works of ‘mad’ authors
such as Nietzsche, Artaud, and Raymond Roussel (all of whom were at one point or
another clinically diagnosed as insane). Foucault, however, emphasizes that even in
these cases the writer’s achievement is never literally that of a madman. ‘Madness’,
he reminds us, ‘is precisely the absence of the work of art’ (MC, 287). Full-blown
insanity makes significant writing impossible, and we do not, for example, consider
Nietzsche’s last mad postcards from Turin (signed ‘Christ’ and ‘Dionysus’) as parts of
his oeuvre. The privilege and special interest of ‘mad’ writers is due to their liminal
position at the border of the sane world. Their writing operates in the twilight zone
between coherence and incoherence, their mental ‘disturbances’ effecting the transgres-
sion and withdrawal that Bataille and Blanchot achieve by more deliberate means. We
saw in[[Chapter 1] how Roussel used arbitrary restrictions to open the way for writing
that was not driven by any intentions of expressing the author’s ideas and that cleared
a field for an essentially unguided unfolding of a linguistic structure. Other authors,
influenced by Roussel, have used similar devices, particularly members of the Oulipo
group (Ouvroir de littérature potentielle) such as Raymond Queneau, Georges Perec,
Italo Calvino, and Harry Mathews. The most famous example is Perec’s La disparition,
a novel written in French without a single use of the letter ‘e’.
Foucault’s fascination with avant-garde literature is an aspect of his tendency to

seek, in extreme (limit-) experiences, a truth and fulfilment beyond that of ordinary
existence. As he said in an interview (just two years before his death):
those middle-range pleasures that make up everyday life … are nothing for me … A

pleasure must be something incredibly intense … Some drugs are really important for
me because they are the mediations to those incredibly intense joys that I’m looking
for.
(‘Michel Foucault: An Interview by Stephen Riggins’, EW I, 129)
But while this lure of intensity remained important for Foucault as a private indi-

vidual, he seems, after the 1960s (when he wrote almost all of his literary essays), to
have gradually become less convinced that limit-experiences and the literature that
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evokes them were the keys to transforming society. Instead, he moved to a much more
political conception of what was needed to effect human liberation. In[[Chapter 3], we
will follow this thread of Foucault’s thought.
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Chapter 3. Politics
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Politics
Michel Foucault was quite proud of the fact that he was difficult to classify politi-

cally:
I think I have in fact been situated in most of the squares of the political checker-

board, one after another and sometimes simultaneously: as an anarchist, leftist, osten-
tatious or disguised Marxist, technocrat in the service of Gaullism, new liberal, and so
forth … None of these descriptions is important by itself; taken together, on the other
hand, they mean something. And I must admit that I rather like what they mean.
(‘Polemics, Politics, and Problematizations’, EW III, 115)
Although Foucault was away in Tunisia during the student revolts of May 1968,

Maurice Blanchot reports having seen and spoken to him at a demonstration at this
time. If so, this was the only encounter between Foucault and the man he said he once
‘dreamt of being’. Whether or not the story is true—Foucault may have returned for a
few days that summer—it works nicely as a symbol of the tension between the aesthetic
and the political in Foucault’s life and thought. Perhaps he met his literary hero only at
the very point at which he began to move away from high art as our saving liberation
to an acceptance of the mundane political sphere as the inevitable battleground for
human freedom. At any rate, Foucault’s attitude changed at the end of the 1960s and,
by 1977, he was speaking of modernist literary theory in the past tense, noting that
the wave of interest in the 1960s (with critics such as Barthes, writers such as Sollers,
and journals such as Tel Quel) amounted to its swan song. What Foucault failed to
mention was that he was an important voice in that chorus.
There may be no need to see Foucault’s writings as taking a radically new direc-

tion in the 1970s. His own suggestion—‘I ask myself what else it was I was talking
about in Madness and Civilization and The Birth of the Clinic, but power’—has some
plausibility, though he goes on to say that he did not have the conceptual tools to
thematize power in his book on madness (‘Truth and Power’, EW III, 117). But there
is no doubt that after 1968 his work had a directly political cast that corresponded, in
his life outside writing, to a much increased activism.
Particularly since World War II—if not since the Dreyfus Affair or the French

Revolution—there has been a strong political tone to French intellectual life. Abstruse
philosophical or sociological treatises are denounced or praised because of their per-
ceived prises de position on political issues of the day. This attitude is especially
apparent in Jean-Paul Sartre’s insistence that writing must be committed (engagée).
La littérature engagée is, for Sartre, writing that recognizes its inevitable relation to
its historical situation and strives to make its readers aware of and act on the potential
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for human liberation implicit in that situation. Such writing is not, Sartre maintains,
mere propaganda because it is not the servant of any specific ideology but expresses
the ‘eternal values implicit in social and political debates’ (Situations II, 15).
Foucault, like all the intellectuals of his generation, grew up under the shadow of

Sartre, and his politics in particular need to be understood vis-à-vis Sartre, whose
defining political experience was the war and the German occupation of France. This
experience led Sartre to see political decisions in the absolute terms of loyalty and
betrayal, corresponding to the stark choice either to support the Resistance or to col-
laborate. As he put it: ‘whatever the circumstances, and wherever the site, a man
is always free to choose to be a traitor or not’. (Much later, when an interviewer
showed him this passage, he said that ‘when I read this, I said to myself: it’s incred-
ible, I actually believed that!’ and attributed his attitude to the ‘drama of the war
and the experience of heroism’—Between Existentialism and Marxism, 33–4.) Another
lesson of the war—and not just in Sartre’s mind—was the morally and politically priv-
ileged position of the French Communist Party. As the vanguard of the Resistance,
the Communists had earned the gratitude and respect of even those French who did
not sympathize with their political and social goals. For leftist intellectuals like Sartre
([[Figure 4]), the Communists had an unquestionable credibility in post-war France.
This did not entail membership in the Party, and Sartre himself never joined. But for
a long time the Communists’ agenda dominated his political thought and activity, and
there was a period in the 1950s when, whatever his private reservations, his public
stance was one of total support for the Party, even at the price of breaking with his
friends Albert Camus and Maurice Merleau-Ponty. It is no surprise that he came to
see Marxism as ‘the one philosophy of our time which we cannot go beyond’ (Critique
of Dialectical Reason, xxxiv).
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4. Foucault and Sartre at a
demonstration in Paris, 27
November 1972.
Foucault, born twenty-one years after Sartre, did not experience the war as a politi-

cally awakened adult but as a confused adolescent. Coming to maturity in the political
instability and ambiguity of post-war France, he was sceptical of Sartre’s ethical and
political absolutes and questioned the pretensions of what he came to call, with Sartre
clearly in mind, the ‘universal intellectual’, a free spirit, ‘the spokesman of the univer-
sal’, ‘speaking in the capacity of master of truth and justice’ (‘Truth and Power’, EW
III, 126). This was no doubt once a worthy calling, but today, according to Foucault,
universal systems of morality no longer provide effective responses to social and polit-
ical problems. We need detailed responses formulated by those concretely involved in
the problems. This, Foucault maintains, is the domain of the ‘specific intellectual’, for
example the teacher, engineer, doctor, or consultant who ‘has at his disposal, whether
in the service of the State or against it, powers which can benefit or irrevocably destroy
life’ (EW III, 129)—not Sartre but Oppenheimer.
It is sometimes suggested that Foucault saw himself as a specific intellectual, but

(apart from his early work in psychiatric hospitals) he did not generally have that sort
of particular responsibility in the social system. Call him rather—though he himself
does not use the term—a ‘critical intellectual’, someone who does not speak with
the authority of universal principles or of specific social or political responsibilities
but simply on the basis of his historical erudition and analytical skills. Neither ‘the
rhapsodist of the eternal’ nor ‘the strategist of life and death’ (EW III, 129), the
critical intellectual provides the intellectual tools—awarenesses of strategic and tactical
possibilities—those in the political trenches need to fight their battles.
Foucault’s most obvious political separation from Sartre appears in his attitude

toward Marxism and the Communist Party that was its primary representative. Early
on, Foucault did feel the tug of the Marxist viewpoint. ‘I belong’, he told an interviewer,
‘to that generation who as students had before their eyes, and were limited by, a
horizon consisting of Marxism, phenomenology, and existentialism’ (RR, interview,
174). (The influence of existential phenomenology—especially of the early Heidegger—
on Foucault is most apparent in his long introduction to the French translation of
Ludwig Binswanger’s essay Traum und Existenz.) Particularly because of the influence
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at the École Normale of Louis Althusser, who was the leading theoretician of the
French Communist Party, Foucault’s early intellectual attachment to Marxism was
strong. In his first book, Maladie mentale et personnalité, he characterized non-Marxist
approaches, including the existential, as providing only ‘mythical explanations’, and
maintained that mental illnesses arise ultimately from ‘contradictions’ determined by
‘present economic conditions in the form of conflict, exploitation, imperialist wars, and
class struggle’ (86). In one sense, Foucault went even further than Sartre, and was for
a time a member of the French Communist Party. But he was very soon disillusioned
with both the theory and the practice of Marxism. He quit the Party after only ‘a
few months or a little more’ (‘Michel Foucault répond à Sartre’, DE I, 666)—in fact,
it was closer to a year—and, in a 1962 second edition of his book on mental illness
(retitled Maladie mentale et psychologie), covered his tracks. He eliminated almost
all Marxist elements, including his entire concluding chapter, which had argued that
Pavlov’s theory of the reflex was the key to understanding mental illness, and added
an entirely new historical dimension based on his just-published doctoral thesis, The
History of Madness.
Foucault’s subsequent attitude toward Marxism was complexly ambivalent. The

Order of Things, for example, made the shocking claim that Marx’s economic thought
was not at root original or revolutionary, that the controversies it occasioned ‘are
no more than storms in a children’s wading pool’ (OT, 262). But when pressed on
this point in a later interview, he explained that he was speaking only of Marx’s
significance for the specific domain of economics, not of his unquestionably major role
in social theory (‘Sur les façons d’écrire l’histoire’, interview with Raymond Bellour,
DE I, 587). It is hard to avoid the conclusion that, throughout his writings, Foucault
took Marxism quite seriously but was quite happy to tweak the pretentious sensibilities
of contemporary French Marxists, for whose sake he would introduce teasing remarks
into his writings and interviews. So, for example, he says, to the reproach that he
doesn’t cite the text of Marx in places where this would be appropriate, that of course
he does refer quite obviously to Marx on many occasions, but doesn’t bother to give
explicit footnotes to guide those who don’t know their Marx well enough to pick up
the reference (P/K, ‘Prison Talk’, 52). On the other hand, Foucault is quite explicit in
acknowledging in Discipline and Punish the importance of the Marxist work of Rusche
and Kirchheimer for his history of the prison.
Foucault’s most direct statement of his attitude toward Marxism occurs in an inter-

view with Paul Rabinow about a month before his death: ‘I am neither an adversary
nor a partisan of Marxism; I question it about what it has to say about experiences
that ask questions of it’ (‘Polemics, Politics, and Problematizations’, EW I, 115). Here
Foucault is treating Marxism as an example of what, in this interview, he calls ‘pol-
itics’, by which he seems to mean a general, theoretically informed framework for
discussing current political issues. His point is that such frameworks should never be
simply assumed as an adequate basis for political decisions, but should be regarded
merely as resources that may (or may not) suggest viable approaches to problems we
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face. Here he cites the paradigm example of the 1968 student revolt, which, he insists,
involved asking a set of questions—‘about women, about relations between the sexes,
about medicine, about the environment, about minorities, about delinquency’—that
were not traditionally treated by established political viewpoints such as Marxism. At
the same time, he notes, the student activists seemed to assume that Marxism was the
proper vehicle for discussing these questions: ‘there was a desire to rewrite all these
problems in the vocabulary of a theory that was derived more or less directly from
Marxism’. But, he concludes, Marxism was inadequate to the task: there was ‘a more
and more manifest powerlessness on the part of Marxism to confront these problems’.
On the positive side, he concludes, we had learned that serious political questions could
be raised independently of accepted political doctrines (‘politics’) so that, as a result,
‘now there was a plurality of questions posed to politics rather than the reinscription
of the act of questioning in the framework of a political doctrine’ (EW I, 115).
Foucault generalizes his point in a political distinction between polemics and prob-

lematizations. Polemics comes to political issues with a general doctrinal framework
it accepts as the only adequate basis for discussion. Anyone who does not accept the
framework is treated as an enemy who must be refuted, not as a partner in the search
for a solution. Like parallel enterprises in religion (the eradication of heresy) and the
judiciary (criminal prosecution), polemics ‘defines alliances, recruits partisans, unites
interests or opinions, represents a party; it establishes the other as an enemy, an up-
holder of opposed interests against which one must fight until the moment this enemy
is defeated’ (EW I, 112). (It is hard not to recall Sartre’s pledge of allegiance to the
Communist cause: ‘an anticommunist is a rat … I swore to the bourgeoisie a hatred
which would only die with me’, ‘Merleau-Ponty’, in Situations, 198.) Foucault rejects
polemics as ‘sterilizing’: ‘Has anyone ever seen a new idea come out of a polemic?’
Moreover, ‘it is really dangerous to make anyone believe that he can gain access to
truth by such paths and thus to validate, even if merely in a symbolic form, the real
political practices that could be warranted by it’. Ordinarily, Foucault says, the worst
consequences of the polemical attitude ‘remain suspended’, presumably because there
is no decisive victor among the warring viewpoints. But, he says, we know what hap-
pens when one side is able to triumph: ‘one has only to look at what happened during
the debates in the USSR over linguistics or genetics not long ago’ (EW I, 113).
Problematization does not ignore the doctrinal frameworks of polemical disputes—

which are after all a primary source for our thinking about political questions. But it
begins with questions that arise not necessarily from the frameworks themselves but
from our ‘lived experiences’ in society. We can and should put these questions not
only to the doctrinal frameworks (to ‘politics’), but also to a variety of frameworks
and with no assumption that all or any of them will offer adequate answers. Political
discussions should be driven by the concrete problems that raise our questions, not by
the established theories that claim to be able to answer them.
Foucault also makes his point in Richard Rorty’s pragmatic language of the ‘we’

(group consensus)—and at the same time responds to an important challenge to his
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approach to politics. Rorty, Foucault notes, has pointed out that Foucault’s political
analyses ‘do not appeal to any ‘we’—to any of those ‘wes’ whose consensus, whose
values, whose traditions constitute the framework for a thought’ (EW I, 114). Rorty’s
worry was that, by not beginning from any consensus, Foucault ([[Figure 5]) was con-
fusing the private and public domains of discourse and seeking a public endorsement of
values (for example, the pursuit of intense limit-experiences) that are appropriate only
as part of an individual’s self-creation, not as the norms of a liberal society. Foucault’s
response is, in effect, that the ‘we’ is essential, but as an outcome not a presupposition
of political discussion: ‘it seems to me that the ‘we’ must not be previous to the ques-
tion, it can only be the result—and the necessarily temporary result—of the question
as it is posed in the new terms in which one formulates it’ (EW I, 114–15).
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5. Foucault circa 1969.
This is an effective response but one that implicitly concedes a key point of Rorty’s

challenge. The questions that precede and generate political consensus must, of course,
themselves be ones that can be formulated in the mundane vocabularies of everyday
discourse; otherwise they would not even be candidates for subsequently agreed-upon
answers. But this means that ‘inexpressible’ limit-experiences, whatever their role in
private lives, can have no place in the public forum of political discussion. Foucault
can deny Rorty’s assumption that political discussion must begin from substantial
agreement (say on the liberal political creed), but he must also admit that Rorty is
right about the political irrelevance of the irreducibly private values on which Foucault
placed so much emphasis in his early aesthetic writings.
If political debate is not grounded in theoretical frameworks, it is fair to ask to what

authority it does appeal. Often, of course, we can get along without raising questions
about the ultimate justification of values; the factual questions of how to achieve cer-
tain goals are foregrounded against the backdrop of implicit shared commitments. In
such cases, we might say, the issues are ones of pragmatic reform rather than funda-
mental revolution. Foucault, however, rejected the separability of questions of reform
(transformation), working within an established system, and the revolutionary critique
of the system. Discussing with Didier Eribon the election of François Mitterrand’s so-
cialist government in 1981, Foucault resisted Eribon’s suggestion that his sympathy
with the opening moves of the new regime meant that he thought it would be ‘possi-
ble to work with this government’ (‘So Is It Important to Think?’, EW III, 455). He
rejected ‘the dilemma of being either for or against’ and went on to argue that even
reformist projects (within a system) require ‘criticism (and radical criticism)’, since
any reform worthy of the name requires questioning modes of thought that say it is
impossible. Accordingly, we cannot choose between ‘an inaccessible radicality’ and ‘the
necessary concessions to reality’. Rather, ‘the work of deep transformation [reform] can
be done in the open and always turbulent atmosphere of a continuous [revolutionary]
criticism’ (EW III, 457).
But this position makes all the more insistent the question of what grounds fun-

damental criticisms of existing regimes, since for Foucault such criticism should be a
constant of political life, not just of special moments of revolutionary upheaval. We
can get a sense of Foucault’s response to this question by examining his controversial
discussion of the Iranian revolution, with which he expressed an early sympathy that
disconcerted many. But Foucault’s sympathy was with the basic act of revolt: ‘the
impulse by which a single individual, a group, a minority, or an entire people says, “I
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will no longer obey,” and throws the risk of their life in the face of an authority they
consider unjust’ (‘Useless to Revolt?’, EW III, 449). Such an act, he says, is ‘irreducible’
and even an ‘escape’ from ‘history, and its long chains of reasons’. The decision ‘to
prefer the risk of death to the certainty of having to obey’ is the ‘last anchor point’ for
any assertions of rights, ‘one more solid and closer to experience than “natural rights”
’ (EW III, 449).
But, the philosopher in us will ask, what is the status of this will to revolt? No

doubt there is a kind of authenticity in the acceptance of death as the possible price
of freedom, but, as Foucault puts it, ‘Is one right to revolt, or not?’ At least in this
discussion, he avoids answering: ‘Let us leave the question open. People do revolt; that
is a fact … A question of ethics? Perhaps. A question of reality, without a doubt.’
All he is willing to say is that it is only through such revolt that ‘subjectivity (not
that of great men, but that of anyone) is brought into history’ (EW III, 452), making
human lives not just a matter of biological evolution but genuinely historical, and
that his commitment as an intellectual is ‘to be respectful when a singularity revolts,
intransigent as soon as power violates the universal’ (EW III, 453).
Not a very satisfactory response, we might say, especially when we recall that the

revolution in question is one that led directly to a tyranny of stonings and severed hands.
Foucault admits that the Iranian revolution contained, from the beginning, seeds of
its own atrocities: ‘the formidable hope of making Islam into a great civilization once
again, and forms of virulent xenophobia’. He insists, however, that ‘the spirituality
which had meaning for those who went to their deaths has no common measure with
the bloody government of an integrist clergy’ (EW III, 451). But wasn’t the spirit of
revolt equally in those who died and those who lived to tyrannize? And isn’t there
every reason to think that a reversal of fates would have turned the martyrs into
clerical tyrants? How can we be ‘respectful’ of revolts that we have every reason to
think will lead to a new tyranny? Foucault says there is no inconsistency ‘when today
one is against severed hands, having yesterday been against the tortures of the Savak’
(EW III, 452). But why respect a movement opposing the Savak when you have good
reason to believe that it will lead to equal outrages?
In other places, Foucault employs the category of the ‘intolerable’ to characterize

practices or situations that are the legitimate objects of resistance or revolt. This
has the advantage of allowing us to differentiate some instances of revolt as morally
appropriate (because they oppose what is intolerable) and others as not. Foucault’s
‘respect’ for the Iranian revolution may reflect his reluctance to judge a case of obviously
sincere commitment that he could not know from the inside. Presumably, he would
act differently regarding movements within his own culture, where he would be in
a position to judge whether or not what they opposed was intolerable. But there is
no doubt that he would see such a judgement as itself an irreducible given, not the
outcome of the application of the theoretical categories of a political or other ethical
framework. In the end, there can be no authority other than the judgement of those
who directly experience a situation.
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Chapter 4. Archaeology
Foucault is often treated as a philosopher, social theorist, or cultural critic, but in

fact almost all of his books were histories, from The History of Madness to the History
of Sexuality; and when the Collège de France asked for a title for his chair, his choice
was ‘Professor of the History of Systems of Thought’. Nonetheless, he saw his historical
work as quite different from standard work in history of ideas and characterized it in
distinctive terms, first as the ‘archaeology’ of thought and later as ‘genealogy’.
Foucault’s idea of an archaeology of thought is closely linked to the modernist

literary idea that language is a source of thought in its own right, not merely an
instrument for expressing the ideas of those who use it. Here, however, the project
is not to open up, through transgression or withdrawal, a field for language itself to
‘speak’. Rather, Foucault begins with the fact that, at any given period in a given
domain, there are substantial constraints on how people are able to think. Of course,
there are always the formal constraints of grammar and logic, which exclude certain
formulations as gibberish (meaningless) or illogical (self-contradictory). But what the
archaeologist of thought is interested in is a further set of constraints that, for example,
make it ‘unthinkable’ for centuries that heavenly bodies could move other than in circles
or be made of earthly material. Such constraints seem foolish to us: why couldn’t they
see that such things are at least possible? But Foucault’s idea is that every mode of
thinking involves implicit rules (maybe not even formulable by those following them)
that materially restrict the range of thought. If we can uncover these rules, we will be
able to see how an apparently arbitrary constraint actually makes total sense in the
framework defined by those rules. Moreover, he suggests that our own thinking too is
governed by such rules, so that from the vantage point of the future it will look quite
as arbitrary as the past does to us.
Foucault’s idea is that this level of analysis, of what is outside the control of the

individuals who actually do the thinking in a given period, is the key to understand-
ing the constraints within which people think. So the ‘history of ideas’—where this
means what is consciously going on in the minds of scientists, philosophers, et al.—is
less important than the underlying structures that form the context for their thinking.
We will not be so much interested in, say, Hume or Darwin as in what made Hume
or Darwin possible. This is the root of Foucault’s famous ‘marginalization of the sub-
ject’. It is not that he denies the reality or even the supreme ethical importance of
the individual consciousness. But he thinks that individuals operate in a conceptual
environment that determines and limits them in ways of which they cannot be aware.
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There are, besides archaeology, two other plausible metaphors for Foucault’s new
intellectual enterprise: geology and psychoanalysis. Sartre suggested the geological anal-
ogy, and Foucault himself employs it when he speaks of the ‘sedimentary strata’ (AK,
3) uncovered by the kind of historical approach he proposes. But this metaphor mis-
leadingly suggests that we can, like the geologist, actually reach and ‘see for ourselves’
the underlying structures of thought, whereas all we actually have access to are the
surface effects (specific uses of language) from which we must somehow infer what lies
beneath. The psychoanalytic metaphor, which Foucault himself emphasizes, rightly
presents the underlying structures as part of an unconscious and as discovered only
through analysis of linguistic events of which we are aware. But, unlike psychoanalysis,
Foucault’s history is not hermeneutic; that is, it does not try to interpret what we
hear and read in order to recover its deeper meaning. It deals with texts but treats
them not as documents but, in the manner of an archaeologist, as monuments (AK, 7).
Archaeologists of knowledge, in other words, do not ask what Descartes’ Meditations
mean (that is, what ideas Descartes was trying to express in them). Rather, they use
what Descartes—and many other writers, famous or not, of the same period—wrote
as clues to the general structure of the system in which they thought and wrote. The
interest, to invoke the archaeological analogy once more, is not in the particular object
(text) studied but in the overall configuration of the site from which it was excavated.
Just as the modernist avant-garde aimed at writing without the author, so Fou-

cault’s archaeology aims at history without the individual subject. Contrary to what
is often suggested, this does not mean the total exclusion of the subject from history;
Foucault is, after all, talking about our history. But archaeology emphasizes that the
stage on which we enact our history—as well as much of the script—is established in-
dependently of our thoughts and actions. This separates it from conventional history,
which tells of individual subjects moving through time. Standard history of ideas, in
particular, tells how philosophers, scientists, and other thinkers developed and trans-
mitted to their successors key concepts and theories. Foucault does not exclude such
‘subject-centred’ accounts, but he points out that they are prone to characteristic
distortions. They treat history as a story, a narrative, which, since it is told from
the standpoint of one or more person’s experiences, assumes the continuity and goal-
directedness of consciousness. History thus becomes a novel, with a plot unified by
the concerns of human beings and leading to a humanly meaningful conclusion. Such
narration has a superficial validity, but it ignores the extent to which the apparent
continuity and purposiveness of history may be due to the false assumption that hu-
man history is primarily driven by the experiences and projects of the consciousnesses
that live it. Archaeology introduces factors outside consciousness that may belie the
continuity and direction that we read into our lives.
To illustrate Foucault’s point, consider the much abused ‘Whiggish’ interpretations

of history, which tell a tale of gradual progress toward our glorious present. (The term
‘Whiggish’ refers to the ideology of the Whig Party, which permeates Lord Macaulay’s
famous History of England.) While 20th-century historians denigrate the naiveté of
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assuming that the past should be read as a continual progress toward ourselves as its
manifest purpose, their alternative has typically been to tell the story of a past time
in terms of its own conceptions and concerns—a narrative of ‘how-it-then-seemed-to-
them’. But why, for example, should the Elizabethans’ perspective on their history be
privileged over Lord Macaulay’s, and why should either be privileged over, say, that of
the biological, meteorological, or geographic factors that may well have had far more
influence on their history than anything the Elizabethans thought? This, indeed, was
the approach that proved so fruitful for the French Annales school of historiography
(named after its journal), which Foucault cites very positively at the opening of The
Archaeology of Knowledge, where he reflects on his own effort to extend the Annales
methodology to the history of thought.
We may object that such an extension is incoherent, since, obviously, what the Eliz-

abethans thought was decisive for the history of their thought. Foucault, however, is
precisely questioning the alleged truism. The archaeologist suggests that much of ‘what
the Elizabethans thought’—in the normal sense of ‘what ideas they were consciously
aware of’—may have been the rather distant outcome of factors quite outside their
consciousness. On the other hand, Foucault is not pursuing the project of explain-
ing ideas by external social or economic forces, in the manner of Marxism or other
forms of historical materialism. His project is rather to offer an internal account of hu-
man thinking, without assuming a privileged status for the conscious content of that
thought—thought without a privileged role for the thinker, parallel to writing without
a privileged role for the writer. And, as in the case of modernist literature, the key
to this project is language, conceived as a structure independent of those who use it.
This suggests yet another analogy helpful for understanding Foucault’s project—it is
like Chomsky’s linguistics, which tries to uncover the ‘deep structure’ of our language.
Foucault, however, is not concerned with formal (syntactic or semantic) structures but
those that constrain the material content of what is said and thought.
This notion of ‘constraining’ thought suggests one final disciplinary analogy for the

archaeology of thought: the effort, characteristic of so much philosophy since Kant, to
determine the ‘conditions of possibility’ of our concepts and experience. Kant called
these conditions ‘transcendental’ because they are neither empirical (that is, due to the
contingent history of human life) nor transcendent (that is, due to necessary constraints
imposed on us from outside). Rather, they are conditions necessary, given our situation
as finite knowers, for our being able to have any experience at all of a world. On Kant’s
view, the transcendental conditions on the possibility of experience require, for example,
that we experience objects as existing in space and time and as substances subject to
causal laws. Since such conditions are prior to experience, Kant called them ‘a priori’
(as opposed to the ‘a posteriori’ truths that are derived from our experience).
Foucault sometimes characterized his archaeological project in Kantian language,

saying that it sought the ‘conditions of possibility’ for thought in a given period (OT,
xxii). For Kant, however, such conditions were universally applicable, necessary con-
straints on all possible experiences, whereas for Foucault they are contingent on the
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particular historical situation and vary over times and domains of knowledge. The con-
cept of invariant species was a necessary condition for the knowledge of life in the 18th
century but not the 20th. Consequently, Foucault says that archaeology leads to only
relativized ‘historical a prioris’, not the atemporal, absolute a priori truths that Kant
claimed to have discovered. This difference is deep, since Kant’s claims of universal ne-
cessity required his transcendental project to invoke methods beyond those of empirical
studies such as natural science and history; they required a distinctively philosophical
a priori method of transcendental argument. Foucault may employ Kant’s terminol-
ogy, but his project seeks no truths beyond those available to the empirical methods
of historiography.
Foucault’s archaeology leads to some striking challenges to received ideas in the

history of science. It is, for example, commonly held that Lamarck anticipated Dar-
win’s evolutionary ideas, whereas Cuvier was solidly opposed to the thought of species
emerging through gradual changes over a long period. In The Order of Things, Foucault
agrees that Lamarck speaks of species changing over time (through the inheritance of
acquired characteristics), whereas Cuvier’s theory posits species that are fixed once and
for all. But he maintains that these conflicting opinions cover up a more fundamental
division. Lamarck works within a general archaeological framework (an ‘episteme’ in
Foucault’s terminology) associated with the ‘Classical Age’ (roughly, Europe—and es-
pecially France—from 1650 to 1800). According to Foucault’s analysis, the Classical
episteme allows no essential role for time in its view of nature. All the possible kinds of
living things are predetermined in total independence of historical developments and
can be expressed entirely in atemporal tables of genera and species. The actualization
of genera and species in time need not realize all the possibilities simultaneously, but
the order of their appearance would have to be strictly in accord with the atemporal
relations specified by the tables of genera and species. Lamarck postulated such a pro-
cess of successive realization, but had (and could have) no idea of there being historical
causes that produced the differences in species that came to exist at different times.
Cuvier, admittedly, claimed that in fact all species had existed from the beginning

and so were not produced by historical causes. But, unlike Lamarck, he worked in
the modern episteme (dominant from around 1800), which, in sharp contrast to the
Classical episteme, regarded life forms as essentially historical entities and so allowed
the possibility of their formation through historical, evolutionary causes. Cuvier, there-
fore, contradicts Darwin only on the superficial level of what in fact actually happened.
Lamarck, although he subscribes to verbal formulas similar to Darwin’s, disagrees at
a deeper level about what it means to be a species. Between the middle of the 18th
century and the middle of the 19th century, there occurred a fundamental break in
the European conception of living things; Lamarck was on one side of this division,
Cuvier and Darwin on the other. Standard history of ideas misses this key point be-
cause it attends only to the theories of individual thinkers and ignores the underlying
archaeological frameworks necessary to grasp their ultimate significance.
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Foucault provides a detailed formulation of archaeology as a historiographic method
in The Archaeology of Knowledge, but the method was gradually developed earlier in
three histories written in the 1960s: The History of Madness, The Birth of the Clinic,
and The Order of Things. Since it was forged in efforts to treat particular historical
problems, it is better evaluated by its historical results than by its persuasiveness
as a general epistemological theory. And there have been quite severe assessments
by academic historians. Andrew Scull, for example, endorses what he rightly says is
‘the verdict of most Anglo-American specialists: that [The History of Madness] is a
provocative and dazzlingly written prose poem, but one resting on the shakiest of
scholarly foundations and riddled with errors of fact and interpretation’.
To illustrate the problems historians have had with Foucault’s archaeology, let us

take a look at one of his key claims in The History of Madness: that, in the middle
of the 17th century, the practice of confinement (isolating the mad from the general
population in special houses of internment) took on a central significance. According to
Foucault, this significance was essentially connected with the Classical Age’s fundamen-
tal view of madness as a rejection of reason that left no place for the mad in rational
society. Roy Porter, until his death in 2002 the leading historian of insanity in the
English-speaking world, noted that studies of the treatment of the mad in particular
regions of England show ‘that lunatics typically remained at large, the responsibility of
their family under the eye of the parish’. Although some of the mad were confined, the
numbers were quite small: perhaps as few as 5,000 and surely no more than 10,000 by
the early 19th century. Confinement, Porter suggests, was much more a 19th-century
phenomenon; during the Classical Age, ‘the growth in the practice of excluding the
mad was gradual, localized, and piecemeal’ (‘Foucault’s Great Confinement’, 48).
But notice that Porter’s critique is based on just the sort of individual beliefs and

actions that are precisely not the primary concern of Foucault’s archaeology. Foucault
is not making empirical generalizations about what people in various countries thought
or did; he is trying to construct the general mode of thinking (episteme) that lay behind
what was no doubt a very diverse range of beliefs and practices. An episteme must,
admittedly, be reflected in the factual beliefs and actions of those whose thought is
constrained by it. But there is no simple correspondence between a general structure
of thought and specific beliefs and actions. When my psychoanalyst tells me that I
unconsciously hate women, she is not refuted by my truthful claim that I call my
mother every week and never forget my wedding anniversary. It may still be true that
I have a deep animus toward women that comes out in certain paradigm cases of my
behaviour.
Similarly, confinement—whatever the details about its extent in different regions at

different times—may represent a distinctive Classical way of thinking about madness.
This is not to say that Foucault’s claim in unfalsifiable. But it needs to be tested
as a general interpretative hypothesis; that is, evaluated by its fruitfulness in making
overall sense of a large body of data and suggesting new lines of enquiry. It should
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not be judged as an empirical generalization—like ‘all crows are black’—that can be
refuted by a single counter-example.
We may, finally, wonder whether archaeology has any connection with the political

orientation of Foucault’s work, which we discussed in[[Chapter 3]. It might seem that
archaeology, with its emphasis on abstract linguistic structures, could have little to
do with the realities of political power, which, admittedly, becomes an explicit theme
in Foucault’s work only in the 1970s, when he develops his genealogical method. But
archaeology is not without its own political (and ethical) potency. This potency arises
from its ability to present us with alternative modes of thinking that challenge the
necessity that we find in our own modes of thought. Here it is important that Foucault’s
archaeological analyses are never of cultures radically foreign to ours. He begins The
Order of Things with the famous quotation from Borges of a categorization, from a
mythical ‘Chinese encyclopedia’, of the types of animals (‘belonging to the Emperor’,
‘embalmed’, ‘stray dogs’, ‘included in the present classification’, ‘innumerable’, ‘that
from a long way off look like flies’). This quotation well represents our reaction when
archaeology presents us with a sharply different fundamental mode of thinking: ‘the
stark impossibility of thinking that’ (OT, xv). But, while Foucault’s archaeologies do
exhibit such impossibilities, these are drawn not from the inaccessible distance of a
mythical China but from the relatively recent past of our own Western culture: the
Europe of the 16th through 18th centuries.
Archaeology, then, shows us apparently ‘impossible’ modes of thought that were,

nonetheless, quite possible for our not so distant intellectual ancestors. We believe,
for example, that there is no rational alternative to thinking of madness as ‘mental
illness’, but Foucault’s archaeology shows that little more than 200 years ago people
such as Descartes and Leibniz—the ‘fathers’ of our modern scientific world—thought of
madness in an entirely different way. Such an exhibition has an implicitly destabilizing
effect, suggesting that the framework underlying our concepts and beliefs may not have
the inevitability we casually assign it. When these concepts are ones at the basis of
ethically and politically charged practices (such as our treatment of the insane, our
system of medical practice, our modern social sciences—the subjects, respectively, of
Foucault’s three archaeological studies), then clearly archaeology is not just a neutral
description of linguistic abstractions.
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Chapter 5. Genealogy
Since in Foucault’s use the term genealogy proclaims his connection to Nietzsche,

we should from the first be aware of what Foucault meant by being ‘Nietzschean’:
I am tired of people studying [Nietzsche] only to produce the same kind of commen-

taries that are written on Hegel or Mallarmé. For myself, I prefer to utilise the writers
I like. The only valid tribute to a thought such as Nietzsche’s is precisely to use it,
to deform it, to make it groan and protest. And if commentators then say that I am
being faithful or unfaithful to Nietzsche, that is of absolutely no importance.
(P/K, ‘Prison Talk’, 53–4)
Despite this unequivocal statement, commentators on Foucault have generally as-

sumed that his notion of a genealogy is much the same as Nietzsche’s and, in particular,
that Foucault’s close textual analysis of Nietzsche’s notion in ‘Nietzsche, Genealogy,
History’ is a definitive expression of his own view of what genealogy is as a historical
methodology.
But this essay was written for a memorial volume in honour of Jean Hyppolite,

Foucault’s teacher at the École Normale, and is cast, with elegant modesty, as a metic-
ulous explication de texte, of the sort Foucault no doubt frequently wrote for his old
master. The essay scrupulously summarizes Nietzsche’s view of genealogy but seldom
comments in Foucault’s own voice about the validity of the view. For this reason, we
cannot simply assume—as many critics and commentators have—that Foucault him-
self endorses every formulation of this essay. In some respects, it is clear that the
position Foucault presents is not his own. He would not, for example, agree with Ni-
etzsche’s frequent references to the feelings and intentions of subjects (the rivalries
of scholars, the inventions of the ruling class, ‘Nietzsche, Genealogy, History’, EW II,
371) as primary engines of the history of thought; nor with Nietzsche’s claim that the
degeneracy of the 19th century is due to racial mixing (EW II, 384).
Moreover, as I will argue later, it is always risky to take Foucault’s general

theorizings—about historical method or anything else—as more than tools for some
specific purpose. In any case, there is no genealogical counterpart to the detailed
retrospective methodological analysis offered in The Archaeology of Knowledge. So it
makes particular sense to approach genealogy primarily through Foucault’s historical
practice, not his scattered and not always consistent methodological pronouncements.
Taking this approach, the first thing we notice is that there is only one clear sustained
use of the genealogical method in Foucault’s writings: his history of the prison,
Discipline and Punish. The first volume of his History of Sexuality is ordinarily
cited as another genealogical study, but we need to remember that this is merely
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a general introduction to a series of detailed genealogical studies that were never
completed; HS itself offers only a few sketches of what these full studies might have
been like. Foucault also sometimes refers to his last two books, on ancient sexuality,
as genealogies, but, as we will see, this is so only in a very attenuated sense that has
much more to do with their ethical intent than with their mode of historical analysis.
What, then, is the historical methodology of Discipline and Punish? The first thing

we should notice is the important extent to which the methodology is still archaeologi-
cal. For example, Foucault presents the distinctively modern technique of punishment
by imprisonment in terms of the four main categories of archaeological analysis that he
distinguished in The Archaeology of Knowledge. Imprisonment constitutes delinquents
as a new class of objects, characterized by the concepts distinctive of the criminal char-
acter; moreover, it distinguishes various modes of authority (that of the judge, of the
parole board, of the criminologist) and alternative lines of strategic action (for exam-
ple, different ways of using solitude and work in the treatment of prisoners). However,
the four key archaeological categories are here applied not just to language but also
to practices that go beyond mere linguistic expression to produce physical changes in
their objects. Discipline and Punish is concerned, therefore, not just with the language
(analysed by archaeology) through which we know the world, but with the power that
changes the world.
Although archaeology is quite capable of describing the conceptual system underly-

ing a practice, linguistic or not, it is not suited to describe the effects of a practice. It
is a structural, synchronic mode of analysis, not a causal, diachronic method. Foucault
discusses this limitation in his Foreword to the English translation of The Order of
Things, where he notes that he has restricted himself to a description of systems of
thought, with no attempt to explain changes from one system to another. ‘The tra-
ditional explanations—spirit of the time, technological or social influences of various
kinds—struck me for the most part as being more magical than effective.’ However,
Foucault had at this point no alternative sort of explanation to offer and so thought
‘it would not be prudent … to force a solution I felt incapable, I admit, of offering’.
‘Consequently’, he says, ‘I left the problem of causes to one side; I chose instead to
confine myself to describing the transformations themselves, thinking that this would
be an indispensable step if, one day, a theory of scientific change and epistemological
causality was to be constructed’ (OT, xiii).
By the time he wrote Discipline and Punish, Foucault had what he saw as an

adequate method of causal explanation to complement archaeology. This was what he
called genealogy: ‘this book is intended … as a genealogy of the present scientific-legal
complex’ (DP, 23). What had he discovered since writing The Order of Things?
The first discovery was that changes in thought are not themselves the products

of thought. This corresponds to Foucault’s earlier rejection of the ‘spirit of the time’
and similar quasi-Hegelian modes of historical explanation, such as a collective uncon-
scious. But neither was Foucault happy with historians’ standard material modes of
explanation in terms of technological or social influences. These are typically vague
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and general causes—the invention of printing, the rise of the bourgeoisie—that have
explanatory force only to the extent that we see history as moving towards corre-
spondingly vague and general goals, such as democracy and secularism. Foucault was
sceptical of grand teleological narratives focused on such goals and proposed instead
accounts based on many specific ‘little’ causes, operating independently of one another,
with no overall outcome in view. On such an approach we might, for example, discuss
not the ‘invention of printing’ but an entire complex of developments in the production
and distribution of newspapers and magazines (new sorts of presses, styles of reporting,
methods of making paper, subscription schemes, and so on) that would in turn have
a wide and disparate range of social, economic, and political effects. Or, to cite an
example from Foucault himself, in Discipline and Punish he shows how, among many
other things, the invention of a new kind of rifle, more efficient ways of organizing the
space of hospitals, and changes in the methods of teaching children penmanship all
unwittingly contributed to the formation of a radically new system of social control.
A final discovery: that the objects of these diverse and specific causes are human

bodies. The forces that drive our history do not so much operate on our thoughts,
our social institutions, or even our environment as on our individual bodies. So, for
example, punishment in the 18th century is a matter of violent assaults on the body:
branding, dismemberment, execution, whereas in the 19th century it takes the ap-
parently gentler but equally physical form of incarceration, ordered assemblies, and
forced labour. Prisoners are subjected to a highly structured regimen designed to pro-
duce ‘docile bodies’. A Foucaultian genealogy, then, is a historical causal explanation
that is material, multiple, and corporeal.
Is it then Nietzschean? Nietzsche (like Foucault himself) offers many programmatic

remarks on genealogy—not all mutually consistent—among which can be found pas-
sages that match the main elements of Foucault’s practice. For example, Nietzsche
([[Figure 6]) speaks of genealogy in terms of tracing the Herkunft (stock or descent)
of an idea or practice, which connects with Foucault’s emphasis on the body. Simi-
larly, Nietzsche presents genealogy as naturalistic rather than idealistic and talks of
explaining morality, in particular, as a contingent phenomenon that developed from
small ‘accidental’ causes. In fact, however, Nietzsche’s most worked-out genealogy (The
Genealogy of Morality) is very different from the project Foucault undertakes in Dis-
cipline and Punish. For one thing, Nietzsche’s effort has nothing of the careful schol-
arship and documentary detail of Foucault’s book. It is not the product of serious
archival research—‘gray, meticulous, and patiently documentary’ (‘Nietzsche, Geneal-
ogy, History’, EW II, 369)—but of an erudite amateur’s armchair speculations. More
significantly, Nietzsche’s genealogy operates with psychological causes (the pride and
ambition of the strong, the resentment of the weak, the malicious ingenuity of priests),
which have little to do with Foucault’s history of the body. Foucault offers no parallels
to Nietzsche’s deployment of Socratic weakness and Pauline rancour as key genealogi-
cal causes. Further, Christianity—the primary source, in Nietzsche’s account, of what
we mean by morality—is a global and monolithic cause, relentlessly insisting on the
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renunciation of this world in favour of an ‘afterlife’. Simply as historical methodologies,
Nietzsche’s and Foucault’s genealogies are quite different.
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6. ‘The Holy Trinity’: Lou Salomé,
Paul Rée, and Friedrich Nietzsche,
May 1882.
Nonetheless, Foucault is thoroughly Nietzschean in one fundamental respect: the

critical intent with which he employs his genealogy. Nietzsche used genealogy to show
that our most revered institutions and practices were ‘human, all-too-human’. Fou-
cault’s genealogies likewise deconstruct, by showing their real origin, official meanings
and evaluations involved in a society’s self-understanding. ‘Historical beginnings are
lowly: not in the sense of modest or discreet like the steps of a dove, but derisive
and ironic, capable of undoing every infatuation’ (EW II, 372). To provide a geneal-
ogy is ‘to identify the accidents, the minute deviations—or, conversely, the complete
reversals—the errors, the false appraisals, and the faulty calculations that give birth
to those things that continue to exist and have value for us’ (EW II, 374). These quo-
tations are Foucault’s exposition of Nietzsche, but in this case they speak for himself
as well.
It may seem that this critical use of genealogy falls into the genetic fallacy, arguing

from the lowly origin of something to its lack of value. Suppose Nietzsche is right that
morality originates ‘in detestable, narrow-minded conclusions. Pudenda origo [shame-
ful origin]’ (Dawn, #102; cited in EW II, 370). How does that prove that morality has
no authority? Or why, as Nietzsche also suggests, should our evolution from ‘lower’ an-
imals undermine human dignity: ‘We wished to awaken the feeling of man’s sovereignty
by showing his divine birth; this path is now forbidden, since a monkey stands at the
entrance’ (Dawn, #49; cited in EW II, 372).
It is not, however, the genealogist who introduces the question of origins. This is

done when, for example, the Ten Commandments are said to have moral authority
because God handed them to Moses on Mount Sinai, or when the subordination of
women is said to be required by their biological nature. The fact of evolution does
not refute human dignity, but it may help undermine, as the quote above from Niet-
zsche suggests, the claim that this dignity is grounded in our direct creation by God.
Genealogical critique will avoid the genetic fallacy as long as it is directed at efforts
to support established authorities on the basis of their origin. This understanding of
genealogy is implicit in Foucault’s claim that it reveals the contingency of that which
was said to be necessary. Here necessity (due to divine will, human nature, or tran-
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scendental conditions of possibility) is the general category under which fall all efforts
to justify practices and institutions in terms of their privileged origin.
Foucault sums up the value-orientation of genealogy by saying that it is a ‘history

of the present’ (DP, 30–1). This is so in two senses. First, the subject matter of the
history is the origins of present rules, practices, or institutions that claim an authority
over us. Second, the primary intent is not to understand the past in its own terms
or for its own sake, but to understand and evaluate the present, particularly with a
view to discrediting unjustified claims of authority. As a proponent of the idea of a
history of the present, Foucault stands firmly with Nietzsche, however much the claim
that their historical methods are the same must ‘distort’ Nietzsche’s own practice, and
‘make it groan and protest’.
There is another crucial area where Foucault’s genealogy obviously evokes Niet-

zsche: in its claim that there is an intimate tie between knowledge and power. This
claim develops Foucault’s basic insight that changes in thought are not due to thought
itself, suggesting that when thoughts change the causes are the social forces that con-
trol the behaviour of individuals. Specifically, given Foucault’s archaeological view of
knowledge, power transforms the fundamental archaeological frameworks (epistemes
or discursive formations) that underlie our knowledge. Foucault is here staking out a
position between the extremes of reducing knowledge to power (that is, the identifica-
tion of ‘A knows that p’ with ‘social forces compel A to accept p’) and asserting the
essential independence of knowledge and power (that is, the Utopian claim that ‘A
knows that p’ implies ‘A’ s acceptance of p is causally independent of all social forces’).
To know is not simply to be affected by power; as Foucault once said of power and
knowledge, ‘The very fact that I pose the question of their relation proves clearly that
I do not identify them’ (‘Critical Theory/Intellectual History’, 43). On the other hand,
knowing does not involve a total escape from power relations.
Moreover, Foucault claims that power has a positive epistemic role, not only con-

straining or eliminating knowledge but also producing it. Classical economics, for ex-
ample, is a product of the capitalist socio-economic system that, despite obvious limi-
tations due to its origin, has achieved a distinctive body of knowledge that would not
exist without capitalism (AK, 186). Further, knowledge can have a transforming effect
on the power structures that give rise to it. For example, governments that claim justi-
fication on the basis of a given body of knowledge (for example, of a people’s history)
can be challenged on the basis of those facts. Think of the political significance in Israel
of new archaeological findings that can be interpreted as supporting or undermining
Biblical claims about the early Judaic nation.
The idea that power and knowledge are closely bound readily recalls Nietzsche’s ob-

scure and controversial conception of the will-to-power, which he presents as the source
of systems of thought (for example, Platonic philosophy, Christian theology) that claim
to express pure, objective knowledge. Foucault had no sympathy for the metaphysi-
cal theorizing that is sometimes the context of Nietzsche’s talk of will-to-power. But
he was clearly impressed by and adopted Nietzsche’s technique of looking for power
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behind sciences, religions, and other cognitive authorities that present themselves as
grounded in nothing more than the force of disinterested evidence and argument.
It is less clear that Foucault owes very much to Nietzsche for his idea that power can

be productive of genuine knowledge. ‘Nietzsche, Genealogy, History’, at least, considers
only the negative results of Nietzschean genealogy. Power for Nietzsche, as Foucault
reads him, is always violence. Humans do establish systems of rules (social and, pre-
sumably, also epistemic), but these are merely vehicles for violent domination:
Humanity does not gradually progress from combat to combat until it arrives at uni-

versal reciprocity, where the rule of law finally replaces warfare; humanity installs each
of its violences in a system of rules and thus proceeds from domination to domination.
Interpretation, certainly an essential part of any system of knowledge, is for Fou-

cault’s Nietzsche ‘the violent or surreptitious appropriation of a system of rules … in
order to impose a direction, to bend it to a new will, to force its participation in a
new game’ (EW II, 378). It is hard to see how power that expresses itself exclusively
in violence and domination can produce knowledge.
On the other hand, we may find it implausible to think that power can ever produce

knowledge. Such doubt underlies the persistent claim (sometimes presented as criticism,
sometimes as plaudit) that Foucault leaves no room for objective, non-relativized truth.
If, the thought goes, everything I believe is determined by the power structures of my
society, how can any of my beliefs have validity except relative to the standards of that
society? And, although there are some who praise Foucault for jettisoning outdated and
repressive notions of objective truth, there seems to be much more point to the critics’
argument that such a position is self-refuting. If all beliefs are valid only relative to the
power system from which they originate, then Foucault’s relativist claims themselves
have at best only this restricted validity. If we are subject to the same power regime as
Foucault, presumably we already accept his position. If we are not, it has no relevance
to us.
But why think that power cannot produce genuine knowledge? Of course, there are

familiar cases such as brainwashing in which the causal production of belief by power
relations negates the very possibility of knowledge. If you have forced me, through sleep
deprivation and sensory disorientation, to believe that the Party’s aims are good, then
I cannot be said to know this, even if it happens to be true. But this does not mean
that there are no forms of training and guidance (education, we might call it) that can
produce genuine knowledge. Surely this is how children are initiated into the rudiments
of mathematical, historical, and moral knowledge. As we grow up, a certain amount
of what we have been taught becomes subject to reflective assessment, but certainly
much of what we believe remains the result of social conditioning. Such examples, of
course, are on the level of the conscious knowledge of individuals (connaissance, in
Foucault’s terminology), whereas Foucault is concerned with the underlying archaeo-
logical structures of knowledge (savoir). But the principle is the same in both cases:
the mere fact that a cognitive state is an effect of power does not exclude it from the
realm of knowledge. Power and knowledge are logically compatible.
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Whatever we may think of this general defence, it is not clear that Foucault really
needs it. He is, in the end, not interested in the sort of theoretical generalizations
that lead to radical relativism and scepticism. Despite occasional unguarded universal
claims, he is only committed to regional, not global, scepticism. His project is to ques-
tion quite specific claims to cognitive authority: roughly, those made by psychologists
and social scientists (and not even all such claims). He clearly has no problem with
many other domains, such as mathematics, physics, chemistry, and much of biology.
His genealogies, therefore, should present particular reasons why we should doubt the
claims to cognitive authority made by specific disciplines, not reasons to doubt any
such claim at all. They should show that there is something particularly wrong with
psychiatry or criminology that makes it a ‘dubious discipline’. As we will soon see, this
is precisely what his genealogies do.
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Chapter 6. The masked philosopher
Typically elusive regarding identity, Foucault sometimes allows and sometimes de-

nies that he is a philosopher. When he consented to an interview in a series presenting
the views of ‘philosophers’, he insisted on anonymity, presenting himself as a ‘masked
philosopher’ (‘The Masked Philosopher’, EW I, 321–8).
The bureaucrats were quite certain that Foucault was a philosopher. He possessed

advanced degrees in the subject (including the highest level, the doctorat d’état) and
was a professor in several philosophy departments. Why, then, his own—and our—
ambivalence?
To find an interesting answer to the question ‘is X a philosopher?’, we need a relevant

context, which is most easily supplied by paradigm examples of philosophical activity.
Is Foucault a philosopher in the sense of Socrates drinking the hemlock, of Diogenes
searching with his lamp, of Descartes meditating in his room? In our time, the paradigm
is Kant, who established philosophy as an autonomous theoretical enterprise: not, as for
the ancients, a life-guiding wisdom; nor, as for the medievals, a handmaid to theology;
nor even, as for Descartes and other early moderns, as part of a new scientific account
of the world. In Kant—at least as the author of his three great critiques—philosophy
presents itself as an academic discipline, alongside other disciplines, such as physics
and mathematics, with its own theoretical goals, methods, and domain of enquiry. As a
result, philosophy became a technical, specialist subject, not accessible to even highly
educated non-professionals. Lord Macaulay, for example, complained that he, who had
no problem with Plato, Descartes, or Hume, simply could not read Kant’s Critique of
Pure Reason (a book that, as Richard Rorty has said, anyone who is a philosopher
must have read).
So, we might well ask, is Foucault a philosopher in this modern Kantian sense? The

bureaucrats’ criteria tell us that, at least, he was trained and certified as a philoso-
pher in this sense. But was his work actually a contribution to the modern (Kantian)
philosophical project?
Here we can turn to Foucault’s own discussion of Kant and modern philosophy in

an essay, published the year he died (1984), entitled ‘What is Enlightenment?’. Quite
typically, Foucault does not take as his touchstone Kant’s ‘major’ works, such as the
three critiques, but a short essay, ‘a minor text, perhaps’ (EW III, 303), that Kant
also called ‘Was ist Aufklärung?’. Foucault begins this essay with the suggestion that
modern philosophy may well be defined as the effort to answer Kant’s question: ‘What
is Enlightenment?’.
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But what does this question mean? The Enlightenment was a distinctively modern
movement, directed towards using reason to free mankind from the constraints imposed
by traditional authorities—intellectual, religious, and political. In his essay, Kant said
that the point of Enlightenment was to overcome our ‘immaturity’ by daring to think
for ourselves (sapere aude), rather than accepting the authority of others. Foucault
summarizes Kant’s three examples: ‘we are in a state of “immaturity” when a book
takes the place of our understanding, when a spiritual director takes the place of our
conscience, and when a doctor decides for us what our diet is to be’ (EW III, 305).
Thinking for ourselves means reasoning: ‘Kant, in fact, describes Enlightenment as

the moment when humanity is going to put its own reason to use, without subjecting
itself to any authority’. Kant understands his own philosophical project of the critique
of reason as a necessary precondition of Enlightenment: ‘it is precisely at this moment
that the critique is necessary, since its role is that of defining the conditions under
which the use of reason is legitimate’ (EW III, 308); that is, the conditions that limit
the proper employment of reason. Kant, for example, argued in his First Critique that
theoretical reason could not be legitimately applied to ‘limit-questions’ such as the
origin of the universe or the immortality of the soul.
But what Foucault finds distinctive and important about Kant’s discussion of En-

lightenment is not the details of his critique of reason but the fact that he is reflecting
on ‘the contemporary status of his own enterprise’ (EW III, 309). Nor is the question
how contemporary philosophy fits into the general scheme of history (for example, as
herald of a bright new future or a falling away from a golden age). The question is
simply what makes our present way of doing philosophy different from what was done
previously. This, Foucault maintains, is a new and important development: to focus
philosophy not on perennial questions but on the question of what is distinctive about
our current situation.
So, then, what is distinctive about our current situation? To answer this question,

Foucault redirects his discussion from Kant on Enlightenment to Baudelaire on moder-
nity. In one sense, this is simply a move to a new terminology—Enlightenment being
the distinctive feature of the modern age—and to a new example, Baudelaire’s aes-
thetic rather than Kant’s moral and political perspective. But in fact the shift reflects
what Foucault sees as some crucial differences between our situation and Kant’s. Our
(Baudelairean) modernity is a historical development from Kant’s Enlightenment, but
one that has substantively transformed it. Accordingly, just as Kant (in ‘Was ist Aufk-
lärung?’) asks how his situation is different from that of his predecessors, so Foucault
asks how his situation is different from Kant’s.
To begin with, we cannot follow Kant in thinking that the critique of reason dis-

covers essential and universal (transcendental) truths that mark the limits of human
experience and thought. On Foucault’s reading, Baudelaire’s modernity is an attitude
that finds something ‘eternally’ valuable in the present moment, while, at the same
time, striving to transform it ‘not by destroying it but by grasping it in what it is’.
‘Baudelairean modernity is an exercise in which extreme attention to what is real
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is confronted with the practice of a liberty that simultaneously respects this reality
and violates it’ (EW III, 311). Here we should think of the tender exactness of, say,
Courbet’s rendering of a mundane moment, which simultaneously preserves and trans-
forms it. Moreover, this modern project of transformation applies above all to the
self:
to be modern is not to accept oneself as one is in the flux of the passing moments; it

is to take oneself as object of a complex and difficult elaboration … Modern man, for
Baudelaire, is not the man who goes off to discover himself, his secrets and his hidden
truth; he is the man who tries to invent himself.
(EW III, 311)
Foucault clearly does not accept all the details of Baudelaire’s picture of moder-

nity, for example, his understanding of self-transformation in terms of the dandy’s
anti-natural elegance, or his claim that the modern project cannot be carried out polit-
ically or socially but only aesthetically. But Foucault does accept a general ‘ethos’ of
modernity, which, he says, consists not in any set of doctrines but in a critical attitude
or orientation towards our historical era. Further, this orientation is, like Baudelaire’s,
towards a transformation of the present self.
Now we can return to Foucault’s relation to Kant’s philosophical project. He accepts

the general Enlightenment goal of critique but reverses its polarity:
Criticism indeed consists of analyzing and reflecting upon limits. But if the Kantian

question was that of knowing [savoir] what limits knowledge [connaissance] must re-
nounce exceeding, it seems to me that the critical question today must be turned back
into a positive one: In what is given to us as universal, necessary, obligatory, what
place is occupied by whatever is singular, contingent, and the product of arbitrary
constraints?
(EW III, 315)
This key passage formulates Foucault’s final conception of his enterprise as one

of philosophical critique. In Kant’s terminology, it is critical (examining assumptions
regarding the scope and limits of our knowledge), but it is not, like Kant’s own project,
transcendental. It does not, that is, claim to discover necessary conditions for knowing
that determine categories in terms of which we must experience and think about the
world and ourselves. Rather, Foucault’s critique examines claims of necessity with a
view to undermining them by showing that they are merely historical contingencies.
Referring to his earlier methodological discussions, he says that his project is ‘not
transcendental’ but ‘genealogical in its design and archaeological in its method’. Its
method is ‘archaeological—and not transcendental—in the sense that it will not seek
to identify the universal structures of all knowledge [connaissance] or of all possible
moral action, but will seek to treat the instances of discourse that articulate what we
think, say, and do as so many historical events’ (EW III, 315). Similarly, Foucault’s
project is genealogical because it is not designed to discover ‘what is impossible for us
to do or to know’, but to uncover ‘the possibility of no longer being, doing, or thinking
what we are, do, or think’ (EW III, 315–16).
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So in the Kantian terms that define the modern idea of philosophy, Foucault is a
philosopher to the extent that he shares the general critical orientation of the philo-
sophical project. But he does not share the interest of Kant—and of most other modern
philosophers—in finding a distinctive realm of philosophical truth that delimits neces-
sary conditions on thought, experience, and action. He is not, for example, interested
in phenomenological intuitions of essences, or in the necessary and sufficient conditions
sought by linguistic analysis. His interest is rather in the uncovering of possibilities
that intuition and analysis might well claim do not exist. There is no reason that Fou-
cault need deny that the phenomenological or linguistic analysis might reveal genuinely
necessary, universal truths. But his philosophical project is directed not towards such
truths but towards contingencies masked as necessities. In addition, the methods he
uses—archaeology and genealogy—are, as we have seen, methods of historical inves-
tigation, not of a priori philosophical analysis. In Kantian terms, he is a philosopher
only in his generic commitment to critique, not in his specific understanding of, nor in
his methods of carrying out, his critical project.
We might, therefore, be inclined to conclude that Foucault is not a philosopher

in any substantive sense—except for the fact that philosophy after Kant has itself
involved a continuing critique of its own project. In most cases—from German idealism
through analytic philosophy—the enterprise has remained broadly Kantian. Foucault,
like Nietzsche, pushes this critique to an extreme, since he rejects the ideal of philosophy
as a body of autonomous truths. But if this critical direction continues and eventually
triumphs, then Foucault may well be hailed as a founder of a new mode of philosophy.
It would surely not displease Foucault to think that the answer to the question ‘is X
a philosopher?’ will depend on the future history of philosophy.
Regardless of how we decide to classify him, there is no doubt that Foucault emerged

from a philosophical context and that his writings often impinge on philosophical issues.
He formulated succinctly the philosophical context: ‘I belong to that generation who
as students had before their eyes, and were limited by, a horizon consisting of Marxism,
phenomenology, and existentialism’ (RR, interview, 174). We have already seen Fou-
cault’s early disillusion with Marxism. The ties to phenomenology and existentialism
were more enduring, but quite complex. Foucault had studied with Merleau-Ponty, who,
along with Sartre, was the leading figure in the appropriation of Husserl’s phenomenol-
ogy by the French existentialists, and with Jean Hyppolite, a major Hegel scholar with
a strong interest in existentialism. Heidegger’s Being and Time was also very impor-
tant for the young Foucault, who was also especially interested in the Heideggerian
existential psychiatry (Daseinanalysis) of Ludwig Binswanger.
Whatever the exact nature of Foucault’s early commitment to existential phe-

nomenology, there is no doubt that he rather soon decided that the subjective stand-
point of phenomenological description was not adequate. But his path away from
existential phenomenology is not entirely clear. In general, phenomenology declined
in the 1960s in the wake of the spectacular rise of what was called ‘structuralism’, a
set of diversely developed theoretical standpoints, all of which explained human phe-
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nomena in terms of underlying unconscious structures rather than the lived experience
described by phenomenology. There were, for example, Saussure’s linguistics, Lacan’s
psychoanalysis, the literary criticism of Roland Barthes, the anthropology of Claude
Lévi-Strauss, and Georges Dumézil’s comparative studies of the structures of ancient
religions. Foucault always denied that he was a structuralist and ridiculed his assimi-
lation to the movement by the middle-brow intellectual media. (He had described his
approach as ‘structural’ at various points in The Birth of the Clinic but pointedly elim-
inated the word in later printings.) Since structuralism was an avowedly non-historical
(synchronic rather than diachronic) approach, there was point to Foucault’s protest.
But there are obvious affinities between structuralist theories and Foucault’s archae-
ology (he particularly emphasizes the significance for him of Dumézil’s work); and he
cites the inadequacy of phenomenology’s accounts of language and the unconscious, in
comparison to structuralist accounts, as a good reason for its decline.
But there were also more distinctive features of Foucault’s thinking that turned

him away from phenomenology. For example, he emphasized the importance of avant-
garde literature’s decentring of the author and the psychological subject, and said
that his reading of Nietzsche (around 1953, inspired by Bataille and Blanchot, well
before Nietzsche became fashionable in France) played an important role in his break
with subject-centred philosophy (interview, ‘Structuralism and Poststructuralism’, EW
II, 439). However, the most important factor was Foucault’s association with French
history and philosophy of science, particularly as practised by Georges Canguilhem,
who was the official director of Foucault’s thesis on the history of madness.
On Foucault’s own account, Canguilhem (along with his predecessor at the Sor-

bonne, Gaston Bachelard) represented a clear alternative to phenomenology, one that
emphasized the logic of concepts rather than lived experience as the driving force
in human thought. Canguilhem’s students—among whom Foucault explicitly placed
himself—rejected phenomenology’s ‘philosophy of experience’ in favour of Canguil-
hem’s ‘philosophy of the concept’. Canguilhem’s histories of concepts were important
models for Foucault’s archaeologies of the 1960s. Years later, in an essay on Canguilhem
(‘Life: Experience and Science’, EW II, 465–78), Foucault sketched a biological con-
ception of experience designed to replace the subject-centred phenomenological vécu
(lived experience).
But, at least for Foucault, the tradition of Bachelard ([[Figure 7]) and Canguilhem

provided more a methodological alternative to phenomenology than a philosophical
critique of it. For such a critique we must turn to Foucault’s study of modern thought
in The Order of Things. The ultimate purpose of this book was to understand the
archaeological framework (episteme) underlying the modern social sciences, but, since
Foucault thinks this framework is dominated by the philosophical concept of ‘man’,
particularly associated with Kant, his discussion includes a critical history of modern
philosophy.
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7. Gaston Bachelard.
From Descartes on, modern philosophy has been preoccupied with the question of

whether our representations (experiences, ideas) accurately represent the world outside
our minds. Descartes, for example, asked how we know that our ideas correspond to
things that actually exist outside of us in space and time. Hume asked how we know
that our experiences of regular associations of ideas (for example, the sun rising each
new day) correspond to necessary connections in reality. Until Kant, no one had a
plausible answer to these questions (though there were some persuasive suggestions,
from Hume for example, that they needed no answer).
With Kant there occurred a decisive turn because he also reflected on the very

possibility of representation, asking not just whether our representations are true to
the world but how it is possible that we can represent anything at all (accurately or
not). This was decisive because, he maintained, answering the new question provided
a way of answering the old one. In particular, Kant argued that the very possibility of
representing an object at all required, for example, that the object be represented as
existing in space and time and as part of a network of causal laws. According to this
kind of argument (which Kant called a ‘transcendental deduction’), the objects of our
experience exist in space and time and are governed by necessary causal laws because
otherwise they could not be objects of our experience. On the one hand, we are limited
to knowing the world as we experience it (the phenomenal world), not the world as
it is in itself (the noumenal world). On the other hand, this very limitation makes it
possible for us to have objective knowledge of a world.
Kant’s view of knowledge requires a special dual status for human beings. On the

one hand, we are the source of the necessary conditions for the possibility of any
knowledge of the world: we belong to a ‘transcendental’ domain that is the source
of all knowledge in the ‘empirical’ domain. But at the same time we are ourselves
knowable (not only by experience but also by the social sciences) and so are objects in
the empirical domain. Foucault uses the term ‘man’ to refer to human beings as having
this peculiar dual status (as what he calls an ‘empirical-transcendental doublet’). He
argues that, in this sense, there was no conception of man prior to the end of the 18th
century. Hence his melodramatic declaration that, until the 19th century, ‘man did not
exist’ (OT, 308).
In Foucault’s history of modern philosophy, man is the central problem, the diffi-

culty being to understand how a single unified being can be simultaneously the tran-
scendental source of the possibility of knowledge and just another object of knowl-
edge.[[Chapter 9] of The Order of Things works through the major developments of
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20th-century philosophy—particularly the phenomenologies of Husserl, Sartre, and
Merleau-Ponty—arguing that none of them is able to develop a coherent conception
of man. In every case, there is an illegitimate reduction: either of the empirical to the
transcendental (Husserl) or of the transcendental to the empirical (Merleau-Ponty).
This chapter is the closest the mature Foucault ever comes to standard philosophical

discourse in the Kantian mode. It can be plausibly read—as I just have—as an effort
to show that all modern explications of man (as an empirical-transcendental doublet)
have fallen into incoherence. But such a reading—even though it seems to accord
with Foucault’s own intentions—falls foul of his archaeological project of The Order of
Things. For it puts his discussion on the level of history of ideas, the story of a series of
individual thinkers trying to resolve a problem, not an archaeological investigation of
the unconscious structures subtending such history. Further, as history of ideas, it can
only tell us that these particular thinkers have failed to solve their problem, not that
there are reasons in principle (presumably at the archaeological level) for the failure.
If, however, we reconstrue Foucault’s treatment as a genuinely archaeological account,
then the apparent incoherence of the concept of man shows nothing more than that
our thought is no longer guided by the modern episteme, with the result that we are,
like readers of Borges’ Chinese encyclopedia, faced with ‘the stark impossibility of
thinking that’. In neither instance has Foucault made an effective case for or against
a standard philosophical position. Nor is that, on his own account, surprising, since
making such a case would require Foucault to operate within the modern episteme itself
(the framework of philosophy in the Kantian sense), thereby giving up the historical
distance required by his archaeological methodology. I conclude, then, that even in his
most apparently philosophical moments, Foucault is not a participant in the debates
of modern post-Kantian philosophy.
There remains, however, a further possibility, one that has attracted some readers

of The Order of Things. This is that Foucault, following Heidegger, is trying to open
a path to a new mode of philosophical thinking that will take us beyond the modern
episteme. There are certainly Heideggerian elements in The Order of Things. Most
prominent is the very critique of representation and of the philosophy of experience,
which distinctly evokes a main theme of Being and Time; and, if Foucault suggests
that Heidegger himself does not escape from the representationalist picture, that is
a standard move in Heideggerian critiques of the master. There are also ruminations
about the relation of language to being that surely have Heidegger’s later writings in
mind: ‘What relation is there between language and being, and is it really to being
that language is always addressed?’ (OT, 306). And the opening and closing attacks
on the idea of ‘man’, with their intimation that we are moving to a new age in which
‘humanism’ will vanish, seem calculated to put Foucault on Heidegger’s side in his
famous attack on Sartre in the ‘Letter on Humanism’.
But these Heideggerian features are just what separate The Order of Things from

the rest of Foucault’s books. Nowhere else are philosophical themes so prominent,
nowhere else is there so little connection of the discussion with the ethical and political
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issues characteristic of a ‘history of the present’. Although written as an archaeology
of the social sciences, it is extremely difficult to connect its analysis with the system
of domination in which these disciplines are, as Foucault’s later work shows, so closely
implicated. The idea of ‘man’ may be an arbitrary constraint on our thought, but
we have no sense that going beyond it will be anything more than an exercise in
intellectual freedom. It is also worth remembering that large portions of The Order of
Things are quite non-Heideggerian, particularly in their meticulous concern with the
details of scientific modes of thought. But to the extent that the book is Heideggerian,
it demonstrates that his other books are not.
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Chapter 7. Madness
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Madness
For us, ‘mad’ and ‘mentally ill’ are synonyms. We know that the sorts of people who

cannot stop shouting obscenities at strangers or who think they receive radio messages
from Pluto via their dental fillings have not always been regarded as suffering from
an illness. They were said to be possessed by a god, in league with the devil, or
simply subhuman animals. But we think that alternative views of madness are signs
of ignorance if not malice; they lost all intellectual respectability after our modern
discovery that madness is mental illness.
Standard histories of psychiatry have canonized this view. During the French Rev-

olution, Philippe Pinel ([[Figure 8]) protested against chaining the mad like animals
and went to the house of confinement at Bicêtre to release them. There he was con-
fronted by Courthon, a fanatical member of the Republican government, who objected.
Foucault quotes the story (MC, 242) with predictable irony:
Turning to Pinel [Courthon said]: ‘Now, citizen, are you mad yourself to seek to

unchain such beasts?’ Pinel replied calmly: ‘Citizen, I am convinced that these madmen
are so intractable only because they have been deprived of air and liberty.’ ‘Well, do as
you like with them, but I fear you may become the victim of your own presumption.’
Whereupon, Couthon was taken to his carriage … Everyone breathed again; the great
philanthropist immediately set to work.
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8. Pinel Freeing the Insane (1876),
oil painting by Tony Robert-Fleury,
Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris.
Such stories—there are similar ones about Samuel Tuke, who founded a Quaker asy-

lum (the ‘Retreat’) in England about the same time—portray their heroes as brave and
compassionate men who rejected superstitions in favour of scientifically based treat-
ment of what enlightened thought showed to be an illness. But, Foucault maintains,
‘the truth was quite different’ (MC, 243).
Tuke’s work, for example, had religious and moral, not scientific, motivations. The

Retreat freed the mad from chains and physical abuse and placed them in a hal-
cyon setting. But in this setting they were strictly monitored for any deviations from
conventional behaviour. The therapy consisted in making the madman ‘feel morally
responsible for everything in him that may disturb morality and society, and must
hold no one but himself responsible’ (MC, 246). The upshot was that ‘Tuke created
an asylum where he substituted for the free terror of madness the stifling anguish of
responsibility’ (MC, 247).
An exemplary moment in Tuke’s treatment was his famous ‘tea-parties’, ‘social

occasions in the English manner’, Foucault tells us. Here the mad are guests of the
directors and staff of the Retreat and (here Foucault quotes Tuke’s account) ‘vie with
each other in politeness and propriety’. Remarkably, ‘the evening generally passes with
the greatest harmony and enjoyment … and the scene is at once curious and affectingly
gratifying’ (MC, 249). But Foucault has a very different reading of these occasions: ‘The
madman is obliged to objectify himself in the eyes of reason as the perfect stranger,
that is, the man whose strangeness does not reveal itself. The city of reason welcomes
him only with this qualification and at the price of this surrender to anonymity’ (MC,
249–50).
Foucault resists the picture of Tuke and Pinel as humanitarians because he rejects

their view that ‘humanity’ entails the values of modern bourgeois society: ‘Now the
asylum must represent the great continuity of social morality. The values of family
and work, all the acknowledged virtues, now reign in the asylum’ (MC, 257), which
Foucault insists ‘is not a free realm of observation, diagnosis, and therapeutics’ but ‘a
juridical space where one is accused, judged and condemned’. The mad are freed from
their chains but they are ‘imprisoned in a moral world’ (MC, 269). There is a ‘gigantic
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moral imprisonment’ that, Foucault sneers, ‘we are in the habit of calling, doubtless
by antiphrasis, the liberation of the insane’ (MC, 278).
We may well see something preciously unrealistic in Foucault’s sarcasm. After all,

the mad are not rebels against a particular social or moral system; they are radically
dysfunctional in any meaningful human context. If Tuke’s tea-parties help control a
psychotic who would otherwise try to kill anyone he met, then why worry that they
reinforce bourgeois morality?
Foucault, who had worked with the mad, presumably knew that often a psychotic

is just a psychotic, and he would surely have welcomed a treatment that returned
delusional murderers to conventional morality. His outrage is directed, rather, against
a perception of madness that admits no meaningful alternatives to our standards of
normality and puts all belief and behaviour that seriously deviate from these standards
outside the pale. On Foucault’s view, madness as a general phenomenon should be seen
as a creditable challenge to normality, even though there are insane horrors to which
normality would be a welcome relief.
But this response on Foucault’s behalf assumes that madness might be something

besides beyond the pale. Is this really possible? If we don’t think so, Foucault says, this
is because of the way madness has, historically, come to be perceived by our culture.
His History of Madness is a sustained argument for this conclusion.
He begins with a cursory but crucial survey of madness in the Middle Ages and

the Renaissance. Then, he maintains, madness was seen as an integrally human phe-
nomenon. Madness was opposed to reason, but as an alternative mode of human ex-
istence, not a simple rejection of it. Consequently, madness (even if disdained or ab-
horred) was a meaningful challenge to reason. It could engage in ironic dialogue with
reason (as in Erasmus’ In Praise of Folly) or claim a domain of human experience and
insight not available to reason (as in Bosch’s paintings or Shakespeare’s tragedies). The
point, in any case, is that in the past madness had a significant role in our culture’s
understanding of human possibilities.
This fruitful understanding of madness ended around the middle of the 17th century,

just at the beginning of what the French call the Classical Age. In contrast to medieval
and Renaissance views, the Classical Age saw madness as merely the negation of the
essential human attribute of reason. It was regarded as unreason (déraison), a plunge
into an animality that had no human significance. There was, accordingly, a conceptual
exclusion of the mad from the human world. So, for example, Descartes in his First
Meditation entertains a range of possibilities as grounds for doubting his beliefs: the
senses might be deceptive, he might be dreaming, there might even be an omnipotent
evil demon bent on deceiving him at every turn. But, Foucault notes (HF, 56–8), there
is one possibility at which Descartes baulks. After suggesting that his beliefs might
be unreliable because he is like those who think their heads are pumpkins or made of
glass, he immediately rejects the possibility: ‘But they are mad, and I would be mad
myself if I thought for a moment that I was like them’ (Meditation I). (Foucault and
Jacques Derrida had a tense debate over the interpretation of this passage.)
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Correlative to this conceptual exclusion, there was a physical exclusion of the mad ef-
fected by their confinement in institutions that isolated them from ordinary human life.
This was most strikingly signalled in France by the ‘Great Confinement’ of 1656, when,
within a period of just a few months, over 1 per cent of the population of Paris was com-
pelled to live in the dispersed sections of the Hôpital Général. (One of these sections
was Salpêtrière, today a modern hospital, where—irony of ironies—Foucault himself
died in 1984.) But Foucault maintains that similar confinements occurred throughout
Europe.
The conceptual and physical exclusion of the mad also reflects a moral condemna-

tion. The moral fault, however, is not the ordinary sort, whereby a member of the
human community violates one of its basic norms. Rather, madness corresponds to a
radical choice that rejects humanity and the human community in toto in favour of a
life of sheer (non-human) animality. On the Classical view, the animality of the mad is
expressed in their domination by passions, a domination that leads them to a delirium
in which they mistake the unreal for the real. Passionate delirium thus results in a
fundamental blindness that cuts the mad off from the light of reason.
The modern therapeutic view of madness is a sharp break with the Classical view,

what Foucault later calls a change in episteme or discursive formation. The mad are
returned to the human community, no longer animals beyond the human pale. But,
within that community, the mad are now moral offenders (violators of specific social
norms), who should feel guilt at their condition and need reform of their attitudes and
behaviour. Correspondingly, the characteristic modern mode of treating the mad not
only isolates them but subjects them to a moralizing therapy. Still, this move from the
custodial confinement of the Classical Age to the modern therapeutic asylum continues
to deny madness as a humanly significant challenge.
We may object that the quite explicit moral orientation of Pinel and Tuke excludes

them as founders of modern psychiatry, which is avowedly ethically neutral in treating
a disease that is not regarded as the patient’s fault. Surely there is a distinction between
these early moral therapies and the subsequent medicalization of the treatment of the
mad? Foucault’s response is that the most striking feature of the moral domination of
the asylum was ‘the apotheosis of the medical personage’ (MC, 269). We, convinced
that the mad are simply ‘mentally ill’, think it inevitable that doctors should control
their care. But Foucault claims that, in the asylum, the rule is never so much by medical
as by moral authority. Doctors have authority not because they have the knowledge
to cure (this is haphazard at best) but because they represent the moral demands
of society. This is evident today in psychiatric practice. This wears the trappings of
medical science, but the key to therapy remains the personal moral authority of the
therapist, who serves as an instrument of social values. Hence, for example, the essential
role of transference in psychoanalytic treatment.
Foucault’s account seems implausible only if we continue to insist that the identi-

fication of madness as mental illness is an objective scientific discovery. His history,
however, suggests that the identification was, on the contrary, introduced as a means
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of legitimizing the authority of physicians in the asylum once the idea of a distinc-
tively moral therapy was abandoned. The fact that physicians came to be in charge of
asylums initially had little to do with their medical expertise. The moral treatments
recommended by Tuke and Pinel were not essentially medical and could be carried out
by any person with moral authority. However, as the 19th century developed, medicine
became dominated by the ideal of objective, value-free knowledge, which left no room
for value-laden moral therapies. The idea of a distinctively mental sort of illness was
introduced primarily to justify the continuing authority of doctors over the mad, not
because of its scientific truth or curative success.
But even if contemporary psychiatry falls short of the claims of scientific objectivity

it sometimes makes, we might still ask if it really allows no meaningful interaction with
the mad. Isn’t psychoanalysis an obvious counter-example, since it removes patients
from the strictures of the asylum and actually listens to them? Foucault agrees that
Freud eliminates most features of the asylum, retaining only the core relation of doctor
to patient. But, as we’ve seen, this relation is at the heart of the modern domination
of the mad. Moreover, according to Foucault, Freud ‘amplified … the thaumaturgical
powers’ of the ‘medical personage’, giving it a ‘quasi-divine status’ (MC, 277). In the
person of the analyst, Freud ‘focused … all the powers … of the asylum’ (MC, 277–8).
The analyst does listen to the patient but, silent behind the couch, is transformed
into ‘an absolute Observation, a pure and circumspect Silence, a Judge who punishes
and rewards in a judgment that does not even condescend to language’. As a result,
psychoanalysis ‘has not been able, will not be able, to hear the voices of unreason’. It is
effective in some cases but, in the end, ‘remains a stranger to the sovereign enterprise
of unreason’ (MC, 278).
But if madness has been silenced, how has Foucault become, as he so obviously is,

fascinated by its voice? From the only way in which madness has manifested itself since
the end of the 18th century: ‘in the lightning-flash of works such as those of Hölderlin,
of Nerval, of Nietzsche, or of Artaud’ (MC, 278), the great mad artists of the last two
centuries. We have already noted the connection between the theme of mad artists and
Foucault’s interest in avant-garde art. In both cases, his idea is that probing the limits
of reason will reveal truths that are not rationally accessible.
This idea reflects a tension that pervades The History of Madness and erupts espe-

cially at the beginning and the end. In his preface (dropped in the second edition) and
in his conclusion, Foucault suggests that his is a history ‘of madness’ in the sense of a
subjective, not an objective genitive; that, in other words, he is somehow writing from
the standpoint of the mad themselves, not just showing how the mad have been per-
ceived by the sane. In fact, the 600 pages between the preface and the conclusion deal
almost exclusively with the latter perception. But we should not let this quantitative
imbalance obscure the fact that ‘madness in itself’ is a central presence in this book.
Foucault insists on this presence because, at this stage, he is writing in opposition to

the Enlightenment. Like Horkheimer and Adorno (in their Dialectic of Enlightenment
some twenty years earlier), he has realized that the reason that was supposed to liberate
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us has itself become the primary instrument of our domination. The violent sarcasm
of his rhetoric is a direct assault on the pretensions of reason, and his heroization of
the mad aims to set up an alternative to the regime of reason. This alternative is the
irrationally transgressive experience lived by the mad and evoked in the works of mad
artists.
The problem with this move is the inadequacy of the ‘experience’ to which it appeals.

As Foucault himself put it in a brief self-critique at the beginning of The Archaeology
of Knowledge: ‘Generally speaking, [The History of Madness] accorded far too great
a place, and a very enigmatic one too, to what I called an “experience”, thus showing
to what extent one was still close to admitting an anonymous and general subject
of experience’ (AK, 16, translation modified). As I see it—without pretending to say
this is just what Foucault had in mind—the inadequacy is at least threefold. First,
there is the core truth of Kantianism: an experience, simply to be an experience, must
have an object that it encounters as part of a world in which the object has a specific
intelligibility. As a result, there is no coherent sense to an experience that is not
informed by conceptual structures that define a space of reasons and hence norms of
rationality. Second, the experience allegedly lived by the mad would be an ahistorical
constant, passed on unchanged from period to period, unaffected by the forces that
transform the human world. Foucault’s strongly historical understanding has no place
for such an autonomous experience. Finally, even if, contrary to the first two points,
such an experience is possible, its radically amorphous, merely transgressive nature
makes it entirely inadequate as a basis for the sort of specific political actions needed
for effective opposition to systems of domination. Successful action requires a specific
programme that cannot be grounded in the unstructured explosion of madness. A
revolution requires controlled demolition-work, not random lightning flashes.
Foucault may have never entirely freed himself from his fascination with this ara-

tional experience. But he did eventually realize that it was not a meaningful alternative
to Enlightenment reason. This shows up in his rejection of ‘the blackmail of the En-
lightenment’ (‘What Is Enlightenment?’, EW III, 312), which he understands as the
insistence that ‘one has to be “for” or “against” the Enlightenment’ (EW III, 313). Here
he now sees that ‘the Enlightenment’ is ‘a set of political, economic, social, institu-
tional, and cultural events on which we still depend in large part’ and that, as a result,
‘constitutes a privileged domain for analysis’ (EW III, 312). Viewed this way, the En-
lightenment is like the air we breathe—an integral part of our existence that is too
close to be an object of our choice, for or against. We can and must, instead, engage
with it through ‘a series of historical inquiries that are as precise as possible’ (EW III,
313). Reason is part of what we are, although a part that requires constant analysis
and adjustment. But there is no sense to the global challenge to reason that Foucault
envisaged in his History of Madness.
The romance of a ‘voice’ of the mad can still have a role in our grappling with

reason, but only as a generic reminder that we should never be entirely satisfied with
our current deployment of reason. Just as the concept of truth serves as a caution that
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even claims we have ‘justified to the hilt’ might turn out to be false, so the idea of
madness serves as a caution that what we currently regard as rational may someday
turn out to be irrational. But for the later Foucault this entirely general caution has
no specific significance in our wrestling with the reason that the Enlightenment has
made part of our historical fate.
In the essay on Canguilhem mentioned in[[Chapter 6], Foucault developed a new

concept that provides the specificity that the experience of the mad lacks. This is the
notion of ‘error’, understood as a particular deviation from the norms of our epistemic
environment. Although errors have typically been regarded as simply negative—as
failures to reach the truth—Foucault notes that this is so only relative to a particular
conceptualization of reality. From a broader perspective, what is an error in one frame-
work of knowledge may turn out to be the seminal truth in developing a new framework
of knowledge. For example, Copernicus’ thought that the Earth moves around the Sun
is an error in the purely negative sense in the world of Aristotelian and Ptolemaic
astronomy. But it becomes the basis for the new astronomy of the 17th century. In
this way, knowledge must itself be understood as a form of error.
This idea of knowledge-as-error is a specific and effective counterpart to Foucault’s

earlier embrace of the transgressive experiences of the mad (and, more generally, of
avant-garde art). Error is itself a kind of transgression, a violation of the boundaries
set by our conceptual environment. It is a localized and mundane version of the cosmic
lightning flashes of madness. But what error lacks in metaphysical drama is more than
compensated by its historical effectiveness. Precisely because it represents a specific
deviation from particular norms, rather than an unfocused revolt against the very idea
of normativity, error effects a practical change of the world we live in, not an aesthetic
escape from it. In the end, Foucault subordinates the ecstasy of madness to the ironic
satisfaction of (creative) error.
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Chapter 8. Crime and punishment
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Crime and punishment
On 5 January 1757, Robert Damiens, 42 years old and a former soldier in the French

army, rushed up to Louis XV with a knife and inflicted a light wound. He surrendered
without a struggle and claimed that he had only intended to frighten, not kill, the king.
Nonetheless, he was found guilty of regicide (indeed, parricide, since the king was the
father of his people) and executed less than two months later. The execution was public,
with a large crowd attending, and spectacularly brutal. Foucault opens Discipline and
Punish with excruciating details, taken from eyewitness accounts, of how Damiens was
drawn and quartered. Without stopping to comment on the horrifying text, he abruptly
switches to another document, from 1837, just eighty years later, which states the rules
for a detention centre for young offenders in Paris: ‘The prisoner’s day will begin at
six in the morning in winter and five in the summer. They will work for nine hours a
day throughout the year. Two hours a day will be devoted to instruction. Work and
the day will end at nine o’clock in winter and at eight in the summer’ (cited in DP,
6). After citing this and eleven similar rules, Foucault finally ventures a comment: ‘We
have, then, a public execution and a time-table’ (DP, 7).
Two exemplary modes of punishment: the first occurred late enough in the Enlight-

enment to attract considerable criticism, but it typified the punishment of criminals
in Europe until about the middle of the 18th century; the second represented the new,
‘gentler’ way of punishment, the product, it would seem, of a more civilized, more
humane approach to punishment. On Foucault’s account, this second stage eventually
led to the full-blown modern system of what he calls ‘discipline’.
Is the new idea—roughly, to imprison rather than to torture—the enlightened, pro-

gressive development it thinks it is? Foucault has his doubts, suggesting that the point
was ‘not to punish less, but to punish better’ (DP, 82).
He begins by outlining the contrasts between modern and premodern approaches.

There are four major transitions: |
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-1 Punishment is no longer a public display,
a spectacular demonstration to all of the
sovereign’s irresistible force majeure, but
rather a discreet, almost embarrassed ap-
plication of constraints needed to pre-
serve public order.

-2 What is punished is no longer the crime
but the criminal, the concern of the
law being not so much what criminals
have done as what (environment, hered-
ity, parental actions) has led them to do
it.

-3 Those who determine the precise nature
and duration of the punishment are no
longer the judges who impose penalties
in conformity with the law, but the ‘ex-
perts’ (psychiatrists, social workers, pa-
role boards) who decide how to imple-
ment indeterminate judicial sentences.

-4 The avowed purpose of punishment is no
longer retribution (either to deter others
or for the sake of pure justice) but the
reform and rehabilitation of the criminal.

Foucault does not deny that no longer ripping criminals apart is an advance. But the
darker converse of the ‘gentler’ way is its penchant for total control. On one level, this is
signalled by a switch from brutal, but unfocused, physical punishment to less painful
but more intrusive psychological control. Premodern punishment violently assaults
the criminal body, but is satisfied with retribution through pain; modern punishment
demands an inner transformation, a conversion of the heart to a new way of life. But
this modern control of the soul is itself a means to a more subtle and pervasive control
of the body, since the point of changing psychological attitudes and tendencies is to
control bodily behaviour. As Foucault puts it, for the modern age, ‘the soul is the
prison of the body’ (DP, 30).
The most striking thesis of Discipline and Punish is that the disciplinary techniques

introduced for criminals become the model for other modern sites of control (schools,
hospitals, factories, etc.), so that prison discipline pervades all of modern society. We
live, Foucault says, in a ‘carceral archipelago’ (DP, 298).
So, for example, the distinctive features of modern disciplinary control are appar-

ent in the new approach to military training, the training designed to make ordinary
people willing and able to kill the enemy. Premodern training centred on finding good
material to begin with: men who had strength, good bearing, natural courage, etc., and
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then motivating them in a general way through pride and fear. But modern soldiers
are produced through intense and specialized training, even if they are not initially
especially fit. Boot camp ‘makes’ you a soldier. It’s not a matter of the natural attrac-
tiveness of a model or an actor; the point is not to look like a soldier but to actually
be a soldier—something that requires systematic training.
Disciplinary training is distinctive first because it operates not by direct control of

the body as a whole but by detailed control of specific parts of the body. To teach
soldiers to care for and shoot a rifle, we break the process down into an ordered
succession of precise steps. It’s not just a matter of showing them the entire operation
and saying ‘Do it like this.’ The focus is not merely on the results to be achieved, of
seeing that, one way or another, the soldier does what we desire. The point is rather
to achieve the results through a specific set of procedures. We don’t just want you
to shoot the gun at the enemy; we want you to hold it just this way, raise it to your
shoulder this way, sight down the barrel this way, pull the trigger this way. In short, it’s
a matter of micro-management. Foucault sums up the modern approach to discipline
by saying that it aims at producing ‘docile bodies’: bodies that not only do what we
want but do it precisely in the way that we want (DP, 138).
Docile bodies are produced through three distinctively modern means. Hierarchical

observation is based on the obvious fact that we can control what people do merely by
observing them. The watchtowers along city walls are a classic example. But modern
power has raised the technique to a new level. Previously, architecture was an expres-
sion of the privileged status of those in power, either to display their magnificence (‘the
ostentation of palaces’) or to give them a vantage point to overlook their subjects or
enemies (‘the geometry of fortresses’) (DP, 172). But modern architecture builds struc-
tures that fulfil the functional needs of ordinary people and at the same time ‘render
visible those who are inside’. So, for example, the tiered rows of seats in a lecture hall,
or well-lit classrooms with large windows and wide aisles, not only facilitate learning;
they also make it extremely easy for teachers to see what everyone is doing. Similar
techniques are at work in hospital rooms, military barracks, and factory work floors,
all examples of ‘an architecture that would operate to transform individuals: to act on
those it shelters, to provide a hold on their conduct … to make it possible to know
them, to alter them’ (DP, 172).
For Foucault, the ideal architectural form of modern disciplinary power is Jeremy

Bentham’s Panopticon, a proposal for maximizing control of prisoners with a minimal
staff ([[Figure 9]). Although prisons approximating the Panopticon were not built until
the 20th century, its principle has come to pervade modern society. In the Panopticon
each inmate is in a separate cell, separated from and invisible to all the others. Further,
the cells are distributed in a circle around a central tower from which a monitor can look
into any cell at any given time. The principle of control is not the fact but the possibility
of observation. The monitor will actually look into a given cell only occasionally. But
the inmates have no way of knowing when these occasions will arise and so must always
assume that they are being observed. The result is that we ‘induce in the inmate a
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state of consciousness and permanent visibility that assures the automatic functioning
of power’ (DP, 201).
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9. Panoptic prison design, Illinois
State Penitentiary, 1954.
A second distinctive feature of modern disciplinary control is its concern with nor-

malizing judgement. Individuals are judged not by the intrinsic rightness or wrongness
of their acts but by where their actions place them on a ranked scale that compares
them to everyone else. Children must not simply learn to read but must be in the
50th percentile of their reading group. A restaurant must not merely provide good
food but be one of the top ten establishments in the city. This idea of normalization is
pervasive in our society. On the official level, we set national standards for educational
programmes, for medical practice, for industrial processes and products; less formally,
we have an obsession with lists that rank-order everything from tourist sites, to our
body weights, to levels of sexual activity.
Normalizing judgement ([[Figure 10]) is a peculiarly pervasive means of control.

There is no escaping it because, for virtually any level of achievement, the scale shows
that there is an even higher level possible. Further, norms define certain modes of
behaviour as ‘abnormal’, which puts them beyond the pale of what is socially (or even
humanly) acceptable, even if they are far from the blatant transgressions that called
for the excessive violence of premodern power. The threat of being judged abnormal
constrains us moderns at every turn.
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10. Foucault and the judges, during
the filming of Moi, Pierre Riviere.
Finally, the examination combines hierarchical observation with normative judge-

ment. It is, Foucault says, ‘a normalizing gaze [that] establishes over individuals a
visibility through which one differentiates them and judges them’. The examination
is a prime locus of modern power/knowledge, since it combines into a unified whole
‘the deployment of force and the establishment of truth’ (DP, 184). It both elicits the
truth about those (patients, students, job candidates) who undergo the examination
and, through the norms it sets, controls their behaviour.
The examination also reveals the new position of the individual in the modern nexus

of power/knowledge. It situates individuals in a ‘network of writing’ (DP, 189). The
results of examinations are recorded in documents that provide detailed information
about the individuals examined and allow power systems to control them (for example,
absentee records for schools, patients’ charts in hospitals). On the basis of these records,
those in control can formulate categories, averages, and norms that are in turn a basis
for knowledge. The examination turns the individual into a ‘case’—in both senses of
the term: a scientific example and an object of care (and, of course, for Foucault,
caring implies controlling). This process also reverses the polarity of visibility. In the
premodern period, the exercise of power was itself typically highly visible (military
presence in towns, public executions), while those who were the objects of knowledge
remained obscure. But in the modern age the exercise of power is typically invisible,
but it controls its objects by making them highly visible. And the highest visibility
now belongs to those (criminals, the mad) whose thick dossiers are maintained and
scrutinized by armies of anonymous and invisible functionaries.
On one level, Discipline and Punish does for prisoners what The History of Madness

did for the mad. It analyses our allegedly humanitarian treatment of a marginalized
group and shows how that treatment involves its own form of domination. In contrast to
the book on madness, the analysis focuses more on the causal origins of institutional
structures and less on systems of thought; it is, that is to say, more genealogical
than archaeological. But this is a difference in emphasis only, since, as we have seen,
the genealogy of Discipline and Punish is based on an archaeology of thought about
the prison, and The History of Madness has a central concern with the institutional
consequences of our perceptions of madness.
What most sets Discipline and Punish apart from its predecessor is the idea that the

prison-model has metastasized throughout modern society. As a result, the book is not,
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like The History of Madness, centred on a specific Other against which ‘we’ (normal
society) define ourselves. Society itself appears as a multitude of dominated others: not
only criminals but also students, patients, factory workers, soldiers, shoppers. Each of
us is—and in a variety of ways—the subject of modern power. Correspondingly, there
is no single centre of power, no privileged ‘us’ against which a marginalized ‘them’ is
defined. Power is dispersed throughout society, in a multitude of micro-centres. This
dispersion corresponds to the fact that there is no teleology (no dominating class or
world-historical process) behind the development. Modern power is the chance outcome,
in the manner of genealogy, of numerous small, uncoordinated causes.
Foucault’s picture of modern power challenges the premises of most revolutionary

movements, in particular, Marxism. These movements identify specific groups and
institutions (for example, the bourgeoisie, the central bank, the military high command,
the government press) as sources of domination, the destruction or appropriation of
which will lead to liberation. In the premodern world, when power was effectively
centralized in the royal court and a few related institutions, such a revolution could
be successful. The Marxists are like military strategists who plan to fight the previous
war; taking the French Revolution as their model, they are trying to cut off the head
of the king in a world where there is no king. Even after the government offices, the
military bases, and the official newspapers are taken over, there remain countless other
centres of power that resist the revolution. Foucault himself cited the Soviet Union as
an ‘example of a State apparatus which has changed hands, yet leaves social hierarchies,
family life, sexuality and the body more or less as they were in capitalist society’ (P/
K, ‘Questions on Geography’, 73). The fundamental transformation the revolutionaries
seek requires central control down to finest details of a nation’s life. Here, perhaps, we
have a Foucaultian explanation of the totalitarian thrust of modern revolutions.
This analysis suggests the reactionary conclusion that meaningful revolution, hence

genuine liberation, is impossible: the only alternative to the modern net of micro-
centres of power is totalitarian domination. Foucault would, I think, agree that these
are the only global alternatives. But his conclusion would not be reactionary despair
but a denial of the assumption that revolutionary liberation requires global transfor-
mation. For Foucault, politics—even revolutionary politics—is always local.
But locality itself is frequently a refuge of reaction. Particularly given Foucault’s

democratization of oppression—depending on the local context, we are all victims—
how can he avoid dissipating effective revolution in an endless series of trivial protests?
The bankers, the lawyers, the full professors will all have complaints of exploitation
(as, for example, employees or consumers) that would seem to be as legitimate as
any others. Here, however, Foucault can appeal to his notion of the marginal, his
replacement, from the 1970s on, for the romantic idea of the mad as the radically
Other. Marginalized individuals and groups are, unlike the mad, genuinely part of
modern society; they speak its language (even if with an accent), share many of its
values, play essential social and economic roles. At the same time, they are, in contrast
to most of us, perpetually on the borders of society. This is for either or both of two
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reasons: their lives may be significantly defined by values that are counter to those
of the social mainstream (think of homosexuals, members of non-standard religions,
immigrants from non-Western cultures) or they may belong to a group whose welfare
is systematically subordinated to that of mainstream groups (think of migrant workers,
children in ghetto schools, street-walking prostitutes, inmates of penitentiaries).
In contrast to the mad, the marginalized have values that can meaningfully challenge

our own and needs that could be plausibly satisfied within our society. Their concerns
can, therefore, be the focus of programmes for effective political action. Further, such
programmes can be genuinely revolutionary without Utopian global ambitions. For us
to authentically say ‘we’ with the mad would require demolishing our core values and
institutions, but the claims of the marginal are based on critiques of specific features
of our society that can be modified without total overthrow.
It might seem that a politics of the marginal is itself just another instrument of

marginalization, since it consists of ‘our’ claiming the right to speak for ‘them’. Fou-
cault was well aware of this danger and insisted on political actions designed simply to
provide opportunities for marginalized groups to speak and be heard. So, for example,
the Groupe d’Information sur les Prisons (GIP), which he, along with his companion,
Daniel Defert, founded in the early 1970s, used Foucault’s status as an intellectual
celebrity to attract media attention to prisoners who spoke directly on their own be-
half.
Marginality is the political counterpart of what we encountered earlier, in an epis-

temological context, as error. Politically, of course, error must be understood not only
as the falsity of a proposition but also, non-linguistically, as inappropriate behaviour
or misguided values. Foucaultian politics, as I am understanding it, is the effort to
allow the ‘errors’ that marginalize a group to interact creatively with the ‘truths’ of
the mainstream society. To the extent that the effort succeeds, the marginal group will
no longer be a specific object of domination, and society as a whole will be transformed
and enriched by what it had previously rejected as errors.
It may seem that what I am calling ‘creative interaction’ is just a cover for as-

similating marginal groups into the social mainstream, and so destroying their most
distinctive values. But interaction need not involve a levelling assimilation, particu-
larly if it is achieved by giving the marginal group a serious voice in the terms of the
interaction. On the other hand, there is the converse question of whether, or to what
extent, a given marginal group is worth interacting with. We may, quite legitimately,
decide that the needs and values of certain marginal groups (for example, neo-Nazis
or apocalyptic religious cults) are simply incompatible with our basic values and that
we can, at most, tolerate them.
A final difficulty: why should our political practice be so focused on marginal groups?

Why not, for example, a neo-conservative politics of deepening our commitment to
mainstream values or extending them to other societies? This is a crucial question
for those who, like Foucault, share the liberal assumption that self-critique and ap-
preciation of the Other should be at the heart of our political agenda. Unfortunately,
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unlike liberals such as John Rawls, Foucault has little to offer in response. His own
political stance seems to derive simply from his own individual commitment to con-
stant self-transformation. His focus on marginal groups follows from his horror of being
stuck in an identity. Here, for Foucault, the political is at root personal. To those who
do not share his horror, he can only reply—in words he once deployed in a similar
context—‘We are not from the same planet’ (UP, 7).
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Chapter 9. Modern sex
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Modern sex
Because he was homosexual, writing a history of modern sexuality must have been

a particularly personal enterprise for Foucault. His biographers suggest that as an
adolescent he suffered from having sexual interests that French society of the 1940s
and 1950s regarded mostly with shame or outrage. Even the generally tolerant milieu
of the École Normale was not entirely hospitable to homosexuality. Foucault makes it
clear that one of his reasons for accepting a job in Sweden was the hope, not entirely
fulfilled, of finding a more open sexual climate. Even though the details of Foucault’s
sex life remain sketchy—and why shouldn’t they?—there is every reason to think that
the experience of gay marginality was an important part of his life. On the other hand,
he was as unwilling to accept the identity of ‘homosexual’ as he was any other. He
seldom wrote or spoke on record as a ‘gay man’, and, when he did—for example, in a
few interviews with gay publications—his attitude toward the activist gay community
is more that of a sympathetic observer than a committed participant. He is most
attracted by what he sees as recent gay explorations of new forms of human community
and identity.
In any case, homosexuality was just one of many topics to be covered by Foucault’s

history of sexuality, which in addition to a volume called ‘Perverts’ would also have
volumes on children, women, and married couples. Moreover, his general introduction
to the project, the only volume of the series actually published, shows that, as in
Discipline and Punish, his treatment would expand beyond marginalized groups to
everyone in modern society. In fact, it seems clear that, from the beginning, Foucault’s
work on sexuality was developing a dimension beyond that of power relations. It was
becoming a history of the formation of subjects in not only a political but also a
psychological and ethical sense.
The starting point is, however, still Foucault’s conception of modern power, which

is most explicitly set out in Volume I of the History of Sexuality. As a result, Foucault’s
initial treatment of sexuality is a fairly straightforward extension of the genealogical
method of Discipline and Punish. The method is applied to the various modern bodies
of knowledge about sexuality (‘sciences of sexuality’) in order to show their intimate
association with the power structures of modern society. The focus of this aspect of
Foucault’s discussion is what he calls the ‘repressive hypothesis’. This is the common
assumption that the primary attitude of modern society toward sex (beginning in the
18th century, reaching a peak in the Victorian age, and still exerting strong influence
today) was negative; that, except for the closely delimited sphere of monogamous
marriage, sexuality was opposed, silenced, and, as far as possible, eliminated.
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Foucault does not deny the fact of repression. The Victorian age covered bosoms,
censored literature, and waged vigorous campaigns against masturbation. But he denies
that modern power is primarily exercised through repression and that opposition to
repression is an effective way of resisting modern power. Rather, he thinks that modern
power created new forms of sexuality by inventing discourses about it. For example,
although same-sex relations have occurred throughout human history, the homosexual
as a distinct category, with defining psychological, physiological, and perhaps even
genetic characteristics, was created by the power/knowledge system of the modern
sciences of sexuality.
According to Foucault, sexual repression is a superficial phenomenon; far more

significant is the ‘veritable discursive explosion’ (HS, 17) of talk about sex that began
in the 17th century, with the Counter-Reformation’s legislation on the practice of
confession. Penitents were required to ‘examine their consciences’ with a thoroughness
and nuance previously unheard of. It was not enough to say ‘I slept with a woman
other than my wife’; you had to say how many times, just what sorts of acts were
involved, whether the woman was herself married. Nor was it enough to report overt
actions. Equally important were thoughts and desires, even if not carried out. But
even here it was not enough to say, ‘I thought about sleeping with a woman other
than my wife’. You also had to determine if you had dwelt on the thought, found
enjoyment in it rather than rejecting it immediately; and, if you had entertained it,
whether this was done with a certain inadvertence or with ‘full consent of the will’.
All these factors were needed for the confessor to determine the degree of guilt (for
example, mortal versus venial sin), impose an appropriate penance, and give advice
for moral improvement. The result for penitents was an ever deeper and more precise
self-knowledge, the outcome of a ‘hermeneutics of the self’ that revealed as fully as
possible their inner sexual natures. Foucault’s suggestion, however, is that this nature
is not so much discovered as constituted by the required self-examination. What I am
sexually depends on the categories I am required to use in making my confession.
A large part of the history of modern sexuality is the secular adaptation and expan-

sion of these religious techniques of self-knowledge. Confession may no longer be made
to a priest but it is surely made to one’s doctor, psychiatrist, best friend, or, at least,
to oneself. And the categories that define the possibilities of one’s sexual nature are
not self-chosen but accepted on the authority of ‘experts’ in the new modern sciences
of sexuality: the Freuds, the Krafft-Ebings, the Havelock Ellises, the Margaret Meads.
Such experts present as discoveries about human nature what are actually just new
social norms for behaviour.
Of course, there is a distinction between sexuality as a social construct and sex as

a biological reality. Foucault does not deny that there are, for example, undeniable
physiological facts about human reproduction. But he maintains that once we move
from sheer biology to the inevitably hermeneutic and normative concepts of psychology,
anthropology, etc., the distinction breaks down. The Oedipal complex, for example, is
tied to assumptions about the meaning and value of the bourgeois family; it is not
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just another fact, like the physiology of conception. Even what seem to be simple
biological facts, for example, the distinction of male and female, can turn out to have
normative social significance, as is demonstrated by the case of Herculine Barbin, a
19th-century hermaphrodite, who was raised as a female but, in her twenties, came
under the scrutiny of doctors who decided that she was in fact a man and forced her to
live as one. Foucault published the poignant memoirs Barbin wrote before committing
suicide at the age of 30.
Given his critique of the repressive hypothesis, Foucault is able to develop a history

of sexuality that often parallels his history of the prison. Just as the modern sciences of
criminology define categories of social dysfunction (juvenile delinquent, kleptomaniac,
drug addict, serial killer, etc.) that are simultaneously sources of knowledge and of
control regarding their ‘subjects’, so the modern sciences of sexuality define categories
of sexual dysfunction (homosexual, nymphomaniac, fetishist, etc.) that have a parallel
role as power/knowledge.
Foucault cites as an example the case of Charles Jouy, a 40-year-old farm worker,

who lived in rural France in the 1860s. Jouy, illegitimate and uneducated, lived at the
margins of his village’s society, the ‘village idiot’, paid at the lowest level for work no
one else would do. Women and older girls mocked him when he showed sexual interest.
But a young girl, Sophie Adam, agreed to play with him a game of masturbation that
was common among young boys and girls of the area. Shortly afterward, during a village
fair, Jouy pulled Adam into a ditch (or, Foucault suggests, perhaps Adam pulled him).
After what Foucault says was ‘almost rape, perhaps’, Jouy gave her a small payment
and she ran off to buy some almonds. Foucault describes this activity as ‘harmless
embraces’, but Adam’s mother found out what had happened and reported Jouy to the
authorities, who brought down upon him the full brunt of the new science of sexuality.
Prominent outside experts carried out detailed legal and medical examinations. Jouy
was found guilty of no crimes but was diagnosed as an ‘imbecile’, with corresponding
bodily degeneracy, and confined to an asylum for the rest of his life as a ‘pure object
of medicine and knowledge’ (HS, 32). The villagers decided that Sophie Adam should
be sent to a ‘house of correction’ to overcome her ‘bad tendencies’ (Abnormal, 295).
Foucault’s response to this case has raised many eyebrows:
What is the significant thing about this story? The pettiness of it all; the fact that

this everyday occurrence in the life of village sexuality, these inconsequential bucolic
pleasures, could become, from a certain time, the object not only of a collective intol-
erance but of a judicial action, a medical intervention, a careful clinical examination,
and an entire theoretical elaboration.
(HS, 31)
His remarks particularly disturb feminists, who have long fought against male triv-

ialization of the sexual mistreatment of women. Linda Alcoff made an influential case
against Foucault’s ‘masculinist’ assumption that Jouy was the victim, with no thought
that he had sexually molested a child, with very likely traumatic effects. With ‘typical
male and adult patterns of epistemic arrogance’, she says, Foucault shows no interest
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in what happened to Sophie Adam and lends support to the long discredited excuse
that children are often willing sexual partners of adults. Although most feminists ba-
sically agree with Alcoff, Shelley Tremain has offered a spirited critique, arguing that
Alcoff mistakenly assumes that modern medical/legal categories make sense in Jouy’s
distinctly premodern world. She also tries to turn the tables on Alcoff, suggesting that,
in today’s terms, Jouy suffers from a disability that requires empathetic assistance,
not moral condemnation.
Foucault envisaged four further volumes on modern sexuality. Three of these were to

treat specific marginalized groups: children, as the object of the campaign to suppress
masturbation (The Children’s Crusade); women as subjects of the sexually based dis-
order of hysteria (The Hysterical Woman); and homosexuals and other groups judged
sexually ‘abnormal’ (Perverts). All these groups, like the criminals of Discipline and
Punish, were constituted and controlled by hierarchical observation and normalizing
judgements. Further, as in the case of criminality, there was no real possibility of elimi-
nating or even substantially reducing the targeted behaviours, so the de facto function
of the power apparatus was simply to control segments of the population. A fourth
projected volume was The Malthusian Couple, where Foucault’s topic would have been
various power structures designed to limit the population and improve its quality. This,
again as in Discipline and Punish, is readily seen as an extension of disciplinary power
to non-marginal groups.
In the concluding chapter of the introduction to The History of Sexuality, Foucault

seems to be moving beyond sexuality as such and develops a notion of bio-power,
which embraces all the forms of modern power directed toward us as living beings,
that is, as subject to standards of not just sexual but biological normality. Bio-power
is concerned with the ‘task of administering life’, a process that operates on two levels.
On the level of individuals, there is an ‘anatomo-politics of the human body’; on
the level of social groups, there is a ‘bio-politics of populations’ (HS, 139. The first
level implicitly complements the primarily epistemological treatment of medicine in
The Birth of the Clinic, making explicit the political significance (in a broad sense
that includes the social and the economic) of the medical norms defining a healthy
individual. So, for example, the modern medical notion of obesity corresponds to the
marginalized social class of ‘fat people’, and modern techniques of drug treatments
of illness are inextricably tied to the economics of the pharmaceutical industry. The
second level concerns the modern focus on a nation’s entire population as a resource
that must be protected, supervised, and improved. Thus, capitalism requires universal
medical care and education to ensure an adequate workforce; racist ideologies call for
eugenic measures to protect the purity of the population ‘stock’; and military planners
develop the concept of ‘total war’, as a battle between not just armies but entire
populations. We see, then, that Foucault’s project of a history of modern sexuality
was, even as he began it, expanding to a history of modern bio-power.
Perhaps even more significant was another direction of expansion, toward what

Foucault came to call a ‘history of the subject’. This had already begun to emerge
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in Discipline and Punish, where Foucault ([[Figure 11]) occasionally noted how the
objects of disciplinary control could themselves internalize the norms whereby they
were controlled and so become monitors of their own behaviour. In the context of
sexuality, this phenomenon becomes central, since individuals are supposed to discern
their own fundamental nature as sexual beings and, on the basis of this self-knowledge,
transform their lives. As a result, we are controlled not only as objects of disciplines
that have expert knowledge of us; we are also controlled as self-scrutinizing and self-
forming subjects of our own knowledge. This new perspective leads Foucault to question
the modern ideal of sexual liberation. I discover my deep sexual nature through self-
scrutiny and come to express this nature by overcoming various hang-ups and neuroses.
But am I really freeing myself, or am I just reshaping my life in accord with a new
set of norms? Isn’t promiscuity as demanding an ideal as monogamy, the imperative
to be sexually adventurous as burdensome as a prudish limitation to the missionary
position? The magazines, self-help books, and sex manuals that guide us to a life of
liberated sexuality seem to induce in us as much insecurity and fear about our sexual
attractiveness and ability to perform as sermons and tracts did in our grandparents
about the dangers of sexual indulgence. More importantly, is my acceptance of the
demands of liberation any more an expression of my ‘true nature’ than were our grand-
parents’ acceptance of the demands of traditional morality? Foucault suggests that, in
both cases, the acceptance may merely be an internalization of external norms. The
irony of our endless preoccupation with our sexuality, Foucault says, is that we think
that it has something to do with liberation (HS, 159).
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11. Foucault in 1979.
Foucault’s new perspective led him to the view that his study of sexuality was

really part of an effort to understand the process whereby individuals become subjects.
He was, he concluded, writing not so much a history of sexuality as a history of the
subject. This transition arose from the fact that he had found sexuality to be an
integral part of our identity as selves or subjects. To say that I am homosexual or
that I am obsessed with Albertine is to say something central about what I am in the
concreteness of my subjectivity. Here Foucault seems to return to the standpoint of
individual consciousness, which he earlier rejected in his choice of the philosophy of
the concept over the philosophy of experience. I, however, would suggest that he never
really left this standpoint, but instead rejected transcendental readings of subjectivity
that ignored its fundamentally historical nature. In any case, he now felt the ability
and the need to give an account of the historical process whereby we become subjects.
The question is not how consciousness emerges from unconscious matter but how a
conscious being assumes a particular identity, that is, comes to think of itself as directed
by a given set of ethical norms, which give its existence a specific meaning and purpose.
In The History of Sexuality, Foucault began looking at the way the modern

consciousness of an ethical self emerged through the secularization of Christianity’s
hermeneutics of the self (as in the confessional practices we discussed above). His
original plan was to develop this theme at length in a separate volume on medieval
Christian views of sexuality. This was to be the second volume of the history of
sexuality, followed by the four volumes, on children, women, perverts, and couples.
(As we’ll see in[[Chapter 11], Foucault did write a version of this volume, but didn’t
live to publish it.)
But as Foucault reflected further on his project, he decided that he needed to begin

not with the Middle Ages but with ancient Greek and Roman views on sexuality and
the self. He had concluded that to properly understand the Christian hermeneutic
view of the self, he had to trace its origins and differences from ancient ideas. He
began brushing up his schoolboy Greek and Latin and had many discussions with two
of his friends and colleagues in the Collège de France: Paul Veyne, a Roman historian,
and Pierre Hadot, a historian of ancient philosophy. This major redirection, combined
with ill health (which turned out to be the AIDS from which Foucault eventually died),
seriously delayed the project. It was only in 1984, just before his death, that Foucault
was able to publish two volumes on the ancient world: The Use of Pleasure, which
discussed Greek texts of the 4th century bc, and The Care of the Self, which covered
Greek and Roman texts from the 1st century bc to the 1st century ad.
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Although these books were titled Volume II and Volume III of Foucault’s History
of Sexuality, there is no sense in which Volume I, which we have been discussing here,
can be regarded as an introduction to them. Put roughly, the project Volume I is
introducing is one in which modern sexuality would be studied as an example of bio-
power: biological (in a broad sense) knowledge as a basis for socio-political control of
individuals and groups. This is a project Foucault never carried out, although there
are some elements of it dispersed in his writings before and after Volume I. Volumes II
and III are part of a study of ancient sexuality as an example of the ethical formation
of the self. There is no overlap with the earlier interest in bio-power, although there
is a connection through the shared topic of the Christian hermeneutics of the self. It
was misleading for Foucault to present these two books as continuations of his original
history of sexuality. He may have envisaged some broader project that would have
approached sexuality through both bio-power and the formation of the self. But at
the end of his life he seems to have rather been moving away from the history of
sexuality. His new direction, as we shall see, connects the formation of the subject not
to sexuality but to what he came to call ‘games of truth’.
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Chapter 10. Ancient sex
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Ancient sex
Those who have struggled with the obscurities of Foucault’s archly intense prose are

vastly relieved by the easy lucidity with which he writes in his last two books. Had his
final illness led to a peaceful reconciliation reflected in his writing? Or was it merely
that, wanting to finish this project before he died, he didn’t have time for baroque
complexification? Rather, I think, Foucault had entered a world that was removed
from the present he so often found ‘intolerable’ and that suggested modes of existence
he found immensely appealing.
His topic, the ethical formation of the self, emerged, of course, from his analysis of

modern power relations, which he saw penetrating even the interiority of our personal
identity. No doubt the reason he so resisted any fixed identity was his realization that
even what might seem to be his own autonomous choice of identity could be just an
internalization of social norms. But, as Foucault traces the historical constitution of
ethical identity back beyond the Christian hermeneutics of the self and its modern
secular successors, dominating power comes to have little place in his story.
He still plays on the duality of the term ‘subject’, speaking now of the ‘modes

of subjectification’, whereby an ethical code enters individuals’ lives and constitutes
their identity. And his general structure of subjectification—derived from an archaeo-
logical analysis of ancient texts—is certainly open to power relations. This structure
involves, as its basis, the acts that concern sexual behaviour (what the Greeks called ta
aphrodisia—the ‘things of Aphrodite’ and what Foucault labels the ‘ethical substance’).
It further involves the sense in which individuals are made subject to the ethical code.
This, which Foucault calls the ‘mode of subjection’, might be a matter of anything
from conforming to social conventions to carrying out a programme of self-fulfilment.
Beyond the question of what it means to be subjected to the moral code is the question
of the specific means by which the subjection is carried out, the ‘forms of elaboration’,
which might, for example, include self-conscious following of practical rules or, on the
contrary, a sudden, overwhelming conversion. Finally, there is the ultimate goal (telos)
envisaged for the project of morality; for example, the attainment of self-mastery or
purification for an afterlife.
Although this schema allows for the operation of power, the way Foucault applies it

to ancient sexual ethics emphasizes ethical subjectification as something carried out by
individuals who seem in control of their destiny. They might, to combine some of the
above examples, be carrying out a project of self-fulfilment by meticulously following
a set of practices (‘techniques of the self’) designed to produce self-mastery. Likewise,
Foucault speaks, with apparent admiration, of the Greeks’ ‘aesthetics of existence’, in
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which a life is created like a work of art. It also becomes apparent that Foucault’s
focus is much more general than sexual ethics. As he commented in an interview
while working on The Care of the Self, ‘I am much more interested in problems about
techniques of the self … than sex—sex is boring’ (‘On the Genealogy of Ethics’, EW I,
253).
But, we will point out, Foucault himself has already shown, especially in the History

of Sexuality I, that there can be only an illusion of self-creation. What we may think is
our freedom is, like modern sexual liberation, only an internalization of the constraints
of power relations. Foucault may be attracted by the ancients’ project of creating
beautiful lives, but he of all people is surely aware that this very project is entwined
with the power structures of Greek society. Consider, for example, the Greek practice of
homosexual love between men and adolescent boys. Even though this is free of Christian
strictures about intrinsically evil, unnatural acts, it is, as Foucault emphasizes in The
Use of Pleasure, problematized for political reasons. The boy, who is sought as the
passive partner of a dominating male, is nonetheless being groomed as a future leader
of the polis. How could such a person be a sexual object on the same level as women
and slaves? For all of Plato’s talk of ideal beauty and the soul’s self-mastery, the issue
of ‘Platonic love’ cannot be detached from the power relations of Athenian society.
The key to this issue is the concept of problematization, which I have just casually

introduced but which is in fact a key notion of Foucault’s later thought. Problematiza-
tions formulate the fundamental issues and choices through which individuals confront
their existence. The fact that my existence is problematized in a specific way is no
doubt determined by the social power relations in which I am embedded. But, given
this problematization, I am able to respond to the issues it raises in my own way, or,
more precisely, in a way by which I will define what I, as a self, am in my historical
context.
There is an implied contrast—although Foucault never makes it explicit—between

problematization and marginalization. In the ancient context where he introduces the
term, it is the lives of free Greek males that are problematized, not those of marginal-
ized groups such as women and slaves. Marginalization corresponds to the strongest
constraints that a society exercises on individuals. Even the marginalized are not en-
tirely determined by a society’s power structures, since they are capable of engaging
(and succeeding) in revolutionary movements against what dominates them. But they
can define themselves only through their struggle with power. The ‘mainstream’ mem-
bers of a society, those who are not marginalized, are less constrained. The power
network defines them in a preliminary way but allows for a significant range of further
self-definition. Unlike the marginalized, they have available ‘niches’ within the society
that provide them room for self-formation in their own terms. The ‘problematization’
of the free Greek male lies in this domain.
My suggestion is that, in moving to the history of the subject (and to the history

of ancient sexuality), Foucault implicitly switches his primary focus from those whose
lives are marginalized to those whose lives are merely problematized. In this way,
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without denying the pervasiveness of power, he tacitly acknowledges that it allows
some people to lead lives of relative freedom and self-creation. In ancient Greece, this
included at least some free males; in our world it includes, among others, those of us
who have the ability and opportunity to write and read books like Foucault’s.
It may seem that problematization is a third Foucaultian historical method, supple-

menting (or replacing) archaeology and genealogy. Strictly speaking, this is false, since
problematization is not a historical method but an object studied by such methods.
The turn to problematization is a switch from marginalized to problematized individ-
uals. But Foucault’s way of engaging with ancient problematizations of sexuality does
involve a major change in his historical methodology. He first requires a careful explo-
ration of the structures of ancient discourses about sexuality, for which archaeology
is, of course, the primary instrument. At the same time, he has little concern with
the power relations that are entwined with ancient knowledge of sexuality. The Use
of Pleasure refers, as we have noted, to the political roots of the ‘problem of the boy’,
and The Care of the Self has a brief (and, by Foucault’s own admission, quite deriva-
tive) chapter on the social forces behind the transition from Greek to Roman views of
sexuality. But the genealogy of power, in the sense of Foucault’s earlier work, is muted
in these two books.
This is because genealogy is concerned with the lines of power connected to our

present system of domination. It is, as Foucault said in Discipline and Punish, a history
of the present. But the power regimes of ancient Greece and Rome are too distant to
figure in our understanding of our present power structures. When only these structures
were Foucault’s concern, he needed, as he originally planned, to go no further back than
medieval notions of pastoral care. But once the topic became problematizations and
self-creative responses to them—matters that develop in the interstices of a power
regime—the ancients immediately became interesting. Not, however, because of the
specific origin of their problems, which would require a genealogical study, but because
of the kinds of creative responses the ancients gave to these problems.
Foucault is reluctant to give up the term ‘genealogy’, perhaps because it keeps

him connected to Nietzsche. But he no longer presents genealogy as an instrument
of suspicion, following the pervasive tracks of modern power. Instead, it is a (gener-
ally appreciative) account of the ancient world’s ‘arts of existence’; that is, of ‘those
intentional and voluntary actions by which men not only set themselves rules of con-
duct, but also seek to make their life an oeuvre that carries certain aesthetic values
and meets certain stylistic criteria’ (UP, 10–11). Beyond the word, there is little that
remains here except the generic idea of a causal account of the self’s formation. But
this account is no longer a reconstruction of complex external lines of power but of
internal programmes for ethical transformation. It is, in fact, much closer to history
of philosophy than genealogy in Foucault’s original sense. Or, perhaps better, it is
philosophy itself done in a historical mode.
We will return to Foucault’s final ‘philosophy’ below. But first we need to look

at his archaeology of ancient sexuality, to understand how the Greeks and Romans
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problematized sexuality and what Foucault thought we might learn from their prob-
lematization. As always for Foucault, archaeology is a comparative matter. In this
case, the fundamental comparison is with the Christian view of sexuality. Here he is
once again Nietzschean, although without the rhetorical violence of The Antichrist:
the rise of Christian sexuality is the corruption of a more admirable antique view. At
the same time, Foucault makes it clear that there is no question of a return to the
ways of the ancients, which have their own severe limitations and, in any case, could
not exist in our world. Ancient ways can serve only as heuristic guides for own projects
of self-creation.
According to Foucault, there are relatively few differences between the ancients and

the Christians on the level of moral codes and conduct. The ethical rules laid down
and the actual patterns of behaviour these rules determine are, despite some striking
exceptions such as same-sex relations, quite similar. But fundamental differences arise
when we look at the formation of ethical subjects.
The root of the differences, says Foucault, is the Christian claim that ta aphrodisia

are intrinsically evil and so primarily objects of ethical denial. For the ancients, by
contrast, sex was a natural good. It became an object of ethical problematization not
because it was essentially forbidden but because some aspects of it could be dangerous.
This was because the goods of sex were on the inferior level of our animality and because
they often involved great intensity. The danger was not, as for the Christian, that they
might become an important part of our lives—this the ancients saw as inevitable and
fitting—but that we might disrupt our lives through excessive indulgence.
Accordingly, for the Christian, subjection to a code of sexual ethics was a matter of

absolute exclusion, in the ideal of celibacy, or, at least, for the less heroic, restriction to
the strictly limited domain of monogamous marriage. For the ancients, by contrast, it
was a matter of the proper use (chresis) of pleasures; not avoiding certain essentially evil
actions but engaging in the full range of sexual activities (heterosexual, homosexual, in
marriage, out of marriage) with proper moderation (given, of course, the understanding
that we are speaking of free males, not women and slaves).
In order to live according to their code of sexual behaviour, the ancients tried to

attain self-mastery (enkrateia), victory in a struggle with oneself, achieved by the train-
ing (askesis) provided by exercises in self-control. For Christians, the battle was with
outside forces of evil—ultimately Satan—that incite desires, and victory was through
a radical understanding (hermeneutics) of the self that was the basis for a renunciation
of this self in favour of God: not self-mastery but self-denial. Finally, the telos of an-
cient ethical life was moderation (sophrysune), understood as a form of freedom—both
negative (from one’s passions) and positive (as mastery over others). For Christianity,
the only humanly meaningful freedom sought was the negative freedom from desires;
beyond that there was merely total surrender to the will of God.
The sharp contrast with Christianity applies most to Classical Greek views of the

4th century bc. Later (early Empire) views of sexuality remain, according to Foucault,
basically the same but with increasing emphases in the direction of Christian negativity.
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So, for example, although ta aphrodisia are still regarded as intrinsic goods, there is
far more insistence on their dangers and on our frailty in face of them. Similarly, the
techniques of self-mastery (enkrateia) remain central but are increasingly connected
to self-knowledge, and into the ideal of sophrysune there is incorporated an element
of contemplative satisfaction. Particularly through Stoic philosophy, the Roman world
was planting seeds of the Christian revolution.
Foucault’s account of Christian sexuality seems to ignore the central doctrine of

the goodness of creation. Even Augustine, whom many see as a major source for the
anti-sexual view Foucault outlines, insisted, against the Manichaeans, that there was
nothing intrinsically evil in the world. Even the Fall, according to orthodox Catholic
doctrine, did not radically corrupt any aspect of human nature, and all of creation,
including our sexuality, is redeemed by Christ. Foucault might, of course, argue that
these metaphysical and theological doctrines did not determine practical ethical teach-
ing. But we would need to have his detailed account of medieval sexuality to know
what he really thought. (We discuss the beginnings of this account in[[Chapter 11].)
I suggested earlier that at the end of his life what Foucault still called genealogy

was becoming a kind of philosophy. I can best develop this thought by commenting
on Foucault’s final overall characterization of his work, in the Preface to The Use of
Pleasure. He now maintains that, from the beginning, he has, on the broadest level,
been developing a ‘history of truth’. He conceives this history as having three main
aspects: an analysis of ‘games of truth’ (that is, various systems of discourse developed
to produce truth), both in their own right and in relation to one another; an analysis of
the relation of these games of truth to power relations; and an analysis of the relation
of games of truth to the self. We can readily identify the study of games of truth in
their own right, as systems of discourse, with archaeology, and the analysis of their
relation to power with genealogy. Here ‘games of truth’ refers to the various bodies of
knowledge (real or would-be) that were the concern of Foucault’s histories. It might
seem natural to extend this sense of ‘games of truth’ to Foucault’s connection of them
with problematizations, taking as the relevant games the philosophical theories that
the ancient Greeks developed as solutions to the problems of human existence.
However, although Foucault does indeed see philosophy as the Greek response to

problematizations, he does not see philosophy in this sense as a matter of developing
a body of theoretical knowledge. Rather, following on the work of Pierre Hadot, his
colleague at the Collège de France, he sees ancient philosophy as fundamentally a way
of life rather than a search for theoretical truth. ‘Games of truth’, in this context refers
not to systems of thought but to practices of telling the truth. The Use of Pleasure
discusses Plato’s appeal to the love of truth as the purified ideal behind the homoerotic
love of boys. Plato, however, has at least a strong tendency to treat philosophy as a
theoretical vision rather than just a way of life, and Foucault is careful to keep his
distance from this sort of Platonism.
The title of the last book Foucault published, The Care of the Self, refers to a major

theme in the practically oriented philosophical schools of later antiquity, particularly
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the Stoics. But the book is mostly concerned with the theme in non-philosophical
contexts, such as medicine, marriage, and politics. In[[Chapter 11] we will see how,
in late, unpublished lectures, Foucault discussed philosophy as a way of life directed
toward care of the self.
In any case, it seems that here, at the end of his life, Foucault had finally found a

way to move beyond what, varying Paul Ricoeur’s famous phrase, we might call the
epistemology of suspicion. All his previous work had, as he claims, been about truth,
but, in contrast to the traditional philosopher’s unconditional love of truth, Foucault
put truth to the test. His archaeologies show how it is often relative to the contingent
historical frameworks it is supposed to transcend, his genealogies how it is entwined
with the power and domination from which it is supposed to free us. Now he finds a
way to embrace truth, not as a body of theoretical knowledge, but as a way of living:
not an epistemology, but an ethics, of truth ([[Figure 12]).
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12. Foucault in a cowboy hat that
his students at Berkeley gave him,
October 1983.
But what does Foucault mean by ‘living the truth’? Not, of course, modelling

ourselves on a pre-set ideal pattern, determined by, say, God’s will or human nature.
His study of the ancients, as we have seen, suggested two alternatives: truth as the
product of individual self-creation on analogy with art; and truth-telling as a social
virtue. Here, at the very end, we find again what may well be the defining dichotomy
of Foucault’s life and work: the aesthetic or the political?
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Chapter 11. Foucault after Foucault
Foucault died far too young, leaving a large body of lectures and drafts unpublished

(which, eighteen months before he died, he had instructed his heirs not to publish).
Of particular importance were thirteen years of lectures he delivered at the Collège de
France, where he held a chair from 1971 to 1984. (He had a sabbatical in 1977, so there
were no lectures that year.) The Collège is a strictly research institution: there are no
students enrolled or degrees awarded. Its professors are, however, required to ‘teach’
for twenty-six hours each year, dividing the time as they like between public lectures
reporting on their current research and more specialized seminars discussing a spe-
cific topic with any interested scholars. Foucault fulfilled this obligation each January
through March, typically splitting his hours evenly between lectures and seminars.
‘No posthumous publications’ was Foucault’s injunction in a letter his heirs agreed

to accept as his last will and testament. Like most such commands, from Vergil to
Kafka, it was ineffective. If you want ‘no posthumous publications’, you need to de-
stroy the manuscripts yourself. In Foucault’s case, the heirs held the line for almost
thirteen years. But in 1997 they made an exception for the Collège de France lectures,
which Foucault had allowed attendees to tape, inevitably leading to the circulation of
transcriptions. The heirs accepted the argument that Foucault’s permission to tape
was equivalent to permission to publish, so that books merely reproducing the tran-
scriptions wouldn’t be posthumous publications. Once this door was open, it was an
easy step to refer to Foucault’s own written versions of the lectures to supplement or
correct the transcriptions (which themselves remained essential, since Foucault some-
times modified his written text and even improvised new material). But there were
no tapes available for the first two courses, and the heirs allowed publication based
on Foucault’s drafts. By now a good number of other previously unpublished lectures,
notes, interviews, etc. have appeared.
The lectures exhibit the twists and turns of a mind constantly processing new mate-

rial and reformulating its ideas. Neither the series as a whole nor the individual sets of
annual lectures present a fixed organizational structure. To the extent that Foucault
reached conclusions, they appeared in the last four books he published (Discipline and
Punish and the three volumes of the History of Sexuality). On Foucault’s own self-
deprecatory assessment, the lectures contain ‘a lot of rubbish, but also lots of work
and ways to take it that might be useful to the kids’. But we might also say that the
lectures let us follow Foucault’s circuitous process of discovery, a process that both
illuminates his published work and provides stimulating hints of further possibilities.
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The first year, Lectures on the Will to Know, did, among other things, set out a
general theme that informs all thirteen years of lectures: the relation of truth and
power (or, perhaps, the connection between epistemology and politics). The basic
idea is nicely expressed in a passage from Georges Dumézil, Servius et la Fortune,
that Foucault used as an epigraph for his 1981 lectures at Louvain on ‘Wrong-Doing,
Truth-Telling’:
As far back as we go in the behavior of our species, the ‘true utterance’ is a force

to which few forces resist … Very early on, the Truth appeared to men as one of the
most effective verbal weapons, one of the most prolific seeds of power, one of the most
solid foundations for their institutions.
The earlier lectures of this first series illustrate the historical scope of this idea, with

discussions of truth and power in ancient authors (Hesiod, Sophocles, the Sophists,
Plato, and Aristotle) as well as in Nietzsche. The later lectures turn to the modern
period, which will be the focus of DP, which Penal Theories and Institutions (1971–2)
and The Punitive Society (1972–3) anticipate. Psychiatric Power (1973–4) offers an
important rethinking, not published elsewhere, of aspects of the History of Madness
in light of Foucault’s new ideas about power. Abnormal (1974–5) discusses various
‘monsters’ of crime and sexuality that appear in DP and HS. Society Must Be Defended
(1975–6) develops Foucault’s thinking on another major topic of these two books:
war as the basis of society. Foucault retrospectively presented these first six lecture
series as having a particular focus on normalization (roughly, power exercised through
knowledge about what is ‘normal’).
In the next two lecture series, Security, Territory, Population (1977–8) and The

Birth of Biopolitics (1978–9), Foucault introduces the notion of government into his
thinking about power. Initially, the plan was just to analyse the political systems (gov-
ernments) of contemporary liberal societies, to supplement his studies of disciplinary
systems such as courts and prisons. This required making room for a highly structured
centralized power hovering over the loose diversity of the micro-centres emphasized in
his earlier studies. This focus on centralized government was a nod to mainstream po-
litical scientists, who had responded with considerable interest in Foucault’s approach.
In analysing liberal governments, Foucault deployed two key concepts: population,

a common term that he gives a special sense, and governmentality, a multi-syllabic
abstraction that fits well with the jargon of political theorizing. Of course, all political
units, from Palaeolithic tribes to the Roman Empire, have populations in the sense of
the people its rulers control. Population in Foucault’s sense is not only a political but
also an epistemic category: a population is the object of modern bodies of medical, eco-
nomic, and sociological knowledge, based on sophisticated statistical methods, that are
instruments of its governance. Governmentality, then, is the ensemble of ‘institutions,
procedures, analyses, and reflections, the calculations and tactics that make possible
the exercise of this power that has as its principal target the population’ (Security,
Territory, Population, 102).
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Because liberal governments rely so heavily on the rational processes of gathering
and analysing data, they can assert their authority not only through brute force or blind
faith but also by offering the population plausible reasons for accepting governmental
policies. Persuasion thus becomes a major instrument of power. But giving reasons
opens the door to questioning the reasons, so that the population ceases to be a passive
mass and assumes an active role in political life. Responding to critique becomes an
essential governmental function. Of course, the models for such interactions range from
ideals of respectful discourse to travesties of manipulative propaganda.
Characteristically, Foucault sought further understanding of contemporary govern-

mentality by constructing a genealogy of its origins. He does not see it emerging from
ancient Greek or Roman governance but from the pastoral care of the Christian Church
(a practice that comes to interest Foucault more and more). Later antecedents high-
light the political rationality of governmentality: the appeal to national security (rai-
son d’état) of 16th- and 17th-century European states and the 18th-century liberal
economic theories of the Physiocrats and of Adam Smith.
The 1978–9 lectures, The Birth of Bioethics, continue the genealogy of govern-

mentality. The titular topic of bioethics is scarcely mentioned, and, toward the end,
Foucault apologizes for not getting around to it. Unfortunately, he never returned to
the topic, although he had discussed it earlier in HS. The main concern of the lectures
is new versions of liberal thought (neo-liberalism) developed in the 20th century: the
German Freiburg School of economists who provided the intellectual basis for West
Germany’s free-market governments following World War II; the French economists
who played a similar role for Giscard d’Estaing’s government in the 1970s; and the
Chicago School (especially Gary Becker), which inspired conservative governments in
Great Britain and the United States.
Foucault had a special interest in the Chicago School. Becker and his colleagues

reduced governmentality to a minimum, claiming that no plan for the welfare of a
population can produce results as good as those produced by the free operation of
capitalist markets. But the School allowed considerable disciplinary control (through
courts and prisons) of crimes against persons and property. This form of governmen-
tality is still dominant in the United States, with its ironic combination of free markets
and mass incarceration.
As he delivered these lectures (in early 1979), Foucault was prescient in thinking

that neoliberalism, with its idealized theory of individuals acting entirely from their
rational self-interest (homo economicus) and of the market as the sole source and
criterion of a population’s welfare, would become the ‘truth of the age’. Foucault, how-
ever, was not endorsing neoliberalism as the final truth. He was just recognizing his
present moment—which may well extend to today’s world—as one in which there is
no politically viable alternative (say, Marxist or socialist) to free-market capitalism.
Presumably, if Foucault had had time to pursue further his analysis of contemporary
governmentality, he would have at least tried to provide tools for constructing mean-
ingful alternatives.
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The next three years of lectures turn to the topic of subjectivity. Foucault insists
this must be added to his treatments of knowledge and power to complete his overall
project, which he now understands as the ‘history of truth’. Roughly, his idea is that he
has all along been writing histories of how human subjects seek truth by constructing
systems of knowledge in a world of power. As we noted in[[Chapter 4], Foucault had
never denied a role for subjectivity, although he cautioned against naive understandings
of it. But beginning with his research for his history of sexuality, he took it up as a
central theme. In The Government of the Living (1979–80), he begins with subjectivity
in ancient Greece, returning to the Oedipus Tyrannus with reflections on first-person
expressions in the play. But for most of the series he turns to baptism, confession, and
priestly spiritual guidance as examples of Christian practices designed to lead believers
to truth. As we will see, this theme connects to HS IV (Les aveux de la chair), but in the
following two lecture series, Subjectivity and Truth (1980–1) and The Hermeneutics
of the Subject (1981–2), he returns to the ancients, developing material on the Greeks
(for HS II) and on the Romans (HS III).
The last two lecture series, The Government of Self and Others (1982–3) and The

Courage of Truth (1983–4), discuss subjectivity in terms of the ancient Greek philosoph-
ical concept of parrhesia (truth-telling). The Government of Self and Others studies
parrhesia in political life, as a matter of ‘speaking truth to power’, for example, when
an adviser tells a king that his declaration of war is a mistake or when journalists
expose corruption in government. The focus is first on Euripides’ Ion and Thucydides’
discussion of Pericles. But Foucault begins and ends by connecting parrhesia to the
philosophical way of life. He first thinks through the notion of critique in Kant’s ‘What
Is Enlightenment?’, an essay to which he often returned and which he said was some-
thing of a ‘fetish’ for him. The lecture ends with a meta-reflection exploring the idea
of taking modern philosophy as a way of life devoted to something like parrhesia—an
apparently bizarre line of thought but one that becomes more plausible when we think
of the lives of, say, Descartes, Spinoza, and Kant. The Courage of Truth continues
the discussion of parrhesia in philosophical life, now returning to the ancient Greeks.
Foucault first focuses on Socrates in the Apology, ‘speaking truth’ to the Athenian
assembly about his life as a philosopher, and in Laches (a dialogue on courage). He
concludes with detailed discussions of the Cynics (for example, Antisthenes, Diogenes),
who were outspoken critics of established authorities and customs.
After Foucault’s death, there were hints and rumours that he had completed a

fourth volume of his History of Sexuality, entitled The Confessions of the Flesh (CF),
dealing with the Christian Middle Ages. It turns out that Foucault had submitted a
typescript of this book to his publisher, Gallimard, in 1982, but in early 1984 recalled it
to make final revisions that he never completed. This would seem a paradigm example
of what Foucault had in mind when he insisted on ‘no posthumous publications’. In
2018, however, the heirs authorized publication of CF, because, as the editor Frédérich
Gros drily puts it, ‘The heirs of Michel Foucault judged that the time and the circum-
stances had come to publish this major unpublished work’. The volume is based on the
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typescript Foucault submitted to Gallimard in 1982. But the editor supplemented the
typescript with material from Foucault’s handwritten manuscript and added missing
section headings. He also included four ‘Annexes’ (appendices) totalling about forty
pages of passages presumably intended for the book but with no clear indication of
where they should go. Although the published volume is not quite a finished product, it
effectively gives us the next step in Foucault’s history of sexuality, moving on from the
pagan authors of late antiquity to the Christian fathers, from Clement of Alexandria
in the 2nd century ad through Augustine in the 4th and 5th centuries.
Foucault’s overall project is to show how these thinkers transferred the core of

pagan rules for sexual behaviour into the context of a developing theology of Christian
revelation. Here the key—and transforming—factor is the Christian claim that the
goal of human life is not any sort of happiness in this world but eternal happiness in
a new heavenly life. Of course, theological teachings about sin (for example, the Fall,
original sin, forgiveness through baptism and confession) obviously raise the stakes for
those guilty of fornication, adultery, and homosexual behaviour; but there is no doubt
that such actions merit eternal damnation. There are, however, thorny issues about
the salvific significance of the two forms of a chaste life: the virginity that eschews
all sexual relations and the marriage that allows sex but only between couples with
lifetime commitments to one another. Virginity is no doubt the preferred choice, for
those few who can manage it. But does that mean even sex in marriage is sinful or at
best an evil tolerated so the human race won’t die out? And, if virginity is the ideal,
why does Scripture insist on speaking of both virgins and the Church itself as ‘brides
of Christ’? The bulk of CF consists of close textual analyses of Christian treatises on
virginity and on marriage.
As we have seen, Foucault in Volumes II and III developed his accounts of pagan

Greek and Roman sexuality in contrast to what he presents as an essentially negative
Christian view of sex as such. In Volume IV he presents this view as a much later me-
dieval development (12th century and beyond) and acknowledges that early Christian
thinkers—especially Augustine—insist on the intrinsic goodness of sex as a creation of
God. At the same time, they recognize the moral dangers of the ‘concupiscence’ (desire
or libido) that is the residue, even after baptism, of original sin. In tracing the early
fathers’ ideas about the nature of the struggle against the dangers of concupiscence,
Foucault finds the origin of the two prime aspects of modern sexuality: the human
being as a desiring agent, and the need for continual scrutiny and verbal articulation
(‘confessions’) of the complexities of our sexuality.
CF does not, however, bridge the gap between ancient sexuality and the modern

sexuality (from the 16th century on) that was the target of the project Foucault in-
troduced in HS. There still remains a millennium during which Christianity became a
Church dominating both secular and religious life and developed the concepts and prac-
tices (guilt, self-examination, confession) that lead to the modern desiring self. Part of
that period is no doubt covered in an unfinished manuscript La chair et le corps (The
Flesh and the Body), which may well eventually be published. But it’s by no means
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clear that Foucault, had he lived, would have bridged the gap between ancient sexuality
and the project sketched in HS on modern sexuality. As the Collège de France lectures
show, his research on sexuality was becoming complexly intertwined with studies of
subjectivity, governmentality, and truth. To our great loss, we will never see the new
horizons a Foucault who lived even a few more years would have brought into view.
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Chapter 1: Lives and works
There are three full-length biographies of Foucault: Didier Eribon, Michel Foucault,

tr. Betsy Wing (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1991); James Miller,
The Passions of Michel Foucault (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1993); and David
Macey, The Lives of Michel Foucault (New York: Pantheon, 1993).
The two striking titles mentioned (and well worth reading beyond the titles) are

Patricia Duncker, Hallucinating Foucault (Hopewell, NJ: Ecco Press, 1996; reissued,
New York: Vintage, 1998) and Maurice Blanchot, ‘Foucault as I Imagine Him’, trans-
lated with Foucault’s essay on Blanchot, ‘The Thought from Outside’, in Foucault as I
Imagine Him and the Thought from Outside, tr. Jeffrey Mehlman and Brian Massumi
(New York and London: MIT Press, 1987).
For a good introduction to Raymond Roussel’s life and work, see Mark Ford, Ray-

mond Roussel and the Republic of Dreams (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press,
2000). Among translations of Raymond Roussel into English, see Trevor Winkfield
(ed.), ‘How I Wrote Certain of My Books’ and Other Writings, introduction by John
Ashbery (Boston: Exact Change, 1995) and Locus Solus, tr. Rupert Copeland Cun-
ningham (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970).
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I plan to write on disciplinary systems to be of use for teachers, wardens, magistrates,
conscientious objectors. I don’t write for an audience, I write for users, not readers.
(‘Prisons et asiles dans le mécanisme du pouvoir’, DE II, 523–4, my translation)
‘Truth, Power, Self’, an interview with Foucault, appears in L. H. Martin et al. (eds),

Technologies of the Self: A Seminar with Michel Foucault (Amherst, Mass.: University
of Massachusetts Press, 1988).
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Chapter 2: Literature
Bataille’s best-known novel (and a focus of Foucault’s ‘Preface to Transgression’) is

The Story of the Eye, tr. Joachim Neugroschel (San Francisco: City Lights, 1987). For
a selection of Bataille’s other writings (essays and fiction), see Fred Botting and Scott
Wilson (eds), The Bataille Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997). Also see Michel Surya,
Georges Bataille: An Intellectual Biography, tr. Krzysztof Kijalkowski and Michael
Richardson (London: Verso, 2002).
For a selection of Blanchot’s writings, see Michael Holland (ed.), The Blanchot

Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995). For a perceptive discussion of Blanchot, see Gerald
Bruns, Maurice Blanchot: The Refusal of Philosophy (Baltimore and London: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1997).
Georges Perec’s famous e-less novel, La disparition (1969), has appeared in English

as A Void, tr. Gilbert Adair (London: The Harvill Press, 1994). For more on the Oulipo
movement, see Warren Motte (ed.), Oulipo: A Primer of Potential Literature (Normal,
Ill.: Dalkey Archive Press, 1998).
Samuel Beckett’s The Unnamable is part of a trilogy of novels available in his

own translation from the original French as Three Novels by Samuel Beckett: Molloy,
Malone Dies, and the Unnamable (New York: Grove Press, 1995).
For a good general discussion of Foucault’s relation to literary modernism, see Ger-

ald Bruns, ‘Foucault’s Modernism’, in Gary Gutting (ed.), The Cambridge Companion
to Foucault, 2nd edn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
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Chapter 3: Politics
The references for the passages from Sartre are: Critique of Dialectical Reason,

Volume I, tr. Alan Sheridan (London: New Left Books, 1976); and two collections of
essays, Between Existentialism and Marxism, tr. John Mathews (New York: Pantheon,
1983) and Situations, tr. Benita Eisler (New York: Braziller, 1965). The Critique is
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thought. On Sartre and Foucault, see Thomas Flynn, Sartre, Foucault and Historical
Reason, 2 vols (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997, 2005).
Foucault’s introduction to Binswanger’s essay is available in English (along with

that essay) as Dream and Existence, tr. Jacob Needleman (New York: Humanities
Press, 1986).
Foucault’s first book, Maladie mentale et personnalité (Paris: Presses Universitaires
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mentale et psychologie, translated by Alan Sheridan as Mental Illness and Psychology
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987). Foucault in effect disavowed these
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The Marxist book on punishment that Foucault mentions in Discipline and Punish

is Georg Rusche and Otto Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Structure (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1939).
For Richard Rorty on Foucault, see ‘Foucault and Epistemology’, in David Hoy

(ed.), Foucault: A Critical Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986); and ‘Foucault/Dewey/
Nietzsche’, in Richard Rorty, Essays on Heidegger and Others (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991).
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Chapter 4: Archaeology
On the Annales school of historiography, see Peter Burke, The French Historical

Revolution: The Annales School, 1929–2014 (Palo Alto, Calif.: Stanford University
Press, 1991) and François Dosse, New History in France: The Triumph of the Annales,
tr. Peter V. Conroy, Jr (Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1994).
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Foreword
In 1976, Michel Foucault publishes—under the title La volonté de savoir1 [The Will

to Know]—the first volume of a Histoire de la sexualité the back cover of which an-
nounces a coming series in five volumes, entitled respectively 2. La chair et le corps
[The Flesh and the Body]; 3. La croisade des enfants [The Children’s Crusade]; 4. La
femme, la mère et l’hystérique [The Wife, the Mother, and the Hysteric]; 5. Les pervers
[The Perverts]; 6. Population et races [Population and Races]. None of these works will
see the light of day. The Foucault archives2 deposited in the Bibliothèque nationale de
France (Département des manuscrits) reveal, however, that at least two titles (La chair
et le corps3 and La croisade des enfants4) had already been the object of substantial
first drafts. In 1984, shortly before Foucault’s death, volumes 2 and 35 of this History
of Sexuality, begun eight years before,6 were published, but their content is very far
from the initial project, as is announced both in the chapter “Modifications” of The Use
of Pleasure (“This series of investigations is appearing later than I had anticipated and
in a completely different form…”7) and a “Please insert” slipped into the volumes at the
time of their publication. The plan to study the modern biopolitical dispositif of sex-
uality (sixteenth through nineteenth century)—partially treated in Foucault’s courses
at the Collège de France—was dropped in favor of the problematization—through a
rereading of the philosophers, physicians, and orators of Greco-Roman antiquity—of

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
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sexual pleasure from the historical perspective of a genealogy of the desiring subject
and under the conceptual horizon of the arts of existence. Volume 4, devoted to the
problematization of the flesh by the Christian Fathers of the early centuries (from
Justin to Saint Augustine), forms part of this new History of Sexuality, displaced by
a full dozen centuries from the initial project and finding its point of gravitation in
the construction of an ethic of the subject. The “Please insert” of 1984 concludes as
follows:
Hence, finally, a general recentering of this vast study on the genealogy of desiring

man, from classical antiquity to the first centuries of Christianity. And its distribution
into three volumes, which form a whole:

• The Use of Pleasure studies the way in which sexual behavior was reflected by
Greek thought […]. Also how medical and philosophical thought elaborated this
“use of pleasure”—krêsis aphrodision—and formulated several themes of austerity
that would become recurrent on four major axes of experience: the relation to
the body, to the wife, to boys, and to truth.

• The Care of the Self analyzes this problematization in the Greek and Latin texts
of the first two centuries of our era, and the inflection it undergoes in an art of
living dominated by the preoccupation with oneself.

• Confessions of the Flesh will deal, finally, with the experience of the flesh in the
first centuries of Christianity, and with the role played in it by the hermeneutic,
and purifying decipherment, of desire.

The genesis of this ultimate work is complex. One needs to recall that in the Histoire
de la sexualité, “plan one,” the Christian practices and doctrines of confession of the
flesh were to form the object of a historical examination in a volume titled The Flesh
and the Body.8 It was then a matter of studying “the evolution of the Catholic pastoral
and of the sacrament of penance after the Council of Trent.”9 A first overview of this
research had been presented during the lecture of February 19, 1975, at the Collège de
France.10 Rather quickly, though, Foucault decided to go back to the very beginning of
the age to recapture the point of origin in Christian history, the moment of emergence
of a ritualized truth obligation, of an injunction of verbalization by the subject, of truth-
telling about oneself. In this way, as early as the years 1976–1977, there accumulated a
certain number of reading notes about Tertullian, Cassian, and others.11 Daniel Defert

8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,
et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., XX, 7.
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writes concerning the month of August 1977: “Foucault is at Vendeuvre. He’s writing
about the Church Fathers and attempting to shift his history of sexuality by several
centuries.”12 In the framework of a study of “governmentalities” at the Collège de France
(lectures of February 15 and 22, 197813), he takes advantage of these first readings of the
Fathers to characterize the Christian moment of “pastoral governmentality”:14 “truth
acts” (telling the truth about oneself) hinging on practices of obedience. These results
will be taken up and synthesized in October 1979 in preparation for the first of two
presentations in the framework of the Tanner Lectures at Stanford University.15
The year 1980 constitutes a decisive moment in the development of studies leading

to the manuscript of the Confessions. Foucault presents at the Collège de France, in
February and March 1980, without ever indicating that they have their place in a his-
tory of sexuality, a series of precise and documented historical inquiries relative to the
Christian truth obligations in the preparation for baptism, the rites of penance, and
monastic direction between the second and fourth centuries of our era.16 In autumn of
the same year, in the United States, he gives, at the University of California, Berkeley,
and at Dartmouth College, two lectures setting out these same themes in their grand
conceptual generality,17 and above all, in the context of a seminar in New York with
Richard Sennett, he presents, again in a schematic way of course, many of the articu-
lations of what will become the Confessions of the Flesh.18 Indeed in this seminar one
finds expositions on Clement of Alexandria’s doctrine of marriage, the Christian art of
virginity (its evolution from Saint Cyprian to Basil of Ancyra, going by way of Method-
ius of Olympus), as well as Foucault’s examination of the basic meaning that, with
Saint Augustine, the concept of libido—after the fall and in marriage—has assumed in
our culture.19 So one can say not only that, as early as the end of 1980, Foucault has
a strong intuition of the architecture and the main arguments of the Confessions of
the Flesh, but also that he has already accomplished a substantial investigation of the
sources, at least for the study of the rituals of penance and the principles of monastic
direction.

12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,

col. 11).
16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”
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The definitive drafting of the text of the Confessions can be situated in the years
1981 and 1982. In an issue of the journal Communications,20 Foucault offers in May
1982 what he presents as “an excerpt from the third volume of The History of Sexual-
ity.”21 However, in parallel fashion, in his courses at the Collège de France, Foucault
carries out, in an ever more massive way, his “turn” to antiquity. To be sure, the Greco-
Latin moment had not been completely neglected up to then, but from 1978 to 1980,
it was reduced to the role of a counterpoint, invaluable above all for determining the
points of irreducibility of the Christian practices of veridiction and governmentality
(that is, the differences between the government of the city-state and pastoral govern-
mentality, the direction of existence in the Greco-Roman philosophical sects and that
practiced in the first monasteries, the Stoic and Christian examination of conscience,
and so on). Thus, what was only a simple counterpoint will become more and more
its own consistent and insistent object of research. The tendency is marked as early as
1981: the course at the Collège de France offered that year is completely dominated by
classical references (problems of marriage and the love of boys in antiquity22), whereas
the cycle of lectures given at the University of Louvain in the month of May still tries
to maintain a balance between the ancient and Christian references.23 In 1982, the
specifically Christian style of truth obligations and other austerities is no longer fore-
grounded in his great cycles of lectures in North America (“Telling the Truth About
Oneself” at the University of Toronto in June;24 “Techniques of the Self” at the Uni-
versity of Vermont in October25), while in his courses at the Collège de France, it is
evoked only in a marginal way, as a simple vanishing point.26
One can say, then, concerning the process since La volonté de savoir (1976), that

as early as 1977–1978 the project of a history of modern sexuality (sixteenth through
nineteenth centuries) is abandoned for the sake, in a first phase (1979–1982), of a
recentering in the direction of a historical problematization of the Christian flesh—

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).
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through the principal “truth acts” (exomologesis and exagoreusis), the arts of virginity,
and the doctrine of marriage in the Christian Fathers of the first centuries—and then,
in a second phase (1982–1984), of a decentering toward the Greco-Roman arts of living
and the place occupied by the aphrodisia within them.
It must have been in the autumn of 1982 that the manuscript on the Christian

conception of the flesh—along with the corresponding typescript—was delivered to
Gallimard.27 Pierre Nora recalls that on this occasion Foucault lets him know that
this doesn’t mean the publication of the Aveux de la chair will be imminent, however,
because he’s decided, encouraged by Paul Veyne, that this book that he’s just had
transcribed will be preceded by a volume devoted to the Greco-Roman experience of
the aphrodisia. The extent of the investigations that we’ve just noted will be such that
Foucault will add to that book the two volumes that we are familiar with: The Use of
Pleasure and The Care of the Self. The work on and drafting of these two volumes—
ongoing even as he is launching yet another new field of research at the Collège de
France: a study of parrêsia28—will delay him in his rereading of the Confessions of
the Flesh and will possibly dissuade him from undertaking a rewrite. From March to
May 1984, as he is finishing the editorial work around volumes 2 and 3, exhausted and
gravely ill, he takes up the correction of the typescript of the Confessions of the Flesh.
Hospitalized on June 3 following a physical breakdown, he dies at the Salpêtrière on
June 25, 1984.
To establish this edition, we have therefore drawn on the manuscript written in

Foucault’s hand, together with the typescript.29 This typescript, which was established
in turn by Éditions Gallimard on the basis of the manuscript, then conveyed to Michel
Foucault for correction,30 is rather faulty—it could not be entrusted, for reasons of
unavailability, to the secretary who usually typed his texts and was very familiar with
his handwriting.
We thus returned to and prioritized the original text,31 while taking into account the

corrections to the typescript that Foucault had had the time to make, at least within
the first two parts of the text.32 We altered the punctuation to make reading of the
text more fluid, we homogenized the modalities of referencing and applied the editing
codes established for volumes 2 and 3 of The History of Sexuality (The Use of Pleasure,
The Care of the Self). We have verified (and corrected where necessary) the citations.
The brackets that appear in the printed text refer to interventions on our part.33 These

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).
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interventions are of several types: drafting notes when the manuscript carries only a
simple footnote number without any content;34 adding notes and numbers when cita-
tions are given without referencing; supplying missing words, rectifying grammatically
shaky, incorrect, or obviously faulty phrases; correcting errors of proper names; adding
a translation to passages cited directly in Greek, Latin, or German;35 adding chapter
titles when they are missing. For the titles, we have opted for descriptive restraint, ex-
cept perhaps for the chapter “The Libidinization of Sex,” but Foucault himself speaks
in the body of the text of a “libidinization of the sexual act.” For the chapters, we have
preserved the divisions present in the manuscript. The titles “The Laborious Baptism”
and “The Art of Arts” are Foucault’s. One finds them in a projected plan (box 90,
second page of folder 1).
For this editing work, we sought assistance from the archive boxes containing his own

reading notes relating to the first Christian Fathers of the first centuries.36 The quality
of Michel Senellart’s work37 rendered us immense service, as did Philippe Chevallier’s
thesis.38 I am grateful to Daniel Defert and Henri-Paul Fruchard for their patient and
productive rereading of the text. The final bibliography was fashioned according to
the editorial principles of The Use of Pleasure and The Care of the Self: it contains
only works mentioned in the body of the text. It must be emphasized, however, as
the archive boxes of Michel Foucault’s reading notes regarding the Christian Fathers
show,39 that the works cited represent only a small part (especially for modern writers)
of the read and processed references.40 At the request of the rights holders, the text does
not include any editor’s notes that would consist of commentary, references internal to
Foucault’s work, or erudition. Our work is limited to the editing of the text.
We have added to the end of the text four appendices, which have a different status

than the main text. The first three correspond to pages held in separate folders and
physically placed in Foucault’s manuscript, at the end of the first part of the Con-
fessions.41 Appendix 1 is a simple and brief reminder of general objectives (“What is
to be demonstrated…”) and may correspond to a projected introduction or perhaps
to a clarification for personal use.42 Appendix 2 consists of a critical examination of

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the

Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
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the relations between exomologesis and exagoreusis. This study fits into the strict con-
tinuity of the last developments of the first part of the text, but it’s not possible to
know if Foucault wrote these pages and ultimately decided not to include them or if he
drafted them after his manuscript was transcribed. Appendix 3 is an expansion on an
evaluation that appears in a tighter form in chapter 3 (“The Second Penance”) of Part
I, concerning Cain’s curse, which would be tied above all to his refusal to acknowledge
the crime. Appendix 4 corresponds to the last exposition of the manuscript and the
typescript. We’ve chosen to place it among the appendices because it announces the-
matics that are in fact developed earlier. One notes that the book’s closing paragraphs,
once this shift has been made, have a conclusive look and feel.
Michel Foucault’s heirs agreed that the moment and the conditions were right for the

publication of this major unpublished text. Like the preceding volumes, it is appearing
in the Bibliothèque des Histoires series edited by Pierre Nora.
The “Please insert” of 1984 indicated
Volume 1: La Volonté de savoir, 224 pages
Volume 2: L’Usage des plaisirs, 296 pages
Volume 3: Le Souci de soi, 288 pages
Volume 4: Les Aveux de la chair (forthcoming)
This has now been accomplished.
Frédéric Gros

even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.
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PART I: The Formation of a New
Experience



1. Creation, Procreation
The aphrodisia regime, defined in terms of marriage, procreation, a disqualification

of pleasure, and a respectful and intense bond of sympathy between spouses, was
formulated, it seems, by non-Christian philosophers and teachers, and their “pagan”
society thought of it as an acceptable code of conduct for everyone—which doesn’t
mean it was actually followed by everyone; far from it.
One finds this same regime, essentially unmodified, in the doctrine of the second-

century Fathers. Those theologians, in the view of most historians, would not have
found their basic principles in the early Christian communities nor in the apostolic
texts—with the exception of the markedly Hellenizing letters of Saint Paul. These
principles would have migrated, as it were, into Christian thought and practice, from
pagan milieus whose hostility Christians needed to disarm by displaying forms of con-
duct that pagans already recognized and valued highly. It is a fact that apologists
like Justin or Athenagoras assure the emperors they are addressing that in regard to
marriage, procreation, and the aphrodisia, Christians base their practice on the same
principles as the philosophers. And to emphasize this sameness, they employ, with
scant alterations, those aphoristic precepts whose words and formulations readily indi-
cate their origin. “For our part,” says Justin, “if we marry, it is only that we may bring
up children; or if we decline marriage, we live in perfect continence.”1
Speaking to Marcus Aurelius, Athenagoras uses references of a Stoic sort: control

of desire[[*1]—“for us procreation is the measure of desire”;2 rejection of any second
marriage—“whoever repudiates his wife to marry another is an adulterer,” “every re-
marriage is an honorable adultery”;3 negativity toward pleasure—“we despise the things
of this life, even to the pleasures of the soul.”4 Athenagoras doesn’t make use of these

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
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themes to indicate traits of Christianity that are distinct from paganism. It’s a matter
of showing instead how Christians don’t deserve the reproaches of immorality that
have been aimed at them, and how their life is the very realization of a moral ideal
that the wisdom of the pagans has long recognized.5 Above all, he underscores the fact
that the Christians’ belief in eternal life and their desire to unite with God constitute
a strong and profound reason for them to truly follow these precepts in their actions—
and better still, to keep their intentions pure and to banish the very thought of the
actions they condemn.6
The work of Clement of Alexandria, at the end of the second century, offers a

much ampler testimony concerning the aphrodisia regime as it seems to have been
incorporated into Christian thought. Clement evokes the problems of marriage, sexual
relations, procreation, and continence in several texts, primarily in the Paedagogus,
chapter 10 of book 2, and also (though in a more cursory way) chapters 6 and 7 of the
same book and [chapter 8] of book 3; and in the second Stromata book, chapter 32
and the whole third book. I will analyze the first of these texts here, clarifying it when
necessary by the others. There is a reason for this: the large text of the third book
of the Stromata is devoted essentially to a polemic against different gnostic themes.
It is developed on two fronts: first, Clement wanted to refute those for whom the
disqualification of the material world, its identification with evil, and the certainty
of salvation for the chosen ones made obedience to the laws of this world irrelevant,
when they did not make such transgressions obligatory and customary; second, he
also sought to distance himself from the numerous Encratist tendencies that, aligning
themselves more or less closely with Valentinus or Basilides, wished to deny marriage
and sexual relations to all the faithful, or at least to those who intended to lead a truly
saintly life. These texts are obviously crucial for understanding, through the question
of marriage and self-restraint, the theology of Clement, his conception of matter, of
evil and sin. The Paedagogus, though, has a very different purpose: it is addressed to
Christians after their conversion and their baptism—and not, as has sometimes been
said, to pagans still making their way toward the Church. And it offers these new
Christians a precise, concrete code for daily living.7 It is a text whose objectives are
comparable to the advice on behavior that the Hellenistic philosophers might give and
consequently the comparison between them should be worthwhile.
Doubtless these life precepts don’t cover all the obligations of Christians and will

not lead them to the end of the road. Just as, before the Paedagogus, Clement’s
Protrepticus had the purpose of exhorting the soul to choose the right path, after the
Paedagogus, the teacher will still need to initiate the disciple into the higher truths. In

5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-
sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
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the Paedagogus, then, one has a book of exercise and advancement—the guide for an
ascension toward God, which subsequent instruction will have to carry to completion.
But the intermediary role of this art of living in the Christian manner doesn’t warrant
relativizing it: if it is far from saying everything, what it says never becomes inoperative.
The more perfect life, taught by another tutor, will reveal more truths, but it will not
obey different moral laws. To be very precise, the precepts dispensed by the Paedagogus
concerning marriage, sexual relations, and pleasure do not constitute an intermediate
stage appropriate to a middling life, and which might be followed by a more rigorous
and purer stage, suited to the existence of the true gnostic. The latter, who does see
what the simple “student” is not able to, does not have to apply different rules in these
matters of everyday life.
This is something one can see in the Stromata, in fact, where, apropos of marriage,

Clement never suggests different precepts for the “true gnostic” and the Paedagogus. If
he absolutely refuses to condemn marriage—to see a porneia, a fornication, in it as some
do, and even to regard it as a difficult obstacle impeding a genuinely religious life—
he doesn’t make an obligation of it either: he leaves the two paths open, recognizing
that each of them, marriage and chastity, has its burdens and obligations,8 and in
the course of reflection or discussion he in turn underscores the greater merit of those
who meet the responsibility of having a wife and children, or points out the value of
a life without sexual relations.9 What one reads in the Paedagogus regarding the life
of a man with his wife does not therefore constitute a provisional condition: these are
common precepts that hold for all who are married, whatever their degree of progress
toward the gnosis of God.[[*2] And moreover, what the Paedagogus says about its
own teaching reflects the same idea. The “Educator” is not a temporary and imperfect
instructor: “He resembles his Father, God […] He is without sin, without blame, without
passion of soul, God immaculate in the form of man, accomplishing His Father’s will,
God the Logos, who is seated at the right hand of His Father, with even the nature
of God.”10 The Educator is therefore Christ himself; and what he teaches, or more
precisely what is taught through him and what is taught by him, is the Logos. As the
Word, it teaches God’s law; and the commandments it formulates are the universal
and living reason. It is the second and third parts of the Paedagogus that are devoted
to this art of conducting oneself in a Christian manner, but in the last lines of chapter
13 of the first part, Clement explains the meaning he gives to these lessons to come:
“Man’s duty, consequently, is to cultivate a will that is in conformity with and united
throughout his life to God and Christ, properly directed to eternal life. The life of the
Christian, which we are learning from our Educator, is a unified whole made up of

8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,
et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
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deeds in accordance with the Logos; that is, it is the unfailing practical application
of the truths taught by the Logos, an accomplishment which we call fidelity. The
whole is constituted by the Lord’s precepts, which have been prescribed as spiritual
commandments, useful both for ourselves and for those near to us.” And among these
necessary things, Clement distinguishes those concerning life here below—which one
will find in the subsequent chapters of the Paedagogus—and those concerning heavenly
life, which can be deciphered from the Scriptures. An esoteric teaching? Perhaps.11 But
it remains clear that in these laws of everyday existence, we must see a teaching of
the Logos itself; in the behavior that submits to it we must recognize the right action
that leads to eternal life, and in these right actions which are in keeping with the
Logos, we must recognize a will united with God and with Christ. These words that
Clement uses as he is about to present his rules for living are quite significant. They
clearly indicate the double register to which they must be referred: according to the
Stoic vocabulary, these rules for living do define right behavior (kathêkonta), but also
those rationally justified actions in which the man who performs them merges with
universal reason (katorthômata); and according to the Christian thematic, they define
not only the negative precepts that allow one to be accepted in the community, but the
form of existence that leads to eternal life and constitutes their faith.12 In sum, what
Clement offers in the teaching of the Paedagogus is a prescriptive corpus in which the
level of “right actions” is only the visible aspect of the virtuous life, which in turn is
the journey toward salvation. The omnipresence of the Logos, which commands right
actions, manifests right reason, and saves souls by uniting them with God, ensures the
cohesiveness of these three levels.13 The “practical” books of the Paedagogus, which
begin immediately after this passage, teem with minor precautions whose concern
with pure and simple propriety may be surprising. But they must be placed within the
overall intention, and the details of the kathêkonta, where Clement’s recommendations
often seem to get lost, should be deciphered in terms of this Logos which is at the same
time the principle of right action and the movement toward salvation, the rationality
of the real world and the word of God calling one to eternity.
A reading of the Paedagogus, II, X, calls then for a number of preliminary remarks.
—
1. The common practice is to pick out explicit or implicit citations of pagan moralists

found in that text, Stoics in particular. Musonius Rufus is undoubtedly one of those
used most often, although he is never named there. And it’s a fact that on four or
five occasions at least, Clement transcribes sentences of the Roman Stoic, and on
essential points, almost word for word. Thus, Musonius is cited on the principle that
a legitimate union must desire procreation;14 on the principle that seeking pleasure

11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
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by itself, even in marriage, is contrary to reason;15 on the principle that one must
spare one’s wife any form of indecent relations;16 and on the principle that if one
is ashamed of an action it’s because one knows it is wrongful.17 But it would be a
mistake to conclude that in this chapter Clement has only interpolated a teaching he
has borrowed from a philosophical school without really trying to give it a Christian
meaning. In the first place, it should be noted that here, as in many other texts by
Clement, the references to pagan philosophers are very numerous. One can discover
silent borrowings from Antipater, from Hierocles, and no doubt sentences by Sextus as
well. Aristotle, who is not cited either, is used often, as are naturalists and physicians.
Finally—and again, this is not unusual in Clement—Plato is one of the rare authors
cited by name and the only one to be cited widely.18 But it should also be noted
that none of the great prescriptive themes evoked by Clement are presented without
the accompaniment of scriptural citations: Moses, Leviticus, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Sirach.
Rather than a massive, barely altered borrowing from late Stoicism, we must see in
this chapter the attempt to integrate the precepts prescribed by the moralists of the era
into a triple reference: that of the naturalists and physicians, which shows how nature
grounds them and manifests their rationality, testifying in this way to presence of the
Logos as this world’s organizing principle; that of the philosophers, especially Plato,
the philosopher par excellence, who shows how human reason can recognize and justify
the precepts, attesting that the Logos inhabits the soul of every man; and lastly that
of the Scriptures, which show that God has explicitly given men these commandments,
these entolai, affirming in this way that those who obey him will unite with him, will
be of the same will: either in the form of the Mosaic law, or in the form of the Christian
gospel.19
Each of these major precepts, which this chapter 10 of the second book formulates,

comes under a principle of “triple determination,” therefore: by nature, by philosophical
reason, by the word of God. Of course, the content of the teaching, the codification, as
to what it permits, forbids, or recommends is absolutely consistent, apart from a few
details, with what was taught in the philosophical schools, the Stoic ones in particu-
lar, starting in the preceding centuries. But all of Clement’s efforts involve inserting
these well-known and current aphorisms in a complex web of citations, references, or

15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,
col. 11).

16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”
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examples that gives them the appearance of prescriptions of the Logos, as it declares
itself in nature, human reason, or the word of God.
—
2. The second and third books of the Paedagogus are thus a code for living. Un-

derneath the apparent disorder of the chapters—after the matter of drinking, it is a
question of luxury in furnishings; between the precepts for living together and the cor-
rect use of sleep, there is talk about perfumes and crowns, then shoes (which should
be simple white sandals for women), then diamonds, with which one must avoid being
fascinated, and so on—one can recognize a depiction of “regimen.” In the medical-moral
literature of the epoch, these models were presented in different forms. For example
in the form of an agenda, following almost hour by hour the course of the day as it
unfolds: thus the regimen of Diocles, who takes up a man from the very first gestures
to be performed upon waking and leads him to the moment of falling asleep, then
indicates the modifications to be applied according to the season, and finally gives
opinions about sexual relations.20 Or also the enumeration of Hippocrates, which for
some constitutes a canonical table: exercises, then food, then drink, then sleep, and
lastly sexual relations.21
Quatember22 has suggested that Clement, in his rules of daily life, follows the cycle

of daily activities, but starting with the evening meal, and hence with advice about
food, drink, conversations, and table manners; then he goes to the nighttime, to sleep
and the precepts having to do with sexual relations. The views concerning clothing and
appearance that follow would relate to the morning toilette, and most of the chapters
of book 3 would correspond to daytime life, to domestic servants, the baths, physical
exercise, and so on.
As to chapter 10, concerning marital relations, despite the apparent disorder of the

text, which more than one commentator has noted, here too Quatember suggests a
simple and logical design. In his view, after having determined the goal of marriage—
namely procreation—Clement condemns unnatural relations; then, proceeding to re-
lations internal to marriage, he considers in turn pregnancy, unfruitful relations, and
abortion, before setting out the principles of moderation and propriety to be observed
in marriage relations. Through many detours and interlacings, one does find approx-
imately this succession of themes. But at the same time one can recognize another
concatenation that in no way excludes this first schema.

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
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The type of explicit or implicit citations that Clement foregrounds by turns can
serve here as a guiding thread. Not that he isn’t careful, throughout the text, to inter-
weave the authority of the Scripture, the testimony of philosophers, and the claims of
physicians and naturalists, following the principle of triple reference. But in a notice-
able way, the accent constantly shifts, the coloration of the references changes. First
the lessons of farming and natural history are invoked (the right way to sow seeds, the
“metamorphoses” of the hyena, the bad morals of the hare) to explain Mosaic law.23
Then there are borrowings above all from the medical and philosophical literature,
regarding the human body, its natural impulses, and the need to maintain control
of the desires and avoid the excesses that exhaust the body and disturb the soul.24
Finally, in the last pages of the chapter, the citations from the Scripture, which had
never been absent from the text and served as a counterpoint to the other references,
become predominant (not without one or two explicit returns to Plato and implicit
ones to Musonius).
Let us say that in this complex text, there is, superimposed on one another, a

“thematic” composition (which goes from condemnation of unnatural relations to rec-
ommendations of reserve in the use of marriage) and a “referential” composition that
gives another dimension to these prescriptions of “regimen.” This shifting of references
allows one to hear in turn the different voices through which the Logos speaks: that of
the figures of nature, that of the reason which must preside over the human configura-
tion, that of God speaking directly to men in order to save them (it being understood
that the first two are also the Logos of God but in a different form). This succession
thus makes it possible to establish the same prescriptions and the same prohibitions
(which are repeated several times in the text) at three different levels: that of the order
of the world, as it has been set by the Creator, and to which certain “unnatural” animals
bear witness; that of human moderation, as taught by the wisdom of the body itself
and by the principles of a reason that desires to remain master of itself;25 and that of
a purity that gives access to incorruptible existence beyond this life. Perhaps here one
should recognize, albeit in a shrouded way, the tripartition, important in Clement’s
anthropology, between the animal, the psychical, and the pneumatic. Even if this is
not the underlying schema, the chapter clearly follows an upward movement that goes
from examples deposited in nature as lessons to appeals that assign Christians the
objective of a “God-like” existence. And it’s over the whole length of this road that the
economy of sexual relations will be determined.
—
3. The leading question raised by the pagan philosophers’ moral treatises or diatribes

concerned the advisability of marriage: Ei gamêteon (Should one marry?). Chapter 10
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
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of the Paedagogus deals with this question elliptically: Clement indicates within the
first lines that he will speak for married people; then, after an exposition in which
there is the question of sexual relations during pregnancy and the illnesses that may
be caused by their excess, he again elides the question, saying that this theme is
discussed in the treatise On Continence. Is this a separate work? Or texts that appear
in the Stromata? Two sections in the Stromata can be supposed to constitute this
treatise, or at least to reproduce its content: book 3 in its entirety, which as we’ve seen
is a long discussion around Encratism, common to several gnostic tendencies, or about
certain “licentious” forms of dualist morality; and more probably the thirteenth and
final chapter of book 2 of the Stromata, which introduces the reader to book 3 and in
fact presents itself as being an answer to the traditional question in traditional debates
of practical philosophy: should one get married?26 And it’s precisely to the analysis of
this question that the Paedagogus refers.
The answer given by this passage of the second book of the Stromata doesn’t present

any departures from the philosophical morality of the time. If it tries to set itself apart,
this is not relative to the philosophers’ general principles but rather to their real atti-
tude, whose laxity is not corrected by the theory. In the Stromata and the Paedagogus,
Clement declares the purpose of marriage to be the procreation of children.27[[*3] On
the basis of this link between the value of marriage and the procreative finality, Clement
can define the major ethical rules that should govern relations between spouses: the
bond between them must not be owing to pleasure and sensuality but to the “Logos”;28
one mustn’t treat one’s wife like a mistress,29 or scatter seed to the winds;30 and the
principles of restraint must be observed—rules that the animals themselves respect.31
This bond must not be broken; if it is, one must forgo remarriage as long as the partner
is still living.32 Finally, adultery is forbidden and should be punished.33
Most of these points—and particularly those concerning relations between spouses—

are also found in the Paedagogus, but treated much more fully there. The continuity
and homogeneity between the two texts is obvious, with this difference: that the Stro-
mata texts speak of marriage and its value in terms of procreation, whereas the Paeda-
gogus speaks of procreation as a principle of discrimination for sexual relations. In one

26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-
sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).
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case it’s a matter of procreation as the ultimate aim of marriage; in the other it is a
matter of this same procreation in the economy of relations and sexual acts. The main
interest of this chapter 10 and its novelty—at least in the Christian literature, if not
in all the moral literature of antiquity—is its interweaving of two types of questions,
two traditional debates: that concerning the right economy of pleasures—the aphro-
disia theme—and that of marriage, of its value and of how to conduct oneself within
it, given that marriage is justified by procreation and on that basis one can define in
what sense it can be a good (a thesis developed in the second book of the Stromata
and recalled in the Paedagogus). Of course, this was not the first attempt at defining
the kind of sexual conduct spouses should practice, but it appears to be the first reg-
imen of sexual acts developed not in terms of wisdom or individual health but from
the standpoint of rules intrinsic to marriage. There had been a regimen of sex and an
ethics of marriage: they overlapped, quite obviously. But here, in this text by Clement,
one has a merger of the two points of view. What goes on between spouses, and what
the moralists of antiquity treated, if not obliquely, then at least briefly and from some
distance—they were content simply to enumerate rules of decency and carefulness—is
becoming an object of concern, intervention, and analysis.
Under the somewhat enigmatic title “What must be distinguished regarding procre-

ation,” chapter 10 of the second book of the Paedagogus deals in fact with a relatively
precise question. It is the one that’s formulated as early as the first line of the text and
that reappears in the last line: the question of the right moment, the right occasion,
the opportuneness—kairos—for sex between married persons.34 Insofar as it applies
to a regulation of days and nights, this term kairos does have the narrow meaning of
“opportune time.” But that is far from being the only meaning. In the philosophical
and above all the Stoic vocabulary, kairos refers to a set of conditions that can make
a merely permitted action into an action that effectively has a positive value. Kairos
doesn’t characterize an exercise of caution, avoiding the risks and dangers that might
make a neutral action a bad one; it defines the criteria that a concrete action will
need to satisfy in order to be good. Whereas law separates the permitted from the
prohibited among all the positive actions, kairos establishes the positive value of a real
action.
So the question that will be addressed in this chapter of the Paedagogus is that of

setting the conditions that give a positive value to sexual relations between married
people. The fact that it is this question that is given such attention in this book of
conduct has its importance: in it one sees that, relative to a process that we have noted
in the pagan authors of the preceding epochs, the question of sexual relations, of the
aphrodisia, is now very much subordinated to the question of marriage; it has lost its
independence to such a point that the term aphrodisia doesn’t appear in this text by
Clement. It is procreation, or rather the procreative union, that constitutes the general
theme under which the whole chapter will be placed. Further, we have here undoubtedly

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
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the first text in which marital sexual relations are themselves considered in detail,
and as a specific and important element of conduct. Once again, the philosophers had
already formulated most of the precepts that Clement spells out, but they had situated
those precepts within an overall ethics of relations between spouses, in a regulation of
the way to live together when one is married. Plutarch’s Conjugalia praecepta gives
advice for the proper general functioning of that community of two which the couple
constitutes; views concerning sexual relations are only one element for this life, which
marriage should not prevent from being philosophically sound. The Paedagogus says
little about the couple, but it treats sexual relations between marriage partners as an
important and relatively autonomous object. We can say that, in this, it offers the first
example of a genre, or rather of a practice that will have a considerable importance
in the history of Western societies—the examination and analysis of sexual relations
between spouses.
Finally, the question of the kairos of marital relations allows one to see how Clement

integrates a code that he has effectively received from the Hellenistic philosophies (and
no doubt also from a whole social movement) into a religious conception of nature, the
Logos, and salvation. His is a very different solution, as we shall see, from that proposed
by Saint Augustine—and it is Augustine’s that will be retained by the institutions and
doctrine of the Western Church. In Clement’s reflection on the kairos, it would be
a mistake to see simply a graft, more or less skillful, of elements borrowed from the
prevailing morality and merely rendered a little more demanding or austere. The kairos
of the sexual relationship is defined by its connection to the Logos. Let us not forget
that for Clement the Logos is called Savior, because this Logos has invented for men
“the remedies that give them a just moral sense and lead them to salvation,” and this
by seizing the right “occasion.”35
—
Clement starts from the proposition that sexual relations have procreation as their

end. A completely ordinary thesis for his time. One finds it in the physicians.36 One
finds it in the philosophers, either in the form of a linkage among three terms—no
sexual relations outside of marriage and no marriage that shouldn’t find its end in its
offspring37—or in the form of a direct condemnation of any sexual act that doesn’t
have procreation as its object.38

35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the
Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
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In this, then, there’s nothing peculiar in Clement of Alexandria. Just as there’s
nothing new about his general distinction between the “goal” or “objective” (skopos) of
an action and its “end” (telos). On the other hand, it does seem that his application of
this difference to the domain of sexual relations—while in the “spirit” of the Stoics and
within the logic of their analyses—had not been frequently done before, to say the least.
And in fact the use of this distinction in Clement’s text leads to a result that at first
glance may appear to lack any fertile meaning. The “objective” would be paidopoiia:
making children, progeny in the strict sense. The end, on the other hand, would be
euteknia, which is sometimes translated as “fine children” or “a large family.” Actually,
though, the word should be given a broader sense: it refers to finding a plenitude
and a satisfaction in the descendants one has, in their life and happy fortune.39 So the
objective (skopos) of the sexual relation would thus be the existence of the progeny; the
end (telos) the positive relation to this progeny, the accomplishment they constitute.
Two considerations that Clement immediately adds may allow us to clarify the value
of this distinction.
Clement first compares the sexual act to sowing seeds. A traditional metaphor.

One finds it in Athenagoras and in the Apologists. It seems to have been common
in the philosophical diatribes, where it served to illustrate the rule that seeds must
be deposited in the furrow where they could germinate. But Clement also uses it
to better mark the distinction between what the “goal” of sexual relations should be
and what their “end” should be. The goal of the grower, when he sows: to procure
something to eat. His end: “to have a harvest,” says Clement’s text simply—meaning,
no doubt, to see the seeds through to their point of natural accomplishment, when an
abundance of fruits is produced. This comparison with sowing remains rather elliptical;
but presumably it allows one to consider as the “goal” this procreation of children, which
was so often shown by the philosophers to be useful to parents—for ensuring their
status or securing support in their old age—and to consider as “ends” something much
more general and less utilitarian—namely the human accomplishment that having
descendants constitutes.40 And since it’s this end that Clement wants to bring out in
this chapter, by analyzing the kairos of sexual relations, it is understandable that he
would devote little attention to the personal advantages and social benefits that might
come of having children.41
That this non-utilitarian end is indeed Clement’s theme here is shown by the idea

that he immediately links to the metaphor of the sower. Man doesn’t plant “because
of himself”; man must plant “because of God.” By this, Clement doesn’t mean the
end that directs the action, but rather the principle that permeates and sustains it
throughout.42 The act of [pro]creation must be performed “because of” God, in the

39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
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sense that, first of all, it is God who prescribes it by saying “Increase and multiply,”
but also because by procreating, man is the “image of God,” and he “collaborates,” for
his part, “in the birth of man.”43
This proposition is important for Clement’s whole analysis, since it establishes in

human procreation a relation to God that is close and complex at the same time.
That by procreating, man is the “image of God” should not be interpreted on the
assumption of an immediate likeness between the creation of Adam and procreation
by his descendants. Doubtless, as Clement explains elsewhere,44 God, who was content
to give an order to make the animals appear on earth, had molded the first man with
his hands, thus marking an essential difference and a greater proximity between him
and that being who was created in his image. But this doesn’t mean for Clement that
the Creation transmitted to man something of the essence of the nature or power of
God: there is nothing in us that “matches up” with God.45 And yet one can speak
of a “resemblance” to God—the resemblance evoked in the Genesis narrative. This
resemblance was that of man before the fall, and it can, it must become his again. It
is realized not through the body, but through the spirit and through reasoning;46 it is
ensured by obedience to the law: “The law says […]: Walk behind the Lord […] The
law, in fact, calls it a walking after; and this makes them similar, as much as it is
possible.”47 So it is not procreation in itself and as a natural process that is “in the
likeness” of Creation—it is procreation insofar as it is accomplished in the right way
and by “following” the law. And if the law prescribes conformity with nature, this is
because nature obeys God.48
In this progression toward resemblance, a “synergy” of man and God thus finds its

possibility. In fact, God created man because he was “worthy of his choice,” worthy
consequently of being loved by him. If there had to be a reason for man’s creation, it
consists in the condition that without man, “the Demiurge would not have been able
to prove his goodness.”49 So the creation of man is as much a manifestation of God’s
goodness as it is of his presence. Man, in return and as a result, offers, by being worthy
of being loved, the possibility of demonstrating his goodness. By procreating, man thus
does something much more and altogether different than “imitating,” as some might
imagine, the capacities of the demiurgic act. For all his humanness, he partakes in
the power and “philanthropy” of God. Man procreates, along with God, human beings
who are worthy of being loved with a love whose manifestation was the “cause” of the

even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
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Creation, and later the Incarnation. The “synergy” of man with God in the procreative
act50 doesn’t just consist in the support of God in human generation—it’s a matter of
fulfilling what a formula predating Clement said: “God receives from man that which
he had created: man.”51
Chapter 10 of the second book of the Paedagogus thus devotes its analysis of “the

distinctions to be made regarding procreation” to the complex and fundamental re-
lations between Creator and creatures. The content of the very “quotidian” precepts
that Clement offers on the subject may be nearly identical to the teaching of the pa-
gan philosophers, but this doesn’t imply a relinquishment of the regulation of sexual
relations to a Stoic or Platonic wisdom that is accepted and certified by a rather broad
consensus. Undoubtedly, Clement has taken up the codification and the rules of con-
duct that were formulated moreover by the philosophy that was contemporaneous with
him, but he has rethought them and integrated them into a conception that he is care-
ful to recall in a few sentences at the beginning of this chapter, and that brings into
play, in procreation, the relations of man to his Creator, of God to his creatures. But
a word of caution: Clement does not in any way attribute, by this means, a spiritual
value to the sexual act (even in the framework of marriage, even if it is for procreative
ends alone). What is meaningful, according to him, for the relationship between man
and God, is not the sexual act in itself, but the condition that in performing it one
follows the teaching, the “pedagogy,” of the Logos itself. It’s the observance of the
“commandments” that God has prescribed through nature, its examples, its forms, and
its arrangements, through the organization of bodies and the rules of human reason,
through the teaching of the philosophers and the words of the Scripture. Obedience
to these different lessons can give the procreative conjugal relationship the value of a
“synergy” with God.
One can better understand the seemingly rather arbitrary distinction that Clement

introduces between the generation of progeny, which must be the “goal” of sexual
relations, and the value of having descendants, which must be its “end.” The latter
definitely constitutes a completion—teleiôtes—for the procreator, as the Stoics said: it
completes what nature has made and what connects him, through time, to other men
and to the order of the world. But Clement shows that this “beautiful posterity” which
with God’s help man has given birth to, constitutes for God an object worthy of love
and an opportunity to manifest his goodness. Subordinated to the “goal” of “making
children,” and, beyond that, to a purpose that accords with that of the whole Creation,
sexual relations must be subject to a “reason,” a Logos that, present in all of nature
and even in its material organization, is also the word of God. Placed at the head of his
analysis, the distinction and articulation between goal and end allow Clement to firmly
inscribe the rule of sexual relations in a great “lesson of nature”: “We must learn from

50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”
of the human livestock.

51 Ezekiel 34:2.
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nature and observe the wise precepts of its pedagogy for the right time of union.”52 A
lesson of nature that is in the very teaching of the Logos. The “logic,” one could say, of
a nature that should be understood in the very broad sense, and in its different guises:
the “logic” of animal nature, the “logic” of human nature and of the relationship of the
rational soul with the body, and the “logic” of Creation and of the relationship with
the Creator. These are the three logics that Clement develops in turn.
—
1. The lessons that Clement borrows from the logic of animals are negative ones.53

The hyena and the hare teach what mustn’t be done. The hyena’s bad reputation
stemmed from an ancient belief—one found it in Herodorus of Heroclea[[*4]—that ev-
ery animal of this species had two sexes and played the role alternately of male and
female, from one year to the next. As for the hare, it was thought to acquire an extra
anus every year and to make the worst use of these added orifices.54 Aristotle had
rejected these speculations and subsequently few naturalists gave them any credence.
This doesn’t mean, however, that people had stopped seeking moral lessons from the
natural history of these animals. In the Hellenistic and Roman age, natural history was
effectively subjected to two apparently contradictory processes: a screening of knowl-
edge in terms of the strictest observational rules; and the increasingly pronounced
interest in drawing lessons from this nature into which, according to the philosophers,
the human individual has a duty to integrate. But an increased concern with exact-
ness and the search for moral lessons could go hand in hand. Thus, the alternating
hermaphroditism of the hyena and the yearly perforations of the hare became mere
legends, but the naturalists could still read lessons of conduct into the behavior of
these animals. As Aelian said, the hyena “shows,” not through speech [but] through
actions, “how contemptible Tiresias was.”55
The manner in which Clement, in his turn, refutes the legend but gleans the moral

lesson is interesting for his conception of the relations of nature with what is contrary
to nature. The hyena, he says, doesn’t change sexes from one year to the next, because
once nature determines what an animal is, it cannot be changed. To be sure, there
are many animals with traits that change with the seasons. The hot and cold seasons
modify the voices of the birds or the coloring of their plumage,56 but this is the effect of
physical and external actions. The nature of the animal is not transformed for all that.
What about the sex, then? An individual cannot change sexes, or have two of them, or a
third one that would be intermediary between male and female: these are chimera that
men imagine but that nature doesn’t allow. Here Clement is referring, in an implicit

52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”
Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.

53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good
of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
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but clear enough way, to a discussion that was “classic” at the time. In the eyes of the
Epicureans, the possibility of metamorphoses—maggots born out of cadavers, little
worms materializing in the mud, or bees formed on a steer carcass—constituted proof
that these bodies were not of divine origin; as they saw it, these transformations
were the result of “autonomous” mechanisms.57 By carefully differentiating between
species’ “stability” and the mechanical alteration of certain traits, Clement joins with
the position of all those—Aristotelians, Stoics, Platonists—who wanted to maintain the
stamp of a creative reason, or the continuous presence of a Logos, in the specifications
of the animal world.58 But it is very likely, too, that Clement is thinking of the problem
he evokes in chapter 4 of the first book of the Paedagogus: namely the status of the
difference of the sexes with regard both to eternal life and to life on earth. The solution
proposed by Clement is simple, even if it presents a certain difficulty: in the world to
come, there will be no differences of sex. “It is only here on earth that the feminine sex
is distinguished from the masculine.” It is a difference based consequently on the Logos
that governs the order of this world, but one that does not prevent us from applying
the name human beings to men and women alike. The same prescriptions hold for
both sexes, and the same form of life: “one assembly, one morality, and one modesty;
shared nourishment, a shared conjugal bond; everything is the same: respiration, sight,
hearing, knowledge, hope, obedience, love.”59 It is to this “life in common,” this common
kind, beyond the differences of the sexes but not nullifying them, that grace is directed;
it is this humankind that will be saved and will meet again in eternity, all differences of
sex erased. In rejecting the idea of the hyena’s alternation of sexes, Clement reiterates
this principle of the “naturalness” of the male-female difference within the framework of
specific entities. Man and woman are, and hence must remain, according to the Logos
of nature, distinct from one another, which does not prevent them from belonging to
the same humankind, nor from waiting for the next world to liberate them from the
“duality of their desire.”60
There does exist, however, a peculiar trait in the hyena that is not found in any other

animal. Clement describes it by following Aristotle, almost word for word.61 It involves
an outgrowth of flesh that traces a form below the tail very similar to a female sex,
but a quick inspection will show that this cavity does not open into any canal leading
toward the womb or the intestine. But Clement doesn’t treat this anatomical feature
as Aristotle does. The latter uses it to explain how hasty observers let themselves be
misled by the ambiguity of appearance: they thought they saw two sexes on the same
animal; he sees this only as a case of human error of interpretation. But Clement sees in
this anatomical peculiarity an element that has a relation of both effect and instrument

57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or
the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].

58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
61 Jeremiah 10:21.
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to a moral fault. If hyenas have a body that’s arranged in such an odd way, this is
because of a defect. A defect “of nature,” taking “nature” to mean the characteristic
traits of a species, but a defect that is nonetheless utterly similar to a moral fault
found in men: lasciviousness. And it’s in view of this defect that “nature” has devised a
supplementary cavity in these animals for them to use for their equally supplementary
sallies. In sum, to the “excessive” natural propensity for pleasure that characterizes
the hyena, nature has responded with an excessive anatomy that enables “excessive”
relations. But, in this, nature shows that it’s not only in terms of quantity that one
must speak of excess: since the hyenas’ surplus pouch is not connected by any channel
to the organs of generation, the excess is “useless,” or more precisely cut off from the
end that nature has assigned to the organs of generation, to sexual relations, to semen
and its emission—that is, procreation. And since this finality is disrespected in this
way, it is a counter-natural activity that this tendency to misbehavior, both natural
and excessive, permits and encourages. So we have a whole cycle that goes from nature
to contrary-to-nature, or rather a constant intertwining of nature and counter-nature
that gives hyenas a blameworthy trait, excessive inclinations, extra organs, and the
means to use them “for nothing.”62
The example of the hare is analyzed by Clement in the same manner. This time,

however, it has to do with an excess not in connection with sterility, but with fertiliza-
tion itself. Clement moves on from the fable of the hare with the annual anus, replacing
it with the idea of superfetation. So licentious are these animals that they tend to cop-
ulate constantly, not even respecting the period of gestation and nursing. Nature has
given the female a womb with two branches that allows it to conceive with more than
one male even before giving birth. The natural cycle of the womb—which, according to
physicians, calls for fertilization when it is empty and refuses sexual coupling when it
is full—is thus disturbed by a disposition of nature that makes it possible to juxtapose
pregnancy and heat in a completely “counter-natural” way.
Clement’s long detour through the lessons of the naturalists may appear enigmatic,

if one compares it for example with the Epistle of Barnabas. The latter does also
evoke the cases of the hare and of the hyena—to which he adds other animals such
as the kite, the crow, the moray eel, the polyp, the cow, and the weasel, but only in
connection with the dietary prohibitions of Leviticus. He gives an immediate exegesis
of those prohibitions, one that was common in that period.63 The behavior that these
animals manifest or symbolize is what is in fact condemned: the birds of prey signify
the eagerness to despoil others, the hare signifies the corruption of children, the hyena
adultery, the weasel oral relations. Clement, too, recalls the dietary prohibitions of
Leviticus; he too claims to see in these dietary prescriptions the symbolism of laws
dealing with conduct. Yet he doesn’t confine himself to that exegesis, invoking it only

62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
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at the beginning and end of his long excursion through natural history.64 But he makes
sure, first, to challenge the explanation that he himself calls “symbolic”65 and replace
it with a serious anatomical analysis. And he emphasizes, at the end of the exposi-
tion, that only these considerations of natural history can account for the prophet’s
“enigmatic” prohibitions.66 For Clement, it’s a matter of showing that the same Logos
that Moses transmitted succinctly as law is manifested in detail by nature, in figures
that one can analyze. By placing before his eyes the example of all these blameworthy
animals, nature shows man that as a rational individual he need not model himself on
beings that have but an animal soul. It also shows him the counter-natural point to
which every excess can lead, according to a law which comes from nature itself. Finally,
it makes it possible to base general prohibitions, which one finds in pagan philosophers
and Christians alike—no adultery, no fornication, no corruption of children—on con-
siderations of nature. For this is undoubtedly one of the most remarkable features of
Clement’s entire chapter, and of this passage about the hare and the hyena in par-
ticular. The philosophers had never ceased to remind people that the law governing
the use of the aphrodisia was nature’s law. But most of the considerations they put
forward concerned the nature of man as a rational and social being (the need to have
children for the day when one would be old, the usefulness of a family for one’s per-
sonal status, the obligation to provide citizens to the state, and men to mankind).
In this text, Clement eliminates everything having to do with man’s social being; he
instead develops naturalist points to bring out what is undoubtedly the core of his
argumentation:
a. Nature indicates that the procreative intention and the sexual act must be exactly

coextensive.
b. Through the counter-natural games that it organizes, nature shows that this

principle of coextension is a fact that can be read in the anatomy of the animals and
a requirement that condemns those who fail to observe it.
c. So this principle forbids, first, any act that would be committed outside the organs

of fertilization—“principle of the hyena”—and, second, any act that would be added
on to the accomplished fertilization—“principle of the hare.”
Though the philosophers had sought to place the aphrodisia under the law of nature

and to exclude what was contrary to nature, never had they placed their analysis under
the sign of nature to this degree—nature understood as what naturalists read in the
animal world.
—
2. Clement also places his next exposition under the sign of nature, but this time

of man’s nature as a rational being. And this time he will stitch together, through the

64 Jeremiah 23:2.
65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
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voice of Moses67 and the example of Sodom,68 the teaching of the masters of pagan
wisdom, all those who endeavored to regulate the relations of the soul and the body—
the Stoic philosophers, the physicians, and Plato above all: Plato, who is even assumed
to have read Jeremiah and his imprecations against men “resembling lusty stallions,”
since he also speaks of the soul’s unruly steeds.69
What Clement submits here is the principle, familiar to the philosophers, of “tem-

perance,” with its two correlative aspects: the soul’s control over the body, which is a
natural prescription, since it is the nature of the soul to be superior and the nature of
the body to be inferior as indicated by the location of the belly, which is like the body
of the body (“one must dominate the pleasures and also command the belly, as well
as what is below it”70); and the restraint, the moderation with which one must satisfy
one’s appetites after becoming their master. Quite logically, he correlates the adjective
aidoios (shameful), which is applied to the sex organs, with the noun aidôs, to which
he gives the meaning of restraint and right measure: “it seems to me that if this organ
has been called a shameful part (aidoion), this is above all because one must use this
organ with restraint (aidôs).”71 This restraint is therefore the rule that should govern
the exercise of the soul’s control over the body. Now, in what does this consist? “Doing
in the order of lawful unions only what is fitting, what is useful and decent.”72 The
first of these adjectives refers to what belongs by nature to this kind of relation, the
second to its outcome, and the third to a quality that is moral and aesthetic at the
same time. And what is thus designated is what is recommended by nature itself. So
it gives exactly the same lesson here as before with the animal figures: positively, to
“desire” procreation; negatively, to avoid the fruitless sowing of seeds.73 Thus, Clement
restates exactly the basic propositions that he had selected and justified in the terms
of natural history. But this time, the spiral of exposition having done a spin around
itself, he takes them up again at the level of the human order. He repeats them nearly
element for element, but in a context where the terms Nomos (law), Nominos (law-
ful), Paranomos (unlawful), Themis (justice), Dikaios (just), and Adikos (unjust) are

67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s
own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”

68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always

leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from

the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”
73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
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utilized.74 It’s not that it’s a matter here of counterposing the human order to that of
nature, but rather of showing how nature is manifested therein. “Our entire lives can
be lived in observance of nature’s laws, if we master our desires.”75 The mastery that
reason prescribes and that defines the lawful forms of behavior is yet another way of
attending to the Logos that rules nature.
To this restraint, which demonstrates reason’s control of the appetites, Clement

gives four principal forms.
a. The first restricts sexual relations to the woman to whom one is joined by mar-

riage. Plato said it (“refrain from plowing in every female field”), borrowing, says
Clement, from Leviticus (“You shall not have intercourse with your neighbor’s wife
to defile yourself with her,” 18:20). But the Paedagogus gives a different justification
for this rule than Plato: in monogamy, the Laws found a means of limiting the ardor
of the passions and the humiliating servitude in which they could keep men;76 as for
Clement, he sees in it the assurance that semen—which he said contained the “ideas of
nature,”77 making fertilization part of the relations between God and his creatures—
will not be wasted someplace without honor. A certain value of semen in itself—what
it contains and what it promises, the synergy that it calls for, between God and man,
in order to attain its natural end—makes it unlawful and “unjust” to bestow it on
anyone other than the wife with whom one is united.
b. Another principle of restriction: abstaining from sexual relations during menstru-

ation. “It is not in keeping with reason to defile with the impurities of the body the
most fertile part of the sperm, which may soon become a human being, to drown it in
the murky and impure flow of matter: this is to steal the possible germ of a blessed
birth from the furrows of the womb.”78 Here we have a prescription of Hebraic origin.
But Clement situates the prohibition within both a set of implicit medical references
and his general conception of semen. For him, the menses are indeed an impure sub-
stance.79 But further, as the physician Soranus said, “semen is diluted in the blood and
expelled by it.”80 So it carries away the semen that is intermixed with it, separating it
from its goal, which is the womb, and from its end, which is procreation. Since “for rea-
sons of nature” semen constitutes a material receptacle and since it has potentials that,

74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human
race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive

to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
79 Ezekiel 8:8.
80 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 9.
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developed in their rational order, will give birth to a human being, it does not deserve
to be exposed to contact with defilements or delivered over to a brutal expulsion.
c. The prohibition of relations during pregnancy constitutes the reciprocal of the

preceding principle. For if it’s necessary to protect semen from any impure evacuation,
it is likewise necessary to protect the womb once it has received the semen and un-
dertaken its activity. One must respect the rhythm that Clement evokes thus: when
empty, the womb desires to procreate, it seeks to welcome the semen and therefore the
mating cannot be considered a sin, since it responds to that legitimate desire.81 Here
again Clement is echoing a current medical teaching: “every moment is not favorable
to the semen projected into the uterus by sexual coupling”; it’s once the menstrual
flow stops and the womb is empty that “women are inclined to the venereal act and
desire it.”82 This alternation in the body’s dispositions shows very clearly, according to
Clement, the reason that presides over its nature, defining the correct limits of moder-
ate conduct. But the Paedagogus shifts the meaning of both this rhythm and the rule
of moderation that is derived from it. The physicians advised against sexual relations
during pregnancy, the last months especially, for such relations “set the whole body in
motion” and “are dangerous during the entire pregnancy” due to the shocks they give
to the uterus.83 Clement himself appeals to the fact that if the womb closes up during
pregnancy this is because it “is busy making the child,” and it is accomplishing this
labor “in synergy with the Demiurge.”84 As long as this elaboration and collaboration
is in progress, any new delivery of semen will appear excessive: a “violence” that cannot
“rightly” be imposed on it. During pregnancy, anything coming in addition will be “in
excess.”
d. But if the woman’s “nature” dictates such a strict economy, how do things stand

with the man? Positioning himself, no doubt, within the historical development of this
question, Clement evokes a medical theme that is completely traditional: the long series
of medical ailments, diseases, and weaknesses to which the too frequent use of love’s
pleasures can lead. Clement alludes to the direct proofs that were ordinarily given,
along with the indirect ones, which were no less customary: the vigor of all those,
men or animals, who abstain as much as possible from sexual relations. Clement links
this banal idea to Democritus’s proposition, often repeated as well, that orgasm is “a
little epilepsy.”85 While not endorsed by all the physicians, this related notion turns
up rather frequently in the medical literature: in its literal form as in Galen,86 or

81 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1.
82 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
83 Ibid., II, 24.
84 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 10.
85 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1 and Book II, chap. 5.
86 The word employed here is, as we’ll see, a term that has both an exact and a complex meaning in

the penitential procedure. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, the reinterpretation of the biblical text in
regard to penitential practices is more explicit still: God, hiatros [physician], wanted Cain’s transgression
to be erased dia tês homologias tou ptaismatos [by the recognition of the sin].
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in a broader form as in Rufus of Ephesus, who places the “violent movements” that
accompany coitus in the “family of spasms.”87 Now, Clement gives a precise meaning
to this connection between epilepsy and the sexual act, a meaning which he supports
moreover with a double reference that allows him to interweave a text by Democritus—
“a man is born of a man and is torn from him” [fr. 32 Diels]—with a verse from Genesis:
“this is the bone of my bones and the flesh of my flesh” (2:23). If the body is so violently
shaken in the emission of semen, it’s because the substance that is detached from it
and projected contains the material reasons for forming another man like the one it
comes from. Here one perceives the tendency, which was frequent in antiquity, to make
ejaculation the symmetrical analog of childbirth. But by citing Adam, from whom
God has extracted a rib in his sleep with which to make his companion, Clement
is clearly evoking God’s “collaboration” in this work of a purely masculine flesh. So
the prescription not to overindulge doesn’t just relate to the prudence of bodies. The
necessarily costly tremors of the emission of semen are a reminder of the indispensable
gravity of this synergy.
From these great principles of restriction in sexual relations, one can deduce a

whole series of diverse prescriptions that Clement piles up without much apparent
order. Some forbid abortion; others advise against sexual relations during the day, or
after leaving church or a meeting, or at the hour of prayer, permitting relations only
in the evening; others prescribe not treating one’s wife like a “harlot”; others exclude
the marriage of youths and of old people. All this clearly defines a code of self-control
whose conclusions, even if they are more severe, are of the same type that can be found
in the pagan philosophers. And it’s this rule of temperance that Clement repeatedly
recalls: man must remain in control of his desires, not letting himself be carried away
by their violence, nor surrendering, without the control of reason, to the drives of the
body.88 It’s the ideal of what he calls elsewhere the “temperate marriage.”89 But it
seems that for Clement this principle is not the final principle. If one needs to remain
“master of oneself,” this is not so much in order to maintain the correct balance and the
necessary hierarchy between the faculties, but to ensure the respect, the modesty, the
self-restraint demanded by a semen that forms the receptacle of “reasons” inherent in
nature and the opportunity for a cooperation between God and man. A union in which
the rational being respects the soul that must prevail over the body and the conscience
that must keep the involuntary impulses in check? Yes, undoubtedly. But Clement’s
“temperate marriage” is respectful, above all, of that which radiates out from the eternal

87 God condemns the impudence much more than the sin.
88 The element of shame and indecency in the act and in the avowal is at the center of the Christian

economy of penance. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, Cain is characterized by [three] adjectives:
agnômôn, anaisthêtos, anaiskhuntos [ungrateful, insensitive, impudent].

89 In the 20th Homily on Genesis, 3, Chrysostom points out that Cain made a precise avowal—meta
akribeias—when he said: I thought my crime too great to be pardoned. But this avowal is not valid
because it was not made in time—en kairô. This problem of the right moment is also important in the
doctrine and practice of penance.
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Creator to the multiplicity of future creatures, and finds an important material moment
in semen and fertilization. It’s the “economy” of this movement, more than the structure
of the human configuration, that defines the kairos of sexual relations.
—
3. The last section of the text is much shorter than the others. It opens with the final

recommendations concerning temperate marriage: the more tenuous, more demanding
ones that surround the major prohibitions. No obscene remarks, refrain from licentious
gestures, no relations with prostitutes, and also remember—here Clement repeats al-
most verbatim an aphorism already found in the philosophers—that one commits an
adultery when one acts with one’s wife as if she were a courtesan. With these prescrip-
tions, one enters the domain of transgressions that elude the gaze of others and that
are committed above all in the eyes of one’s conscience. Sins of the shadows. It should
be noted that here it’s not a matter of wrongs of intention, of bad thoughts, or of lusts
and temptations that will be, in a slightly later Christianity, the key component of
the sins of the flesh. Clement speaks only of sins that don’t have a public character.
Darkness and silence envelop them; they apparently have no other witness or judge
than the conscience of the one committing them—here the partner’s conscience seems
to have no importance. The problem of the sin without any witness other than the
conscience is again a very frequent theme in the philosophical literature, and Clement
treats it using an argumentation that was also very classic. By trying to conceal a
sin in shadows and solitude, one doesn’t lessen its gravity—one shows how conscious
one is of its importance. Secrecy reveals the shame, which constitutes a judgment that
conscience itself renders. And if a sin of this kind does no harm to anyone, conscience
is still there as an accuser and a judge: it is oneself that one has wronged, and it’s
for one’s own good that one must condemn oneself. One finds the same reasoning in
Musonius90 and in Seneca.91 Clement goes over it again briefly.
And yet his analysis—or rather the themes that he varies, quite freely—will have a

different focus concerning the question of the secret transgression. He first evokes the
theme of darkness and light. However deep the shadows surrounding the transgression
may be, there is always a light that dwells there, illuminating what they hide. The
gaze of God from which nothing escapes, a spiritual light, always present in the world?
Yes, undoubtedly, and the pagan philosophers recognized the self-evidence of this.
But it’s also the light that dwells in us and constitutes our conscience. It is a

fragment of the Logos that reigns over the world, that deposits an element of purity

90 In this exegesis of Samuel 2:11, the role that Chrysostom attributes to David’s ignorance is
capital, since it allows him to render a sentence all the more “pure” and “rigorous” and just, as he
doesn’t know that he is being targeted by Nathan’s fable and that he is not even aware [of having]
committed a sin with Bathsheba: which makes his avowal a discovery. Now, this ignorance of the nature
of the act he has committed is added on to the biblical text by Chrysostom. Should one see in this an
echo of Greek tragedy? Or more generally the value ascribed to the scenario of someone condemning a
guilty individual who turns out to be oneself?

91 [Saint Augustine, De paradiso, XIV, 71.]
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inside us. In relation to it, the sin that one commits constitutes not just a disobedience,
an infringement of the principles of reason, but also a defilement. And temperance is
not simply compliance with the natural order, but a pure parcel of this light: let us not
seek “to conceal ourselves in darkness, because thought dwells within us; […] the dark
illuminates virtuous thoughts: and it is to the thoughts of good men that Scripture
has given the name ‘lamps that never go out.’ ”92
As the pure can have contact only with the pure, if we defile the purity of his

Logos within us God can only turn away from us. He then abandons us to our life of
“corruption.” And by this, Clement means both in the metaphorical sense—the life of
sin—and in the strict sense—a life that is bound toward death. Intemperance corrupts:
not because it would extinguish the light, which in itself is inaccessible and cannot be
darkened, but because it obliges the light to abandon the body to its mortal destiny.
The intemperate body will rot because in abandoning it, God leaves it in its corpse
state,93 whereas he who remains temperate will cloak himself in an “incorruptibility,”
that of the Logos which dwells within him and will give him access to eternal life.
There is in this conception of “temperance” in Clement more than just the require-

ment of a well-maintained balance between the body and reason. But it’s not, in the
dualist manner, a radical rejection of the body as a substantial principle of evil. It
speaks not of an imprisonment, but of a dwelling of the Logos in the body, and “tem-
perance” consists in making sure that this body becomes or remains “God’s temple”
and that its members are and remain “Christ’s members.” Temperance is not a tearing
away from the body, but an action of the incorruptible Logos in the body itself, a
movement that transports it all the way into that other life where, there and only
there, the angelic life can be lived, where the completely purified flesh will no longer
know the difference of the sexes nor the relations that unite them. This is how Clement
interprets the passage in the Gospel of Luke concerning the remarriage of widows,94
which was the object of so many controversies: he doesn’t see in it, as some do, the idea
of a distinction between “children of the world,” who would take a husband or wife, and
those who, taking neither husband nor wife, would have a share in the resurrection; but
the idea that on the basis of marriage, which is the law of this world, the abandonment
of the acts of the flesh and the incorruptibility we take on thus enable us to “pursue
a life like that of the angels.”95 In this way, then, “the works of the Educator” can be
accomplished, and the Word, “according to the image and resemblance,”96 fulfilled.
It’s certain that, with these themes of the inner light, of the pure and the impure,

of the body as Christ’s temple, and of this ascension toward incorruptibility, Clement

92 Saint Augustine, Contra Faustum, XII, 10.
93 Saint Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, IX, 9, 16–17.
94 When Augustine speaks of the necessitas mortis, when he says that all men are morituri, he gives

a strong and precise meaning to these expressions: it’s a matter of distinguishing this inevitable future
of fallen men from the status of homo mortalis given to our first parents.

95 Saint Augustine, The City of God, XIV, 26.
96 [Epistle to the Hebrews 13:4.]
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touches on themes that in the third and especially the fourth century would assume
a very great importance—particularly under the influence of monastic asceticism: the
theme of strict purity of thought and the theme of virginity of the heart as essential
conditions of the angelic life. But it should immediately be noted that the requirement
of a purity of thought, with a renunciation that even includes the desires themselves,
is not mentioned till the very end of the chapter, in a single sentence. With all this,
Clement does not allude to, as will be done later, the vigilant, constant, and prior
withdrawal from the slightest desires that may form in the heart, but affirms the
resolve not to be defeated by them.97 It should be noted that immediately after this
final recommendation, he contrasts the blame for this defeat with the principle of good
conduct, the principle he had evoked at the beginning of the chapter and to which he
returns at the end: the necessity of sowing seeds only at the right moment, when
the kairos calls for it. He doesn’t place the work of the flesh in opposition to a total
renunciation, but appeals—in regard to the defeat one suffers versus the aphrodisia—
to the principle of good and effective sowing. The very structure of this last paragraph
presents a face-off between the fact of being “subjected to the aphrodisia” and the fact
of consenting only to the planting of seeds.98 Finally and most importantly, one should
note that the word employed by Clement—not only at the beginning of the text when
he defines the natural reason that presides over good sexual relations, but at the end of
this chapter concerning the body as God’s temple, and the cloak of incorruptibility—is
still the same word with which the philosophers designated temperance: sôphrosunê.
Doubtless, he gives this term a meaning different from self-control alone, control of
one’s passions and one’s body. But he doesn’t give it the sense of a renunciation
of sexual relations—for which he regularly uses (in the third book of the Stromata)
the term eunoukhia. With this “temperance,” it is clearly a matter of an economy of
procreation. The latter must be determined by the natural reason of “human sowing,”
but it is also and at the same time a collaboration of God and man. The “crown of
life” and the robe of immortality cannot be the prize of a rupture of this economy—it
can even be said that celibacy is an impious act insofar as it does away with this
“generation.”99 They will be the prize of a strict adherence to what the Logos requires
in order for this economy to attain the ends that are set for it: namely making children
in accordance with a “wise and holy will.”100
In a passage of the third book of Stromata, Clement comments on the Genesis

passage about the fall of the first human couple: did the wrong committed consist of
the sexual act? A long-debated question101 to which Clement gives a subtle answer: it
was not the sexual relation that constituted the sin, but the fact of not having had it
at the right time, “when it was appropriate.” Against the orders that had been given

97 Ibid., XXII, 5.
98 J. Cassian, Institutes, VI, 11.
99 Ibid., VI, 22.
100 Ibid., VI, 23.
101 Cf. supra, pp. 121–124.
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to them, Adam and Eve had sex too young.102 They disrespected the economy of the
kairos and failed to heed the law of timeliness. Precocious and willful children, they
evaded that reason which now the Paedagogus, the Educator, must teach a humanity
that can be regenerated only if it sees that it’s still a “child.” Such was the fall, as the
Protrepticus explains it: Adam the child, by “succumbing to sensuality” and letting
himself be “seduced by his desires” lost his childhood state; his disobedience made him
a “man,” deprived of all the support of the educative logos.103 This fall due to early
indulgence shows very clearly that generation is not bad in itself, but that only the
condition in which it occurs can be bad. It is innocent of Adam’s wrongdoing, and
this is why it is not only exonerated, but celebrated in this same passage of book 3 of
the Stromata; Clement plays on the word genesis, which refers to both Creation and
procreation. Even after the first sin, “genesis remains holy,” the genesis by which “were
constituted the world, the natural essences and beings, the angels and the powers and
the souls, the commandments, the laws and the Gospel, and the gnosis of God.”104
The act of human procreation is linked therefore to the power of Creation within

which it is inscribed and from which it draws its own power. But Clement also conceives
of it in relation to what, in the history of the world, constitutes the replica of the
Creation by the Father: the regeneration through Christ, by means of his Incarnation,
his sacrifice, and his teaching. In the long chapter 6 of the first book, devoted to the
use of the word “children,” the Paedagogus develops the theme of Christ’s teaching
as nurturing milk.105 He sketches a whole “physiology” of blood in its metamorphoses:
a substance that contains within itself all the powers of the body, the Logos-blood
also appears in two other forms. Heated and agitated, it froths and becomes sperm,
thus transmitting to the wetness of the womb the principles from which another body
can develop and be born; but, when cooled and suffused with air, blood becomes milk
within the mother and, in this form, continues to transmit to the child the forces that
dwell within the bodies of the parents; breastfeeding is the continuation of the act by
which life was given to the child through fertilization; the same blood and the same
powers, in a different guise, are transmitted to the child. Thus, after having given his
blood, Christ gives human children the milk of his Logos. He teaches them, he is their
educator. Between the blood spilled in the past, in the Passion, and the milk that flows

102 Cf., in Conference XXII, 6, the example of a “consultation” about a monk who every time he
presented himself for communion was the victim of a nocturnal illusion, and so did not dare take part
in the holy mysteries. After the questioning and discussion, the “spiritual physicians” diagnosed that it
was the devil that was sending these illusions to prevent the monk from achieving the communion he
desired. To abstain would thus be to fall into the devil’s trap. To commune in spite of everything would
be to defeat him. Once this decision was made, the devil had no further reason to cause that prohibitive
impurity.

103 [J. Cassian, Conferences, II, 11.]
104 J. Cassian, Institutes, V, 2.
105 Especially starting at 34, 3 (Paedagogus, I, VI), where he comments on the first Epistle to the

Corinthians 3:2: “I gave you milk, not solid food.”
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indefinitely from his Word, procreation gives rise to this people of “little ones” that the
Logos engenders and regenerates.
This passage of the Paedagogus, in which Clement lays out the theory of teaching

that he will give in the following books, only mentions the sperm, between blood and
milk, very much in passing. The essence of the text deals with regeneration and not
with genesis. But Clement does clearly indicate the place of procreation in the great
“physiology” of the Logos. He emphasizes the kinship and hence the resemblance that
connects us to God: the “kinship” through blood, the “sympathy” through the educa-
tion106 described in this passage will be completed by the synergy in the procreation
discussed in chapter 10 of the next book. The cycle of blood, sperm, and milk—with
the Logos that dwells in them, and is transmitted by them—ties us firmly to God’s
parenthood.
And when the Paedagogus—as a teaching from Christ, as milk with which he feeds

our childhood—tells us the right moment, the kairos, for procreation, it places the econ-
omy of generation squarely within the great movement from Creation to Deliverance,
from Genesis to Regeneration.
So the Paedagogus, as it’s very often been said, shows a great continuity with the

texts of pagan philosophy and morality of the same epoch, or the period immediately
preceding it. There is the same form of prescription: a “regimen” of life that defines the
value of acts according to their rational ends and the “occasions” that make it possible
to perform them in a lawful manner. And it features a “classic” codification, since the
same prohibitions appear in it (adultery, debauchery, defilement of children, relations
between men), and the same obligations (having procreation in mind when one marries
and when one has sexual relations), with the same reference to nature and its lessons.
But this visible continuity must not lead one to believe that Clement simply in-

serted a fragment of traditional morality, supplemented with Hebraic add-ons, into his
religious concepts. For one thing, he combined into one prescriptive ensemble an ethics
of marriage and a detailed economy of sexual relations. He defined a sexual regimen for
marriage itself—whereas the “pagan” moralists, even as they accepted sexual relations
only within marriage and only with a view to procreation, analyzed separately the econ-
omy of pleasures necessary to the well-advised subject and the rules of prudence and
decency appropriate to marital relations. And, further, he gave a religious meaning to
that set of prescriptions, reshaping it globally according to his conception of the Logos.
He did not slip into his Christianity an ethics that was alien to him. Out of an already
formed code, he constructed a Christian way of thinking and an ethics in regard to
sexual relations, thus showing that more than one way of understanding these matters
was possible, and hence that it would be completely wrong to imagine that it was the
Christian faith that—by itself and by the strength of its internal demands—inevitably

106 “Sungeneia dia to haima […] Sumpatheia dia tên anatrophên,” Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus,
I, vi, 49, 4.
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imposed that strange and singular set of practices, notions, and rules that is simply
called Christian sexual morality.
In any event, Clement’s analysis is far removed from the themes that will be found

later in Saint Augustine and that will play a much more determining role in the crystal-
lization of “that” morality. From Clement to Saint Augustine, there is obviously all the
difference between a Hellenizing, Stoicizing Christianity, inclined to “naturalize” the
ethics of sexual relations, and a more austere, more pessimistic Christianity, conceiving
of human nature only by way of the fall, and consequently giving sexual relations a
negative cast. But one can’t be satisfied with merely noting this difference. And above
all one cannot assess the changes produced in terms of “severity,” or austerity, or a
greater strictness in the prohibitions. For, if one considers only the code itself and the
system of prohibitions, Clement’s morality is scarcely more “tolerant” than what will
be found subsequently: the kairos that legitimizes the sexual act only within marriage,
only with a view to fertilization, never during menstruation or pregnancy, and at no
other time of the day than the evening, doesn’t offer it a wide range of possibilities.107
And in any event, the great dividing lines between the permitted and the forbidden,
essentially and in their general design, stayed the same between the second and the
fifth century.108 On the other hand, in this same time span, crucial transformations
will be produced: in the general system of values, with the ethical and religious pre-
eminence of virginity and absolute chastity; in the interplay of the notions employed
with the growing importance of “temptation,” of “concupiscence,” of the flesh and of
“first movements”—notions that show not only a certain modification of the concep-
tual apparatus, but a shift of the domain of analysis. It’s not so much that the code
has been reinforced, or sexual relations more strictly repressed; it’s a different type of
experience that is being formed little by little.
Obviously, this change needs to be linked to the entire very complex evolution of the

Christian Churches that led to the creation of the Christian Empire. But more specif-
ically, it can be correlated to the establishment of two new elements in Christianity:
penitential discipline, starting in the second half of the second century; and monastic
asceticism, starting at the end of the third. These two types of practice didn’t simply
produce a reinforcement of prohibitions or call for a greater strictness in morals. They
defined and developed a certain mode of relation of oneself with oneself, and a certain
relation between the wrongful and the true—let us say, more precisely, between the re-
mission of sins, the purification of the heart, and the revealing of hidden transgressions,
secrets, and mysteries of the individual in the examination of oneself, in confession, in
the direction of conscience or the different forms of penance.

107 “It does need to be recognized that it [Clement’s sexual morality] is extremely rigorous: its
precepts often surpass in severity the positions that would become traditional in the Great Church,”
J.-P. Broudéhoux, Mariage et famille chez Clément d’Alexandrie [Marriage and Family in Clement of
Alexandria], Paris, 1970, p. 136.

108 One of the principal new prohibitions, the complex and extensive incest regime, would not really
be developed before the Early Middle Ages.
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The practice of penance and the exercises of the ascetic life organize relations be-
tween “wrong-doing” and “truth-telling”; they bundle together relations to oneself, to
evil and to truth, in a way that is doubtless much more innovative and much more
determinant than this or that degree of severity added or subtracted from the code.
What is at issue, in fact, is the form of subjectivity: the exercise of oneself upon one-
self, knowledge of oneself, the constitution of oneself as an object of investigation and
discourse, the liberation or purification of oneself and salvation by means of operations
that carry light to one’s innermost being, and drive one’s deepest secrets up to the
light of redemptive exposure. It is a form of experience—understood both as a mode
of presence to oneself and a program for self-transformation—that was developed in
that period. And it is this form that gradually placed the problem of the “flesh” at
the center of its apparatus (dispositif). And instead of having a regimen of sexual
relations, or aphrodisia, that blends into the general rule of a righteous life, one will
have a fundamental relationship with the flesh that runs through one’s whole life and
serves as a ground for the rules that are imposed on it.
The “flesh” should be understood as a mode of experience—that is, as a mode of

knowledge and transformation of oneself by oneself, depending on a certain relation-
ship between a nullification of evil and a manifestation of truth. With Christianity,
one didn’t go from a code that was tolerant of sexual acts to a code that was se-
vere, restrictive, and repressive. We need to think differently about the processes and
their articulations: the construction of a sexual code, organized around marriage and
procreation, was largely begun before Christianity: outside it, then alongside it. Chris-
tianity essentially took charge of it. And during the course of its later developments
and through the formation of certain technologies of the individual—penitential disci-
pline, monastic asceticism—a form of experience was constituted that activated a new
modality of the code and caused it to be embodied, in a totally different way, in the
behavior of individuals.[[*5]
And in order to write the history of this formation, it’s necessary to analyze the

practices that established it. Not that the aim here is to retrace the genesis of these
extremely complex institutions. It’s a matter of attempting to bring out the relations
that developed between the forgiveness of wrongdoing, the manifestation of truth, and
the “discovery” of the self.
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2. The Laborious Baptism
“Let each one of you be baptized for the forgiveness of your sins.”1 Until the second

century, baptism was “the only ecclesiastical act that could ensure the remission of
sins.”2
The authors of the second century generally associate this remission with the four

effects produced by the very act of baptism. It cleanses, erases, purifies: immersion
carries the stains away. “We go down in the water laden with filth, and rise up from it
bearing fruit.”3 It also stamps a sign: “the baptismal water” is “the seal of the son of
God”;4 those who receive it are thus dedicated to God; they bear within them the sign of
their belonging and the commitment they have taken on: like a seal at the bottom of a
document, the brand on livestock, or the tattoo on a soldier’s arm.5 Baptism, moreover,
constitutes a new birth: it restores life. This palingenesis is sometimes represented
as a second birth. After the first birth—which, according to Justin, occurred out of
“necessity” and in “ignorance,” starting from a “moist semen,” in the “coupling of our
parents”—baptism “rejuvenates” us by causing us to be born again, but this time by
“free choice” and in “knowledge”: in this way we become the children of a Father who
is the “Father and Lord of all things.”6 In a similar vein, Saint Irenaeus spoke of the
“new generation” that God grants us and that, through faith, causes us to be born from
the Virgin.7 This rebirth is also described as access to life beyond death. In our first

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
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existence, says Hermas, we had received but a mortal nature; man lived there only in
death and as if dead himself: from the ritual water into which he descends, he will rise
a living being.8 Finally, baptism illuminates: it pours into the soul a light that comes
from God and fills it completely; the shadows are dispelled, and all at once the soul is
opened to the light and occupies it: “This ablution is called illumination because those
who receive this doctrine have spirits filled with light.”9
Beneath these different aspects, baptismal remission is linked to an access to truth.

First of all, because baptism is administered at the end of a teaching: one learns the
doctrine and the sum of rules that define the “path of life” as opposed to that of
death.10 Baptism will be given only to those who “believe that the things they have
been taught are true.”11 But there is more: each of the effects attributed to baptism is at
once a mechanism of forgiveness and a procedure for accessing the truth. Purification:
it erases the defilements and removes the stains that darken the soul and block the
light. The seal: it marks one’s commitment and belonging, but it also engraves the
name of Christ—his name, which is to say his image present henceforth in the soul.12
Regeneration: it gives one access to a life which is free of evil and which is both a “true”
life and a life of truth. And illumination, finally: it dispels the darknesses which are
both of evil and of ignorance. While the teachings received in the catechesis prepared
the mind by transmitting those truths that must be accepted, baptism itself coincides
with the coming of the light.
The link, in baptism, between the remission of sins and access to truth is therefore,

in the age of the Apostolic Fathers and the Apologists, quite strong. It is a direct link,
since the same effects of baptism erase sins and bring the light. It is an immediate link,
since it is not once the sins are forgiven that the light is then additionally granted,
nor after faith has been completely formed and the truth acquired that the sins are
pardoned as a reward. Is it also an “unreflected” link—I mean, is it a link such that
forgiveness of sins and knowledge of the truth are produced in the soul without the
soul having to know the truth about the sins it has committed and for which it asks
forgiveness? Are remission of sins and access to the truth linked in one way or another
to knowledge of the sins themselves and by the subject himself?
The answer has to be nuanced. It depends on the meaning we should give to the

term metanoia, which the Latin authors translate as paenitentia, and which is used
regularly in connection with baptism. “Those,” says Justin, “who believe that what we
teach and say is true, undertake to live accordingly. We teach them to pray and to

8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,
et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
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entreat God, in the fast, for the remission of their sins, and we ourselves pray and
fast with them”; then, when the moment of baptism comes, “over he who chooses to
be born again and has repented of his sins, we pronounce in the water the name of
God the father”—and this is done so that they don’t remain children of ignorance and
necessity, but rather of choice and science.13 The text is clear: he who receives baptism,
who becomes a child of choice and science, and whose sins are pardoned, is one who
has not only received the teaching and desires rebirth, but also repents. Metanoia and
paenitentia are central in baptism.
But this metanoia is not organized as a developed and regulated penitential

practice—it is not a set of acts obliging the subject to take precise stock of the sins he
may have committed—exploring the roots of evil deep in his soul, its hidden forms, his
forgotten transgressions—to undertake, in order to cure himself of these things, a long
labor combining constant vigilance and gradual renunciation, and to impose punitive
rigors upon himself proportional to the gravity of the offenses in the hope that God’s
wrath will be appeased. The penitence that is required in baptism—at least the kind
described in the era of the Apostolic Fathers and the Apologists—is not characterized
by a long discipline, an exercise of oneself upon oneself, nor an apprehension of
oneself by oneself. A passage from Hermas on this point is significant. The angel of
repentance is speaking: “To all who repent, I give understanding. Do you not think
that this very act of repentance is understanding? […] For the sinner understands
that he has done evil before the Lord, and the deed he has done enters into his heart,
and he repents, and does no more evil; on the contrary, he puts all his zeal into
doing good, humbling his own soul and putting it to the test because it has sinned.
You see then that repentance is an act of great understanding.”14 Penitence is clearly
linked to an act of understanding, sunesis, but this is not knowledge in the sense of
something learned or of a discovered truth; what is involved is a comprehension, a
realization that enables one to reach an “epiphany.”15 This realization comprises three
aspects: one must, in allowing formerly committed acts to rise to the surface of the
heart, convince oneself that they were bad—bad “vis-à-vis” God,16 which is to say at
once in relation to him, against him, and under his gaze; one must understand the
need now to turn away from evil and adhere to the opposite, to the good; and finally,
one must authenticate the change, “humble” the soul that has sinned, “put it to the
test” now that it has been renewed—that is, give to oneself and to God the signs that
testify to this change.17 Around this turning point and this renunciation-promise that
the candidate must make at the moment of baptism, around this metanoia, Hermas’s
Shepherd does make room for acts of truth. They are in the category of recognition

13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,

col. 11).
16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
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rather than knowledge: by allowing it to surface in the heart, recognizing the evil one
has done and giving signs showing that one is no longer the person one was, that one
has indeed changed one’s life—that one is cleansed, marked by the seal, regenerated,
filled with light.
It seems then that in this conception of baptism, the relation between remission of

sins and access to truth—as strong, direct, and immediate as it is—does not simply
consist in a conversion of the soul, pivoting on itself, turning away from darkness, evil,
and death in order to orient itself and open itself toward the light, which inundates it.
It’s not a question simply of a break, a transition, or a movement of the soul in which
the soul would be simultaneously the agent of its own conversion and be acted upon
by the goodness of God who erases the sins that it turns away from and grants it the
light that it turns toward. The remission of sins and the access to truth require a third
element: metanoia, penitence. But the latter must not be understood as the calculated
exercise of a discipline. It is not linked to an objectification of the self, but rather to a
manifestation of the self—a manifestation that is both awareness and confirmation of
that which one is ceasing to be, and of the regenerated existence according to which one
is already living. It is the awareness-confirmation of a transition that is not simply a
transformation but a renunciation and a commitment. Metanoia doesn’t split the soul
into one part that knows and another that must be known. It holds together, in the
order of time, that which one no longer is and that which one is already; in the order
of being, death and life, the death that is dead in life and the life that is new life; in
the order of will, detachment with regard to evil and commitment with regard to good;
in the order of truth, the awareness that one has truly sinned and the confirmation
that one is truly converted. The role of metanoia in baptism is not to go deep into the
soul to see what it may contain and bring its secrets into the light of consciousness
or into the view of others. It is to manifest the “passage”—the wrenching-away, the
movement, the transformation, the access—and to manifest it both as a real process
in the soul and as an effective commitment of the soul. Metanoia thus constitutes a
complex act that is the soul’s movement acceding to truth, and the manifested truth
of this movement.
—
The texts that Tertullian devoted to baptism, at the turn of the third century, are

evidence of a number of significant changes. These have to do with the preparation for
baptism and the meaning given to the ritual and to its efficacy.
Chapter 6 of Tertullian’s De paenitentia seems to give this period of preparation

an importance and operational value much greater than those attributed to it in the
past. “Are we purified for the reason that we are absolved? By no means! Rather we
are purified when approaching forgiveness; the debt of the sentence is acquitted […]
when God threatens, not when he pardons.” And a little further on, he adds: “We are
not baptized so that we may cease sinning but because […] we are already clean of
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heart.”18 Relative to the theme of a baptismal act that would be both a purification
and a remission, Tertullian appears to perform a triple displacement: in time, since
the purification procedure now seems to need to precede both the pardon and the
very ritual of immersion; in the purifying operation whose agent now seems to be
man himself acting upon himself; in the very nature of this operation, where the role
of the moral exercise seems to outweigh the force of the illumination. In short, the
purification, instead of being integrated into the very movement that carries the soul
to the light and ensures its remission, takes the form of a precondition. And further,
at the beginning of this same passage, does Tertullian not say that man must “pay for”
his salvation at the price of penitence, and that this penitence is what God receives in
exchange for the pardon?
This text merits some commentary. Tertullian—and he returns to this often19—

doesn’t mean to contest the efficacy of the rite, nor to pass the crux of the operation
over to man purifying himself. De baptismo is explicitly directed against a sect of
Cainites who refused to accept that “a little water could wash away death.”20 Tertul-
lian replies to them with a “eulogy of water” in which he recalls its spiritual values,
manifested in the Scripture: water that was the seat of the Spirit before the Creation;
water that God used to mix the clay to fashion man in his image; water that purified
the earth in the Flood, freed the Hebrews from their Egyptian pursuers, slaked the
thirst of the chosen people, healed the sick ones in the pool of Bethsaida.21 Endowed
with such powers in the ancient law, how could this water not still have them, now that
the Holy Spirit, inaugurating another law, has descended upon it to baptize Christ?22
The water of baptism assumes all the functions that the Scripture had prefigured: it
heals, it nurtures, it liberates, it purifies, it makes it possible to refashion man, and it
makes the soul of the baptized the throne of God. But these functions are now inte-
grated into the economy of salvation. Tertullian can therefore recall, in the first lines
of De baptismo, the principle that the baptismal water washes away sin, in a formula

18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
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that follows the second-century wording very closely: “Happy is our sacrament of water
that, in washing away the defilements of our former blindness, liberates us into eternal
life.”23
The problem, then, is to determine the place and meaning of this prior purification,

of which De paenitentia speaks, if it is true, as De baptismo says, that it is the water
of baptism that has the power to cleanse us of our defilements.
There is a reproach that Tertullian addresses to those who ask for a baptism that can

put them on the right path. He criticizes the candidates for baptism who are content to
regret some of the wrongs they have committed—thinking that this is quite sufficient
for God to forgive all the others—and then hasten to request baptism. Others, on the
contrary, seek to delay it as long as possible; knowing that they won’t have the right
to sin after receiving the sacrament, but knowing that this sacrament will erase all
their sins, whatever they may be, they postpone the moment of baptism so they can
sin.24 Now, in these two attitudes there is both presumption and pride. And behind
that, two serious mistakes.
The presumption consists in imagining that, by means of the sacrament, one can

constrain God; that man thereby has a hold on him and that it suffices to go through
baptism to obtain a certain, total, and definitive pardon. Such a misconception would
make a “servitude” out of God’s grace. Tertullian does not assume that those who
come to baptism with these deficient or bad dispositions are not actually redeemed;
he does not call into question the efficacy of the rite. But he does assume that those
one later sees relapsing, breaking the commitment they have made and returning to
the sins that were forgiven, are precisely the ones who thus “slipped into baptism.”
They were able to “fool men,” but they don’t escape the one who sees all: they will
fall again. The redemption that man obtains in baptism must be seen as the effect of
God’s liberalitas—both the generosity that forgives and the freedom to forgive. Right
at the beginning of De paenitentia, Tertullian gives the fall and the forgiveness a
very significant interpretation: God, having seen all the crimes of human recklessness,
exemplified by Adam, had delivered a judgment against man, had expelled him from
paradise and subjected him to death. But he had come around to mercy and had
himself “repented.”25 The pardon that God grants men should be understood as a kind
of metanoia in which God decides, freely, to suspend the effects of his wrath. Taking
this pardon as the necessary effect of a rite to which man would decide to submit—this
constitutes the presumption in question.
As for pride, for the sinner who requests baptism, it consists in trusting in himself.

He doesn’t realize that he could always fall or fall back—before baptism or after.
He who goes toward the light doesn’t follow a straight and easy path. He’s like a

23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
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newborn animal, nearly blind, constantly stumbling and crawling on the ground.26 He
should also bear in mind that Satan, who took possession of men’s souls after the
fall and made each of them into his church,27 so to speak, doesn’t see without anger
that through baptism he will be dispossessed of them. He thus redoubles his efforts,
either to prevent this defeat, or later to reconquer that lost place.28 Hence the period
preceding baptism must not be one of arrogant self-reliance. It is, rather, the time “of
danger and fear.”29 Tertullian attaches a great importance to this need for “fear” in
the path that leads to baptism and in the very life of the Christian. Of course, he is
taking up a theme that predates him, but he gives it a particular modulation. It’s no
longer simply the fear of God, in the sense that, in the Old Testament, one must fear
God’s wrath if his commandments have not been respected. By the need for metus as
a constant dimension of Christian existence, he means both the fear of God and the
fear of oneself—that is, the fear of one’s own weakness, of the failures of which one is
capable, of the Enemy’s insinuations into the soul, of the obliviousness or indulgence
that will allow us to be surprised by him. One who must have a baptism must have
confidence, but not in himself, in God. Uncertainty—not as to the power of God, but
as to one’s own nature, weakness, powerlessness—must always be present.
One can understand therefore the importance of a time of preparation for baptism,

which is not simply initiation into truth or learning the rules of living. It is a time
that enables the candidate not to expect, in pride and presumptuousness, a total
pardon that God would be constrained to grant. The preparation for baptism is a time
when one learns respect for God’s liberalitas, thanks to the awareness one gains of the
seriousness of one’s wrongdoing, of the fact that God could have chosen not to forgive,
and that if God forgives sins, it’s only because he truly wants to. But it’s also the
time for acquiring the feeling of “fear,” of metus—that is, the recognition that one is
never master of oneself, that one never knows oneself completely, and that since one
can’t know what fall one is capable of, the commitment that one makes is all the more
difficult, all the more dangerous. In insisting on the need to prepare for baptism, and
in evoking the purification that will occur therein, Tertullian doesn’t tamper with the
basic principle of remission through the sacrament itself, but he restructures a relation
to God and to oneself in this procedure of redemption. God is at once all-powerful and
entirely free when he pardons: the man who undergoes the procedure of redemption
must never be completely sure of himself. The preparation for baptism purifies: not in
the sense that it can in itself assure redemption, but—on the contrary—in the sense
that it leads one to depend on God’s free generosity to efface sins from which one

26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-
sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
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detaches oneself, not only through repentance, but through the relation of fear that
one permanently establishes with oneself. Such a preparation is not simply limited
to breaking from what one had once been; it should teach one to continually detach
oneself, as it were, from oneself.
Considering these elements, one understands Tertullian’s construal, new in part,

of the preparation for baptism. He couples the catechesis, and the teaching of truths
and rules, with a labor of moral purification. And conversely, he tends to organize the
movement of metanoia in a regulated form from the start of the preparation. This
period should be thought of as a time when one learns not only the truths that must
be believed, but the penance that must be practiced. “A sinner must weep for his faults
before the moment of pardon, because the time of penitence is also a time of danger
and dread. I do not deny to those who will enter the water the assurance of divine
benediction; but to get there, one must do the work.” Elaborandum est.30 A labor that
has its form, its rules, its tools, its ratio.31 This is what Tertullian calls the discipline
of penitence, to which the candidate for baptism must submit before plunging into the
water: “Grant, Lord Christ, that thy servants may know or learn from my words the
discipline of penitence, in that it is forbidden for the Auditors themselves to sin.”32
Tertullian finds the model for this discipline—its necessary, regulated, but merely

anticipatory nature—in the Johannic baptism. There have been countless discussions,
of course, concerning the extremely difficult problems raised by the existence of this
baptism prior to the Savior (which consequently could not ensure salvation), but to
which the Savior himself submitted. A purely human baptism, since it doesn’t cause
the Holy Spirit to descend into the soul of those receiving it, a baptism given by a
Precursor whose role is to herald the One who is coming as promised, it must be
understood as the “baptism of penance.”33 And if Christ receives it, it’s not that he
himself has to practice penance; it’s to show that henceforth, in the new age, baptism
will mark the coming of the Holy Spirit, hence the light and salvation; but it’s also
to show that the baptism of the Spirit must be preceded by the baptism of penance,
as the sacrament of Christians was preceded by the mission of John. The Precursor
“preached repentance as a prerequisite for the cleansing of souls, so that whatever the
filth resulting from ancient error, whatever the defilement of the human heart resulting
from ignorance, repentance might sweep it up and scrape it away and throw it out of
the house, making ready the heart as a clean dwelling place for the coming visitation
of the Holy Spirit, in order that He might gladly there take up his abode.”34 Thus,

30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
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what John’s baptism teaches us in a word is that, as De baptismo says, “repentance is
antecedent, remission subsequent.”35
On this penitential discipline prior to baptism, Tertullian gives very few details. A

few negative rules: Don’t give baptism too soon, for there is always more danger in
rushing it than in delaying it; don’t grant it to just anyone, which is like offering holy
things to dogs, or pearls to swine; don’t give it to children or to unmarried persons
whose continence is not certain. A few general prescriptions: “The sinner must lament
his wrongs before the time of pardon”;36 and when the moment of baptism is near,
those about to receive it “must invoke God with fervent prayers, fasts, genuflections,
and vigils all night through.”37 But what is significant is the two kinds of effects that
Tertullian expects from this discipline, in addition to purification of the soul as such. If
it is rigorous and demanding, this is because for one who aspires to the Christian life it
must constitute an “exercise.” Against the Christian, the Enemy doesn’t relent—on the
contrary: he will do his utmost to defeat him, and the baptized must be accustomed
to his attacks, his traps, his enticements so as to be able to resist him. He must have
learned to recognize the Enemy’s ways and trained his soul to resist. Since it’s so
serious a matter to fall away after being absolved a first time, the baptized must be
armed and ready to triumph over the Enemy. Penance is this preparation—a training
of forces and an acquisition of vigilance—that will enable him no longer to fall away.
If the penance, the metanoia, must be of a piece with baptism from the start, this
is because it is not just a purification, but also an exercise and an exercise that, if
indispensable for redemption, must be useful afterward, and throughout the Christian
life. As early as its pre-baptismal forms, penance appears as that form of exercise of
one on oneself which must be coextensive with the Christian’s entire life.
But it also has another meaning that we’ve already noted: it is the price one pays

for redemption. “What folly it is, as insensible as it is unjust, to practice an imperfect
penitence and then to expect a pardon for sin! This is to stretch forth one’s hand
for merchandise and not pay the price. And the price which the Lord has set on the
purchase of pardon is this: He offers impunity to be bought in exchange for penitence.”38
It may seem that in this passage Tertullian is reverting to the idea of an equal exchange,
hence of a restrictive mechanism: man having paid the necessary price, God would then
be obliged to grant him the pardon. This is not the meaning of the text, however. The
coins that one gives in penitence will never be worth what God grants in return—

35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the
Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
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eternal life. And so God’s generosity will never be constrained. The money of penance
doesn’t measure the value of the remission obtained, it attests to the authenticity
of that which is given in payment. It is not envisaged as a countable quantity, but as
evidence, or rather proof. The rest of the passage shows this clearly: when one buys, the
merchant “first examines the coin, which they have stipulated as their price, to see that
it has not been clipped or plated or counterfeit; do we not believe that the Lord, also,
preexamines our penitence?” In speaking of penitence-retribution, Tertullian doesn’t
imagine a purchase that one would make from God, but an examination, before him,
to which one submits. Probatio paenitentiae. It’s a matter of solid, tangible, genuine
proofs of the change that takes place in the soul, of the work that one carries out upon
oneself, of the commitment that one makes, of the faith that is formed. As it’s said
a bit further on, in a compact formula, “the faith commences and is recommended by
the faith in penance.” The word penitence thus designates two things: change of the
soul, and manifestation of this change in the acts that allow it to be certified. It must
be a proof of oneself.
These analyses of Tertullian are neither isolated nor premonitory, even if they have

a different tone than those of his contemporary, Clement of Alexandria, and are more
elaborate than those of Justin.
During the same era in which Tertullian wrote, a new institution was developing

that had the role of organizing, regulating, and controlling this purification prior to
baptism. Doubtless this did not involve a radical innovation so much as an institution-
alization, according to a model that tends to give a general form to the practices of
catechesis and preparation for baptism. Historians recognize several reasons for this
establishment of a catechumenate, which, in the third century, came more and more
to resemble an “order,” alongside that of the baptized believers. There was the influx
of candidates, which threatened to weaken the intensity of religious life; the existence
of persecutions, causing the insufficiently prepared to abandon their faith; and the
struggle against heresies, implying a more rigorous instruction in the rules of living
and in doctrinal content. To which the model of the mystery religions should perhaps
be added, with the care that was taken in training their initiates.39 The catechume-
nate constitutes a very long period of preparation (it can last three years), in which
the catechesis and the teaching of the truths and the rules are combined with a set
of moral prescriptions, ritual and practical obligations, and duties. In addition—and
this is what should be retained here—this preparation is punctuated with procedures
designed to “test” the candidate: that is, to show what he is made of, attest to the
“labor” he is engaged in, testify to his transformation and to the genuineness of his
purification. These procedures correspond to the probatio, which for Tertullian was
one of the meanings of the discipline of penitence that he considered indispensable to
baptismal preparation. And they show that metanoia must not be understood only
as the movement by which the soul turns toward the truth in detaching itself from

39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
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the world, from errors and sins, but also as an exercise in which the soul must reveal
itself, its qualities and its will. In short, it’s the institutional aspect of the principle
that the soul’s access to truth cannot be gained without the soul manifesting its own
truth. This is the “price,” in a sense—to take up Tertullian’s metaphor with its quite
particular interpretation—that the soul must pay for entry into the light that will fill
it.
The Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus offers the most detailed evidence of what

these probation procedures must have been, at least as they were practiced in the
Western catechumenate.40 It describes several of them before the terminal moment of
the “profession of faith,” when the baptized would solemnly affirm, in response to a
triple interrogation, that he believed in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit: in
this manner, the catechumen himself manifested the authenticity of his belief with a
proclamation that would be answered, via the epiclesis of God’s names and the laying
on of hands, by the coming of the Holy Spirit and the illumination. Access to truth
and the manifestation of the soul in its truth are thus brought together in the very act
of baptism. But the Apostolic Tradition indicates and describes in some detail other
acts of probation, which are spread over the entire preparation for baptism. They can
be grouped into three major forms.
—
1. The interrogatory investigation. This involved a relatively simple procedure, un-

folding as a round of questions and responses. It took place, if not in secret, at least
with limited participation: the “doctors” in charge of the catechumenate, the candidate
himself, and those who “had brought him,” playing the role of witnesses and sponsors.41
The investigation appears to have focused on external particulars: the candidate’s sta-
tus, his occupation—this because of a certain number of incompatibilities—and his
lifestyle. But it also focused on interior elements, mainly on the candidate’s relation to
his former religion and the reasons that may have led him toward the Christian faith.
“Let them first be brought before the teachers before the people enter. Let those who
bring them bear witness concerning them so that we know whether they are able to
listen. Let them be questioned concerning their manner of living: have they a wife, are
they a slave? […] Let us inquire into the works and occupations of those brought to
instruct them.”42
After being admitted as auditors, the catechumens led, for a period as long as

three years, a life in which instruction in the fundamental truths was combined with
religious obligations, but also with rules of conduct, tasks, and charitable deeds. At

40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.
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the end of this period, a second inquiry took place, in forms that seemed very much
like the first. The witnesses-sponsors are also questioned. But the examination focuses
this time on the period of the catechumenate itself: “When we choose those who are
to receive baptism, we examine their lives: have they lived righteously while they were
catechumens? Did they honor the widows? Did they visit the sick? Have they done
all kinds of good works? If those who brought them bear witness for each one: he has
acted thus, let him hear the Gospel.”43 It is then that the catechumens were accepted
for baptism. They were then subjected for several weeks—generally those preceding
Easter—to a more intense preparation: prayers, fasts, night vigils whose rigor was
meant to prove their faith. It’s this period that Chrysostom would call “the time of
palestra.”44
—
2. The tests of exorcism. The laying on of hands and blowing on the face are ancient

rites for driving out the spirits that have taken hold of man’s body and soul. They
were very anciently linked with baptism.45 But perhaps they were never so widespread
and frequent as they were in the fourth century, when they were employed right at
the beginning of the candidate’s entry into the order of the catechumens,46 and several
times more during his stint as an auditor. On the other hand, the Apostolic Tradition
indicates, by the end of the second century, the requirement of a solemn exorcism before
the baptism is given: “When the day approaches on which they are to be baptized, the
bishop exorcises each one of them, so that he will be certain if they are pure (ut possit
cognoscere si mundi sunt). If there are any who are not pure, let them be set apart.
They have not heard the Word of faith.”47 In Saint Augustine’s era, the same type of
ritual is conducted just before baptism.48 The candidate strips off the sackcloth and
places his feet on it—a gesture that shows one shedding the old self and that forms
part of the traditional practices of exorcism. The bishop pronounces the imprecations
and, hearing them without flinching, the catechumen shows that he has been freed
of impure spirits. The bishop then pronounces the words: “Vos nunc immunes esse
probavimus.”
These exorcisms doubtless don’t refer to a form of possession like that of the en-

ergumens.49 The laying on of hands would signify a transfer of power: replacing the
power of the malevolent spirit, which has reigned over man’s soul since the fall, with
the power of the Holy Spirit. The former is dethroned, dispossessed, driven out of that
soul and that body where he has established his seat, and this by the power of the
one who is stronger than he, but who cannot coexist with him, nor descend therefore

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
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into a soul from which the Other has not already been expelled.50 But the exorcism
is also a proof of truth: by evicting the spirit of evil, it separates within the soul the
pure from the impure, it subjects the soul to an authentication procedure like that to
which a metal is exposed when one passes it through fire:51 one drives out the elements
that degrade it, one measures its degree of purity. The expressions used by tradition
and the formula cited by Saint Augustine indicate clearly that the exorcism “tests,”
“shows,” and enables one to “recognize.” It constitutes in its way an examination of the
soul.
Hence the expressions that are regularly employed in the fourth century, and later,

to designate these practices of exorcism. In his Explanatio symboli, where Ambrose
explains to those coming to receive baptism the meaning of the rites to which they have
been subjected, the author places exorcism among the “mysteria scrutaminum”: “One
has sought to know if there is some impurity in the body of man; through exorcism,
we inquired into the sanctification of not only the body but also the soul.”52 And
the bishop Quodvultdeus, addressing those who will receive the sacrament, gives the
same meaning to exorcism: “We celebrate the examination upon you and the devil is
extricated from your body, while Christ, at once very humble and very high, is invoked.
You will ask then: test me, Lord, and know my heart.”53
—
3. Finally, the confession of sins—which neither the Didache nor Justin’s Apology

evoked as mandatory prior to baptism—is regularly spoken of as such from Tertullian’s
De baptismo onward. “They who are about to enter baptism must invoke God with
repeated prayers, fasts, genuflections, and vigils. They will also prepare for it with the
confession of all past sins. And this in memory of the baptism of John, who is said to
have received it confessing his own sins.”54 This “confession” is thus completely different
from the questioning that opened and concluded the period in which the catechumen
was an auditor. It is not information that those in charge ask for concerning the past
life and conduct of a candidate—it’s an act that the latter performs himself, among
the other exercises of piety and asceticism. Did it involve a detailed confession to a
priest of “all sins” committed in the past? Tertullian says only that Christians today
should rejoice that they don’t have to “publicly confess our iniquities and turpitudes”55
as in the time of John. Are we to understand, then, that the catechumen had to review
his past life, recall the memory of his transgressions, and confide them either to the

50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”
of the human livestock.

51 Ezekiel 34:2.
52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”

Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.
53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good

of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.
54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
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bishop or to the person responsible for guiding him? Possibly so. And the later texts
do make it clear that during this epoch, prior to baptism, the one requesting it had to
perform a particular act with the bishop or priest56 in which he “confessed” his sins.
In any case, one must bear in mind that the term confession had a very broad

meaning—equivalent to the Greek word exomologesis:57 a general act by which one
recognized being a sinner. And clearly the confessio peccatorum expected of the aspir-
ing Christian cannot compare to the detailed, exhaustive recollection and disclosure of
all one’s wrongdoings according to their respective categories, circumstances, and grav-
ity: but [it’s necessary] rather [to think of] an act[[*1]—or several acts—by which one
recognizes oneself as a sinner, before God and eventually before a priest. It’s essentially
a matter of manifesting one’s awareness that one has sinned, that one is a sinner, and
the desire to free oneself from that state. It is a testimony of oneself concerning oneself,
a certification of change rather than a recounting of “all sins” actually committed.
This is the meaning that seems to emerge from a passage in Saint Ambrose’s

De sacramentis: “When you gave your name [to be baptized], the priest took mud
and smeared it over your eyes. What does this signify? That you confessed your sin
(fatereris), that you examined your conscience (conscientiam recognoscere), that you
performed penance for your sins, that is, that you recognized (agnoscere) the lot of
human generation. For, even if he who comes to baptism does not confess sin, neverthe-
less by this very fact he fulfills the confession of all sins, in that he seeks to be baptized
so as to be justified, that is, so as to pass from fault to grace […] No man is without
sin. He who takes refuge in the baptism of Christ recognizes himself as human.”58
An important text. First, because it allows us to see the breadth of meaning that

the word confession conveys: from the act by which one actually confesses a specific
sin to the recognition of the fact that as a human being one cannot help but be a
sinner. But also in its pointing out that the passage from sinfulness to grace—which
is the purpose of baptism—cannot be accomplished without a certain “truth act.” A
“deliberate” act in the sense that the catechumen is urged to explicitly manifest, in the
form of an avowal, his recognition of being a sinner. There is no remission, no saving
access to the light, without an act in which he affirms the truth of his sinning soul,
an act that also serves as a veridical mark of his determination to stop being a sinner.
Telling-the-truth-about-oneself is essential in this game of purification and salvation.
In a general way, from the end of the second century onward one sees the growing

place occupied, in the economy of every soul’s salvation, by the manifestation of one’s
own truth: in the form of an “investigation” where the individual is the respondent of
a questionnaire or the object of testimony; in the form of a purificatory trial where he
is the target of an exorcism; in the form, finally, of a “confession,” where he is both
the subject who speaks and the object of which he speaks, but where it’s a matter of

56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or

the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].
58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
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attesting that one knows oneself to be a sinner rather than drawing up an exact list of
sins to be forgiven. But it is clear that the form and evolution of baptismal confession
can be understood only in relation to the extremely important development of the
“second penance”—starting in this same close of the second century.
The institution of the catechumenate, the decision to submit candidates to rigorous

rules of living, the implementation of procedures of verification and certification, cannot
be separated from the new developments in the theology of baptism that one observes
starting in the third century. All of this forms a whole ensemble in which the liturgy,
the institutions, the pastoral practice, and the theoretical elements entail and reinforce
one another. It’s not a matter, however, of a new baptismal theology, but rather of a
new emphasis. This is noticeable on two points in particular: the theme of death and
that of spiritual combat.
From the moment that baptism was seen as a regeneration and a second birth,

it included a connection to death—at least in the sense that after a first generation
destined to die, it allowed one to be “born again” into a life that was the true life.
Baptism had a connection to death insofar as it was a delivery from it. Thus Hermas,
apropos of souls as stones with which the tower of the Church is built: “It was necessary
for them to ascend from water that they might receive life. For they could not otherwise
enter into the kingdom of God, but by rejecting the death that was their former life.”59
But starting at the end of the second century, one sees a development of the theme
that baptism, even as it opens one’s access to life, must itself be a death; and while
Christ, through his resurrection, announced this “new birth,” with his own death he
showed what baptism is. It is a way of dying with and in Christ. There thus occurred
in baptismal theology, beginning at the end of this era, a return to the Epistle to the
Romans and to the Pauline conception of baptism as a death: “We were dead and
buried with him in baptism, so that just as he was raised from the dead […] we were
walking into new life.”60
Tertullian, in De resurrectione carnis, referred to a text of Saint Paul: he stated

the principle that we die in baptism per simulacrum, but that per veritatem we come
back to life in the flesh, “like Christ.”61 But for the most part it’s after Tertullian—who
doesn’t allude to the principle in his treatises either on penitence or on baptism—that
this association of baptism with death through the passion of Christ will be developed.
It is all argued through a series of analogies: between immersion and burial,62 between
the pool and the “shape of the tomb,”63 between the triple plunge that follows the
triple profession of faith and the three days that pass from the Crucifixion to the
Resurrection.64 Through these analogies, several themes emerge. In the first rank, one

59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
61 Jeremiah 10:21.
62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
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finds the idea that baptism must be accompanied by the killing of the old self: one
must, according to the Epistle to the Romans, “crucify it so that the body of sin is
destroyed.”65
An “unpleasant and bitter” baptism whose prefiguration Origen sees in the crossing

of the desert that must precede the return to the Promised Land.66 But since the
former life that is shed by crucifying it was only death itself, one must therefore
conceive of baptism as the death of death. This is what Saint Ambrose explains in
an important passage of De sacramentis: after Adam’s sin, God condemned man to
die. A formidable and irremediable punishment? No, and for two reasons: because
God has allowed man to come back from the dead; but also because death, as the
end of mortal life, is also the end of sin: “When we die, we cease to sin.” Thus death,
an instrument of punishment, when it is associated with resurrection, becomes an
instrument of salvation: “the condemnation serves as a blessing”; “the two things are
in our favor”: “death is the end of sins and resurrection is the reparation of nature.”67
So baptism constitutes a kind of inversion of the meaning of death, a dying to sin and
to death itself that should therefore be fervently desired.
But there is more: this death in baptism should not only bury, once and for all, the

remains of the life that the Christian has abandoned, it should mark him always and
throughout his life as a Christian. He has in fact received, with the seal of baptism,
the sign of the Crucifixion. Such is the “resemblance” to which he must subordinate
his life. The homoisis tô theô that promised, to those capable of it, a life of light and
eternity, tends to be replaced by the principle of a resemblance to Christ in his passion,
and hence of a Christian life placed under the sign of mortification.
—
1. This recentering of baptism around death, or at least the death-resurrection

association, has three consequences concerning the notion of metanoia as indispensable
to baptism. The first is that this conversion of the soul, this disengagement by which
one renounces the world of sin and turns away from the path of death, increasingly
takes the form of an exercise of oneself upon oneself, consisting of a mortification—of a
deliberate, diligent, and continuous elimination of everything in the body or soul that
might be attached to sin. The second is that this mortification must not be localized
in the moment of baptism alone, but demands a long and slow preparation. It must
not come to an end with the redemptive immersion, but must be pursued in a life of
mortification that will end only in death itself. Baptism, conceptualized as a death and
a resurrection, no longer simply marks one’s entry into Christian life; it is a permanent
matrix for this life. Finally, another consequence—the requirement of a probatio, which
had to verify both the desire and the ability of the candidate to reach the truth—will
tend, while keeping that function, to give more and more prominence to a set of “tests”

65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
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that are at once exercises of mortification and confirmation of this death to sin—of
this death “to the death of sin.” The relation of self to self, understood as a labor of
oneself upon oneself and as a coming to awareness of oneself by oneself, thus assumes
a more and more distinct and salient role in the overall process of conversion-penance
designated by the word metanoia.
—
2. But another factor intervenes, with convergent effects. It’s the development, in

the theology of sin and baptism, of the theme of the Enemy present in the soul and
reigning over it. One mustn’t be misled, however: the specification and multiplication
of exorcism practices in the catechumenate period, and in the rites that immediately
precede baptism, don’t signal the triumph of a demonological conception of evil. What
one sees rather is a whole series of efforts to articulate on the new idea of original sin
the omnipotence of a God who agrees to save and the principle that every person is
responsible for their salvation. Tertullian’s conception was a response to this exigency:
he saw the effect of the fall not only in man’s mortality, not only in his corrupted soul
and his life given over to evil, but more precisely in the fact that Satan had managed
to establish his dominion over men, down to the bottom of their hearts. As a jurist,
it seems that Tertullian imagined possession more as a matter of “jurisdiction” and an
exercise of power than as an insinuation of alien entities. So baptism had the effect
of producing a “dispossession” that had two aspects: the Holy Spirit could establish
its seat in the soul liberated by purification; and man acquired a force stronger than
that of the demons—he could resist them, he could command them. From the fall to
salvation, there was a whole relation of forces that came into play and was overturned:
man was not absolutely constrained to do evil before the coming of the Savior, nor
was anyone unconditionally redeemed after his sacrifice. Everything was a battle. But
this battle did not pit God against the principle of evil: it unfolded between man and
the one who had rebelled against God, who intended to seize control of man’s soul and
could not accept “without groaning” that it might be snatched away from him.
It is this theme of spiritual combat that, beginning in the third century, will give a

particular significance both to the preparation for baptism and the effects expected of
it. The preparation must be a struggle against the Enemy, a constantly renewed effort
to defeat him, a call to Christ to lend his support and compensate for the weakness of
man. But baptism will give neither security nor rest: the Enemy will be all the more
determined because he feels dispossessed; and since he no longer reigns in the soul, he
will try to make his way back in. The Christian, if he is not as prepared as he should
be, will fall again.[[*2]
It’s clear, then: just as the theme of death—implied by that of regeneration, of the

second birth, of resurrection—shifted toward mortification, the theme of the purifica-
tion that detaches the soul from its defilements likewise shifted toward the idea of a
spiritual combat. And each of these two shifts gives the subject a larger and larger role:
baptism must be prepared, accompanied, and extended by operations that the subject
brings to bear on himself in the form of mortification, or within himself in the form
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of spiritual combat. He establishes a complex, strenuous, and changeable relationship
with himself. Doubtless the doctrine doesn’t in any way allow that God’s omnipotence
can be undercut or limited as a result (even if it was extremely difficult to construct
theoretically the system of this omnipotence in the face of human freedom). But, stay-
ing within the boundaries of the present study, one sees how these self-to-self relations
became indispensable in the subject’s progress toward light and salvation.
—
3. Now, all this points to another change of accent in the doctrine of baptism: that

having to do with the effect of the sacrament. On this point, I will be very brief, simply
recalling, for the beginning of the third century, the indications of Origen, and for the
end of the fourth the theses of Saint Augustine.
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3. The Second Penance
The fourth Precept of Hermas’s Shepherd is well known: “I have been told by some

teachers that there is no repentance except that of the day [that was vouchsafed us]
we descended into the water.” To which the angel of repentance replies: “ ‘What you
have heard is correct; such is the case. The person who has received remission of sins
must no longer sin, but remain in purity. However, since you are inquiring accurately
into everything, I shall also clarify the matter for you, without giving pretext to sin
either to those who will believe or now believe in the Lord, for neither have to make
repentance for sins: they have absolution from their previous sins. It is therefore only
for those who have been called before these very last days that the Lord has instituted
a penance. For, the Lord has knowledge of hearts and knows all things in advance,
the weakness of men and the multiple intrigues of the Devil, the evil he will do to
the servants of God and his wickedness against them. In his great mercy, the Lord
took pity on His creatures and prescribed this penance and has appointed me to direct
it. But this I say to you,’ he continued, ‘if, after this solemn and holy call, someone,
seduced by the devil, commits a sin, he has one chance of repentance; but if he sins
again and again, even if he repents, penance is useless to such a man.’ ”1
This text has long passed as proof that, in early Christianity, no other repentance

existed than that of baptism, and as evidence that in the middle of the second century
a second recourse was established for already-baptized sinners: a single, solemn, un-
repeatable recourse, from which would arise, through successive transformations, the
penitential institution. My intent is not to evoke, even from afar, the discussions raised
by this passage from Hermas: Does it manifest the first important softening of an early
rigorism? Does it form a criticism of the overly strict lesson of “some teachers” who
would need to be identified? Is it based on the distinction between two teachings: the
instruction given before baptism and that which is reserved for the baptized, to whom
one can announce the possibility of a second penance? Was the latter, in Hermas’s
view, a jubilee that would take place only once, or a recourse that Christ’s imminent
return made urgent, indispensable, and necessarily unique?2

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
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Let us keep in mind only that the obligation of a metanoia, a repentance-penance,
is endlessly repeated to Christians in the texts of the apostolic period. To be sure, it
is said in the Epistle to the Hebrews that it is “impossible, for those who were once
enlightened and tasted of the heavenly gift, and became partakers of the Holy Spirit and
tasted the good word of God and the powers of the age to come and nonetheless fell, to
renew them a second time unto repentance.”3 But the text is referring to the uniqueness
of baptism as an act of total “renewal” of the individual. It excludes neither the hatred
of sins nor the supplication of forgiveness on the part of those who have received
baptism: “For whatsoever we have done wrong, and for whatsoever we have done at
the instigation of the Enemy’s henchmen, let us beg forgiveness.”4 A supplication that
takes ritual and collective forms: “In the assembly, you shall confess your offenses, and
shall not come forward to your prayer with an impure conscience”;5 just as when one
meets on the dominical day, one breaks bread, one gives thanks “after first having
confessed the sins, so that the sacrifice may be pure.”6 The whole community is called
to take part in this repentance that everyone must experience and manifest. It may
take the form of a mutual correction: “the admonition which we give to one another is
good and most beneficial, for it unites us to the will of God.”7 It may take the form
of intercessions for one another, addressed to the one who forgives.8 Or the form of
fasts and supplications that should be done with those who have sinned.9 And it’s the
role of the presbyters to show themselves to be “compassionate, merciful to all” and to
“guide back the wanderers.”10
Repentance and supplication for forgiveness were thus an integral part of the ex-

istence of the faithful and of the life of the community before Hermas had the angel,
to whom he had been entrusted, announce the establishment of another penance. It
shouldn’t be forgotten that metanoia is not just a change of attitude necessary to
baptism—it is not simply a conversion of the soul that the Holy Spirit produces at the

Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,

et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
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moment it descends into it. Through baptism, one is called “to metanoia,”11 which is
both a starting point and a general form of Christian life. The repentance to which the
texts of the Didache, and those of Clement or Barnabas, call Christians is the same
repentance that had accompanied baptism: its prolongation, its sustained movement.
So the problem posed by The Shepherd is not that of a Church of perfect practition-
ers transitioning to a community recognizing the existence of sinners within it and
adjusting to that. And it’s doubtless not even the transition from a rigorism accepting
only baptismal penance to a more indulgent practice. What is involved, rather, is a
mode of institutionalization of this repentance after baptism and the possibility of
re-enacting—fully or partially—the procedure of purification (and even redemption)
that baptism had occasioned a first time. In fact, it concerns nothing more or less than
the problem of repetition, in an economy of salvation, of illumination, of access to the
true life, which by definition only knows one axis of irreversible time informed by a
decisive and singular event.
I will leave aside the history of this institutionalization itself, and the theoretical and

pastoral debates to which it gave rise. I will limit myself to considering the forms taken,
starting in the third century, by “canonical” penance; that is, by the ritual measures
arranged under the authority of the Churches for those who have committed serious
sins and for which forgiveness cannot be obtained by their repentance and prayers
alone. How can baptized persons obtain anew their forgiveness if they have violated
the commitments they have made and turned away from the grace they received?
This reconciliation was defined in relation to baptism. Not that it was a repetition

of it, because baptism could not be repeated. The grace that was bestowed then was
granted once and for all, and the sins remitted were remitted definitively—we can be
reborn only once.12 But the “penitence” that accompanies baptism and to which it is
an introduction—the movement by which the spirit frees itself of its sins and becomes
dead to that death, and the pardon that God grants in his benevolence—that can be
renewed. No second baptism, then;13 and yet, as Tertullian already said, a “second
hope,” a “different door,” on which the sinner can knock after God has closed that
of baptism—“a repeated beneficence,” or rather “an increased beneficence,” for “giving
back is greater than giving”—a paenitentia secunda.14 Against the Novatians, it was
said to be necessary in order not to drive to despair all those who had fallen away and
not lead those who were not yet Christian to delay the moment of baptism.15
The relation of the second penance to baptism is marked in different ways. First

of all, by the principle that in both instances it’s the Holy Spirit that operates and
pardons sins: “Men implore and the Divinity forgives […] it’s the supreme Power that

11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,

col. 11).
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bestows his favors.”16 The same mystery and the same ministry, the authority exercised
by the priests is the same whether they baptize or reconcile: “What difference does it
make whether it is through penance or through baptism that the priests claim this right
given to them?”17 Just as the water of baptism washed away former sins, one asks the
tears of repentance to wash away the failures that have occurred since baptism.18 And
despite the desire to reserve to baptism the power of bringing about a rebirth—of
regenerating—one finds the theme19 that penance causes one to pass [from death to
life].[[*] Saint Ambrose’s De paenitentia is significant in this regard. The text first
connects penance with the episode of the Samaritan in the Gospel of Luke: like the
man injured on the road to Jericho, the sinner can be saved because he is still “half
alive”; if he were fully dead, what could be done for him? Must penance be required
of those who can no longer be healed?20 But in book 2 of the same text, penance is
linked to the resurrection of Lazarus: “If you have confessed at the call of Christ the
bars will be broken, and every chain loosed, even if the stench of bodily corruption be
grievous […] you see that the dead come to life again in the Church, and to be raised
again by receiving forgiveness of their sins.”21
In sum, salvation can be obtained through baptism only when one is not yet a

Christian; penance alone will make it possible for Christians who have lapsed after
baptism.22 Two ways, then, to be saved. This is what Saint Leo will repeat after
Ambrose.23
This notable analogy with baptism explains the paradox that penance, while being

in a certain sense the “repetition” of baptism (at least in some of its effects), is not
itself repeatable. Like baptism, it occurs but once: “There is but one baptism; just as

16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
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there is one penance.”24 So there is nothing surprising in its being organized—at least
to a certain extent—on the model of baptism and its preparation.
Canonical penance gradually took the form of a “second novitiate.”25 The expres-

sion paenitentiam agere—employed to designate any form of repentance (even interior
repentance) to which a sinner applies himself in order to obtain forgiveness of his
sins (even minor ones)—is also used to designate the regular form according to which
the penitential procedure should unfold: under the authority of priests, with a certain
number of defined practices, at the right moment and during a specified time period.26
Penance practiced in this manner is not simply an act, or a series of actions: it is a
status.27 One becomes a penitent according to rules to which not only sinners must
submit, but also the priests who regulate this penance.28
Ecclesiastical penance is “requested,” “granted,” “received.” The Christian who has

committed a grave sin—and of course the lapsed one who has sacrificed or signed a
certificate of sacrifice—asks the bishop for the possibility of becoming a penitent, or he
is exhorted to become one by the priest who knows about his sin.29 And it’s in response
to this request that the bishop “grants” penance—an act that should be considered, in
a fundamental sense, less as punishment imposed than as a recourse whose access and
unfolding are carefully controlled. Penance commences with a ritual that includes the
laying on of hands—a gesture that refers to exorcism and implores God’s blessing on the
penitential exercises. These exercises last a long time: months, years. And when they
are finished, the penitent is admitted into reconciliation in the course of a ceremony
that constitutes a kind of copy of the first one: the bishop again lays on his hands and
the penitent is readmitted into the communicatio. The penitential status, for as long
as it lasts, entails ascetic practices (fasts, vigils, numerous prayers) and charitable acts
(alms, aid to the sick); it also comprises prohibitions (for example, regarding sexual
relations between spouses) and a partial exclusion from community ceremonies (the
eucharist in particular).30 However, even after reconciliation, the former penitent does
not return to the status he previously held. He remains marked, as it were: he cannot
become a priest; public responsibilities are forbidden him, as are certain professions;
he is advised to avoid disputes.31

24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently
in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
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Relative to baptism, the carefully regulated practice of the “second” penance is not
any less demanding. On the contrary—penance is a matter of soliciting what had once
been granted and of obtaining through exception the effect of a grace already offered to
the baptized. Penance is stricter than baptism. God offers baptism to every person who
recognizes it, and so he offers the remission of sins as a gratuita donatio; by contrast,
he concedes forgiveness to the penitent as a fruit of the long labor he has exerted
on himself.32 The authors of the third and fourth centuries don’t revisit the principle
that preparation for baptism cannot dispense with discipline, but they do stress that
in penance the sinner who has already received grace must take responsibility for his
own sins. This is Origen’s principle: apolambanein tas hamartias.33 And in spite of
the principle that there is no second baptism, penance is occasionally spoken of as the
“laborious baptism.”34
One can say—without going into the problems of sacramentary theology and its

history—that starting in the third century, a difference of accent becomes noticeable in
the way the authors describe the metanoia connected with baptism and the metanoia
that is indispensable to ecclesiastical penance. Doubtless in both cases it always in-
volves a repentance by which the soul frees itself from the sins that defile it. But in
connection with baptism it is liberation, aphesis, that is underscored; for the metanoia
necessary to reconciliation, it’s above all the labor that the soul exerts on itself and
on the offenses it has committed.
—
In the unfolding of canonical penance, the procedures for manifesting the truth of

the penitent soul are numerous. And they present appreciable differences compared to
those employed for baptism and its preparation.

I
We can put aside the recourse to testimonies or inquiries that make it possible to be

sure of the repentance and good dispositions of those requesting reconciliation. In the
period following the great persecutions, Saint Cyprian’s letters show the importance of
the problem: the difficulty of finding the right balance between rigor and indulgence, the
dogged efforts of some lapsi to regain the peace of the Church, and the mulishness with
which it was sometimes refused them—in any case, the painfulness of the discussions.
Saint Cyprian comes back to the matter several times: in a way, between the two
dangers of reconciling too quickly or of leaving the sinners without hope, the decision
will always be blind: “It being given to us to see and to judge, we only see the exterior

32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
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of everyone; as to plumbing the depths of the heart, and penetrating the soul, we
cannot.”35 An argument that inclines him not to a severity, but to a leniency for which
he reproaches himself at times.36 He fears, like everyone else, that “incorrigible minds,”
“men defiled by adulteries or the contagion of sacrifices,” will come back and corrupt
righteous souls—yet he thinks the task is not so much to exclude those whose sincerity
is not certain, but rather to work toward their healing.37 Besides, the reconciliation
that is granted here below is not binding to God. He who sees everything, even into
the secrets of the heart that elude us, is not committed to pardon when someone has
taken advantage of his people’s indulgence: “God will judge of those things which we
have looked upon imperfectly and will correct the judgment of his servants.”38
It’s still true that one can’t welcome everyone back without precaution; one must

reflect and examine. The testimonies of those who had accepted facing martyrdom,
in support of those who had “fallen”—either they had sacrificed, or they had signed
certificates of sacrifice—cannot suffice, especially when they take the form of a sort of
collective recommendation covering a whole family or household. More or less spon-
taneously, Cyprian—while maintaining his position of indulgence in principle—comes
round to a practice that had been established and seems to have been codified into
a written prescription of the procedures to be followed:39 examine, one by one, the
situations of those asking to be admitted as penitents; consider the intentions and
circumstances of the deed (causae, voluntates, necessitates); differentiate between “the
one who rushed in immediately, of his own free will, to take part in the abominable
sacrifice and the one who, having long struggled and delayed, finally came by compul-
sion to the disastrous deed; the one who betrayed both himself and his own people
and the one who, approaching the crisis for all, protected his wife and children and
whole household.”40 It seems that another examination was in order—this time involv-
ing not the circumstances of the sin but the sinner’s behavior since then:41 that is, in
the period when, either spontaneously or following the canonical forms, he does his
penance, manifests his remorse, and shows his determination to live as a believer: “Let
them watch at the gates of the heavenly camp, but armed with the modesty by which

35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the
Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
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they recognize they have been deserters”;42 to whomever does not profess his sorrow
(nec dolorum […] manifesta lamentationis suae professione testantes), one must refuse
the hope of communion and peace.43
Given the difficulty of such an examination, the communities’ expressed opposition

to the return of the lapsi, and the hostility that personal decisions could arouse, the
decisions often had to be made collectively, under the direction of and in the presence of
the faithful. This is shown by a letter of the Roman priests to Cyprian: it is “extremely
unpopular and burdensome to us not to examine through many what seems to have
been committed by many and for one to give a judgment […] since that cannot be a
firm decree which will not seem to have the agreement of the majority.”44
The importance of these examination practices was linked to a particular conjunc-

ture that explains the scale they attained at a given moment. Doubtless they disap-
peared with the end of the persecutions. But the external control of penitents—which
calls to mind the control that, through interrogation, investigation, and testimony, was
brought to bear on catechumens—played a relatively small role compared to another
truth procedure that was much more central to penance: the procedure by which the
sinner himself recognized his own sins.

II
There is a strong correlation between these “well-thought-out” procedures and the

Latin terms confessio and exomologesis—commonly employed from the second to the
fourth century,45 with an equivalent meaning. In any case, what each of them desig-
nates exactly is subject to discussion. According to the references chosen, some histo-
rians insist on the existence of a definite act by which the penitent would confess to
offenses committed;46 others stress that often these terms—and particularly that of
exomologesis—are a way of designating the ensemble of penitential acts the sinner is
expected to perform.47 It seems that in fact we can distinguish three elements.
—
1. There first had to be an expression of the request. The sinner who solicited

penance would confide to the bishop or presbyter both his desire to become a penitent
and the reasons he had for becoming one. A detailed statement? We have seen, in regard

42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves
bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
47 Psalms 68:8.
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to the apostasies and the practice of the examinatio, that this sometimes must have
been the case. The sinner could even make use of testimonies and all sorts of inquiries:
it’s to this approach that the juridical type of expression one finds in Saint Cyprian
applies: exposita causa apud episcopum.48 But, except for these particular situations,
the penance request must have been much more discreet. Did it involve only an oral
confession expressed in general terms—perhaps simply by means of the recitation of a
repentance psalm?49 One imagines that a succinct exposition was necessary to indicate
the nature of the sin, allow its gravity to be assessed, and perhaps set the time, the
justum tempus, that needed to elapse before the reconciliation could be envisaged.50 It
was then no doubt that it was decided whether the sin merited the recourse to penance,
or whether forgiveness could be obtained in other, less rigorous ways. Apparently,
Cyprian is referring to this practice in De lapsis when he distinguishes those who
must “do penance” because they have sacrificed or signed the certificates from those
who did nothing more than entertain that idea: the latter group should “confess this
to the priests of God simply and contritely.”51 It’s of this practice as well that Saint
Ambrose’s biographer is thinking when he praises his subject for the indulgence with
which he listened to sinners: often, instead of playing the part of public accuser, he
chose to weep with the guilty one over his transgressions “without saying a word to
anyone” and to intercede with God so that he might grant his pardon.52 Between the
sinner and the one who granted the penance there was room, therefore, for a private
interview—which doesn’t mean that it took place every time and necessarily. Here it
is certain that we approach, up to a certain point, the form of the confessio oris as
it will be found later at the heart of the penitential rite and as one of its essential
components. But there is this fundamental difference: the verbal confession is here
a simple preliminary to confession, and one that is not even absolutely necessary. It
doesn’t constitute an integral or essential part of the practice.
—
2. At the other end of the penitential procedure, when the moment of reconciliation

came, it does seem that provision was made for a well-defined episode of exomologesis.
At least this is what seems to be indicated by several passages of Cyprian’s correspon-
dence where, in regard to what is necessary for reconciliation of the lapsi, he regularly
suggests the series: paenitentiam agere, exomologesim facere, and imposition manus.53
After he has led the life of a penitent during the required time span, and before the

48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”

of the human livestock.
51 Ezekiel 34:2.
52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”

Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.
53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good

of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.
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rite of laying on of hands has marked his reconciliation, the sinner would then need to
do exomologesis. Is this a verbal confession of sins? It seems not. It’s true that Saint
Cyprian doesn’t give information about this episode of the penitential rite: at the most
he evokes, in a partly symbolic way no doubt, the penitent at the threshold, knocking
on the door and asking to enter. But other texts, earlier or later, enable one to form
a more exact idea of this exomologesis.
In De pudicitia, after becoming a Montanist, Tertullian describes positively the

sinner who leads the penitent’s life all the way to the end without ever being reconciled:
“he stands before the doors, warning others by his exemplary shame; he calls to his
assistance the tears of the brethren.”54 On the other hand, he evokes in a critical way
the penitent who is led into the church to receive reconciliation: he wears the sackcloth
and ashes; he is clothed miserably; he is taken by the hand and introduced into the
church; he publicly prostrates himself before the widows and the priests, he clings to
their coattails, he kisses the imprints of their footsteps; he hugs their knees.55 This
undoubtedly gives one a notion of that phase of exomologesis that completes the life
of penance and precedes the return to communion. It is a description whose emphasis
may be explained by Tertullian’s hostility. But this hostility is directed at the fact of
reconciliation, not at the abjection that the penitent is made to undergo. And much
more recent texts don’t give a very different image of that moment when, before being
reconciled, the sinner is asked to publicly recognize his or her wrongdoing. “In the
presence of all Rome,” recounts Saint Jerome, concerning Fabiola who, divorced, had
remarried before the death of her first husband, “during the days preceding Easter, she
stood in the ranks of the penitents and exposed before bishop, presbyters, and people—
all of whom wept when they saw her weep—her dishevelled hair, pale features, soiled
hands and unwashed neck […] She laid bare her wound to the gaze of all, and Rome
beheld with tears the disfiguring scar that marred her beauty. She uncovered her limbs,
bowed her head and closed her mouth.”56 In a much less explicit way, and without using
the term exomologesis, Saint Ambrose is presumably referring to this type of ritual
when he mentions the necessity of the penitent to entreat God, at church and in the
presence of the faithful, according to forms that recall the ancient supplication: “Can
anyone endure that you should blush to entreat God, when you do not blush to entreat
a man? That you should be ashamed to entreat Him who knows you fully, when you
are not ashamed to confess your sins to a man who knows you not? Do you shrink
from witnesses and sympathizers in your prayers, when, if you have to satisfy a man,
you must visit many and entreat them to be kind enough to intervene; when you throw
yourself at a man’s knees, kiss his feet, bring your children, still unconscious of guilt, to
entreat also for your father’s pardon? And you disdain to do this in the church?”57 Or

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or

the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].
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again when he evokes, after the Gospel of Luke, the sinful woman who kissed Christ’s
feet, washed them and dried them with her hair: “What is the meaning of the hair, but
that you may learn that, having laid aside all the pomp of worldly trappings, you must
implore pardon, throw yourself on the earth with tears, and prostrate on the ground
move people to pity.”58
—
3. But the terms exomologesis or confession don’t just designate this terminal

episode of penance. Often, too, they relate to the whole unfolding of the penitential
procedure. It’s in this sense that Saint Irenaeus spoke of a woman who, after having
espoused gnostic ideas, returned to the Church and spent the rest of her days “doing
exomologesis”; or of a heretic who alternated between professing his errors and do-
ing exomologesis.59 And when Tertullian evokes God’s establishment of “exomologesis
in order to restore the sinner to grace,” and of that king of Babylon who for seven
years running had done exomologesis, he’s thinking in fact of the whole penitential
enterprise.60
If penance in its entirety can be called exomologesis, this is because the public and

ostentatious expressions of repentance, which are required in a particularly solemn
manner and with a very marked intensity in the moments preceding reconciliation,
also form part of the penitential action during the time the latter unfolds. Penance—
and this is one of its essential aspects—must constitute a kind of demonstration, of
renewed “confession,” attesting that one has committed a sin, that one knows one is
a sinner, and that one repents. Such is the meaning that Tertullian, in chapters 9
and 10 of De paenitentia, gives to exomologesis as a permanent dimension of penance.
Repentance must not be accomplished “solely within one’s conscience but it must be
shown forth in some external act.” It is to this act—which is not so much an episode of
penance but its external side, its visible and manifest face—that the word exomologesis
should be applied. And thereby a “discipline,” a way of being and of living, a regimen
that involves habitus atque victus, is designated: “It bids you to lie in sackcloth and
ashes, to cover your body with filthy rags, to plunge your soul into sorrow, to exchange
sin for suffering. Moreover, it demands that you know only such food as is plain; this
means it is taken for the sake of your soul, not your belly. It requires that you habitually
nourish prayer by fasting, that you sigh and weep and groan day and night to the Lord
your God, that you prostrate yourself at the feet of the priests and kneel before the
beloved of God, making all the brethren commissioned ambassadors of your prayer for
pardon. Exomologesis does all this to render penitence acceptable.”61 The obligation to
do penance and the status in which it takes form imply, throughout its unfolding, these
acts of exomologesis that manifest and attest it. Texts more recent than Tertullian’s
De paenitentia or De pudicitia show this. And they emphasize the demonstrative value

58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
61 Jeremiah 10:21.
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of these practices. Through them it’s a matter not only of exhibiting penitence, but
of proving it. A cleric of the Church of Rome wrote to Saint Cyprian, apropos of the
apostates: “It is time that they should do penance for the sin, that they should prove
sorrow for their lapse, that they should show reserve.”62 Saint Cyprian himself, calling
the lapsed to penance, exhorts them to these manifestations in which the groanings
of those who have sinned should be mixed with the tears of the faithful.63 And at the
end of the fourth century, it is still by these acts for the purpose of testing and proving
that the practice of the penitent life is being characterized: groanings and tears, says
Saint Ambrose at the beginning of De paenitentia;64 groanings, lamentations, and tears,
he adds a little further on, stressing that these are a freely consented-to expression,
a sort of voluntary confession—but in the sense of a profession of faith—by which
the apostates try to gain pardon for the involuntary disavowal, which they may have
declared under torture.65 And Pacian, in his Paraenesis, notes that the true life of
penance—the life that is led not just in a nominal way—finds its instruments in the
sackcloth, ashes, fasting, and affliction and the participation of many people in prayers
asking for forgiveness of the sinner.66
The historians who contested the existence of a defined ritual of exomologesis, be-

tween the acts of penance and the reconciliation, were mistaken, no doubt, in light
of testimonies such as those of Saint Cyprian. But they were not wrong when they
emphasized that the entire life of the penitent—through the different obligations they
were under—must have played a confessional role. The penitent must “profess” his
repentance. No penance without acts that had the dual function of constituting pun-
ishments that one inflicts on oneself and of manifesting the truth of this repentance.
Tertullian employed a meaningful expression to designate this exomologesis that was
inherent in the penitential process: publicatio sui.67
One sees, then, that forgiveness of serious sins committed after baptism and the

return to communion of those who fell away cannot be obtained without the imple-
mentation of a whole set of truth procedures. Procedures more numerous and more
complex than those prescribed in connection with baptism. Their range is wide, since
they go from declarations the sinner may make when soliciting penance to great ex-
pressions of humility and supplication that take place at the threshold of the church,
before the final reconciliation. All these procedures can be distributed along different
axes.

• The axis of the public and the private. On the private side we must place the
secret things the sinner confides to the bishop or the priest when he asks to

62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
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be granted the status of penitent; on the public side, all the acts by which the
penitent must show himself to others in sackcloth and ashes, prostrate in tears
begging their intercession on his behalf, and calling the faithful to weep and
moan with him. Thus understood, penance is a public and collective rite.

• The axis of the verbal and the non-verbal. On one side there is the necessarily
oral disclosure which the penitent must make to the one who will admit him
into penance; and on the other the series of gestures, attitudes, tears, garments,
and cries by which the one who has sinned shows his repentance. Perhaps he
proclaims the nature of his sin—but this utterance itself belongs to a whole
ensemble of expressions in which the entire body is the main element.

• The axis of the juridical and the dramatic. On one side, the penance must begin
with an account, albeit brief, of the wrong committed—of what characterizes it
and of the circumstances that may alter its seriousness; in this way it can be
determined whether penance is called for, and how long it should last before the
reconciliation. But at the other pole there are dramatic and intense manifesta-
tions that don’t obey any calculation of economy and don’t seek an adjustment,
made in the strictest possible way, to the gravity of the sin committed; they obey
on the contrary a principle of emphasis; they must be as vigorous as possible.

• The axis of the objective and the subjective. On one side one finds the designation
of the sin, at least in its essential elements; on the other, what the major practices
of exomologesis have to manifest is not so much the sin itself in its particularity as
the state of the sinner himself, or rather the states that in him are superimposed,
intertwined, and in competition. He does have to display himself as a sinner,
symbolically covered with filth and the defilement of sin, sunk into this life of
sin that is the way of death. But the visible intensity of penitential acts also has
the goal of certifying that he is already freeing himself from that life and that he
renounces it; the tears he sheds onto his breast are washing it away; he purifies
himself by means of the filth he covers himself with; by humiliating himself he
shows that he is raising himself back up and is worthy of being raised.68 The
manifestations of exomologesis don’t aim to make [the sin] appear in the form
that it was truly committed: their purpose is to make the penitent himself emerge
into the light and just as he is: at once truly a sinner and already no longer truly
one.

We can say, then, that truth procedures in the ecclesiastical penance of the first
centuries are grouped around two poles: one is that of the verbal and private formu-
lation, which has the role of defining the sin with the characteristics by which it can
be assessed, making it possible to determine how its forgiveness can be granted; the

68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
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other, which is that of general and public expression, has the role of manifesting, as
dramatically as possible, both the sinfulness of the sinner and the movement that de-
livers him from his sin. Of course, these are the two poles between which the different
ways, in penance, of manifesting the truth of the sinner and of his sin are distributed.
They are not two independent institutions, or two practices utterly foreign to each
other; they coexist, interfere with each other, and sometimes merge together: it’s clear
that there were extreme fasts and exomologesis conducted in private;69 and we also
have accounts of public and verbal declarations of wrongs committed by this or that
member of the community.70 But nevertheless, one can recognize the existence of [two]
types of practice, two ways of making the truth appear: telling the truth about the sin
and manifesting the being-true of the sinner.
And between these two modalities the distribution is not even: the verbal enun-

ciation of the sin is seldom required except when it’s a matter of determining the
penance, examining whether the sinner can be admitted into it and merits being rec-
onciled. “Telling the sin”—bringing into play, in the verbal dimension, the confession
and the examination, demanding of the sinner a “veridiction” of his sins—is necessary
only prior to the penitential procedure and so, in a way, is outside it. On the other
hand, the ostentatious, gestural, corporeal demonstration of what the sinner is in his
being forms an intrinsic part of penance. It forms an essential and constant dimension
of it. The penitent is expected not so much to “tell the truth” [“dire le vrai”] concerning
what he did as to “do the truth” [“faire vrai”] by manifesting what he is.
This necessity of penitential practice—that it be carried out only through manifes-

tations designed to bring the penitent’s truth to light—raises a problem: when one
has sinned, why must one not only repent—imposing rigors and macerations upon
himself—but also show these acts and show oneself as one is? Why does the manifes-
tation of the truth constitute an intrinsic part of the procedure that enables one to
redeem the sin? When one has “done wrong,” why is it necessary to make the truth
shine forth, not only the truth about what one did, but about what one is? The an-
swer is obvious: once the Christian religion was formed into a Church endowed with
a strong communitarian structure and a hierarchical organization, no serious infrac-
tion could be pardoned without a certain number of proofs and guarantees. Just as
a candidate for baptism couldn’t be accepted without having been tested beforehand
through the catechumenate—probatio animae—the Church couldn’t reconcile those
who hadn’t clearly manifested their repentance through discipline and exercises that
stood for punishment in relation to the past and showed commitment to the future.
They had to practice the publicatio sui.

69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always

leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”
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But what is more enigmatic—from the standpoint of the history of the experience
of the self—is the way one thought of and justified the sinner’s obligation to speak the
truth—or rather to manifest himself in his truth—in order to obtain forgiveness for his
sins. This obligation is affirmed, in fact, over and over again. No pardon if there was
no exomologesis, no recognition by the sinner of his sin, no outward, explicit, visible
manifestation of that recognition: “He that confesses his sin is released from servitude
[…] not only free but also just, for justice is in liberty and liberty in confession. As
soon as a man shall confess he is absolved.”71 And Saint John Chrysostom, in short:
“Declare your sin: you will destroy your sin.”72 This is the general principle underlying
the exegeses that Saint Ambrose and Saint John Chrysostom make of the curse of Cain.
His sin, as grave as it was, was not unpardonable. When God [asked him] what he had
done with his brother, it was not that God didn’t know, of course; it was to give him
the possibility of confessing. And what made it unpardonable was that he replied: I
don’t know. This is the principle of eternal damnation. Graver than the fratricide was
this lie, which Saint Ambrose calls a “sacrilege.”73 The “I don’t know” of the criminal,
the refusal of truth is, on the part of the sinner, the gravest possible offense: it cannot
be atoned for. In contrast to Cain, David confesses his sins spontaneously; he-who-
was-just is the image of the penitent: the truth he professes saves him.74 And if Adam
and Eve are not damned for Eternity, it’s because they, too, confessed; according to
Chrysostom, they even confessed to their crimes twice: verbally, by replying to God;
and in their gestures and their bodies, by hiding their nakedness.75
Long before the institution of sacramental penance and the organization of auric-

ular confession, the Christian Church posited the fundamental character of the truth
obligation for anyone who has sinned and as a precondition for possible redemption.
Speaking the truth about one’s sin—or rather manifesting in its truth one’s state as a
sinner—is indispensable if the sin is to be forgiven. Manifestation of what is true is a
necessary condition for what is true to be erased. To think this relation through and
to explain this necessity, ancient Christianity had recourse to several models.
—
1. The medical model is used quite frequently: sins are represented as injuries or

wounds, penance as a remedy. A theme all the more common as it could take support
from both the Hebraic tradition of sin-as-wound and the Greek notion of sicknesses of
the soul. The idea of a penitential medicine is a commonplace feature in the Christian

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from

the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”
73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human

race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
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pastoral as early as the first centuries,76 and would remain so thereafter. A difference
should be noted, however. When the penitential institution assumes the form of the
sacrament by which it will be definitively recognized in the twelfth century, the priest,
having the power to absolve, will occupy the place of the physician. The necessity of
confession in the form of an individual, secret, and detailed avowal of sins will then
be justified by the principle that every sick person has an obligation to reveal to his
caregiver the infirmities he is hiding, the pains he feels, the illnesses he has suffered.
From this viewpoint, the manifestation of what the sinner is in his truth and of the
secrets of his soul constitutes a technical necessity.77 But in early Christianity it’s
not the priest who treats wounds but Christ—that is, God himself: “But for their
former sins, God who has the power of healing that will give a remedy; for he has
the power of all things.”78 But is it necessary that the sinner show his wounds and his
hidden ailments to such a physician? What needs to be made known to the one who
knows everything? One can’t even conceal the faults that one may have committed in
the secrecy of one’s heart.79 This is the paradox of that healing through penance: it
demands that one manifest, through an explicit and rigorous exomologesis, sins that
are already known by that one who is expected to heal them. One must spread out
before him things that in any case can never be hidden from him. The truth is owed
to him, not as a necessity in order for him to choose the appropriate remedies, but as
an obligation on the part of the one he intends to heal. For the sick person it is not a
matter of making the therapy possible by informing the physician of his ailment, but
of deserving the healing, at the price of truth.
—
2. Recourse to the judicial model, very frequent as well,80 reveals basically the same

paradox. When the sacramental penance becomes clearly defined as a tribunal in which
the priest must play the role of judge (a judge who represents God but whose sentences
have their effects in heaven), the exact confession by the sinner of the wrongs he has
committed becomes an essential part of the procedure: based on it—and given the
threat that lying or willful omission may invalidate the sacrament—the confessor will
be able to render his judgment and determine the conditions of the penance. In ancient
Christianity, the priest doesn’t play the role of judge: the penitent deals directly with
God—a judge who cannot be informed of anything since he sees everything.81 And yet

76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive
to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
79 Ezekiel 8:8.
80 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 9.
81 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1.
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he must be shown the sins committed with nothing hidden.82 The authors of the third
and fourth centuries offer several justifications for this obligation. One is completely
traditional: it’s that the spontaneous and sincere confession is favorable to the accused
in the mind of the judge.83 Another refers to the idea that the devil will one day
be man’s accuser before God, so man will be in a more advantageous position if he
preempts his enemy’s denunciation, if he speaks first and sets out himself the crimes
for which he may be reproached.84 Further, since Christ is man’s advocate with God
and serves as intercessor, the sinner must normally confide his case and confess his
sins to Christ.85 Finally, another argument, a stranger one for us perhaps: he that
confesses his wrongs not only justifies himself before God, but justifies God himself
and his wrath against the weakness of men: to deny one’s own sins would be to try to
make God a liar.86
—
3. But truth be told, these two models—of medicine and of the tribunal, which

will later become so important for organizing the penitential confession and giving it
its form—seem to play only an accessory role as part of the required exomologesis.
The penitent’s obligation to manifest himself in the truth of his sinful condition is
more deeply grounded in martyrdom. There are two reasons for this. First, the martyr
is promised forgiveness of his sins: the blood he sheds washes them away. And if he
professes his Christian belief, which he has affirmed a first time in baptism, a second
time under torture, the ordeal will constitute a second baptism, with the same effects
of remission of sins.87 Moreover, the benefits of penance—that “second baptism”—were
granted, not without serious discussions, to those who had fallen away, those who
chose to deny their faith rather than undergo the torture: for them, penance was a
way of inflicting martyrdom on themselves to reaffirm their faith—the martyrdom they
had tried, out of weakness, to escape. This theme, which appears in the wake of the
great persecutions, remains in use later. Penance appears then as the substitute for
martyrdom for the generation that no longer finds in this peril the occasion for proving
its faith. “The martyrs have been killed,” says Saint Augustine, and asks, “Who are the
children of those that were killed, if not ourselves? And how are we freed, if not by

82 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
83 Ibid., II, 24.
84 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 10.
85 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1 and Book II, chap. 5.
86 The word employed here is, as we’ll see, a term that has both an exact and a complex meaning in

the penitential procedure. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, the reinterpretation of the biblical text in
regard to penitential practices is more explicit still: God, hiatros [physician], wanted Cain’s transgression
to be erased dia tês homologias tou ptaismatos [by the recognition of the sin].

87 God condemns the impudence much more than the sin.
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saying to the Lord: you have broken my chains, I will offer you a victim’s sacrifice in
the form of praise?”88
Now, as we know, martyrdom is a conveyor of truth: evidence of the belief for which

one dies, a manifestation that life here below is nothing but a death, but that death
gives access to true life, a testimony by which this truth enables one to face suffering
without collapsing. The martyr, without even having to speak, and by his very conduct,
makes a truth shine forth that, in destroying life, makes one live beyond death. In the
complex economy of the martyr’s conduct, truth is affirmed in a belief, is shown to
everyone’s eyes as a force, and inverts the values of life and death. It constitutes a
“test” [épreuve] in the triple sense that it expresses the sincerity of a man’s belief, it
confirms the all-powerful force of that which one believes, and it dispels the deceptive
appearances of this world to reveal the reality of the beyond. If exomologesis is so
important in penance, if it is synonymous with it in public and ostentatious rites, this
is because the penitent must testify like the martyr: express his repentance, show the
strength his faith gives him, and make it clear that this body that he humiliates is only
dust and death, and that true life is elsewhere. By reproducing the martyrdom that
he hasn’t had the courage (or the opportunity) to endure, the penitent places himself
at the threshold of a death that hides beneath the deceptive appearances of life, of a
genuine life that is promised by death. This threshold is that of metanoia, or conversion,
when the soul does a complete turnaround, inverts all its values, and changes in every
respect. Exomologesis as a manifestation by the penitent himself of that death which
his life has been, and of the life he will access through death, constitutes the evidential
and exemplary expression—the proof—of his metanoia.
One can say that, in the practice of ancient penance, the part played by the “con-

fession” is both vague and essential. Vague because it’s not a matter of a specific rite
localized within the whole procedure, even if at certain moments the verbal declara-
tion of the sin is no doubt required (as when one asks the bishop for the status of
penitent). Essential because it is part of a constant dimension of the penitential ex-
ercise. This exercise, in the course of its proceedings, must manifest the truth. Later,
in medieval penance, the confession will take the form of a “truth-telling” that will be
the enumeration of sins committed: here it’s the entire penance that must constitute
a “truth-telling”—or rather, since in it the role of verbal utterance is peculiarly lim-
ited in favor of gestures, behaviors, and ways of living, this will be a “truth-doing”:
truly doing metanoia—repentance, mortification, resurrection to the true life. But this
“truth-doing” essential to penance doesn’t have the role of reconstructing the sins com-
mitted by reliving them in memory. It doesn’t seek to establish the subjects’ identity
or responsibility, it doesn’t constitute a mode of knowledge of oneself and one’s past,
but rather the manifestation of a rupture: a temporal break, a renunciation of the

88 The element of shame and indecency in the act and in the avowal is at the center of the Christian
economy of penance. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, Cain is characterized by [three] adjectives:
agnômôn, anaisthêtos, anaiskhuntos [ungrateful, insensitive, impudent].
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world, and an inversion of life and death. The penitent, says Saint Ambrose, must be
that young man who comes back home, and the girl he had loved presents herself and
says: Here I am, ego sum. To which he replies: Sed ego non sum ego. A day will come,
in the history of penitential practice, when the sinner will have to present himself to
the priest and verbally itemize his sins: ego sum. But in its early form, penance, at
the same time an exercise and a manifestation, a mortification and a veridiction, is a
way of affirming ego non sum ego. The rites of exomologesis ensure that this rupture
of identity is produced.
* Manuscript: “from life to death.”
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4. The Art of Arts
Spiritual direction, self-examination, careful control by the subject of his acts and

his thoughts, confiding what he has done to another, asking a guide for advice, and
accepting the rules of conduct he suggests: all this is a very ancient tradition. The
Christian authors didn’t conceal this antecedence or deny the kinship between these
older practices and the exercises they themselves prescribed. Saint John Chrysostom
recommends soul-searching by referring to the example of the pagan philosophers and
by citing Pythagoras.1 Apparently, Epictetus’s Manual was copied by Saint Nilus as
if it were a Christian text offering a code of existence capable of properly shaping the
souls of the faithful and leading them to salvation. There is a certain continuity from
the teachers of conduct in antiquity to the guides of ascetic life—referred to, moreover,
as the philosophical life. The differences, however, must not be overlooked.
Among the Greeks and the Romans, the practice of life guidance included a fairly

wide range of different procedures. One finds it in the form of discontinuous and circum-
stantial relations: Antiphon the Sophist maintained a consulting office where he would
sell advice to those facing difficult situations,2 and the physicians would respond to
requests concerning not only physical ailments but also moral illnesses: just as much as
preventive methods or guidelines for health, the regimens they prescribed were rules for
living, for controlling the passions, gaining self-control, managing the economy of plea-
sures, and ensuring fairness in relations with others.3 But the consultations could also
be acts of friendship and kindness, without remuneration: conversations, exchanges of
correspondence, drafting of a little treatise addressed to a friend in distress. In general,
these episodic forms of direction responded to a specific situation: a stroke of bad luck,
exile, a spell of mourning could trigger them, but also a crisis, a period of difficulty,
a moment of uncertainty. This was the case with Serenus when he explained his con-

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.
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dition to Seneca, requesting the aid of his diagnosis and his counsel.4 He felt he was
no longer progressing on the path of Stoic wisdom: opposite impulses were agitating
his soul, not to the point of provoking a “storm,” but with enough force to give him
“something like seasickness.”5
But there also existed much more continuous and much more institutionalized forms

of direction. They functioned in the schools of philosophy in particular. There the
discipline of collective life that was imposed on everyone was completed by much more
individualized relations. The teacher was a constant guide for the disciple: he taught
him the truth little by little, helped him progress on the path of virtue, self-control, and
tranquility of the soul, tested his progress, and, day by day, gave him advice on living.
Thus, among the Epicureans, individual interviews were set up, a rule of frankness was
imposed on members of the school, encouraging everyone to reveal their soul and not
to hide anything, so that they might be guided effectively; only the wisest teachers
could take charge of this individual direction of students, while the others had the
collective responsibility for a group.6
To ensure its proper functioning, the direction called upon a whole ensemble of

diverse practices.7 One of the most important was the spiritual examination. Starting
with the Pythagoreans, it figures as a key element in a large number of codes for
living. But it didn’t always have the same form, it didn’t always focus on the same
objects, and the same results were not always expected from it.8 Little is known about
the Pythagorean examination beyond the famous verses of the Carmen aureum, only
the first two of which are thought to represent the oldest tradition: “Don’t allow gentle
sleep to slip in like fog before you’ve examined each action of your day.”9 Other than its
role as a test of moral progress, this examination was perhaps one of those mnemonic
exercises that the Pythagoreans cultivated. It also served, no doubt, as a purifying
ritual to induce favorable dreams and prepare for a sleep in which the school saw a
prefiguration of death.10
In the great development of Hellenistic philosophy as spiritual direction, examina-

tion of the soul plays a major role. It constitutes a kind of exchange: a relay between
the one directed and the director, a transition between the period when one is being

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,

et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
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directed and the moment when that will cease to be the case. Through the examination
the disciple or patient will be able to reveal the condition of his soul to his director,
so that the latter can render a judgment and determine the appropriate remedy. This
is how Serenus’s examination begins after asking for Seneca’s aid: “It is easier to give
you details about the infirmity of my soul than it is to summarize […] I’ll describe
the disturbances I experience and it will be up to you to name the disease.”11 It’s also
through the examination that the directee can see how his director’s recommendations
are acting upon his soul and helping him to improve; through it he can constantly
verify that he is following them correctly and that he is thus capable of achieving his
autonomy. And it’s the exam that, once the period of direction is ended, allows him
to prolong its effects and conduct a permanent direction of his own soul. This quadru-
ple role of the examination as an opening of the soul to others, an internalization of
the rules of direction, a testing of their success, and an exercise of self-control once
autonomy is acquired appears clearly in a treatise that Galen devoted to the “passions
of the soul”: “First, we must not leave the diagnosis of these passions to ourselves but
must entrust it to others; second, we must not leave this task to just anyone but to
older men who are commonly considered to be good and noble—men to whom we
ourselves have given full approval because on many occasions, we have found them
free from these passions […] Then, too, a man must remind himself of these things
each day—if he does so more frequently it will be all the better, but if not, at least
let him do so at dawn, before he begins his daily tasks, and toward evening before he
is about to rest. You can be sure that I have grown accustomed to pondering twice a
day the exhortations attributed to Pythagoras, for it is not enough for us to practice
self-control; we must also cleanse ourselves of voluptuous eating and carnal lust […]
While we are novices in all these matters, we must ask others to watch over us and
inform us of any error into which we fall; later on let us, without our tutors’ help, keep
watch over ourselves.”12
In this role as relay and hinge, the spiritual examination is oriented toward a goal

and privileges one issue: self-control. If the directee examines himself, if he takes up
each of his weaknesses in turn, this is so that he might become fully in control of
himself and no longer need to resort to another’s help at a difficult time. This aim of
self-examination appears clearly when one compares two texts connected with Stoic
practice: the first shows what the examination can be within the context of direction,
and the second what it is for someone who has achieved philosophical autonomy.
Representing the first situation is the letter from Serenus to Seneca. Advancing step

by step, Serenus requests the philosopher’s help at a time when he is experiencing a
malaise involving the sensation of no longer making progress, the fear that his attach-
ment to what is bad and what is good may be embedded in a definitive way, and the
feeling that he’s immobilized in a state that is not exactly deliverance and not exactly

11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
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enslavement. In short, he is neither sick nor healthy.13 So the examination that Serenus
is undertaking—and for which he’s asking Seneca to intervene, diagnose, and suggest
remedies—consists in establishing a kind of appraisal of forces: which ones ensure the
soul’s stability, its serenity, its independence? Which ones, on the contrary, expose it
to external trouble and make it dependent on things that are foreign to its purpose?
The examination focuses successively on the problem of wealth, public duties, and
the preoccupation with posthumous glory. In regard to these three points he draws
a dividing line: on one side, what marks the soul’s ability to be satisfied with what
it has at its disposal (an adequate standard of living, a simple cuisine, furniture one
has inherited), to fully carry out one’s public duties (serving friends, fellow citizens,
humanity), to take real and present things into consideration when one speaks; but
on the other side, there is the pleasure one experiences in the spectacle of luxury on
display, the enthusiasm that is sometimes aroused in one, the words that swell as if
one wished above all for posterity to speak of him.
Serenus’s examination doesn’t focus therefore on specific acts, or on a relatively

distant past; it’s not a matter of tabulating what good and bad was done, or of singling
out the wrongs that were committed and that called for repentance. The gaze of
consciousness is fixated on the present, a present that is seen as a “state,”14 on the play
of forces that push Serenus either to stay at home satisfied with his lot, or to rush off
to the forum and speak in a voice that no longer belongs to him. But the examination
doesn’t try to search out the causes of this state: it doesn’t descend toward the hidden
roots of the sickness—it tries to reconstitute it as it presents itself to consciousness,
in the form of the satisfactions the latter experiences or the impulses it feels within
itself. The systematic repetition of the word placet (it pleases) is significant: the feeling
the soul has about what it does or sees forms the specific object of the examination.
Thus, the examination traces the way in which the impulses that trouble the soul
are manifested to it—and which, in the particular case of Serenus, pull it in opposite
directions at once, immobilize it on the path of progress, and make it vacillate to the
point of giving him seasickness. One thus arrives at an image of the infirmitas of the
soul through the awareness that it maintains of itself.
In book 3 of De ira, Seneca offers the example of another type of examination: the

one that he conducts every evening, before going to sleep, once all the lights are put out.
This time it’s a matter of looking back on the day and “scanning” its entire unfolding.
He reviews his acts and words and assesses them: he recalls that he wasted his time
trying to instruct ignorant people, or that, in attempting to correct one of his friends,
he spoke to him with so much force that the friend was offended rather than corrected.
In this instance, we have a clearly retrospective examination: it is oriented toward
definite actions and it has the goal, in “taking their measure again,”15 of separating

13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,

col. 11).
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the bad acts from the good ones. In this way, each deed must receive “its share of
praise and blame.” Here the judicial model is present (and no longer the medical one);
the words say it without ambiguity: cognoscit de moribus suis; apud me causam dico.
But it should be noted that this inquiry doesn’t lead to condemnation or punishment
or remorse. The self-examiner merely tells himself “I forgive you now” and “see that
you don’t repeat it.” So the model is perhaps more administrative than judicial: the
latent image in the text puts one more in mind of an inspection than a tribunal. One
scrutinizes, one examines, one detects, one reassesses.16
Now, Seneca gives two examples that do suggest the actions for which one should

reproach oneself: having tried to instruct people who were incapable of understanding,
and having hurt someone he’d intended to correct—hence not having attained the
goal that he had set. According to a characteristic principle of Stoicism, an action is
to be evaluated and declared good or bad according to its ends or goals.17 And it’s for
having disregarded certain rational principles of actions—it is useless to teach those
who’ve never been able to learn anything; or again, it’s necessary when one speaks to
consider the interlocutor’s ability to receive the truth—that Seneca committed “errors”
relative to the objectives he was aiming for. These are consequently seen as so many
“mistakes.”18 And the role of the examination is to allow one to correct them for the
future, by naming the rules of conduct that were not acknowledged. It’s not a matter of
reproaching oneself for what was done, but of constituting patterns of rational behavior
for future circumstances, and of establishing one’s autonomy so that it coincides with
the order of the world, by applying the principles of universal reason. One can say that
in De ira the examination—retrospective and centered on past faults as it may be—has
a “programming” function: to recognize, through the “errors” and the missed objectives,
the rules that will make it possible to control the actions that one undertakes, and hence
to control oneself.
These practices were not immediately incorporated into Christianity. One doesn’t

really see the obligation and rules of spiritual examination defined,19 or the techniques
for directing souls developed, before the fourth century. The themes of ancient philoso-
phy spread through Christian thought long before the procedures connected with that
philosophical life.
It’s true that, as early as the second and third centuries, there are numerous texts

that underline the importance of knowing oneself or reflecting on the acts to be done
16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”
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or on those one has already performed. Clement of Alexandria, at the beginning of the
third book of the Paedagogus, reminds everyone that “the greatest knowledge is the
knowledge of oneself (to gnônai hauton).” But there it is not a matter of an investigation
of oneself, nor a retrospection of the past or the reactualization in memory of the
wrongful acts one may have been guilty of. It’s a matter of recognizing in oneself the
element by which one can know God—the reality for which God is the guide, which
consequently can lead men to him and, freeing man from the external world with
its material adornments, clothe him in a pure beauty that makes him resemble God
himself.20 Here self-knowledge is not in any way a spiritual examination, or a plunge
into the depths of oneself; it involves an ascent toward God, at the urging of a soul
that is able to rise toward him. In a very different spirit, Saint Hilary advises the
Christian to reflect carefully on his acts,21 but he is thinking above all of a vigilance
that enables one not to engage in an action casually, to foresee its dangers and to
carry it out only when it has reached the necessary moment of maturity; a prospective
reflection, therefore, that is in keeping with what was demanded by the philosophy of
the day, and the Stoics in particular,22 but that doesn’t take the form of a systematic
examination of oneself.
The same thing can be said about direction. The theme of the shepherd who must

guide the flock and each sheep to the meadows of salvation is present in the oldest forms
of Christianity. But it doesn’t coincide with the idea of a “direction” that would take
charge of an individual’s life, guiding it step by step, prescribing it a specific regimen,
giving it advice about everyday conduct, constantly informing itself about his progress
and requiring a continuous and unfailing obedience. A text by Clement of Alexandria
is meaningful on this point:23 it stresses the necessity for a rich and powerful person
(for whom, consequently, entry into paradise is especially difficult) to have someone
who comes to his assistance, and he employs the traditional metaphors of direction (a
“pilot,” a “gymnastics instructor”); this guide will speak freely and bluntly; he must be
listened to with all the more fear and respect. But this counseling activity is only one
aspect of a more complex role, where the one who “directs” must pray, fast, engage in
vigils, and subject himself to macerations for the benefit of the one he is directing. He
is thus the directee’s intercessor before God, his representative, his sponsor, just as for
the sinner he is an angel sent by God. So what is involved here is a substitution or at
least a sacrificial participation that goes well beyond the technique of direction. The

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
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example that Clement cites confirms this: one sees the apostle John baptize a young
man, then entrust him, during his absence, to the local bishop; and when upon his
return he learns that the neophyte has fallen back into sin, he scolds the bishop for the
bad guardianship he’s exercised24 and goes and finds the offender: “I will defend you
before Christ; if need be, I will die in your place, and willingly, following the Lord’s
example. I will sacrifice my life to yours.”25 In this way he brings the young man back
to the Church, weeping with him and sharing his fasts. The model, as you can see, is
not that of the instructor teaching his student how to live and to conduct himself: it’s
that of Christ who sacrifices himself for men after they have fallen, and who intercedes
for them with God. The exchange of sacrifice for redemption is the most important of
these means for leading a soul and getting it to progress little by little.26
In reality, the practices of direction and spiritual examination—elaborated by an-

cient philosophy—were accepted into Christianity, where they saw a development of
new forms and effects, only with monasticism, within and based on those institutions.
That these ways and means of the philosophical life were put into practice there is
not surprising in the least. Designed to lead to the perfect life—“an existence in which
purity of conduct is associated with the true knowledge of what is”27—monasticism was
able to present itself as the philosophical life par excellence: philosophy according to
Christ,28 philosophy through works.29 And the monasteries were able to be defined as
schools of philosophy.30 So it was there—either in the semi-reclusion practiced in Lower
Egypt, for example, where a few disciples would come to initiate themselves into desert
life in the company of renowned ascetics, or in the cenobia where the communitarian
life would be developed according to general and strict rules—that the conduct of
individuals would be organized according to complex procedures. These gave rise to re-
flection and elaboration and the creation of an art, which, Gregory of Nazianzus would
say—taking up the expression ordinarily used to designate philosophy—was tekhnê
[tekhnôn*, the art of arts: “But granted that a man is free from vice, and has reached
the greatest heights of virtue: I do not see what knowledge or power would justify him
in venturing upon this office. For the guiding of man, the most variable and manifold
of creatures, seems to me in very deed to be the art of arts and science of sciences.”31

24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently
in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
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Constantly, and up to the present age, the direction of individuals, the management
of their souls, the guidance, step by step, of their progress, the exploration, together
with them, of the secret impulses of their hearts, would be placed under this rubric of
ars artium.32
For my comments on these practices of direction and examination, I will rely—not

exclusively but in a privileged way—on the information given by Cassian. Doubtless he
doesn’t represent the highest forms of ascetic thought, but he was, with Saint Jerome,
one of the main vehicles of Eastern experiences in the West; and he is also not content,
either in the Institutes or in the Conferences, merely to cite the exploits of the most
famous monks or to convey their rules of existence. Based on his own experience, he
sets out “the simple life of the saints”; to his outline of the institutions and the rules,
he adds an assessment “of the causes of the principal faults” and “how to be cured of
them.” It’s less a matter of celebrating “God’s marvels” than of instructing the brethren
in “the correction of behavior and how to live the perfect life.”33
A testimony, therefore, that, between the institutional rules and the most edifying

examples, seeks to communicate a way of doing things, a practice with its methods and
reasons. In short, to repeat a statement he makes at the beginning of the Conferences,
the life of the monks is treated as an “art” and studied as a link between means and
particular objectives and an end that is appropriate to it.34

I. The Principle of Direction
“Those who are not directed fall like dead leaves.” This saying from Proverbs35 was

regularly cited in the monastic literature in support of the principle that the monk’s life
cannot do without a “direction.” The monk can’t do without it if he undertakes to lead,
in solitude, the anchorite’s existence. And he can’t even be exempted from direction
if that life unfolds in a monastery under the yoke of a communal rule. In all cases
the singular relation binding a disciple to a master—placing him under the latter’s
continuous control, obliging him to comply with the least of his orders and confide
his soul to him without any hesitation—is mandatory. Direction is indispensable for
anyone wanting to advance toward the perfect life: neither the individual ardor of the
ascesis nor the general application of the code can replace it.

32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the

Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.
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In the eighteenth Conference, Cassian, following the abbot Piamun, places the
monks into three or rather four categories.36 He essentially reproaches the two he
condemns—the Sarabaites and the newly emergent anchorites—for having refused the
practice of direction. The Sarabaites “have no interest in monastic discipline” and refuse
to “submit to the authority of elders”; they “don’t learn their instructions,” “don’t ac-
cept any of the rules deriving from sensible guidance,” “the last thing they want is to be
governed…,” they insist on “being free of the yoke of elders, free to do what takes their
fancy.”37 The same goes for the false anchorites who, because they have no humility
or patience, can’t stand being “exercised” (lacessiti) by anyone.38 The bad monk is one
who is not directed: it’s because he comes to monasticism with bad intentions—he
wants to give himself the appearance, but not the reality, of monastic life—that he re-
fuses to let himself be directed; and because he refuses this direction, the faults within
him only grow worse.39
So one enters into the reality of monastic existence through direction. Those who

choose the “high peaks of asceticism” are advised by Cassian to test themselves first
in a regular cenobitic community,40 and then to look for a teacher with whom one can
learn solitude. He recalls a piece of advice given by Abbot Antony: for so difficult an
apprenticeship, a single teacher will not suffice; with several, one must draw from the
virtues that each of them possesses—“And therefore the monk who desires to gather
spiritual honey ought, like a most careful bee, to suck out virtue from those who
specially possess it, and should diligently store it up in the vessel of his own breast.”41
Someone wishing to join the cenobium is first subjected to the big threshold test:

he’s made to wait at the gate of the monastery, where he begs to enter; but, pretending
to suspect nothing but selfish motives on his part, the monks rebuff him for ten days,
“cover him with insults and reproaches,” to test his intention and his steadfastness. If
he is accepted, his instruction unfolds in two phases. In the first, he’s assigned an elder,
who “dwells apart, not far from the entrance to the monastery, in charge of strangers
and guests”: there, he’s trained in service (famulatus), humility, and patience. After
a whole year, if there have been no complaints about him, he’s incorporated into
the community and placed with another elder, who is responsible for teaching and
governing (instituere et gubernare) a group of ten young people. Cassian says nothing
about the existence of a relationship of direction between the elders.42 On the one

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
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hand, nothing clearly suggests that the elders were expected to have recourse, whether
regularly or occasionally, to a director. However, Cassian, like all the authors of his
era, insists on the principle that every soul, without exception, needs direction43—that
even after long exercises, even when one has a reputation for saintliness, there are still
cases where one lapses,44 and that monks need to be directed till the end of their lives.
On two occasions—in the Institutes and in the Conferences—Cassian recalls the great
saintliness of Pinufius: the respect that surrounded him in his monastery deprived him
of “the possibility of progressing in the virtue of submission to the degree that he
aspired”; twice he flees in secret to take up the life of a novice again and is crestfallen
when he’s discovered, lamenting that he can’t end his life in the submission he has
acquired.45 The fact remains, for Cassian, that only one who has learned to obey and
has acquired “through the education received from the elders, that which he will have
to impart to the younger ones” can be called to command; but also the highest wisdom
or, better, “the highest gift” of the Holy Spirit consists in the possibility of “directing
others well” and “getting directed oneself.”46 The saint is not one who “self-directs”; it’s
one who allows himself to be directed by God.
A universality, therefore, of the relationship of direction. Even if there’s a phase

of initiation into the monastic life where direction must take a dense, institutional
form, organized by rules applying to all novices in common, the willingness to accept
a direction, the readiness to be directed, is a constant that must characterize monastic
life from beginning to end.47 Cassian indicates the two main aspects of this direction,
and the way in which direction must be exercised.

• The direction consists in an obedience training, understood as a renunciation of
one’s own wishes through submission to another’s will: “And his concern and the
chief part of his instruction [referring to the teacher of the novices]—through
which the juniors brought to him may be able, in due course, to mount to the
greatest heights of perfection—will be to teach them first to conquer their own
wishes; and, anxiously and diligently practicing them in this, he will of set pur-
pose contrive to give them such orders as he knows to be contrary to their
liking.”48

• And to achieve this perfect and exhaustive obedience, so that this game of
nullification-replacement (nullification of one’s own will, substitution of another’s

even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
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will) can take place, an exercise is essential: constant examination of oneself and
perpetual confession. “And, that they may easily arrive at this [perfect obedience
and humility of the heart], they are next taught not to conceal by a false shame
any itching thoughts in their hearts, but, as soon as ever such arise, to lay them
bare to the senior, and, in forming a judgment about them, not to trust anything
to their own discretion, but to take it on trust that that is good or bad which is
considered and pronounced so by the examination of the senior.”49

II. The Rule of Obedience
That direction presupposes the disciple’s exact obedience to the master is obviously

not a principle peculiar to Christian monasticism. In the philosophical life of antiq-
uity, the master had to be listened to faithfully. But that obedience was instrumental,
targeted, and limited. It had a definite object: it was meant to help one break free of
a passion, overcome a mourning or a sorrow, escape a phase of uncertainty (this was
the case with Serenus consulting Seneca), or attain a certain state (of tranquility, of
self-control, of independence with respect to external events). To achieve this end, the
director would utilize tailored means, and the obedience required of the disciple was
limited to those necessary forms. Moreover, it was a temporary submission that would
cease as soon as the goal was reached. It was just one of the tools employed by the
direction, according to a strict economy that limited it solely to the moment and the
objectives for which it could be useful.
Monastic obedience is of a different type altogether.
a) First of all, it is comprehensive: one is expected to obey not only insofar as this

submission would enable one to obtain a result—one must obey in every case and in
general. No aspect of life, no moment of existence, must escape the form of obedience.
The one being directed must make sure that the least of his actions—even an action
that seems clearly to fall outside the control of his own will—is subjected to the will
of the one directing him. The obedience relation must permeate existence down to its
smallest manifestations. This is the subdito, which implies that in all his behaviors the
monk must ensure that he is commandable. Commanded by the rule, by the abbot’s
directives, by the orders of one’s director, possibly even according to the wishes of one’s
brethren50—while it’s true that the brethren’s wishes don’t emanate from a superior
or an elder, they have the privilege of being the wishes of another. So there is no
distinction to be made between what one does for oneself and what one does at the
behest of another. Everything must be done in compliance with an order.
The officium of the monk, says Saint Jerome, is to obey.51 So he must do everything

by express command, or at least according to a granted permission—“Every act that
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”

of the human livestock.
51 Ezekiel 34:2.
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is done without the order or permission of a superior is a theft and a sacrifice leading
to death and not to any benefit, even if it seems so to you.”52 “The juniors not only
do not dare to leave their cell without permission but do not venture to satisfy their
common and natural needs.”53 And later Dorotheus of Gaza will recount the exploit
of one of Barsanuphe’s disciples who, exhausted by illness, kept himself from dying so
long as his master had not given the authorization.54
b) Further, the value of this obedience doesn’t lie in the content of the prescribed or

permitted act. It resides above all in its form—in the fact that one is subjected to the
will of another and yields to it, attaching no importance to what is wanted, but clinging
to the fact that it’s another who wants it. The essential thing is not to put anything
in opposition to this obedience: neither one’s own will, nor one’s reason, nor some self-
interest (even if it appears legitimate), nor the least reluctance. One must fully accept
“undergoing” that other’s will—being, in relation to it, ductile and transparent. This is
the principle of patientia, which makes one accept what the director wants and tolerate
everything from him. Cassian, like the other exponents of monastic life, reports the
most famous tests of this patience: tests of absurdity—even if an order makes no sense,
it has to be fully executed. Such was the case with the abbey John, hero of obedience,
whose master sent him to water a dried-out stick planted in the middle of the desert
for a whole year.55 Tests of immediacy—once given, an order must be carried out
right away, without the slightest delay: scarcely uttered, it takes precedence over any
other obligation whatsoever; there is nothing that shouldn’t yield to the urgency of
the command. Witness that monk busy copying out the holiest Scriptures, who breaks
off the moment he’s called to prayer; his stylus lifts up abruptly and the letter it was
shaping remains unfinished.56 Tests of non-rebellion—the injustice of a command, be it
contrary either to the truth or to nature, must never prevent one from executing it. It’s
there, rather, that obedience assumes its greatest value. Pafnutius, unjustly accused of
a wrong that another committed against him, accepts his condemnation and can’t wait
to begin the penance imposed on him.57 Patermutus, having joined the monastery with
his young son, patiently bears seeing the bad treatment the child is made to undergo,
and as soon as the order is given, he hurries to throw the little boy in the river.58
Understood as non-resistance to everything the other wants and imposes, patientia
turns the monk into a kind of inert material in the hands of the one directing him.
“Not differing in any respect from an inanimate body or from the material employed

52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”
Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.

53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good
of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or

the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].
58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
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by an artist […], just as the artist shows his skill without the material hindering him
to any degree in the pursuit of his goal.”59
c) Finally, monastic obedience has no other end than itself. It is not a momentary

dependence—it is not a stage that is finally crowned by the right to move freely. If the
monk must obey, it’s in order to attain the state of obedience. Why is it so important,
in spiritual direction, to train the novice to obey someone? It’s because the aim is to
make him “be obedient” in the absolute sense. Obedience is not simply a relation to
this or that—it’s a general and permanent structure of existence. And hence a form
of relationship with oneself. But this relationship doesn’t consist in internalizing the
mechanism of direction, as it were—in becoming one’s own director and in making
sure that no part of ourselves escapes our sovereign will. On the contrary: the state
of obedience finds its expression in humilitas. The latter, instead of being a closed
structure—as in someone who by obeying has learned to become his own master—
is an “open figure”: it ensures that the subject gives others the power over him. In
humility, I see myself as such a lowly creature that I am inferior to anyone—and
consequently I feel obliged to prefer their will to mine and I feel prepared to obey them
in everything, as insignificant as it may be—but, moreover, I grant no legitimacy to my
own will nor any justification for willing. The obedience imposed on monks promises
them no dominion over themselves, but rather a humility that is nothing other than
obedience as a definitive state, a permanent availability to all others, and an unending
relation of oneself to oneself. Humility is both the effect of a long exercise of obedience
and the root—even in the most solitary practitioner—of any possible obedience. It’s
not surprising that in listing the marks of humility, Cassian confines himself almost
exclusively to the forms of “being obedient”: mortifying one’s own will, hiding nothing
from one’s elder, not relying on one’s own discernment, obeying without resentment
and practicing patience, not being upset about the insults one suffers, doing nothing
other than what the rule and the examples command, being satisfied with the basest
things and regarding oneself as being without any worth whatever, declaring oneself to
be the lowest of men from the bottom of one’s heart, and never raising one’s voice.60
Considering these three aspects, it’s clear that obedience constitutes an exercise

of the will upon itself and against itself. Willing what others will—by virtue of the
intrinsic and express privilege held by the will of others—is what is meant by subdito.
Willing an absence of will—intending not to oppose or resist, willing that one’s own will
not get in the way of the other’s will—is what is meant by patientia. Refraining from
willing—renouncing the least of one’s own desires—is the meaning of humilitas. And
this exercise of obedience, instead of being simply an instrument for direction, forms an
indivisible circle with it. Obedience is the initial condition that enables direction to do
its work—which explains the tests of submission to which the candidate is exposed even
before he passes through the monastery gate. It is the essential form of the director’s

59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
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action; it is the general form of the relation between the director and the directee; it
is, finally, the outcome to which the direction leads, an outcome that puts the directee
in a position to accept indefinitely a different will, instead of and in place of his own.
Consequently, it is ranked first among the virtues. First, since it is with obedience that
the monastic institution and the training of novices must begin. First, too, because it
is the basis of all the virtues that direction can cultivate in anyone aiming to progress
toward perfection. The monks prefer it, says Cassian, “putting it not merely before
manual labor and reading and silence and quietness in the cell, but even before all
other virtues, so that they consider that everything else should be postponed for it,
and are content to undergo any amount of inconvenience if only it may be seen that
they have in no way neglected this virtue.”61
In the progression toward perfection, one can understand the place that Cassian

assigns to humility, understood as a permanent state of obedience, an acceptance
of every submission, a determination not to will, and a renunciation of all of one’s
wishes. This progression has a negative feeling as its point of departure: the “fear of
God,” the fear of punishments, the fear that by offending him they will provoke his
wrath. The point of arrival is “charity”—that is, the possibility of acting “from love of
goodness itself, and delighting in virtue.”62 Now, the transition from fear to charity is
accomplished through humility inasmuch as humility—by requiring one to renounce
all of one’s own wishes (including the wish to avoid punishment)—leads one to accept
the will of the other as a principle of all action (and in charity, it is God’s will that is
the principle of action).63 Shedding fear through charity presupposes, as a preparation
and an intermediate step, the exercise of obedience and the practice of the virtue of
humility. Of course, there is more to the asceticism demanded of the monk than the
mere fact of obeying: the fasts, the vigils, the prayers, the labor, the works of charity
are required as well. But if it is to lead to a humility in which the individual will has
disappeared, all asceticism must be practiced in the general form of obedience.
One can thus measure the distance separating Christian direction from the kind

practiced, for example, among the Stoics. The aim of Stoic direction was essentially
to establish the conditions for a sovereign exercise of the will upon oneself. It involved
leading the directee to the turning point where he became master of himself. Which
implied that he learn to distinguish what pertained to his will from what was outside
its domain; and it armed that will with a reason that had the triple role of establishing
this division, defining one’s congruity with the world’s order, and clearing away the
errors of opinion that produce the disorder of the passions or the excess of desires.64
Christian direction, on the other hand, is aimed at a renunciation of the will. It rests

on the paradox of a determination not to will. Submission to the master, which is its
necessary instrument, never leads one to the point where one can establish sovereignty

61 Jeremiah 10:21.
62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
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over oneself, but to the point where, forbidden any mastery, the ascetic can no longer
will anything but what God wills. And tranquility of the soul, which in Cassian’s
vocabulary is the equivalent of the Greek apatheia, doesn’t consist in having established
a rule over involuntary impulses so complete that nothing can shake it against one’s
will. It consists in the state where, having abjured willing autonomously, one owes
one’s strength only to that of God, one is in its presence. The contemplative life can
then begin.
III. The Recourse to God
To justify the necessity of a direction and the obligation to obey, Cassian offers

a reason that has nothing new or unexpected about it. Throughout one’s monastic
existence, one aspiring to perfection must avoid two dangers: first, laxity with regard
to the tasks of ascetic life—the little, scarcely perceptible indulgences that lead the soul
to the greatest weaknesses; and second, an excess of zeal that, by different paths, often
causes the same effects as laxity. “Excesses meet. Too much fasting and too much eating
come to the same end. Keeping too long a vigil brings the same disastrous cost as the
sluggishness that plunges a monk into the longest sleep. Too much self-denial brings
weakness and induces the same condition as carelessness and apathy.”65 The age-old
theme of the peril of the two excesses, with the principle that in his conduct a man must
avoid the too-little and the too-much. Classical wisdom philosophy had invoked this
principle quite frequently. To designate the ability to find one’s way between the two
extremes, Cassian employs the term discretio, as an equivalent of the Greek diakrisis
(which is, all at once, the ability to discern differences, an aptitude for deciding between
two sides, and an act of measured judgment). “Avoiding extremes, discernment teaches
the monk to walk always on the royal road. It keeps him from veering to the right—
that is, from going with stupid presumption and excessive fervor beyond the boundary
of reasonable restraint. It keeps him from going to the left to carelessness and sin.”66
Cassian, like the theoreticians of monastic life of the same period, gives this classic

notion a fundamental importance. He devotes the second of his Conferences to it,
immediately after having explained, in the first, the goal and end of monastic life
and before considering, in the following ones, the different aspects of that existence—
its struggles and its duties. The notion appears therefore as the primary instrument
for progressing toward perfection. “Lamp of the body,” sun that must never set on
our anger, counsel to which we must submit even when we drink the wine of the
soul—in it “lies wisdom, intelligence, and sound judgment, without which the house
of our interior life cannot be built nor can spiritual riches be amassed.”67 Now, this
praise of discernment, which will be echoed by many other passages of the Conferences,
has a particular slant to it. It is directed more against overzealousness than against

65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
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sluggishness. Exaggeration emerges as the major danger.68 All the examples invoked
are those of monks who overestimated their capabilities and, too confident of their own
judgment, fell at the moment their zeal pushed them too far.69 Cassian credits Saint
Anthony with this warning about immoderate asceticism: “For very often we have seen
people who have been most zealous in their fasts and vigils, who have lived wondrously
solitary lives, who have endured such total privation of everything that they would not
allow themselves to hold on to even a day’s food or even a single coin of the lowest value
[…] then suddenly fall prey to illusion with the result that they could not give a fitting
end to the work they had undertaken, but rather brought an abominable conclusion
to that high zeal and praiseworthy mode of life.”70 And Cassian presents the combat
against excess asceticism as tougher and more dangerous than the other one, against
sluggishness. A different battle: “Often I have seen those who could not be snared by
gluttony fall nevertheless through immoderate fasting and tumble in weakness into
the very urge they had overcome.”71 And defeat is especially to be feared: “Each battle
is raised by the devil. Yet too much restraint can be more harmful than a satisfied
appetite. Where the latter is concerned, one may, as a result of saving compunction,
move on to a measured austerity. But with the former this is impossible.”72
There is a well-known historical reason for this anti-ascetic animus that accompanies

all the praise of discernment: in the fourth century, the discipline of monastic life—the
cenobic rules that were formulated, but also the prescriptions and advice surrounding
desert solitude or semi-reclusion—were, especially in Lower Egypt, where Cassian gar-
nered most of his lessons and examples, elaborated in reaction against unauthorized,
anarchic, individual, and competitive forms of asceticism. Faced with those isolated
hermits or vagabond monks who were competing in thaumaturgic marvels and exploits
of self-mortification, the regulation of monastic life had the goal of defining a middle
way, accessible to the majority of monks and capable of being incorporated into com-
munitarian institutions. What was demanded of discernment was to determine this
middle path between the too-much and the too-little; but it was also, in a particular
way, to perceive any dangerous excess that might lurk in the ascetic urge, in the drive
toward perfection; to distinguish what might be mixed with weakness, with indulgence,
with attachment to oneself in the desire to taste the extremes of one’s exercises; and
to recognize the elements of its contrary in the guise of the greatest saintliness. In
this preoccupation with a correct measure, a suitably regulated modus of monastic

68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always

leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from

the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”
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life, there was concern with avoiding the weakness and excess of rigor, but also and
perhaps above all with detecting the weakness hidden in every excess of mortification.
This same historical situation explains another inflection of the theme of discern-

ment. In the ancient conception, the ability to distinguish between the too-much and
the too-little and to be moderate in one’s conduct was tied to each person’s use of
their own reason. For a theoretician of monastic life like Cassian,73 the principle of
right measure cannot come from man himself. If the monk must observe himself con-
stantly and attentively, this is not in the hope of discovering a principle of correct
equilibrium there: it’s rather to discover all the reasons for finding his bearings outside
his own consciousness. The Christian monk can never be the measure of himself, how-
ever advanced he may be on the road to sainthood. A story told by Cassian, about the
recitation of psalms, attests to this.74 In the exalted times of earliest Christianity, zeal
pushed everyone to chant as many psalms as their strength permitted. But it was soon
realized that “disharmony” and even just sheer variety could in the future germinate
the seeds of “error, jealousy, and schism.” So the venerable Fathers got together to set
the correct number, but an unknown brother, slipping in among them, and chanting
only twelve psalms before suddenly disappearing, showed both what the proper limit
was and that it was God himself who set it.
A banal story of the divine and miraculous establishment of rules. But here it

assumes a precise meaning. Man’s heteronomy is fundamental and it’s never himself
that he should rely on to define the standards of his behavior. There is a reason for that:
since the fall, the spirit of evil has established its empire over man. It has not exactly
penetrated his soul or intermixed their two substances, which would deprive man of
his freedom. But the spirit of evil has both an originary kinship and a resemblance
to the human soul; it can therefore set up shop in the body, occupy it in competition
with the soul, and, taking advantage of this likeness, trouble the body, give it urges,
disturb its economy; in this way it weakens the soul, sending it suggestions, images,
thoughts, whose origin is hard to determine; the tricked soul may receive them without
recognizing that they are inspired by the Other who cohabits with it in the body. The
Other is thus in a position to disguise the thoughts that come from him, to get them
taken for divine inspirations and to conceal, under the cloak of goodness, the evil they
actually carry. Satan is therefore an agent of illusion within thought.75 And whereas
the ancient sage could appeal to his own reason against the involuntary pressure of his
passions, the Christian monk can’t expect to find a reliable recourse in the ideas within
him that appear the truest or the most saintly. In the very workings of his thought,
he always risks being fooled. And discernment, which ought to allow him to find the
right path between two dangers, mustn’t consist of the exercise of a reason controlling

73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human

race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
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the passions that trouble the body, but of a labor of thought on itself endeavoring to
escape the illusions and tricks that traverse it.
This is to say that discretio, which is indispensable for staying on the right path of

conduct, cannot be demanded of the individual himself. He needs an external recourse
against the traps that haunt his thought, that mask the origin and purpose of the ideas
that come to him. This recourse is first of all divine grace. Without God’s intervention,
man is not capable of discernment: discernment “is no minor virtue, nor one which
can be seized anywhere by human effort. It is ours only as a gift from God […] So you
see that the gift of discernment is neither earthly nor of little account, but is, rather,
a very great boon of divine grace. And if a monk does not do his utmost to acquire
it […] he will surely stray like someone in a dark night and not only will he stumble
into dangerous pits and down steep slopes but he will often fall even in the level,
straightforward places.”76 But if discernment is grace, it must also be virtue,77 a virtue
that one learns. And Cassian defines this necessary apprenticeship by two exercises, or
rather by the permanent coupling of two exercises. First, one must practice a constant
examination of oneself—one must carefully observe all the movements that unfold in
thought: the “inner eye” by which we explore what is happening inside us must never
be shut.78 But, second and simultaneously, one must open one’s soul to another—to
the director, to one’s appointed elder—and make sure that nothing remains hidden
from him. “Let there be no falsely modest veil. Everything must be told openly to the
elders. From them must come the cure of injury and the example of a life lived in all
faith.”79
This “discretion”—which, as an art of discernment and measure, is indispensable for

advancing toward saintliness, and yet which we lack, not only owing to our passions,
but owing to the power of illusion that perpetually threatens our thought—will be
granted us only by divine grace. But what will teach it to us is the combination of
observation and opening of the soul—the exercise of examination inseparably combined
with confession. In sum, what justifies the permanence of a relation of direction is the
necessity of staying on the middle path between the extremes that always may attract
and seduce us. This proper progression can be assured only by the use of a discernment
whose operation does not reside naturally in man. He will have to receive it from God,
but also obtain it through a constant exercise of his gaze and from a truth-telling
in regard to himself. In the general form of obedience and the renunciation of one’s
own will, direction has as its major tool the continuous practice of “the examination-

76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive
to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
79 Ezekiel 8:8.
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confession,” what is called in Eastern Christianity exagoreusis: “Every subordinate
must on the one hand avoid keeping hidden in his innermost being any of the soul’s
urges; and on the other, he must take care not to say anything uncontrollably and
must disclose the secrets of his soul to those of his brothers who have been assigned
to tend to their patients with sympathy and understanding.”80
IV. The Examination-Confession
This technique—in spite of a number of traits in common—differs rather radically

from the review of past acts that one finds, for example, in Seneca’s De ira. Not
that this reflection on the day gone by, prior to sleeping, was unknown in Christian
spirituality. One finds it recommended by Saint John Chrysostom and in terms much
like those of the ancient philosophers: “The morning is when we review our monetary
expenditures. It’s at night—after our meal, when we are in bed, and no one is there to
distract and bother us—that we need to bring our own conduct to account.”81 But it
should be noted that Cassian never mentions any such bedtime accounting among the
obligations of monastic life. It’s likely that this practice remained minor compared to
exagoreusis as such.
The most salient aspect of exagoreusis is that it focuses not on past acts but on the

thoughts that occur—which may happen to be the memory of an act committed or an
act to be carried out.82 But thought itself, cogitatio, is the object of the examination.
That the practice of examination in monastic life is centered in this way on the thought
process, rather than what was done, is not at all surprising. First of all, the strict system
of obedience implies that nothing be done, that nothing be undertaken without the
order or at least the permission of the director; so it’s a matter of considering and
examining, of bringing under control, the idea of the act before the act takes place.
And more fundamentally, since the goal of monastic existence is a contemplative life in
which God will be accessible thanks to one’s purity of heart,83 and since one advances
toward this end through prayer, meditation, quiet reflection, and turning one’s mind
toward God, the cogitatio constitutes the main problem. It forms as it were the raw
material of the monk’s labor on himself. And if it’s true that the macerations of the
body, with a strict regimen of food, sleep, and manual work, play a capital role, this
is insofar as it is a means for ensuring that the stream of cogitationes is as orderly
and pure as possible. As Evagrius said, “The demons prefer to fight worldly people by
means of things, but monks for the most part they attack by means of thoughts.”84
The term logismoi, used by the Greek spiritual teachers, is translated in Cassian as
cogitationes and there it retains the same negative values that were found in Evagrius.
Cassian’s cogitatio is not simply one “thought” among others—it is what risks, in the
soul straining toward contemplation, bringing trouble at any moment. Understood in

80 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 9.
81 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1.
82 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
83 Ibid., II, 24.
84 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 10.
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this way, it is less the act of a thinking soul than a disturbance in the soul that seeks
to grasp God. It is the interior danger. It must be countered by a constant mistrust
that views it with suspicion.
1. The battle within
The trouble cogitatio can introduce has two main aspects. The first is that of mul-

tiplicity, of mobility, of disorder where the soul is in need of order, of stability, of
unity without movement. Engaging in single-minded contemplation of the One Being
demands that one’s thought stay focused on that end alone and never stray from it.
An extremely difficult task. “For who, even if he be the chief of all righteous and holy
men, can we ever think could, while bound in the chains of this life, so acquire this
chief good—never to cease from divine contemplation, or be drawn away by earthly
thoughts even for a short time.”85 The problem is that the mind is always agitated;
never of its own accord does it come to rest on a single object; “it is ever shifting and
very shifting.”86 To the nuncio Germanus who asked why, in the effort to rise to con-
templation, “idle thoughts steal upon us so subtly and secretly that it is fearfully hard
not merely to drive them away, but even to grasp and seize them,” the old man Moses
gives a repetition of the question itself in reply: “It is impossible, I admit, for the mind
not to be approached by thoughts.”87 And in the whole beginning of the lecture that
Serenus devotes to the mobility of thought, the theme of the mind’s perpetual motion
keeps returning: the nous (mind) is always and in various forms “kinetic.”88
But there is another danger that combines with the danger of instability and is its

consequence: profiting from this disorder and in the swiftness of the stream, thoughts
occur that one barely has the time to register and that one receives without mistrust.
Now, under this innocent appearance, these thoughts could well be dangerous without
one’s realizing it. They might convey harmful suggestions to the soul or even introduce
impurities. Thoughts flutter around in the mind like a feather moved by the wind, but
certain ones are stained and, like a moistened feather, are heavier than the others and
tend to weigh the soul down.89
So one can understand the role that Cassian attributes to the exercise of exami-

nation. He explains it, or rather he has it explained by the Fathers whose lectures

85 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1 and Book II, chap. 5.
86 The word employed here is, as we’ll see, a term that has both an exact and a complex meaning in

the penitential procedure. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, the reinterpretation of the biblical text in
regard to penitential practices is more explicit still: God, hiatros [physician], wanted Cain’s transgression
to be erased dia tês homologias tou ptaismatos [by the recognition of the sin].

87 God condemns the impudence much more than the sin.
88 The element of shame and indecency in the act and in the avowal is at the center of the Christian

economy of penance. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, Cain is characterized by [three] adjectives:
agnômôn, anaisthêtos, anaiskhuntos [ungrateful, insensitive, impudent].

89 In the 20th Homily on Genesis, 3, Chrysostom points out that Cain made a precise avowal—meta
akribeias—when he said: I thought my crime too great to be pardoned. But this avowal is not valid
because it was not made in time—en kairô. This problem of the right moment is also important in the
doctrine and practice of penance.
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he is reporting, by three metaphors. That of the mill:90 just as water makes a mill
turn independently of the miller, the soul is moved by “a headlong rush of whirling
thoughts.” It can’t interrupt this movement that assails it, but just as the miller can
grind good and bad grain, wheat, barley, or rye, so the soul must separate the useful
thoughts from those that are “culpable.” The centurion of the Gospel is also a good
comparison:91 the officer supervises the movement of the soldiers, telling some to go
and others to come; in the same manner, the examination must oversee the movement
of thoughts, dismissing those we don’t want, and keeping and properly arranging those
that can fight the enemy. Lastly, a comparison with the money changer who inspects
the coins before accepting them is another way of showing the function of the exam-
ination.92 It’s clear: the examination consists in a constant oversight of the constant
and uncontrollable stream of all the competing thoughts that present themselves to
the soul, and in a selection mechanism that makes it possible to separate those to be
accepted from those to be rejected.
Cassian’s development of the money-changer metaphor is helpful for grasping the

specific task of the examination. When he is presented with coins, the banker has the
job of “verification”: he verifies the stamped effigy and the metal. Several cases can
present themselves. The coins may shine as if they were made of gold (this is the case,
for example, with philosophical maxims), but it’s an illusion—the metal is not what
one thought. Sometimes, on the other hand, the metal is pure—as with a maxim drawn
from the Scripture—but the seducer inside us has superimposed a false interpretation
on it, as if a usurper had minted the money and stamped the metal with an effigy
without legitimacy or value. It can also happen that the coin is of the right metal and
the effigy is as it should be, but in fact it comes from a bad workshop. This is the case
when Satan suggests to us a line of action that, while good in itself, would be used for
a harmful end: he can suggest fasting, not in order to perfect our soul, but to weaken
our body.93 Finally, a coin can be completely legitimate in terms of its metal, effigy,
and origin, but it may be worn down by time or degraded by rust: some bad feeling
has been able to blend into a valuable idea and alter its value in this way (vanity can
be mixed with the desire to do an act of charity).
So in fact it’s a search for truth that is directed, through the examination, at the

cogitationes coming to buffet the soul in their unbroken stream. But it’s not a matter
of knowing if one’s idea is true or false, if one’s judgment is correct or not—which

90 In this exegesis of Samuel 2:11, the role that Chrysostom attributes to David’s ignorance is
capital, since it allows him to render a sentence all the more “pure” and “rigorous” and just, as he
doesn’t know that he is being targeted by Nathan’s fable and that he is not even aware [of having]
committed a sin with Bathsheba: which makes his avowal a discovery. Now, this ignorance of the nature
of the act he has committed is added on to the biblical text by Chrysostom. Should one see in this an
echo of Greek tragedy? Or more generally the value ascribed to the scenario of someone condemning a
guilty individual who turns out to be oneself?

91 [Saint Augustine, De paradiso, XIV, 71.]
92 Saint Augustine, Contra Faustum, XII, 10.
93 Saint Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, IX, 9, 16–17.
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was the task of the Stoic examination.94 In short, it’s not a matter of knowing if one
is mistaken or not, but of sorting between those ideas that are indeed as they appear
to be and those that are illusory. The problem is knowing if one is being fooled. The
examination doesn’t consist in determining if fasting is good or not. The monk knows
it is good. But he doesn’t know whether the arrival of this idea is owing to the Deceiver,
who, hiding beneath a salutary principle, is secretly preparing his downfall.
The examination, then, does have the effect of producing a discretio, a differentiation

that enables one to follow the straight path. But it doesn’t separate true opinions from
false opinions. It seeks the origin of the idea, its mark, that which might alter its value.
One tests “the quality of the thoughts”—qualitas cogitationum95—by interrogating
oneself on the secret depths from which they issued, the ruses whose instruments
and illusions they may be, and that cause one to be deluded not so much, or not
only, about the things of which they are the idea—about their objective reality as
people will say later—but about them: their nature, their substance, their author. By
carefully examining his thoughts, by constantly deciding between those that should
be welcomed and those that should be rejected, the obedient and well-directed monk
doesn’t consider the content of these thoughts, but the action of the thought within the
thinker: What Cassian calls the arcana conscientiae. A problem of the thinking subject
and the relation of the subject to his own thought (who is thinking in my thought?
am I not being deceived in a certain way?), and no longer a question of the object
that’s thought or the relation of thought to its object. When one considers the Stoic
type of examination—in which it was necessary to verify the rightness of opinions as a
way of ensuring reason’s hold on the movement of the passions—one sees the distance
separating it from this questioning of the movement of thought, of its origin in the
subject, and of one’s illusions about oneself that the thought may give rise to.
2. The necessity of confession
If this continuous sorting and verification of thoughts took the form of only an

interior examination, there would be a paradox: how in fact could the one examining
himself be completely certain of the origin of his thoughts? How could he be sure he
is not mistaken in the value he attributes to them, that the danger of being fooled—
and of being fooled about himself—is averted? What would make the thought formed
in the examination more certain than the thought that is examined? It’s here that
the necessity of confession is established. This confession shouldn’t be imagined as
the result of an examination first conducted in the form of strict interiority, and then
offered in the form of confidential disclosure. The confession in this instance must
be as close as possible to the examination—as the examination’s exterior aspect, its
verbal face turned toward the other. One’s self-observation and the verbalization of
such should be one and the same. Seeing and saying in a single act—such is the ideal

94 When Augustine speaks of the necessitas mortis, when he says that all men are morituri, he gives
a strong and precise meaning to these expressions: it’s a matter of distinguishing this inevitable future
of fallen men from the status of homo mortalis given to our first parents.

95 Saint Augustine, The City of God, XIV, 26.
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to which the novice must aspire: “they are taught not to conceal by a false shame any
itching thoughts in their hearts, but, as soon as ever such arise, to lay them bare to
the senior.”96
But how can the confession clear away illusions, ruses, and deceptions? How can the

verbalization play a role of verification? Undoubtedly this is because the elder in whom
one confides—making use of his experience, the discernment he has acquired, and the
grace he has received—can see what eludes the subject himself and offer him advice
and remedies. The Enemy, who is able to dupe the inexperienced and the ignorant,
will fail when faced with the discernment of the elder.97 Cassian assigns a major role
to this counsel on the part of the director, and he even shows the negative outcomes
that can result from an unskillful direction.98 And yet he also attributes an effect
of elimination and purification to the simple act of verbal externalization. Forming
words, pronouncing them, addressing them to someone else—and, up to a certain point,
to anyone else—has the power to scatter the illusions and foil the internal seducer’s
trickery.99 Cassian gives several reasons for this power of confession, as an operator of
discrimination.
First, there’s shame. If one has trouble disclosing a thought, if the thought refuses

to be told, if it tries to remain secret, this is the sign that it is bad. “The devil, subtle
as he is, cannot ruin or destroy a junior unless he has enticed him either through pride
or through shame to conceal his thoughts. For the elders lay it down as a universal
and clear proof that a thought is from the devil if we are ashamed to disclose it to the
elder.”100 The more a thought resists, the more it tends to elude the words that try to
capture it, the harder, consequently, one must strive to chase it down and disclose it
exactly. Shame, which should act as a brake when one commits an act, must be defied
when it’s a matter of manifesting in words that which lies hidden in the recesses of
the heart: such shame is a clear indication of evil. If the idea that comes from the evil
spirit always wants to remain buried in consciousness, this is for a cosmo-theological
reason. An angel of light, Satan was condemned to darkness; the light of day was
forbidden him, and he could no longer leave the folds of the heart where he hid himself.
The confession, exposing him to the light, tears him away from his kingdom and makes
him powerless. He can reign only in the dark of night. “For a wrong thought is enfeebled
the moment it is discovered: and even before the sentence of discretion has been given,
the foul serpent is by the power of confession dragged out, so to speak, from his dark
underground cavern, and in some sense shown up and sent away in disgrace.”101 The
bad idea loses its seductive force and its power of deception from the mere fact that

96 [Epistle to the Hebrews 13:4.]
97 Ibid., XXII, 5.
98 J. Cassian, Institutes, VI, 11.
99 Ibid., VI, 22.
100 Ibid., VI, 23.
101 Cf. supra, pp. 121–124.
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it is said, that it is spoken out loud, and in this way it leaves the secret interiority of
consciousness.
Cassian goes even further. The verbalization is sometimes a material eviction. With

the confessional disclosure, it’s the devil himself that is expelled from the body. This
is the lesson that Cassian draws from a memory shared by the abbot Serapion. As a
child, he was inhabited by the spirit of gluttony and every evening he would steal a
biscuit; but he “was ashamed to disclose the secret theft” to the saintly old man who
directed him. Finally, one day, stricken by an exhortation from the abbot Theonas, he
couldn’t keep from bursting into sobs: “He produced from the folds of his robe which
shared his theft and received it, the biscuit which he had carried off in his bad habit
to eat on the sly; and he laid it in their midst and, lying on the ground and begging
for forgiveness, confessed how he used to eat one every day in secret, and with copious
tears implored them to entreat the Lord to free him from that dreadful slavery.” And
forthwith “a burning lamp proceeding from the folds of his robe filled the cell with a
sulfurous smell so that the pungency of the odor scarcely allowed them to stay there.”
Now, according to Cassian, the words that the abbot Theonas speaks during this
scene are important. Theonas first of all stresses the fact that the deliverance is not
directly due to the words spoken by the director,102 but to the words of the sinner who
confesses: “Without any words of mine, your confession frees you from this slavery.”
This confession has the effect of bringing into broad daylight the thing that lay hidden
in the darkness of secrecy: it is an intervention of light. And at the same time, by that
very fact, it is an inversion of power. “You have today triumphed over your victorious
adversary, laying him low by your confession in a manner that more than makes up
for the way in which he overthrew you through your former silence […] and therefore
after being exposed, that evil spirit will no longer be able to vex you.” And this power
inversion is manifested in a material eviction. In a strict sense, the confession that
brings the evil spirit to light causes it to vacate the premises: “The Lord […] wanted
you to see with your eyes how he who was the author of this passion has been driven
out from your heart by your life-giving confession, and know that the enemy who has
been exposed will certainly no longer find a home in you, as his expulsion is made
manifest.”103
So in the very form of the confession, in the fact that the secret is formulated in

words and these words are addressed to another, there is a specific power: what Cassian
calls—using a word that will be found over and over in the vocabulary of penance and

102 Cf., in Conference XXII, 6, the example of a “consultation” about a monk who every time he
presented himself for communion was the victim of a nocturnal illusion, and so did not dare take part
in the holy mysteries. After the questioning and discussion, the “spiritual physicians” diagnosed that it
was the devil that was sending these illusions to prevent the monk from achieving the communion he
desired. To abstain would thus be to fall into the devil’s trap. To commune in spite of everything would
be to defeat him. Once this decision was made, the devil had no further reason to cause that prohibitive
impurity.

103 [J. Cassian, Conferences, II, 11.]
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the direction of souls—virtus confessionis. The confession has a performative force that
is peculiar to it: it tells, it shows, it expels, it frees.
This explains why discernment—that practice by which one clears up confusions,

sorts mixtures, dispels illusions, differentiates in the subject what comes from himself
and what is inspired by the Other—cannot operate solely through examination of
the self by the self, but also requires, at the same time, a continual confession. The
examination must commence without delay (“as soon as the thoughts arise”) in an
actual discourse addressed to another. Can the latter, in a position of exteriority, be
a better judge? Undoubtedly. But more importantly, the speech act that is addressed
to him, across the barrier of shame, precipitates the play of light and shade, and
the material expulsion. The indispensable discretio—which enables one to trace the
right path to perfection between the two dangers of the too-much and the too-little,
this discretio, which is not a natural endowment of man, haunted as he is by the
Enemy’s power of seduction—can be practiced only with the grace of God by means
of this process of examination-confession: this game in which one’s focus on oneself
must always be combined with “truth-telling” regarding oneself. It is then, after this
discrimination focused on the origin, quality, and texture of the cogitationes, that
the soul will no longer accept any but pure thoughts, thoughts leading to God alone
since they come only from him. Such is the puritas cordis, a requisite condition of
that contemplation that is the end of monastic life. At the beginning of book 5 of
the Institutes, Cassian bases himself on a text from Isaiah where God the Almighty
promises Cyrus, his instrument, that he will “subdue the nations before him,” “break
down the brass gates,” “cut through the iron bars,” and give him “hidden treasures,
buried riches” (45, 1–3). In an odd inflection of his commentary, Cassian interprets these
smashed gates and these severed bars as the work one must do on “the foul darkness
of vices” to “drag them forth to light.” As a result of this investigation (indagini)
and explanation (expositioni), the “secrets of darkness” will be revealed, everything
separating us from the true science will be struck down, and “we will be found worthy
of being brought in purity of heart to the place of perfect refreshment.”104
The exagoreusis that was developed in monasticism—a practice of continual ex-

amination of the self linked with an endless confession to the other—is far removed,
therefore, despite certain shared traits, from the consultation found in the ancient
practice, and from the trust the philosopher’s disciple needed to place in the master
of truth and wisdom. First of all, the examination-confession is, in its permanent na-
ture, connected to the duty—also permanent—of obedience. If everything going on
in the soul, down to its least stirrings, [must be revealed to the other], this is to en-
sure a perfect obedience. Neither the seemingly most insignificant act nor the most
fleeting thought must escape the power of the other. And in return, unquestioning
obedience in all things has the purpose of preventing the inner being from closing
back on itself and, basking in its autonomy, letting itself be seduced by the deceiving

104 J. Cassian, Institutes, V, 2.
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powers that inhabit it. The general form of obedience and the constant obligation of
the examination-confession necessarily go hand in hand.
Moreover, this examination-confession doesn’t focus on a specific category of ele-

ments (such as acts or infractions). It has an indefinite task in front of it: to delve
more deeply into the secrets of the soul; to always seize, as soon as possible, even the
most tenuous of thoughts; to take hold of the secrets, and of the secrets lurking behind
those secrets, to go as deeply as possible toward the root. In this labor nothing is
insignificant—there is no pre-established limit. The practice of examination-confession
must follow a slope that inclines it indefinitely toward the almost imperceptible part
of oneself.
So this involves something different from the verbal recognition of offenses commit-

ted. Exagoreusis is not like an admission in court. It does not take place within an
apparatus of juridiction; it is not a way for someone who has violated a law to recog-
nize his responsibility in order to lessen the punishment. It is an effort to disclose not
only to the other, but also to oneself, what is happening in the mysteries of the heart
and in its vague shadows. It’s a matter of exposing as a truth something that was not
yet known to anyone. And this in two ways: by bringing to light that which was so
dim that no one could grasp it; and by dispelling the illusions that caused counterfeit
currency to be taken for the real thing—a suggestion by the devil mistaken for a true
inspiration from God. And deliverance itself is the expected outcome of this passage
from darkness to light, from the enticing mélange to the rigorous discrimination. Here,
one is not in the order of the “juridiction” of acts to which one admits, but that of the
“veridiction” of inner secrets that are unclear to oneself.
Finally, if exagoreusis recommends that one examine oneself without respite, this is

not so that one might establish oneself in one’s own sovereignty, or even that one might
recognize oneself in one’s identity. It is always conducted in relation to the other: in
the general form of a direction that submits the subject’s will to that of the other; with
the aim of detecting the presence of the Other, the Enemy, deep within oneself; and
having as its final end the contemplation of God, in a complete purity of heart. This
purity itself should not be understood as a restoration of oneself, or an emancipation
of the subject. On the contrary, it is the definitive relinquishment of any will of one’s
own: a way not to be oneself, or attached to oneself by any tie. A paradox essential
to these practices of Christian spirituality: the veridiction of oneself is fundamentally
bound together with self-renunciation. The endless effort to see and tell the truth about
oneself is an exercise of mortification. So in exagoreusis one has a complex apparatus
in which the duty to constantly dig down into the soul is coupled with the obligation
of a continual externalization in a discourse addressed to the other; and in which one’s
search for the truth about oneself must constitute a certain way of dying to oneself.
[*] Manuscript: tekhnê tekhnês, but the text by Gregory of Nazianzus has “tô onti gar

autê moi phainetai tekhnê tis einai tekhnôn kai epistêmê epistêmôn, to polutropôtaton
tôn zôôn kai poikilôtaton.”
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PART II: Being Virgin



The fact that there is an abundance of fourth-century texts devoted to virginity is
well known. Among the Eastern Christians, we have the treatise On the True Purity
of Chastity by Basil of Ancyra; the one by Gregory of Nyssa, On Virginity; several
texts by John Chrysostom—Of Virginity, On Suspect Cohabitations, How to Observe
Virginity; the seventh Homily of Esebius of Emesa; and the Exhortation that Evagrius
Ponticus addresses to a virgin; to which one can add, among many other texts, a
treatise attributed to Athanasius, poems by Gregory of Niazanzus, or another Homily
addressed to a paterfamilias, whose author is still unknown.105 Among the Latins, one
has to mention Saint Ambrose (De virginibus, De virginitate, De institutione virginis,
De exhortatione virginitatis, De lapsu virginis consecratae), Saint Jerome (Adversus
Helvidium, Adversus Jovinianum, the letter to Eustochium), and Saint Augustine (De
continentia, De sancta virginitate).
This multiplicity of texts does not indicate the emergence of an imperative in this

era or a practice of total and definitive abstinence from sexual relations. In fact the
valorization of virginity is attested long before, according to a tradition that refers to
that famous text from the Epistle to the Corinthians (7:1) which for nearly two millen-
nia would be at the center of any discussion of the matter: “It is good for a man not to
touch a woman.” There are many statements in support of this voluntary renunciation.
Some come from the Christians themselves. This is Athenagoras: “Each of us reckons
to be his wife she who he has married according to the laws we have laid down […]
You would find many among us, both men and women, growing old unmarried, in
hope of living in closer communion with God. But if remaining in virginity or in the
state of a eunuch brings one nearer to God, while the indulgence of carnal thought
and desire leads away from Him, in those cases in which we shun the thoughts, much
more do we reject the deeds.”106 Tertullian alludes to so many “voluntary eunuchs,”
so many “virgins married to Christ,”107 that Saint Ambrose will be able to compare
the poor seven Vestals of pagan Rome unfavorably with the “people of integrity,” “the
plebs of decency,” and the whole “assembly of virginity”:108 a multitude that, [says

105 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

106 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

107 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

108 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
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Saint Cyprian], amply manifests the fertility of the Mother Church.109 But there are
also statements by outsiders. Galen’s is interesting in that, while noting the fact, he
doesn’t really see it as anything new; at most he is surprised that so many people
can practice an abstinence that used to be associated only with genuine philosophers.
“The Christians observe a conduct worthy of the true philosophers. We see in fact that
they despise death and that, motivated by a certain prudishness, they consider acts of
the flesh to be abhorrent. There are men and women among them who abstain from
the marital act all their lives. There are also those who have gone as far as the true
philosophers in the governing and control of the soul.”110
Virginity and definitive continence appear, then, to be a widespread practice among

Christians in the second century, but nothing about their practice seems to set it apart.
At most there was an expansion of a type of behavior that was already known, at least
in its exterior form, and already valorized. Recall that the great prohibitions cited
in the texts of the Apostolic Fathers or the Apologists are the same ones that were
prescribed by pagan morality: adultery, fornication, corruption of children.111 One sees
then that Christianity, during the first century of its existence, seems to carry the same
system of sexual morality as the ancient culture that precedes or surrounds it: the same
sexual faults, equally blameworthy in all people; the same “elitist” recommendation—
for certain individuals—of total abstinence.
However, the history of the practice of virginity, in the first two centuries of Chris-

tianity, doesn’t consist simply in the expansion of a “philosophical” recommendation
of abstinence. The Christian practice did in fact distinguish itself in its treatment of
two types of conduct. It gave a different meaning to the principle of continence than
the one found in pagan wisdom. It projected different results or different promises for
it; it also gave it a different scope, and especially different instruments. But it also had
to disengage the principle from a tendency present in Christianity itself, one that was
continuously reactivated by the dualist temptation: what was called Encratism. This
tendency to forbid every Christian any sexual relation as a necessary condition for their
salvation was, with varying intensities and in different forms, constantly present in the
first Christian centuries. It was destined to take on, with Tatian and Julius Cassianus,
the appearance of a sect; to constitute one of the fundamental traits of certain heresies
(as in the gnosis of Marcion or among the Manicheans); to mark the practice of certain
communities as shown by the second, apocryphal, Epistle of Clement to the Corinthi-
ans, or again by the reproaches directed, according to Eusebius, at Pinytos, bishop
of Knossis, who, without considering the “weakness of the great number,” wanted to

109 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-
sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

110 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
111 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
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impose “on the brethren the heavy burden of chastity”;112 or, further, to be the implica-
tion of thoughts recognized as orthodox in other respects: witness the scandal and the
debates set off by Saint Jerome’s Adversus Jovinianum. Now, the critique of Encratism
didn’t question whether or not virginity should be a law imposed on anyone looking to
secure their salvation; abstinence from any sexual relation was not an unconditional
law. Rather, it was a matter of determining what sort of privileged, relatively “rare,”
and positive experience virginity should be.
Two important things are to be noted, then. What Christian thought will develop,

up to the end of the fifth and the beginning of the sixth centuries—what will be
the major focus of reflection and the locus of transformations—is not the table of
the great prohibitions, but the question of virginity (and, as we’ll see further on, the
internal economy of marriage). The basic prohibitions remain what they were. It’s
much later that one will see the system redistribute itself, with the emergence of
huge domains such as incest, bestiality, and the “counter-natural.” But during the first
centuries, the theoretical focus, as well as the practical question, will have to do with
the value and meaning to be given to a strict, definitive abstinence from any sexual
relation whatsoever (and even to the possible thoughts about and desire for them).
But moreover, this question of virginity should not be regarded simply as a principle
of abstinence that would satisfy, as it were, particular prohibitions by means of a
general recommendation of continence. The fervor with which virginity is exalted and
recommended must not be understood as an extension of the old prohibitions of the
general domain of sexual relations: a kind of maximization that would prohibit not just
this thing or that, and that and that, but in the end, everything. The valorization of
virginity, between the partial abstinence recommended by certain ancient sages and the
strict continence of the Encratists, gradually led to the definition of a whole relation of
the individual to himself, his thought, his soul, and his body. In short, the prohibition
of adultery and the corruption of children on the one hand, and the recommendation
of virginity on the other, does not constitute a case of one prohibition feeding into
another. They are dissymmetrical and of a different nature. Interestingly, it’s in the
elaboration of virginity that the Christian concept of the flesh was formed.
Let us say, in a word, that alongside a moral code of sexual prohibitions that

remained more or less stable, there developed, in a different register, a singular practice:
that of virginity.

112 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,
et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]
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1. Virginity and Continence
Relatively little is known about the form and content of this practice before the

fourth century. We know the extent of it. We also know that it didn’t take an insti-
tutional form through vows or in a monastic type of existence. However, it did exist,
especially among women, in circles that dedicated themselves to a particularly intense
religious life and refused marriage or, in the case of widows, a second wedding. But
sometimes, more or less encouraged by their families,1 young women would lead a life
of virginity in their parents’ milieu. This is doubtless the reason the documents we
have for the third century concern the virginity of women in particular and present
two situations: the young woman in her home and the circle of virgins.
I will dwell for a moment on two texts of this kind. The first is Latin. It deals with

the life of a virgin in the midst of her family; it is short and essentially delivers practical
recommendations. The second is Greek. It portrays an imaginary group of women who
sing the praises of their virginity together. It is the first developed testimony of a
Christian doctrine of virginity. While the first text, written by Saint Cyprian, dates
from the first half of the third century, it is thought that the Banquet of Methodius of
Olympus was written around 271. We will see that, in its content, it is transitional to
the great texts of the fourth century.
Saint Cyprian’s De habitu virginum constitutes, for Latin Christianity in the first

half of the third century, the largest treatise devoted to the practice of virginity. To be
sure, Tertullian had touched on this theme of virginity many times, but each of his var-
ious texts always concerns itself with a single aspect: the customary clothing of young
people and married women in De virginus velandis; the problem of the remarriage of
widows in the treatise Ad uxorem and of widowers in the Exhortatio ad castitatem;
the penance and reintegration of adulterers in De pudicitia, written in the Montanist
period. It’s easy to see that many of the ideas developed by Tertullian turn up again
later: for example, the theme of marriage with Christ, or virginity as an opening to
spiritual realities.2 But one should note his reluctance to attribute a special status to
virginity in the strict sense of the term. The little treatise On the Veiling of Virgins is

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
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meaningful in this regard. The thesis is that virgins and married women alike should
wear the veil. Three sets of arguments are advanced. The first ones base themselves on
the Scripture: it’s as a woman that Eve was created; it’s from a woman’s womb that
the Savior was born; it’s as women that the “daughters of men” seduced the angels.
Other arguments, more singular and not repeated in later treatises on virginity, are
drawn from nature: after showing that according to the Scripture women are women
before being virgin, Tertullian explains, in effect, that every woman becomes a wife
spontaneously and even before marriage. She becomes a wife through her awareness
of being a woman, by the fact that she becomes an object for “the concupiscence of
men” and can “undergo marriage”: she ceases to be a virgin “from the time it becomes
possible for her not to be one”; from the fact that corruption enters into the eyes and
the heart; the ostensible virgin is “already married: her soul is such by expectancy, her
flesh by transformation”; finally, through the very movement of nature: development of
the body, voice change, and monthly “tributes”: “Do you deny her to be a woman whom
you assert to be undergoing womanly experiences?”3 The last series of arguments is de-
rived by Tertullian from the demands of discipline: married women must be protected
from the dangers surrounding them. The veil ensures and symbolizes this protection.
But shouldn’t virginity be protected likewise against the attacks of temptation, against
the javelins of scandal, against suspicions, whispers, jealousy?4
The Exhortation to Chastity, a text addressed by Tertullian to a recently widowed

brother, seems, on the contrary, to absorb into virginity an ensemble of different be-
haviors or statuses. But there again, virginity in the strict sense is not isolated as a
mode of living or a particular experience. Virginity in general is defined as a “sanctifi-
cation,” a sanctification as God’s will, and what that will wills is that, being created in
his image, we resemble him. So there are three degrees of virginity: the one bestowed
on us at birth which, if we preserve it, allows us to be unaware of its own confine-
ment, which we will later wish to be liberated from; the one that a person receives
from second birth in baptism and practices either in marriage or in widowhood; and
lastly the one that Tertullian calls “monogamy” and that, after the interruption con-
stituted by marriage, renounces sex. Tertullian ascribes a specific quality to each of
these three degrees. Felicitas to the first; virtus to the second; and to the third this
same virtus plus modestia.5 Now the meaning to be given to these qualifications and
their hierarchy is made very clear by a passage from the Veiling of Virgins.6 There

Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
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Tertullian asks himself whether “continence is superior to virginity”—be it continence
practiced in widowhood or exercised by joint agreement in marriage. On virginity’s
side of things, there is the grace that one receives; on the side of continence, virtue.
Here, the difficulty of fighting concupiscence; there, the ease of not desiring what one
doesn’t know.
One can see the two tendencies that emerge from these texts: giving abstinence

a general value, as a means for approaching a sanctified existence, a prelude to that
time when the resurrected flesh will no longer know gender difference;7 and, in the
general framework of this abstinence, not granting any privileged status or preeminent
position to virginity in the strict sense, even if one does indicate its place and its
specificity. In reality, it’s a strict morality of continence—much more than a spiritual
valorization of virginity—that runs through these texts by Tertullian. In these texts,
one can even recognize a resistance to any practice that would impart a special meaning
or a particular status to the virginity of women.8
Cyprian’s De habitu virginum, however, written in the middle of the third century, is

addressed to women who have and must have the status and conduct of virgins, without
it [resembling] a monastic institution. The text deals with a category of women believers
sufficiently defined that Cyprian addresses them as such,9 and sufficiently advanced in
saintliness for him to ask them to remember others (himself included) at that moment
when the honor will be theirs.10 Neither praise of virginity in general, nor censure
of what is taking place, the text presents itself, in the form of an exhortation, as a
practical treatise: what should the “apparel” of virgins be? Significantly, it opens by
praising discipline in general, more precisely with an often-repeated formula by Livy.11
Modified, however. “Discipline, the guardian of weakness,” said the Roman historian;
“discipline, the guardian of hope,” replies Cyprian, which clearly shows the positive
function of discipline in one’s ascent to divine rewards. It is “the guardian of hope, the
bond of faith, the guide of the way of salvation, the stimulus and nourishment of good
dispositions, the teacher of virtue, which causes us to abide always in Christ, and to
live continually for God.”12
Cyprian defines virginity in relation to baptism’s purification. Baptism makes us,

our body and our members, the temple of God. So we are obliged to make sure that
nothing impure or even profane can penetrate this sanctified place. It behooves us
to be its priests, as it were: a task required of everyone, “men and women, boys and

7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life
(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).

8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,
et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
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girls, irrespective of age or sex.”13 Within this general obligation, virginity occupies a
privileged place. Much more markedly than Tertullian, Cyprian singles out the state of
virginity, showers it with singular praises, and gives it a fitting role. It is “the flower of
the Church’s seed, the grace and ornament of spiritual endowment, a joyous disposition,
the wholesome and uncorrupted work…”14 If virginity occupies such an eminent place
for Cyprian, this is for two reasons. It preserves intact the purification effected by the
water of baptism. It extends and completes what happened at that moment, when
the neophyte shed the former person. The virgin’s renunciation was more total than
the others, since she extinguished “all the fleshly desires” within her.15 Keeping this
purity intact all her life, the virgin commences here on earth the existence that will be
reserved, after death, for those who will be saved: the incorruptible life. “That which
we shall be, you have already begun to be. You possess already in this world the glory
of the resurrection. You pass through the world without the contagion of the world;
in that you continue chaste and virgins, you are equal to the angels of God.”16 In this
way, from baptism to resurrection, virginity passes through life without being touched
by its defilements. It is at the same time as close as possible to the state of birth—to
the state of the soul when it is born to Christian existence—and as close as possible
to what the other life will be in the glory of resurrection. Its privilege of purity is also
a privilege in relation to the world and to time: in a sense, it is already beyond. In
virgins’ lives, the initial purity and the final incorruptibility join together.17
This precious life is represented by Cyprian as both precarious—it is exposed to the

attacks of the devil18—and difficult, a tough ascent, toil and pain: “Immortality is given
to the persevering, eternal life is set before them; the Lord promises his kingdom.”19 So
the virgin’s existence is in need of assistance, encouragement, warnings, exhortations.20
Cyprian doesn’t suggest anything like a systematic direction. It’s clearly not a code

13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,

col. 11).
16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].
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of living that he proposes. He indicates only that he is speaking as a parent.21 But he
also emphasizes that virginity cannot consist solely in an integrity of the body.22
The content of the text may strike one as odd. The recommendations given are

presented in a successive series: the first concerns richness (one should not prefer the
richness of jewelry, ornaments, and sumptuous clothing to the richness that is God);
the second concerns the care of the body and undue attractiveness; the third the baths,
and the places one shouldn’t frequent. In sum, as the text says expressly, with these
precepts it’s a question of “apparel,” “care and attention,” and “ornaments.”23
But the nearly exclusive focus on these themes is easily explained by Cyprian’s

general notion of the state of virginity. If, as he says, that state consists of maintaining
baptismal purity until the incorruptibility of the other world is attained, then the
principle to be followed is to preserve it as it was at the origin and as it should be at
the end of time. A series of expressions scattered through the text are worth noting:
“Do not be afraid,” says Cyprian to the virgin, “to be such as you are, lest when the day
of resurrection comes your creator (artifex tuus) does not recognize you”;24 or further:
“Be such as your creator made you; be such as the hand of your Father ordained you.
Let your countenance remain in you incorrupt”;25 or finally: “Remain what you have
started to be, remain what you will be.”26 Essentially, then, for the virgin it’s a matter
of preserving that resemblance that is the seal of Creation, which sin had effaced and
baptism has restored. The state of virginity must be stripped of all those “ornaments,”
“adornments,” treatments, and embellishments by which the creature, in altering God’s
work, attempts to mask it. The virgin must live just as she was when she left the hand
that molded her, and as she will be “recognized” on the final day. In this world, she
must be the manifestation and affirmation of that state. Hence this recommendation
by Saint Cyprian, which is not in any way divergent from the text as a whole, but is
rather its central point: “A virgin ought not only to be so, but also to be perceived to
be so: no one on seeing a virgin should be in any doubt as to whether she is one.”27
By renouncing all the artificial luster that richness, ornaments, and treatments can
radiate, the life of the virgin should make what she is shine forth to everyone, so that

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
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all see the uncorrupted figure that comes from the hand of the Creator only to return
there just as she is—that is, as he made her.
So we shouldn’t be misled: in this brief set of admonitions addressed to virgins

(which look superficial at first glance), in these simple precepts concerning “apparel,” we
should see evidence of the special importance that feminine virginity had assumed; the
spiritual significance accorded to virginity understood as a total integrity of existence
and not simply as a strict continence; and finally the value attributed to it as an
absolutely privileged relationship to God. The significations are implicit, clearly, but
they account for the succinct and apparently unimportant elements in Saint Cyprian’s
practical recommendations.
The Banquet of the Ten Virgins by Methodius of Olympus, written at the end of

the third century, didn’t introduce the theme of virginity into Christian thought; and
it wasn’t Methodius who signaled the crucial differences between Christian virginity
and pagan self-restraint. But that dialogue constitutes the first great elaboration of a
systematic and developed conception of virginity. It attests, well before the develop-
ment of monastic institutions, to the existence of a collective practice—at least within
the circles of women—and it offers evidence of the very high spiritual value virginity
was given. Of course, one doesn’t find in this text the description of those methods and
behaviors emphasized by the fourth-century authors—from Basil of Ancyra to John
Chrysostom, and from Ambrose to Cassian—to show how one can maintain a purity
of body and soul, establishing what can be called a technology of virginity. But at the
transition point of Alexandrine and Neoplatonic spirituality of the third century and
the forms of institutional asceticism of the fourth, Methodius formulates some of the
basic themes of the positive practice of virginity. The literary form of the Banquet
allows not only for a juxtaposition of different discourses, but also for their succession
in a continuous and ascending movement, and an indication of the decisive moment
through the naming of a “victor.” One can pick out the various points of view and the
existence of key elements within the flexible unity of the dialogue. For, despite many
repetitions, something more is involved than just a succession of homilies, one after
the other, exhorting to chastity.
In the first discourse, spoken by Marcella, virginity is linked to a threefold movement

of ascension. First of all is a personal ascension, which is described in a strictly platonic
style: virginity directs the chariot of souls “upward from the earth,” “until, having lightly
bounded above the world, they take their stand truly on the vault of heaven.”28 At
the end of this ascension, contemplation of the Incorruptible is given to the soul. A
historical ascension that, since the origin of the world, has brought mankind closer to
heaven: this is the series of customs and laws; when the world was empty and it needed
to be filled, men “married their own sisters” until Abraham “received circumcision,”
which shows that one must separate from one’s own flesh, and men had several wives,
until it was said to them that they were like “rutting stallions” and that their “fountain”

28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
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should be kept to each one of them; then they were taught continence, and now at last
virginity, the “greatest and most exalted lesson” that makes them despise the flesh and
rest in the “peaceful haven of incorruptibility.”29 Finally, Marcella’s discourse evokes,
in her historico-theological economy of salvation, the cleavage separating the two final
moments of the previously described series. Before there was Christ, it was God who—
somewhat like a father entrusting his children to increasingly severe teachers—had
guided men to continence. But in order to advance to a virginity enabling us—who
were created in the image of God—to resemble him and carry this resemblance to its
completion, the Incarnation was necessary: the Word needed to take on human flesh
so that we might be offered a “divine model of life.”30 Thus the first discourse braids
together, within a single figure of ascension, the three movements (grace of salvation,
gradual transformation of the law, individual effort of ascent) that place virginity—and
Christian virginity, completely distinct from self-restraint—at that apex of perfection
where man comes as close as possible to resembling God.
The second and third discourses, Theophila’s and Thaleia’s, are paired, and together

they constitute a discussion of the value of marriage. But we are very far removed, in
form and content, from the ancient ei gamêton [should one marry?] debate. Theophila
talks about the value of marriage, while accepting the idea that man is rising by
degrees toward virginity. But for her this is because the time has not come “when the
light has completely separated from the darkness”; the right number of human beings
has not yet been reached. Marriage, even though it is less precious than virginity,
is useful and must still be practiced. But looking at the matter more closely, this
rightfulness of marriage is not merely a makeshift concession or temporary solution.
The arguments that Methodius places in Theophila’s mouth give an entirely positive
meaning to marriage: we are still, she says, under the injunction to “increase and
multiply.” Now, this multiplication, which causes flesh to be born from flesh, should be
seen as an act of creation, of demiurgy.31 Methodius’s text underscores three aspects
of this demiurgy in turn. It is a procreation of the body by the body: the “foamy and
lumpy” seed that will fertilize the female field is formed from all the male members.32
But it is also a collaboration of man with God, on the model of Adam “offering his
rib to the divine creator for him to remove.” Finally, it is an activity of God in the
body itself, as Theophila explains in her long comparison of the human body with the
workshop of the divine modeler, who shapes the wax-like embryos “starting from moist
tiny seed,” and constructs in this way “the image, totally rational and endowed with
a soul, that we are of Him.” In the forming of the embryo, in its gestation, and in the

29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
32 Exodus, 15:13.
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development of the infant after its birth, God plays the role of the supreme artisan.
“Ho aristoteknas.”33
One easily recognizes themes similar to those in Clement of Alexandria’s Paeda-

gogus.34 Procreation was described as a convergence of God’s power and the act of his
creature. Can one assign a direct influence of Clement on Methodius? For the moment,
this isn’t the question. In any case, these themes bringing a theology of Creation into
play—through medical considerations more or less directly inspired by the Stoics—
were clearly common in the third century. It’s interesting to see them appearing in the
beginning of the Banquet: in Theophila’s discourse, which will not be less appreciated
than any of the others delivered by this troupe of saintly women,35 but which will be
“outstripped” by an ascending movement that the next discourse, Thaleia’s, commences
by suggesting that they go beyond the immediate meaning of the Genesis narrative.
Thaleia’s discourse is a corrective response to Theophila’s, offering a spiritual inter-

pretation transcending her literal one. It’s not that the literal is false,36 but it is insuf-
ficient, in part because the Bible presents something different than a mere “archetype
of the intercourse of the sexes”;37 and above all because, while one is right to see in
Genesis “God’s unalterable decrees that harmoniously ensure the perfect government
of the world”—and still ensure it today—we must not forget that we have now entered
another age of the world where the old laws of nature have been replaced by a new
disposition.38 It’s the text of this new disposition that must be followed. Methodius
finds it in the first Epistle to the Corinthians. Genesis should be interpreted on the
basis of that epistle. But Methodius refuses to see in the relation between Adam and
Eve simply a foreshadowing, or even the model, of what is now the union of Christ
with the Church.39 He interprets the Incarnation as a veritable re-Creation, a reshap-
ing of Adam. The latter was not yet “dry” or “hardened” when, leaving the hands of
the one who molded him, he encountered the sin that washed over him and made him
lose his form. So God fashioned him anew, deposited him in the womb of a virgin and
joined him to the Word. In this manner Christ recapitulated and assumed the nature
of Adam. But by that very fact, the order of corruption is done away with, the form of

33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were
called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the

Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
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unions and childbirth is renewed: “The Lord, the Incorruption that conquered death,
harmonizes the resurrection with the flesh, not suffering it again to be inherited by
corruption.”40
So Methodius returns to the Genesis text, of which he had, in the previous discourse,

suggested a literal, and naturalistic, interpretation. And he applies it to the domain
of spiritual significations: first to the collective plane of the Church with Christ, then
to the individual plane of one righteous being among the righteous—Saint Paul, who
thus finds himself taken into the interpretation he founded. Methodius thus makes
what had been said about Adam “ricochet” onto Christ. The terms of the analysis
are important: they mark not the eradication of what the order of nature had shown,
but its transposition. The sleep into which the first man was plunged—that trance
that represented, as we’ve seen, the climax of sexual pleasure—has now become the
voluntary death of Christ, his Passion (Pathos). The Church was made from his flesh
and his bones and, as a wife purified by the good, she receives “the spiritual and blessed
seed” into her womb.41 Christ’s rapture is continuously renewed: each time he descends
from heaven to be joined to his wife, he empties himself and offers his side so that all
those coming to baptism can be born.42 But what comes to pass for the whole Church
also happens to the soul of the most perfect individuals: one is fertilized by Christ,
to whom the Church and souls are the virgin wife. In this way, Saint Paul received
“into his womb the seeds of life.” He “labored in childbirth” and would “engender” new
Christians.43
In view of these unions and fertility that are the spiritual form of virginity, marriage

is therefore no longer that necessity of nature spoken of by the preceding discourse,
which had cited the need to populate the world. “Increase and multiply” has acquired
a different meaning.44 And if marriage has a place, this is as a concession made to
those who are too weak: think for example of those sick persons who must be fed, even
when the day of fasting has arrived. Let marriage be left for the weak, then. Which
means, Methodius concludes, still according to Corinthians, that virginity cannot be
obligatory: he who is capable and is honor-bound to “preserve” his flesh “virgin,” “does
better”; whereas he who is unable, and “dedicates it to lawful marriage” without secret
corruption only “does well.”45
Hence the first three discourses of the Banquet establish the time of virginity within

a historico-theological framework; it is neither more nor less than an age of the world
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
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begun by restaging the initial act of creation through the Incarnation. Understood
in this way, virginity is something altogether different than a prohibition concerning
a particular aspect of human behavior. A fundamental part of the relationship be-
tween God and his creature, virginity is constituted of the lifesaving restoration of
an original relation now transposed into the order of acts, procreations, kinships, and
spiritual bonds. Methodius’s next four discourses can be seen as forming an ensemble
in turn: they tell of this new age—what it means for human existence (the discourses
of Theopatra and Thalloussa), then what it means in terms of divine rewards (sixth
and seventh discourses of Agathe and Procilla); they follow the path of virginity from
the soul that practices it to the salvation that crowns it—what Methodius calls the
new turn toward Paradise.46
Theopatra, the fourth orator, introduces the important notion of purity, hagneia.

It is important in that it is distinct from virginity. Indeed, in relation to the historico-
theological significance of virginity established earlier, purity is its human form: the
mode of existence of creatures that have chosen the way of salvation when the age
of virginity came with the Savior. But relative to the traditional sense of virginity as
physical integrity, purity has an obviously broader meaning. First of all, it shouldn’t
be seen simply as the result of a voluntary abstinence: it comes from on high. It is a
gift of God, who in this way offers man the possibility of guarding against corruption:
“Wherefore God—pitying us who were in such a situation, able neither to stand nor
to rise—sent down from heaven the best and most glorious help: purity.”47 Purity is
a treasure that man in return should cultivate and “practice very especially.”48 This
purity must be practiced not merely at a particular age in life, but throughout one’s
existence—from the first to the third watch: “It is good from childhood to submit the
neck to the divine yoke.”49 It should also be practiced in one’s being, in the body and
the soul alike, in the order of sexual relations as in that of all the other aberrations.50
Finally, it must be practiced not merely as an abstinence from evil, but as a positive
connection with God: a way of dedicating oneself to him.51 Thus Thallousa describes
virginity as a seal laid on the body and the soul: on the mouth, which forbids itself
any foolish speech so that it only sings hymns to God; on the eyes that turn their
gaze away from “the charms of the body” and “unseemly sights” and focus only on the
things above; on the hands that shun “dishonorable dealing”; on the feet that don’t
loiter about but run straight under the commands that have been given. On thought,

46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”

of the human livestock.
51 Ezekiel 34:2.
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lastly: “I think no evil, offering all thoughts to God…I meditate on the law of the Lord
day and night.”52
Then comes the moment of reward: after this life, the transformation of souls that

take on “the unbegotten and incorporeal Beauty […] which is unchangeable, and grows
not old and has need of nothing.”53 They can become the temple of Christ here below;
but they are also ready for the moment when Christ will return: “our souls—with our
bodies, having put them on again—shall go to meet Him in the clouds, bearing our
lamps […] like stars radiating the ethereal splendor.”54 And in the sky, explains Procilla
in a discourse on the Song of Songs, Christ will gather his betrothed: “The spouse must
be betrothed to the Bridegroom, and called by His name. And, moreover, she must be
undefiled and unpolluted, as a garden sealed, in which all the odors of the fragrance
of heaven are grown, that Christ alone may come and gather them, blooming with
incorporeal seeds.”55
The last three discourses constitute the summit of the ascent. The most important

is the eighth, Thecla’s. It will win the prize, in spite of the excellence of all the others.
One mustn’t forget that in fact Thecla was celebrated as the companion of Saint Paul,
nor that the Acta Pauli et Theclae was a text regularly referred to by the Encratists and
all those among Tatian’s disciples who preached strict abstinence. Methodius’s use of
Thecla as one of his characters signals a desire to emphasize the Paulinian nature of his
intervention, and to involve this figure of the first virgin-martyr in a eulogy of virginity
that would not be a precept of absolute and unconditional continence. So it’s a matter
of having Thecla herself, the model of Christian virgins invoked by Encratism, reveal a
different understanding of virginity. As for the fact that this “capital” discourse in the
strict sense is the eighth one, the reason is easy to discover. Methodius’s eschatology
attached a very special significance, in fact, to the number eight. Based on the seven
days of Genesis, and on the calendar of Leviticus, with the seven holidays of the seventh
month, whose observance is a permanent law for the descendants of Israel,56 Methodius
reasoned that the world was destined to last seven millennia: the first five being those
of obscurity and the Law; the sixth, which corresponds to creation of man, was that
of the coming of Christ; the seventh that of Rest, the Resurrection, and the Feast
of Tabernacles. As for the eighth millennium, it will be that of Eternity.57 Thecla’s
discourse, in the eighth position, crowns all the others—it is placed at the end of time,

52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”
Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.

53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good
of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or

the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].
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so to speak: it reveals Eternity. It is both the culmination and foundation of everything
that’s been said.
Thecla reviews, in terms more Platonic than ever, the description of the movement

of souls—souls that, if they’re able to avoid the world’s defilements, rise up to the
spheres of the Incorruptible. She evokes the wings of those souls that “are strengthened
by the sap of purity,” and whose flight is all the lighter “as they are accustomed daily
to flying far from human preoccupations.”58 She also evokes “those who have lost their
wings and fallen into pleasures” where “they wallow,”59 incapable of any honorable
childbirth. To the rising souls Thecla, like those who spoke before her, promises access
to incorruptibility: they “ascend into the supramundane life and see from afar what
others do not see, the very pastures of immortality, bearing in abundance flowers
of inconceivable beauty!”60 And in this movement, they manifest that resemblance
to God that Platonic philosophy had always promised to souls broken free of the
world of appearances. By giving virginity this very broad meaning of a purified, “peak”
existence,61 Methodius is able to pair it with God. Parthenia = partheia.
So nothing new in Thecla’s discourse thus far, compared to the previous orators,

even if the repeated recourse to Platonic themes assumes a particular significance
in this contribution that is more decisive than the others.62 One expression stands
out, however, as early as the first lines. I’m referring to the comparison—a common
one, which in its philosophical usage was more Stoic than Platonic—of life with a
theater. But while, as a trite metaphor, this served mostly to designate the fleeting
illusions of existence or the theatrical character of a life in which we are an actor
whose role is decided ahead of time,63 and while Plotinus evokes something like a pure
dramatic spectacle—with changes of scenery and costumes, cries and laments, murders
and wars—as he speaks of the myriad of scenes in which “the outer man whimpers,
complains, and performs his role,”64 Methodius, for his part, speaks of the drama of
truth.65 That drama is acted out in the ascension toward incorruptible reality. Those
who remain attached to pleasure are dismissed. Taking part all the way to its end
are those that seek “the treasures up above.” Virginity is a condition—or rather, as
a general form of existence, it is the precondition in order for this drama of truth
to reach Truth itself. Rather than a stage play, it’s a liturgy in which the souls that
“have truly and faithfully lived as virgins for Christ” process toward heaven and meet
the choir of angels “who have positioned themselves in front” of the cortege; they
sing “the welcoming words,” “conduct” them to the pastures of immortality, and give

58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
61 Jeremiah 10:21.
62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
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them “the prize of their victory.”66 Then, everything they had only glimpsed, as in a
dream, in shadowy forms, they now see clearly: “wonderful and glorious and blessed
things of beauty.”67 Justice itself, Continence itself, Love itself, and Truth and Wisdom.
In sum, the eighth discourse—the crowning discourse (discours coryphée)—reiterates
the movement evoked by the preceding discourses. But while the earlier discourses
promised incorruptibility, immortality, eternal bliss, it is truth that is announced here:
the virgins make it to the heavenly fields and in return God illuminates them.
So it’s in this sense that Thecla’s discourse completes all the others. But it also

grounds them in the sense that the treasure of truth it will now reveal concerns virginity
itself. Doubtless this is how we should understand the two arguments that make up
the body of Thecla’s discourse, and whose presence at this point may seem strange:
an exegesis of the Book of Revelation and considerations on astral determinism. In
one case, it’s a matter of taking up virginity again from the perspective of the end of
time and as a form of time’s fulfillment; in the other, it’s a matter of looking down on
virginity from the top of the world, from the highest celestial spheres.
The passage from Revelation is the one that describes “the great wonder that ap-

peared in heaven”: the woman travailing in childbirth, clothed with suns, and the
dragon that casts a third of the stars down to earth. An undoubtedly traditional in-
terpretation saw this as a representation of the virgin mother, the birth of Christ,
the battle of the serpent against woman and the promise of its defeat by Christ.68
Methodius was fiercely opposed to this interpretation.69 Arguing against it, he points
to a textual impossibility: Revelation speaks of the ascension toward heaven, far from
the serpent’s attacks and from the infant born of woman. And Christ descended from
heaven to fight the Enemy. He also cites a rule of method: Revelation is a prophetic
text; it shouldn’t be related to the Incarnation, which occurred before it was written.
It must concern only “the present and the future.” In short, Methodius replaces the
interpretation based on the past descent of the Spirit with an interpretation based
on the current and future ascension toward God. Actually, what he proposes through
Thecla’s mouth is not an original exegesis. In fact, he proposes seeing in the woman—
attired as the fiancée who will be escorted to the king’s bed—an image of the Church
(this being a common theme in the third century).70 The infant born from her is thus
the soul of the Christian, who comes into spiritual life through baptism. But why is
this infant represented as a male? Because Christians form “a people of men,” because

66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always

leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”
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they have renounced the “effeminate passions,” because they “become manly through
fervor.” They bear “the form and likeness of the Word.” The true Christian is reborn
as a Christ. So this figure of the woman in labor should be read as an image of the
virginal fertility of the Church giving birth to souls whose virginity is sealed by the
sign of Christ.71
As for the dragon, it is quite obviously Satan—not as the enemy of Christ, but as the

enemy of human souls, attempting to take them by surprise. The dragon’s seven heads
confront the seven virtues, and the ten horns are attacking the ten commandments:
the sharp horns of adultery, falsification, greed, theft, Methodius says, but going no
further with his enumeration. So we shouldn’t see a remembrance of Christ’s victory in
this passage of Revelation, but rather, in the hortatory mode, a call to battle: “Do not,
therefore, lose courage on account of the schemes and slanders of the Beast, but bravely
prepare for the battle, armed with the helmet of salvation, and the breastplate, and
the greaves. For you will bring upon him an immense consternation when you attack
him with great advantage and courage; nor will he at all resist, seeing his adversaries
set in array by one more Powerful.”72
From the millennial viewpoint, the age of virginity is therefore the age of the ascent

of souls toward incorruptible heaven. In this vision, virginity itself has two aspects: that
of a spiritual kinship in which the Church plays a central role—as a virgin impregnated
by the Lord, it raises virgin souls, who are lifted by their virginity up to heaven; and
that of a spiritual combat in which the soul must fight off the Enemy’s constant attacks.
The last part of Thecla’s discourse allows this same age to be viewed from a spatial
perspective of sorts: from above the world and its order. It is there, in fact, that
Methodius places a discussion whose structures and elements are clearly philosophical.
It’s a matter of refuting the claim that the stars decide the destiny of men. Let’s leave
aside the problem of understanding the points at issue in this long debate. If it has
its place in this Banquet devoted to virginity, this is because it enables Methodius
to maintain that God is not responsible for evil—that he and all the celestial beings
remaining under the law of his government are “far removed from evil, and incapable
of human actions which spring from the sense of pleasure and pain,” that the existence
of laws that compel and forbid is not contradictory (which would be the case if destiny
were sealed once and for all), that there is a difference between the righteous and the
unrighteous, “a gulf between the unruly and the temperate,” that “good is the enemy
of evil, and evil is different from good”; that “meanness is reprehensible” and that “God
cherishes and glorifies virtue.” All these principles are recalled to make room, in the
world where we exist, for liberty whose absence would make chastity worthless: “To do
good or evil is in our power, and not decided by the stars. For there are two motions in
us, the lust of the flesh and that of the soul, differing from each other, whence they have

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from

the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”
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received two names, that of virtue and that of vice.”73 The spiritual kinship and the
combat that Thecla spoke of earlier may characterize this age of virginity, announced
by the Scripture and defined for the sequence of millennia, but it still leaves room for
man’s freedom and for the distinction, in terms of merit, between those whom God
will save and those who will be lost.
The last two orators of the Banquet form the accompaniment for Thecla and her

grand discourse. The ninth is delivered in the language of paraenesis: an exhortation of
the soul to prepare for the feast that the seventh millennium holds in store. How is one
to “adorn oneself with the fruits of virtue”? And “shade one’s brow with the boughs of
purity”? And “adorn one’s tabernacle”? To answer these questions Methodius refers to a
text of Leviticus.74 First gather “fine ripened fruits”—that is, those that grew on the tree
of life in paradise, from which man turned away; today it means those Christians who
have been “cultivated in the Gospel orchard.” Next “the plumes of the palm tree”: here
it’s a matter of purifying the mind, of ridding the soul of the dust and dirt of passion.
Then willow branches, signifying justice. And finally, chastetree branches, which of
course symbolize chastity, the crowning virtue.75 However, an important qualification:
this chastity is not to be identified with celibacy because it can be practiced “by
those who live chastely with their wives,” though they don’t reach the top or even the
main branches of the tree like those who constrain themselves to practice a complete
virginity. Nor is it to be equated with the refusal of fornication, or with the pure and
simple abstinence from sexual relations: virginity demands that even desires and lusts
be rooted out. As a virtue and indeed the pinnacle of all the virtues, as a preparation
for the completion of the ages, virginity must be not a rejection of the body, but a
labor of the soul upon itself.
Finally Domnina, the last speaker, has the task of distinguishing this labor of vir-

ginity from the past obligations that God had imposed on men, one after the other.
The law of paradise, symbolized by the fig tree from which Adam turned aside. The
law of Noah, symbolized by the vine, which promised man the end of his sorrows and
the return of joy. The law of Moses, symbolized by the olive tree, whose oil lights the
lamps. Now, if man turned aside from these successive laws, this was because Satan
was able to manipulate him by making false copies of these plants and their fruits. Only
virginity cannot be imitated, and hence Satan can’t make use of it to defeat man. But
in this final discourse there is one important element: it’s that virginity does not differ
from the laws of Adam, Noah, and Moses, as one law among others, because it is not a
law. And it stands in contrast to law in general, of which the fig tree, the vine, and the
olive tree represent three forms. On one side, the Law; on the other, the virginity that

73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human

race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
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succeeds it.76 Now, this idea that virginity takes over from the Law is doubly impor-
tant. First because it appears that, in Methodius’s mystical doctrine, virginity is not
the object of a prescription. It is a mode of relation between God and man; it marks
that moment in the history of the world and in the movement of salvation where God
and his creature no longer communicate through the Law and obedience to the Law.
Second, because virginity is not simply a way of submitting to what was commanded:
it is an exercise of the soul upon itself,77 which carries it as far as the immortalization
of the body.78 It is a relation of the soul to itself in which the unending life of the body
is at stake.

76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive
to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
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2. On the Arts of Virginity
One mustn’t imagine too sharp a disjunction between the first texts on virginity

and the great flowering of virginity treatises of the fourth century. They prepared the
ground for it: by disengaging the virginity principle from the prescriptions relating
to continence, by giving it a special status as well as a positive and intense spiritual
significance, and by developing a number of virginity themes which the later authors,
from Gregory of Nyssa to Augustine, would only have to take up and enrich or rework.
Yet the question of virginity, in the fourth century, is embedded in a context that
will modify it in important ways: the development of asceticism, the organization of
monasticism, the implementation of techniques for the government of oneself and oth-
ers, the creation of a complex regimen of truth for souls to practice. This modification
can be broadly characterized by recalling a passage from Gregory of Nyssa: “In other
sciences men have devised certain practical methods for cultivating the particular sub-
ject; and so, I take it, virginity is the practical method in the science of the divine
life.”1 Virginity—already regarded as a privileged state, laden with particular spiritual
values and capable of creating an incorruptible relation to God, immortality, and the
heavenly realities—tends to become not just a carefully ordered way of life, but a type
of relation to oneself that has its procedures, its techniques, its instruments. From
Tertullian to Methodius, virginity-continence became a positive state of virginity. It is
this state that will be elaborated in the fourth century into an “art of virginity.”

I
A first point has to do with the relationship between this tekhnê of virginity and the

pagan practice of continence. This is a question that one might think was “outdated”
in this period, but it draws its meaning and its topicality from the fact that ascetic
existence defines itself as the “philosophical life.” In the preface to his Treatise on
Virginity, Gregory of Nyssa explains the plan his text will follow. After underscoring
the negative aspects of ordinary life, he indicates that, following “the right method,” he
will describe “the philosophical life.”2 So one shouldn’t be surprised to find an explicit

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
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intention to separate Christian virginity as clearly as possible from pagan continence,
combined with the reutilization of a number of themes by which the latter was justified.
He writes, in a general way, and subject to a few specific modulations, a critique of the
virginity that was connected in the pagan world with status or with religious functions;
a reference, in the form of examples, to the recognition given to the virtue of women;
and a reiteration of the debates on marriage and the tranquility of the soul.
Some Christian authors simply deny that the pagans ever esteemed virginity. This

is what Athanasius maintains: “It’s only among us Christians that it is honored.”3
More cautiously, and in line with a historico-religious ranking order, Chrysostom rec-
ognizes that the Greeks “admired and venerated” virginity. He thus places them above
the Jews, who are said to have rejected it—as is proved by their antipathy to Christ
born of a virgin—but below God’s Church, to which it owes all its zeal.4 But it’s the
Latin Fathers who, on account of their milieu,5 tend to take these practices of pagan
continence into consideration. In any case, Saint Jerome devotes the whole conclu-
sion of the Adversus Jovinium to pagan references: examples of the virgins who were
honored in Greece and Rome; recollections of the heroic widows who stayed faithful
to the memory of their husbands and went so far as to sacrifice themselves on their
tombs; the celebrity of certain Roman nobles renowned for their chastity; reflections by
moralists like Theophrastus, who recommended abstaining from marriage. And, with
more emphasis than exactness, Saint Jerome invokes the opinion of Aristotle, Plutarch,
and “our Seneca” on this theme.6 It is true that he doesn’t fail to note the difference
between Christian virginity, which is associated with different justifications, and the
continence of the pagans, which can’t have any sanctifying value. “For celibacy does
not avail anything without good works […] and vestal virgins and Juno’s widows might
upon these terms be numbered with the saints.”7 In general, moreover, the Christian
authors are much more discreet than Saint Jerome in this evocation of what the an-
cients considered to be virtues or values. They prefer to stress how far the latter remain
from Christian sanctification. Most authors express the principle of this difference in
the form of a simple prohibition (of marriage or sexual relations) to which the pagans

1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
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give the status of virginity. Be it a definitive or provisional prohibition, or an absolute
prescription, or a counsel of prudence—it’s all essentially in the form of a rejection or
an abstinence that pagan virginity presents itself to the minds of Christian authors
who do not recognize it as theirs. At the beginning of De virginibus, Saint Ambrose
indicates this clearly. If the virginity of pagans is not that of Christians, this is because
it takes the form of an external rule for those men or women on whom it is imposed.
The vestal is compelled to remain virgin, but for a stated time period: a matter of
time that promises to the decency of youth the indecency of old age.8 Further, if she
respects her binding agreement, it’s because she has a taste for honor, an expectation
of advantages, a fear of being dismissed and punished. So she doesn’t offer her virgin-
ity, she sells it. Is that better or different than prostitution?9 We see the same idea
under an apparently inverse formulation in Saint John Chrysostom. The virginity of
the Greeks cannot count on any reward: “For the Greeks such a virtue is sterile.”10 But
if the virgins of paganism cannot expect anything in the afterlife, this is because here
below their renunciation is not inspired “by the love of God.” Those complying with
an order or law “cannot hope for any privilege.”11
And yet, despite their concern with distinguishing pagan continence from Christian

virginity, the fourth-century authors borrowed certain relatively important elements
from the rules of life inspired by the pagans’ moral notions. They even transposed
certain ones directly. Two in particular: the critique of married life and the praise of
independent life.
The critique of marriage is a common trope of ancient morals, a trope that the as-

cetic authors of the fourth century reutilized without many modifications. The hassles
of marriage—molestiae nuptiarum—were tirelessly described, and in a very repetitive
form, by all those who discussed the domestic question in all the philosophical schools:
should one marry or not? Theophrastus, whom Saint Jerome cites at length, is just one
example of these banalities, from which one sees three or four main themes emerge.
There is incompatibility between the philosophical life and married existence: “one
can’t love a woman and books at the same time”; there are women’s intrinsic faults—
their jealousy, their greediness, their fickleness; there is the trouble they bring to the
soul and to their husband’s existence; there are money worries (“looking after them
when you’re poor is really difficult; putting up with them when you’re rich is a tor-
ment”) or the need for surveillance; finally, there is the relatively small value of the
care they may provide or even of the offspring one can expect from them, when you

8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,
et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., XX, 7.
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compare them to the friends you can surround yourself with or to the heirs you can
choose with full knowledge of the consequences.12
Christian texts dealing with virginity were all but obliged to include a passage laying

out the problems of marriage. One finds it, with varying degrees of prolixity, in the
treatise Peri parthenias of Gregory of Nyssa (III, 2–7), in that of John Chrysostom
(chapter XLIV in particular plus the long series of chapters LI–LXII), in the Peri
tês en parthenia alêthous aphtorias [On the Integrity of Virginity] of Basil of Ancyra
(chap. XXIII), in Homily VII (15–16) of Eusebius of Emesa, in the De virginibus of
Saint Ambrose (I, 6), in Saint Jerome’s Adversus Helvidium (chap. XX), in his Letter
22, to Eustochium, and in his Adversus Jovinium. Among all these texts, Gregory
of Nyssa’s can serve as an example, since it is constructed according to the exact
rhetoric of the pagan diatribes on the advantages and drawbacks of marriage. Without
saying so explicitly, Gregory of Nyssa takes up the three main arguments on which
the defenders of married life relied: the happiness of life in a couple, the satisfaction
of having children, and the advantage of having a family supporting one in times of
illness or in old age. Happiness of the shared life? It is constantly threatened by envy,
replies Gregory of Nyssa, if it exists at all, and death may destroy it at any moment.
In any case, aging, old age, and time wreck it little by little: beauty’s passing “like a
wave to end up in nothingness” will leave behind it “no trace, no memory, no remainder
of its present flower.” The happiness of a life in common—undermined within by the
fear of change, which prevents one from truly enjoying present blessings—is therefore
only an appearance. Children? But there are the pains of childbirth and the accidents
that often accompany it. There are the deaths in childhood, and those offspring that
do survive are often a source of permanent worry. Sadness is the shared lot of those
who have no children and those who do, of those who mourn dead children and those
who regret the descendants that survive. As for old age, when the spouses should be
a help to one another, think rather of the widowhood that sometimes strikes in youth
and leaves the wives without support and without resources.13
The praise of life outside of marriage is just as traditional as these reminders of the

molestiae nuptiarum, of which it is the flip side. Christian authors sometimes repre-
sented the independent life using accents close to those employed by the philosophers of
antiquity when they promise bachelors a life of tranquility and calm. Chrysostom, for
example, contrasts the life of marriage with an existence “free of dangers” and “without
the troubles of business and politics,”14 a life in which a man would depend only on
himself.15 He describes it, or at least some of its aspects, in terms of human wisdom
and philosophical happiness:

12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,

col. 11).
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“Her modest house [that of the single woman] has been delivered from confusion,
and all crying has been banished from her presence. As in a calm harbor, silence rules
all within, and another form of detachment more perfect than silence possesses her soul
[…] What expression could suggest the joy of a soul so disposed […] I do not know what
to say, for embarrassment checks me at this point. I cannot understand why almost
all mankind, when it could easily and without strain find enjoyment, does not believe
this state but enjoys instead fretting and distraction and anxiety!”16
So the Christian inducement to virginity, at least in a certain number of texts, in-

volves praise of an “independent” life, invoking the same advantages that the ancient
philosophers claimed for it: no external constraints, “one’s feet” are “nimble, and unfet-
tered,” there are no shackles on one’s ankles.17 No worries about all the appearances
that are thought to be the chief benefits of marriage—children, family renown, glory,
a future position.18 No more of those passions that trouble the soul when it is agitated
by external circumstances—“anger, violence, oaths, insults, hypocrisy.”19 Lastly and
above all, the space for the soul to dwell with itself, making it possible to gather one’s
thoughts without attachment to external objects: “He whose life is contained in himself
either escapes these experiences [those of marriage] altogether or can bear them easily,
possessing a collected mind which is not distracted from itself.”20 It is this kind of life
that Gregory of Nyssa thought he found in the Prophet Elias or John the Baptist—
remaining “apart from all the ordinary events of life” and residing in “a cloudless calm
of soul.”21
There is something paradoxical in this description of virginity as a state of tranquil-

ity, in the recourse to the philosophical vocabulary of the serene existence. It seems, at
first sight, to be in contradiction with what the same authors are apt to say about the
unremitting struggles of virginity and its connection with martyrdom.22 It also seems

16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
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to suggest that there are more dangers, hence more trials, hence more merit, in the
existence of married people. This is an objection that Chrysostom himself brings up:
“Is it not that success in the midst of such great constraint [that of marriage] means
a greater compensation? […] Because you endure greater hardship from marriage.”23
This idea led Clement of Alexandria to give marriage a definite value, making it the
rival of virginity in merit.24 But Chrysostom dismisses the objection by stressing that
the dangers of marriage cannot be counted toward salvation, since one’s exposure to
them was entirely voluntary.25
This reference to the theme of the tranquil life, which the philosophers had elabo-

rated in an earlier time, has its importance. Doubtless it was necessary, in this period
of the development of monasticism and the ascetic institutions, to consider the appeal
that the evocation of these traditionally recognized values would exert. What’s more,
the theme of the tranquil life occupies a doubly privileged position: it is at the meeting
point of a traditional understanding of the conditions necessary for true knowledge and
true happiness, and the Christian idea of radical detachment from this world; but it’s
also at the heart of a problem that is internal to Christianity and that concerns the
status of contemplative life, the methods for attaining it, and the merits that accrue
to it. The fact is that, with different accents, virtually all the Christian authors will
preserve the principle that the life of virginity, beyond everyday concerns, freed from
the world’s preoccupations, is a “tranquil” life. In his Commentary of Psalm 132, Saint
Augustine evokes three kinds of life in reference to the three figures of Noah, Daniel,
and Job. The first symbolizes the activity of those who govern the Church and are
responsible for the harvest; the third symbolizes the faithful who serve God zealously.
And the second represents the existence of those who have decided against living with
a wife in favor of leading the monastic existence. Noah is associated with a figure of
two men in the fields; Job with that of two women who work at the mill. Daniel is asso-
ciated with two men lying in bed, men who “love repose,” who “don’t mix with crowds”
or get involved with the “tumult of the human race” but “serve God in tranquility.”26
But Saint Augustine immediately indicates how this tranquility of life without mar-

riage should be understood. Daniel, a figure of chastity, was “tranquil,” he was “safe,”
but among the lions. The latter represent the desires that assail the heart and the
temptations that lay siege to it. Daniel was called vir desideriorum. The tranquility
of his state is very different from the calm of the philosophical life in the old sense:

23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).
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this tranquility is inseparable from a permanent confrontation with the Enemy. And it
should be understood in two senses: detachment from everything worldly that might
be a source of disturbance, and confidence in the grace of God to provide victory in
this struggle. In fact, the continuity of the theme of tranquillitas, of otium, marks the
transition from a negative economy of abstinence and continence to a conception of
virginity as a complex, positive, and agonistic experience.

II
The state of virginity conceived as an art is regularly presented by fourth-century

authors as the result of a free and individual choice. But a choice that, through its
meaning and its effects, falls within the general history of salvation of the human race.
Virginity is a free choice in three ways. First, it can’t be practiced by everyone.

Only those who are strong enough can do it: “virginity is for the few,” says Saint
Ambrose, “and marriage for everyone.”27 It can’t be done on command or through some
constraint. In a homily devoted to virginity and addressed to fathers, the unknown
author advises parents not to do anything to thwart children who wish to pledge
themselves to virginity. He urges them “to persuade them to do it,” but he doesn’t want
the children to be constrained to follow that path.28 This principle of choice without
constraint is so important that Saint Augustine would find support for it using Mary
as an example: since in her case the Incarnation willed by God was the matter at hand,
“she might have been bidden to continue a virgin, that in her the Son of God would
receive the form of a slave,” and yet her virginity was the result of a “vow,” a “choice
out of love” and not a “necessity to obey.”29 A free choice then, in the sense that it is
not prescribed by any law such as the commandments to honor God or not to commit
adultery: “the Savior has not imposed virginity either in the law of nature or in the
Gospels”;30 “the Savior does not give continence the obligatory character of a precept;
it leaves that choice to our souls.”31 The insistence on the non-obligatory character of
virginity finds several justifications in the texts—apart from the argument that some
people do need to marry so that virgins can be born.32 Above all, this provided a means
of opposing all forms of dualism or all the gnostic currents that made abstaining from
sexual relations a strict obligation, consequently leaving no room either for marriage or
for procreation.33 It was also a matter of asserting the positive value of virginity. This

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).
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is an argument that recurs often: if virginity were obligatory, what special merit would
there be in observing it? A person who doesn’t rob or kill doesn’t deserve any honor:
“To abstain from what has been forbidden is by no means the mark of a noble and
generous soul. Perfect virtue does not consist in not doing those things for which we
would think ourselves wicked before everyone. It consists in excelling in what does not
entail reproach for those who do not choose it.”34 Virginity is much more valuable than
the mere observance of a prohibition. Finally, in a more general way, it was a matter of
emphasizing that virginity does not belong to an economy of Law—the economy that
had characterized the ancient alliance—but to a new form of relation between God
and men.
And there we touch on the other aspect of virginity, the one that concerns the

salvation of mankind and the present age of the world. This is the paradox, in fact:
virginity can only be a free and individual act, but this act involves some of the drama
that unfolded between humans and God and is not yet over. Virginity derives its
meaning from that past and has its effects in the movement that is still to come. A
choice, and not a law; but a present figure of the world or rather an aspect of its
transformation. We have already seen these themes taking shape in the texts of the
third century. Cyprian and especially Methodius of Olympus had clearly formulated
some of its basic elements.
But it does appear that the development of monasticism reinforced them, that it

favored the elaboration of several of them, while modifying certain accents. In any
case, the monastic institution was a locus, or at least an occasion, for reflection on this
triple aspect of virginity: a state radically different from that of marriage, integrated
into life in the world, and demanding a practice, an art, a particular technique in order
to produce its positive effects; an object of a free individual choice that no precept
could impose, either on everyone in the form of a law, or on some in the form of a
commandment; a form of life in which the undertaking of individual salvation is deeply
involved with the economy of human redemption.
The role of virginity in the history of salvation is defined, by the authors of the

fourth century, first of all in terms of the original paradisiacal state and the relations
between man and woman before and after the fall. Obviously, there is no question here
of reviewing in detail the long exegetical discussions that, from Origen to Augustine,
were focused on the first two chapters of Genesis—on verse 27 for the Origen and on
verses 18–24 for the Augustine. I would just like to indicate how the question of the
relations between the paradisiacal virginity and the differentiation of the sexes in the
Creation was treated.
Many of the dualist-inspired movements denied that the differentiation of the sexes

was the work of God. However, it was seen as such by the authors recognized by the
Church: madness, says Saint Augustine, to claim to be Christian and be so blind to
the Scripture as to think that “the difference of the sexes is the work of the devil and

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
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not of God.”35 Even before the forming of Eve was recounted in the second chapter
of Genesis, the sacred text indicated with the first mention of man’s creation (1:26–
27) that God had created them “man and woman.” So this passage gave unequivocal
authority to the view that the difference of the sexes is present since the Creation. But
it immediately raises a difficulty in that it comes directly after the affirmation that
man was created in the image and likeness of God. How could the one and undivided
God create man in his likeness and at the same time bearing this duality of the sexes?
Philo had answered this question by distinguishing in the human creature what was
in the likeness of the Creator from what was the mark of the creature: “as long as
he was single, he resembled, as to his creation, both the world and God”; but he also
bore “the characteristics of the nature of each—not all of them, but such as a mortal
constitution was capable of admitting.”36 It’s in this direction that Christian exegesis
oriented itself. Thus, Origen sees in this duality the mark of all that is created: “Because
all things made by God are joined together, as heaven and earth, as sun and moon, the
Scripture wanted to show that man is likewise a work of God and it was not brought
forth without harmony of the appropriate conjunction.”37 Jerome will place still more
distance between the resemblance to God and the duality of the sexes: he points out
that since “it breaks the unity,” the number two is not good; moreover, the only day
at the end of which God didn’t say his work was good is precisely the second; in this
way the Genesis narrative indicates the negative meaning of the number two.38 In any
case, for Gregory of Nyssa or John Chrysostom, and later for Augustine, the image of
God and man should be sought in the soul and not in the duality of the sexes.39 An
important argument for the doctrine of virginity: inasmuch as the latter is in fact an
ascension that makes one resemble God, it is not simply, in its spiritual signification,
a renunciation of the other sex. It is a going back beyond this differentiation, beyond
even the creative act that established it, toward the divine unity.
But if the paradisaical state already includes this duality of the sexes, what are its

meaning and function? Are we to imagine that there were sexual relations in paradise
before the fall, hence in a state of perfect innocence? The reply is universally negative.
Either it is assumed, like Origen following Philo, that it was the sexual act, incapable
of being innocent, that caused the fall,40 or that sexual relations occurred after the

35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the
Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
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fall and as its consequence.41 But this nonexistence of sexual relations in paradise
doesn’t have the same reason or the same meaning for everyone. The game of exegesis
is delimited by two texts: that of the first chapter of Genesis (1:28), where in blessing
man and woman God tells them to increase, multiply, and fill the earth; and that of
the second chapter, where God decides to give man a woman so that he might have a
helpmate similar to him.
This idea of a helper obviously supports the affirmation that the role of Eve was

to be a companion, not a spouse. According to Gregory of Nyssa, this “help” should
be understood as participation in the contemplation of the face of God which, before
the fall, was Adam’s sole desire.42 It is also suggested, it seems, by a passage of the
treatise On Virginity of Chrysostom, explaining that woman becomes an obstacle for
the spiritual life of man through a reversal of the role that was hers before the fall.43
But if such is the paradisiacal function of the woman, two questions arise. What might
be the meaning of the precept “Increase and multiply”? Must one suppose, like certain
adversaries that Gregory of Nyssa criticizes without naming,44 that the human race
could grow only after the fall and that the latter therefore has something good about it,
since “without it the human race would have continued to consist of the first couple”?
Gregory of Nyssa asserts that there is no marriage between angels, and yet “their armies
constitute infinite legions”: this is because there exists, for this angelic nature, a mode
of multiplication that for us humans cannot be conceived or formulated. However, it is
certain that there is one, and such must be the power of multiplication given to man
in the angelic existence that was his when he left the hands of the Creator.
Now comes the second question: Why was it that God, while giving the first couple

an angelic mode of reproduction, endowed it with a sexual reproduction which the
angels do very well without? The answer lies in God’s foreknowledge: he knew that
man would deviate from the righteous path and lose his angelic value. That being the
case, the world could not have been populated or completed. So he devised in advance a
way for us to “transmit life to one another,” but according to a mode that suits what we
have become, now that we have lost the resemblance to God: a reproduction like that
of “the brutes and beings without intelligence.”45 In sum, man was already indefinitely
reproducible in the Garden of Eden, but in a completely different way from the union
of the sexes; and yet he was marked with a sexual differentiation, which foreshadowed
a coming fall without determining it, and constituted a reserve reproductive capacity

41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
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that would be activated by the fall.46 These strange speculations on paradisiacal sex
show how, in the spirituality of this epoch, the distinction of the sexes (created by
God) is dissociated from their union (which can come into play only after the fall and
the separation from God), and how reproduction is split into an angelic multiplication
and an animal birth.
We should turn now to the other side of the speculation, relating not to the origin

and the fall, but to the present world and the completion of the ages. The practice
of virginity appears at first to be a return, beyond the fall, to the paradisiacal state
when man left the hands of God and still bore his likeness; thus Gregory of Nyssa
speaks of “restoring the divine image from the foulness which the flesh wraps round it
to its primitive state so that we become that which the first man was at the moment
when he first breathed.”47 Christians who practice virginity go back in time, as it were,
and reclaim the state of primitive perfection.48 They re-establish it in their soul where
they rediscover, like a lost drachma, the mark of divinity. They also re-establish it
by detaching themselves from the corruption of life on earth, and hence by escaping
that death which was punishment for the fall and which our first [ancestors] did not
know—either because they were created immortal, or because before the fall God in
his prescience had not allowed death to transform the mortality he had bestowed on
them into an event. “After weaning ourselves from this life of the flesh, which has its
inevitable follower, death, we should search for a manner of life which does not bring
death in its train; now the life of virginity is such a life.”49 Thus, to choose the state
of virginity and hold to it rigorously must be regarded as something very different
from a simple abstinence that would free one from troubles, passions, worries, and in
general from the evils of existence when one is devoted, or simply gives in, to life’s
pleasures. It is much more than the practice of a virtue that will merit its subsequent
reward—even if it is promised finer rewards than other virtues.50 Virginity is thought of
as an actual mutation of existence. It brings about in the individual being—body and
soul—a “revolution” that, by restoring it to an original state, frees it from its earthly
limits, from the law of death and time and gives it access[[*1] here and now to the life
that will never end. Virginity opens the door to angelic existence. It elevates those who
nonetheless still dwell among us to a state of incorruption and immortality: “It makes
one rise up to heaven,” says Eusebius of Emesa, “and already live in the company of
angels here on earth.”51 Or further, it brings down to earth the principle of heavenly
existence. “Though virgins cannot yet ascend to heaven as the angels can because their
flesh holds them back, even in this world they have much consolation since they receive

46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”

of the human livestock.
51 Ezekiel 34:2.
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the Master of the heavens when they are holy in body and spirit. Do you grasp the
value of virginity? that it makes those who spend time on earth live like the angels
living in heaven? It does not allow those endowed with bodies to be inferior to the
incorporeal powers and spurs all men to rival the angels.”52 And, contrasting virgins
who, because of their chastity, pass from the world to heaven, with the fallen angels
who, because of their “intemperance,” have fallen into the world, Ambrose affirms that
“he who has preserved his chastity is an angel.”53
And it is not just in a metaphorical sense, or to designate a certain attitude of the

soul, that the angelic nature of virginity is invoked. It is substantial. It passes through
matter. It operates throughout the world and transfigures things. Here on earth it is
not simply waiting for the other world: it really carries the latter into effect on earth.
Thus Chrysostom describes the life of Elijah, Elisha, and John the Baptist, “those
genuine lovers of virginity”: “If they had wives and children, they would not have lived
in the desert so easily […] Released from all these ties, they passed their lives on earth
as if they were in heaven. They had no need of walls or a roof or a bed or a table or
the like. They had heaven for a ceiling, the ground for a bed, the desert for a table.
And the very thing that seems to others to be a cause of hunger, the barrenness of
the desert, was for these holy men a place of plenty. […] Plentiful and sweet drink was
supplied them from streams, rivers, and pools of water. An angel laid out for one of
them a wondrous and fabulous table […] And John, […] neither food nor wine nor olive
oil sustained his physical being, but grasshoppers and wild honey did. Do you behold
the angels upon earth? Do you comprehend the power of virginity?”54
But there is more to virginity than this “spatial” overlap of heaven and earth. The

virginity of individuals also has its place in the economy of the ages. The very numerous
and very long expositions of this idea can be lumped into a few main themes.
The history of the world is divided into two phases. That of the still-empty world,

and that of the full world. The world was empty on the day after the Creation and
it was the proliferation of the creatures, sexual for the animals, non-sexual for the
humans, that would complete it and bring it to its point of culmination. The fall had
two negative consequences: it prevented the non-carnal multiplication of men, and it
condemned them to die. Sexual reproduction ends up having an ambiguous relationship
with death. Like death it is the consequence of the fall, but it constantly repairs death’s
ravages: “Since sin had come on the scene through the act of disobedience, and the
sentence had the effect of making them liable to death, for the future, God in his
inventiveness arranged for the continuance of the human race according to his wisdom
by allowing for the propagation of the race through intercourse.”55 This is why the Old

52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”
Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.

53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good
of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
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Testament shows us patriarchs who are married and the heads of large families, and
why virginity—with the exception of a few singular figures56—is not especially honored.
Under the law of death, marriage was a precept. But henceforth it’s no longer that law
which reigns over the world. We are now in the age of the “full,” “completed” world, the
age when, as Chrysostom says, the human race leaves “early childhood” and reaches
maturity.57 For such was the wisdom of God. As long as men, still too close to their
birth and their sin, were willful it would have been impossible for them to follow a
prescription like that of virginity. So the Lord had them do “their apprenticeship” under
the law of marriage. But the time of perfection has come, when virginity must combine
with a world that is coming to an end. This combination was made possible, is now
necessary, and is paradoxically fertile.
It is possible because Christ assumed a human form in the womb of a virgin, lived

a life of perfect virginity himself, and caused men to be reborn through the spiritual
generation of baptism. He didn’t just offer them a model of virtue, he gave them the
power to subdue the rebellions of the flesh, and he created the possibility for the flesh
itself to be resurrected in glory. After and through the Incarnation, virginity became
possible as the restitution of angelic life within this world, despite the constraints of
the flesh.58
It is necessary as well, because “the time is short.”59 The moment of Christ’s return

is not far away. One might draw negative consequences from this proximity, whose
promise was one of the important aspects of fourth-century spirituality. Why concern
oneself with the world, seeing that it is ending? Why care about future generations
when the future is coming to a close? Why not immediately turn our thoughts to
those realities that are beyond our reach, yet so close to us? Up to now, we have
been preoccupied with “childish things”; the time has come “to abandon earthly things,
which in reality are childish playthings, and place before our minds heaven and the
splendor of life there and all of its glory.”60 Some object to the practice of virginity by
saying that the human race could then totally disappear, a concern that makes no sense
today: in a time when the apocatastasis will occur, let us recall that at the Creation of
the world, when man led a joyful existence, “there were no cities, crafts, or houses.”61
And one is thus brought back to the idea of a positive role that virginity can and must
play in the ending of the world. A passage from Gregory of Nyssa is very explicit on
this point.62 Virginity is barren. But this barrenness has to do with only carnal birth,
which is connected with death in two ways: first because death is its consequence, and

56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or

the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].
58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
61 Jeremiah 10:21.
62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
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next because it stands for the end of posterity, the passing away of human beings, one
after the other. But as a rejection of generation, virginity is a rejection of death, a
way of breaking this indefinite succession, which commenced in the world when death
appeared there and now continues from generation to generation—that is, from death
to death. “Through virginity a boundary line is drawn for death, checking its advance”;
those who have chosen virginity “have made themselves, in fact, a frontier between life
and death, and a barrier, too, which thwarts it.” The series that opened with the fall
finds itself interrupted. The power of death can no longer bring its activity to bear,
and so this physical barrenness should not be seen as a slow progression toward death,
but a triumph over it and the advent of a world in which it will no longer have a place.
Virginity is therefore both an element of a deathless world and an embryo of that

world: a piece of that world here on earth and access to the heavenly reality that it
constitutes. But it is also conceived, in relation to these realities, as a way of forming
and developing spiritual relationships: it is a form of union, a mode of kinship, a
principle of fertility and begetting. This is one of the most characteristic traits of the
Christian mystique of virginity, a trait that carries it very far from the old conception
of continence.
The virgin is a fiancée and a wife. This theme is quite ancient in Christianity.

Tertullian formulates it several times. In the Resurrection of the Flesh, he quickly
evokes the voluntary eunuchs and the virgins “married to Christ.”63 In the treatise
addressed To His Wife, he praises the widows who are “enrolled in the militias of
Christ” and who instead of remarriage prefer “to be wedded to God. With him they
live; with him they converse, by day and by night; to the Lord they assign their prayers
as dowries […] Wives of God while on earth, they are already counted as belonging
to the angelic family.”64 The idea also appears in the next-to-last chapter of On the
Veiling of Virgins. Wear the full garb of woman, to preserve the standing of virgin.
Tertullian not only approves of the wearing of the veil, which was the traditional mark
of marriage, but he wants it to be the norm even for unmarried women: it will be the
sign of marriage with Christ. A sign with a dual function: to hide, as must be hidden
those who belong only to their husbands; and to manifest the fact of this belonging,
as it must be manifested. “Hide some of your inward consciousness, in order to exhibit
the truth to God alone. And yet you do not belie yourself in appearing as a bride. For
wedded you are to Christ: to him you have surrendered your flesh; to him you have
espoused your maturity. Walk in accordance with the will of your Espoused. Christ
is he who bids the wives and future wives of others veil themselves; and of course,
he desires the practice that much more when it comes to his own.”65 But Tertullian’s
purpose with this whole text, as we’ve seen, is not to give virginity a special status; on

63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
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the contrary, it’s a matter of entering it into a general discipline among the different
forms of continence and chastity.66
Later, though, the status of wife of Christ will be reserved for virginity alone, not

only as a privilege, but as an experience defined by a particular content. With two
possible meanings, however: the virgin promised to Christ is the entire Virgin Church,
or it is the individual soul of one who has renounced the world. The Hymn that
concludes Methodius’s Banquet is significant in this regard. The company of virgins
sing the chorus, each on her own account and for all the others: “I keep myself pure for
You, O Bridegroom, and holding a lighted torch I go to meet You!” But they are also
the attendants of the Virgin Church, and their song heralds the coming of Christ who
will marry her: “O blessed spouse of God, we attendants of the Bride honor You, O
undefiled virgin Church of snow-white form, dark haired, chaste, spotless, beloved.”67
It seems that the theme of the individual soul, which, in the experience of virginity,
becomes the bride of Christ, separates off from the church theme without the latter
disappearing—far from it—and without ending the symbolic references back and forth
between the two. In any case, the virgin as the Lord’s fiancée is constantly present in
the authors of the fourth century, whether in Gregory of Nyssa—“she lives with the
incorruptible Spouse”;68 Basil of Ancyra;69 Eusebius of Emesa—“virgins are not the
servants of men; they are the wives of Christ”;70 Ambrose—“among the candidates to
the heavenly realm, you have advanced as if to marry the king…”;71 or Chrysostom—
“there is no spouse that is similar or equal to him; no one approaches him even a
little.”72 Historians are well aware of the scope that this theme will take on throughout
the development of Christian doctrine, and of how it will dominate an entire aspect of
it.
I would only like to note here, in a very schematic way, some of the directions it will

take and which are already indicated in the twentieth chapter of Gregory of Nyssa’s
treatise on the two marriages. There are two possible but utterly incompatible unions:
one is carnal marriage, the other spiritual marriage. The first should be understood
as physical union with a human being, but also, in a general way, as attachment to
the world of which marriage strictly speaking is at the same time a component, a
cause, and a symbol. The marriage that affords access to spiritual realities and forms

66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always

leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from

the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”
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the link with them can come about only through a renunciation of this first type of
marriage. And by calling “virginity” that renunciation in its two forms, particular and
general, Gregory of Nyssa can say that virginity is a “collaborator and provider”73
of the spiritual marriage. Basil of Ancyra gives a more figurative turn to the same
idea: the virgin who is betrothed to the Lord is often subjected to the solicitations of
those who are only his servants; but she can’t be accepted unless she rejects all these
advances, which are so many insults to her fiancé.74 In short, the marriage with Christ
is exclusive of any other, whether it’s a matter of no other marriage in the strict sense
or, symbolically, of severing ties with the world.
These spiritual nuptials are not designated as such merely from the fact that a union

is involved. Like all marriages, they are part of a system of exchanges that constitute
for each of the two spouses both the expected reward and the necessary sacrifice. What
can the soul contribute when it offers itself as the Bride? Youth? Then this will be
the rejuvenation, “the renewal of the spirit,” brought about by conversion. Wealth?
This won’t be earthly goods but “heavenly treasures.” Good birth? This will not be the
birth that fate determined, but the one that is acquired by virtue. Finally, strength
and good health? It will be those acquired by strength of mind and weakening of the
body.75
One has to understand that this union is sustained by an enthusiasm which, while

it mustn’t be at all physical, is desire and love nonetheless; and it leads to a possession
and to the real presence of one being in the other: “When ‘Christ is all, and in all’
(Col. 3:11) it is equally reasonable that he who is enamored of wisdom should hold
the object of his passionate desire, who is the true wisdom; and that the soul which
cleaves to the incorruptible Bridegroom should have the fruition of her love for the
true wisdom, which is God.”76 While Gregory of Nyssa evokes this theme of spiritual
desire as a principle of the soul’s ascent, Chrysostom develops the other aspect of the
same theme, the attraction that draws the Bridegroom to the beauty of the virgin soul:
“For the gaze of the virgin is so beautiful and comely that it has as a lover not men
but the incorporeal powers and their master.” So great is this interior beauty that it
transfigures the body itself and illuminates it, producing the inverse form of physical
desire, respect: “Such is the modesty surrounding the virgin that the intemperate,
ashamed and blushing, check their frenzy when they look at her attentively […] Like a
costly perfume, the fragrance of the virginal soul flowing round the senses gives proof

73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human

race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive

to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.
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of the excellence stored within.”77 Finally, this union, which is the content of the state
of virginity, is fertile—with a fertility free of pain, the richness of which is evoked in
another passage by Gregory of Nyssa: “Conception is no more an iniquity, nor child-
bearing a sin; and births shall be no more of bloods, or of the will of man, or of the
will of the flesh, but of God alone. This is always happening whenever any one in a
lively heart conceives all the integrity of the spirit.”78
I’m aware that this sketch may appear much too schematic or too loose. By focusing

on a few important traits of the virginity mystique in the fourth century, I meant to
show that the very intense valorization of a total, original, and definitive abstinence
from sexual relations didn’t have the structure of a prohibition; it doesn’t simply
constitute the expansion of a restrictive economy of the body’s pleasures. Christian
virginity is something very different from a radical or more extreme expression of a
recommended continence which was a familiar feature of moral philosophy in antiquity
and which the first Christian centuries had inherited.
It’s true that one sees the theme of virginity, in the strict sense, emerge little by

little from a prescription of sexual abstinence that is recommended to everyone with a
varying intensity, without being obligatory for anyone. But if it emerges from that, it
also differentiates itself from it. Because the continence principle does have the negative
form of a rule or at least a general recommendation, whereas virginity, as Methodius
of Olympus’s dialogue already shows, designates a positive and complex experience,
which is reserved for a few and takes the form of a choice. A choice that doesn’t involve
just one aspect of human behavior but all of life, and which is capable of transfiguring
it. From continence to virginity, a negative and general recommendation is turned into
a positive and particular experience.
The virginity mystique is connected with a conception of the history of the world and

the metahistory of salvation. An important change relative to an ancient perspective:
in effect, the latter linked sexual relations, desire, and procreation to the natural world,
of which they were a component. Clement of Alexandria remained faithful to this vision
by establishing a whole set of close relations between procreation and Creation. But
with the theme of paradisiacal virginity, one sees a break assert itself between Creation
and procreation—a break enabling sexual activity to play a role in the history of the
world: its purpose is to prevent death from completely triumphing; it has to populate
the earth, before disappearing in its turn when, with the Incarnation, the time of
redemption has come. The age of virginity, which is also that of the world’s completion,
brings to an end a time when the Law, death, and the union of the sexes were linked to
one another. And the practice of virginity thus assumes a completely different meaning
from that of the relations between individual abstinence and the mechanisms of nature.
Finally, the mystique of virginity [introduced into the domain of acts][[*2] a caesura

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
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that projects in the form of spiritual figures a set of movements, unions, ties, and
generations that correspond term by term to sexual desires, acts, and relations.
The valorization of virginity is therefore something very different and much more

than the pure and simple disqualification or prohibition of sexual relations. It involves
a substantial valorization of the individual’s relation to their own sexual conduct, since
it makes this relation a positive experience, which has a historical, metahistorical, and
spiritual meaning. To make things quite clear: it is not a matter of saying that there
was a positive valorization of the sexual act in Christianity. But the negative value that
was clearly attributed to it is part of an ensemble that gives the relation of the subject
to their sexual activity an importance which Greek or Roman morality would never
have dreamed of. The central place of sex in Western subjectivity is clearly marked by
the formation of this mystique of virginity.
One sees, then, that in the fourth century the themes of virginity as a spiritual expe-

rience, in such authors as Gregory of Nyssa, Chrysostom, or Ambrose, are very close in
their essentials to those developed by Methodius of Olympus, even if they differ from
them, or diverge from each other, on many points of exegesis. But the most noticeable,
and the most important, difference relates to what Gregory of Nyssa called “the art and
the science”79—that is, virginity as a form, a technique, a deliberate and diligent con-
struction of the relation to oneself. The fourth-century authors were not the first to say
that the practice of virginity requires effort, that it is not simply an abstinence decided
once and for all but a constant labor. But they gave this principle a privileged status,
in three ways. First, they treated it extensively. Basil of Ancyra recalls in reference to
it that “the heavenly kingdom belongs to the strong.”80 Chrysostom emphasizes that
many “recoil from the thought of those exhausting efforts it demands”;81 he recognizes
“the difficulty of the undertaking,” “the strain of the fight, the heavy burden of this
war.”82 On that basis, the traditional opposition between the drawbacks of marriage
and the tranquility of the state of virginity is elaborated. All through Chrysostom’s
treatise one can find a chiasmal opposition: marriage is presented as a cause of troubles
and worries, whereas virginity brings a calm clarity to the soul; but virginity is a hard,
unending struggle, while marriage is an easy path—harbor and respite, which the vir-
gin, always on the high seas, braving the storms, cannot know.83 The harshness of the
state of virginity is then compared, according to two metaphors that run through all
the ascetic literature of the epoch, to the soldier’s battles and the gymnast’s exercises.
Virgins are a city under siege: they need “eyes always open, much patience, strong de-
fenses, external walls and barriers, watchful and high-minded guards”; night and day
their thoughts must be on a war footing; everywhere one must find them “fortified.”84

79 Ezekiel 8:8.
80 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 9.
81 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1.
82 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
83 Ibid., II, 24.
84 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 10.
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Or further, the virgin is an athlete who has to face a rival: there are “two choices, either
to leave with a crown or, having fallen, to retire with dishonor.”85
Virginity is clearly situated among the ascetic practices in this way, and comes

under the same principle as all the others: it cannot be brought to fruition without the
intervention of a director. Methodius of Olympus only evoked a circle of women with
one of them victorious over the others—though all of them excelled—by her doctrine
and her example. Cyprian for his part exhorted, gave advice, and, with his views,
assisted those who had chosen this path. He stressed the importance of a discipline
that he saw as an “observance” of the Scripture on which the whole religion was based.
Various homilies also emphasize the role of the father and mother in regard to those
of their children who had embraced the state of virginity.86 Gregory of Nyssa devotes
the whole last chapter of his treatise On Virginity to the need to learn the rules of this
state from a mentor.
He gives several reasons for this that are all based on the general principle that in

this art error is more serious than in any other, since the object it aims for is ourselves
and by going wrong in this domain one harms the soul and exposes oneself to death.87
That one can’t rely on oneself is explained first by the fact that the state of virginity
and the rules to be observed are not inscribed in nature. In a way, says Gregory, it’s a
matter of learning a “foreign language.” In relation to man who follows nature, virginity
as a type of life (diagôgê) has the character of a “novelty.”88 But Gregory goes further:
virginity is not simply positioned as a break with nature, it is something of an art,
like medicine, for example. It would be impossible, and foolish and dangerous, to learn
the latter by oneself. It has gradually revealed itself through experiments, and the
observations of forerunners serve as precepts for the future. But looking at this more
closely, one sees that Gregory is not using medicine merely as a term of comparison.
He recalls that philosophy is an art that heals souls—it’s a cure for “every passion
that afflicts the soul.” And, as a little earlier he has designated the state of virginity
as a divine philosophical path, it should be understood that this art is, in the strict
sense and at least in certain of its aspects, a way of taking care of one’s own soul.89 A
young soul could not practice it alone without exposing itself to errors: the result of

85 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1 and Book II, chap. 5.
86 The word employed here is, as we’ll see, a term that has both an exact and a complex meaning in

the penitential procedure. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, the reinterpretation of the biblical text in
regard to penitential practices is more explicit still: God, hiatros [physician], wanted Cain’s transgression
to be erased dia tês homologias tou ptaismatos [by the recognition of the sin].

87 God condemns the impudence much more than the sin.
88 The element of shame and indecency in the act and in the avowal is at the center of the Christian

economy of penance. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, Cain is characterized by [three] adjectives:
agnômôn, anaisthêtos, anaiskhuntos [ungrateful, insensitive, impudent].

89 In the 20th Homily on Genesis, 3, Chrysostom points out that Cain made a precise avowal—meta
akribeias—when he said: I thought my crime too great to be pardoned. But this avowal is not valid
because it was not made in time—en kairô. This problem of the right moment is also important in the
doctrine and practice of penance.
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ignorance, but also of the lack of a principle of moderation;90 left to its own devices, the
soul flirts with danger from the very fact of its enthusiasm: “Some in their enthusiasm
for the stricter life have shown a dexterous alacrity; but, as if in the very moment
of their choice they had already touched perfection, their pride has had a shocking
fall, and they have foolishly deluded themselves concerning that beauty to which their
own mind inclined them.”91 Thus, in this passage that introduces the last chapter of
Gregory’s treatise on virginity, one re-encounters several of the arguments that served
to justify the practice of direction in general, as we have seen.
As for the director’s role, Gregory of Nyssa contrasts it positively with written

lessons, insisting that in the art of virginity, one must be guided by “practice.”92 Ac-
tually, the text is extremely elliptical about the instruction that helps one learn this
difficult state. It speaks mainly about the role of example giver.93 But it does so in
two senses: on the one hand, it’s a matter of a model, a “canon” for our lives. Gregory
presents him as a coryphée whose attendants imitate his gestures; but on the other
hand, he also speaks of him as a beacon, a goal on which one keeps one’s eyes fixed,
because it’s in him that one can see what the state of virginity is when it has finally
“reached the port of divine will”: those who’ve arrived there “keep their soul tranquil
in peace and serenity.” They remain fearless far from the tumult of the waves; their
life’s brilliance forms signals of fire, as it were.94 So here one re-encounters the theme
of virginal tranquility, magnified and carried to its completion. But in fact the role of
the director, in the labor that’s done, the exercises and battles that pervade this state
and sustain it, doesn’t appear with any clarity, nor do the techniques he employs, the
rules or advice that he gives.

90 In this exegesis of Samuel 2:11, the role that Chrysostom attributes to David’s ignorance is
capital, since it allows him to render a sentence all the more “pure” and “rigorous” and just, as he
doesn’t know that he is being targeted by Nathan’s fable and that he is not even aware [of having]
committed a sin with Bathsheba: which makes his avowal a discovery. Now, this ignorance of the nature
of the act he has committed is added on to the biblical text by Chrysostom. Should one see in this an
echo of Greek tragedy? Or more generally the value ascribed to the scenario of someone condemning a
guilty individual who turns out to be oneself?

91 [Saint Augustine, De paradiso, XIV, 71.]
92 Saint Augustine, Contra Faustum, XII, 10.
93 Saint Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, IX, 9, 16–17.
94 When Augustine speaks of the necessitas mortis, when he says that all men are morituri, he gives

a strong and precise meaning to these expressions: it’s a matter of distinguishing this inevitable future
of fallen men from the status of homo mortalis given to our first parents.
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3. Virginity and Self-Knowledge
This direction of virginal life is explicit, however, in other texts. I will take exam-

ples of this from two texts. One is Eastern, independent of the monastic institutions
and addressed to women: it’s the treatise On the Integrity of Virginity which figured
among the works of Basil of Caesarea, and which since the beginning of this century
is attributed to Basil of Ancyra. As for the second example, I will borrow it from the
chapters that Cassian, in the Institutes and the Conferences, devotes to the problems
of purity in monastic existence. Very different, then, in their context and their inspi-
ration, they nonetheless both testify to the development of the “techniques of the self”
during the fourth century and to the place these techniques occupy in the practice of
virginity.

I
Basil of Ancyra’s text has been dated to the middle of the fourth century—before

358 in any case. It evokes its own context as early as the first lines, by referring to the
development of ascetic practices (abandonment of goods, fasts, austerities like sleeping
on the ground). But it distinguishes itself, with an insistence that was frequent in that
period, from the literature of praise: it presents itself as a practical text. Which doesn’t
mean that it has no stake in the themes that one finds in the spirituality of the fourth
century. The figure of the Bridegroom Christ, suggested in the first words of the text,
keeps returning throughout.1 The idea of this marriage, with the beauty of the Bride,
the love she has for her Lord, the faithfulness that is demanded of her, the desire she
must have to please him, is treated extensively.2 One also finds the affirmation that
through virginity the soul is made incorruptible and that it can thus lead the life of the

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).
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angels here on earth.3 Reference is also made to two ages, that of marriage inaugurated
by Adam, and that of the future world whose seeds were sown by Christ in the form
of virginal purity.4 From this standpoint the treatise of Basil of Ancyra is in direct
continuity with the major spiritual texts on virginity.
But the fact remains that its objective is to establish the means in relation to a

goal:5 it’s not a matter of teaching those who have already acquired knowledge of the
good, but of showing those who feel the love of it how to attain this goodness which
they desire. A book of living, therefore, that doesn’t define a systematic body of rules:
no reference is made to monastic institutions. There is just an indication, in the first
lines, that the work is intended for those who, thanks to the bishop Letoius (whom
Basil is addressing), have experienced a love of the good, but nothing suggests that
this refers to an established community.6 Only the unfolding of the text shows, without
any justification or supplementary explanation, that it constitutes life prescriptions for
women. So in this regard it is close to the practical works written, in the second half
of the century, by Evagrius Ponticus, by Pseudo-Athanasius, or by Ambrose. It differs
from them, however, in that Basil relies on a whole collection of medical knowledge
that he evokes with a certain detail, and consequently he has far less to say about rules
of comportment (although he does mention them) than about techniques, procedures,
and ways of doing and being that concern the soul and the body in their relations.
More than one’s dress and the company one keeps, it is sensations, desires, images, and
memories that form the object of the book. It is more a question of one’s relationship
with oneself than of the right attitude to have toward others or of one’s behavior in
their midst. And when Basil stresses the necessary renunciation of all adornments and
all forms of elegance, he has recourse, next to the argument we’re familiar with (a
woman can be pleasing to God only as God has made her7), [to another argument]: all
of this body care induces sensations, images, and desires in the soul, not only of the
spectators, but of the woman who indulges in it.
The art of virginity, according to Basil of Ancyra, presents two aspects. First, it

comprises what could be called a technology of separation or rupture.
An interruption first of natural desire. Basil explains the attraction of the sexes

by a general principle that holds in the same way among human beings and among
the animals. In order to populate the earth, God made use of “prototypical germs” to
which he gave the possibility of reproducing themselves by separating a “segment” from

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
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the body of the males; this segment constitutes the female with which the masculine
individual tries to reunite. To this tendency toward reunification, Basil gives two forms
in turn: mutual attraction, which seems to place male and female in a symmetrical
position (ontologically, these are two parts of the same individual); and the male’s drive
toward the female, which, through a “physiological” dissymmetry, places the principle
of attraction on one side, and the force of movement on the other. The female is like
the magnet; the male like the metal. The woman is passive, since it’s toward her that
the male directs itself; but she is also a principle of movement, since she is the site
of the pleasure that attracts—which ensures moreover that the greater strength on
the masculine side is softened and mitigated by the desire to protect. In any case, in
this natural dynamic (to describe it, Basil makes only a very distant allusion to the
Scripture, the scheme of reference is borrowed from natural history), one sees that the
feminine part is in a privileged “strategic” position. Locus of attraction, but herself
immobile, the woman can interrupt this movement that is inscribed in nature from
the beginning. Such is the role of the virgin: to be the point of rupture in this general
process of attraction.
But why would such a rupture be necessary since, if one is to believe Basil, this

attraction results only from the will of God? Because souls that in themselves are
equal and identical in nature, hence without sexual differentiation,8 are affected by
the movements of the body to which they are connected. They receive, as it were, the
impregnation of their corporeal sex, becoming masculine or feminine, and they can
accede to the love of the incorporeal God only by breaking off these affections. Basil
gives two forms to this rupture, both of which, although each in a different way, are
based on the idea of a certain equivalence between pleasure as a principle of attraction
between the sexes, and pleasure as a general form of darkening or weighing down of
the soul by the body. Basil first explains that pleasure (hedônê) is generically unique,
that consequently it’s necessary to dominate not only the pleasure that drives us to the
union of the sexes, but also all the others as well. And since the flow of pleasure doesn’t
cease to come and go, to become agitated and bring its disturbance through the five
senses and even to tangible objects, and from these, turning back on the soul, it is
necessary—and this will be a crucial component of the art of virginity—to watch these
entrances and exits and channels, to stay vigilant at the gate of the senses. A whole
economy of these pleasure flows must be constructed by focusing one’s attention on the
boundaries of the body and the outside world, on these organs of perception and what
they may perceive. An economy of the gaze, which mustn’t be directed haphazardly
to everything the eyes can capture; an economy of hearing, which mustn’t attend to
everything that is said, but to what it would be useful to learn. What is recommended,
in short, is a selective closing off of the body to the external world, in response to a

8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,
et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]
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danger intrinsic to the pleasure urges that disturb and in a certain way “sexualize” the
soul. Now, among these senses that need to be closed at least partially, there is one to
which Basil gives a central importance. It’s the sense of touch. For two reasons, he says:
The sense of touch is more powerful than the others for giving rise to the pleasures of
sex. It is also important for tasting (which Basil seems to consider a kind of touching),
and food and drink are among the most important factors for stimulating the sexual
pleasures. Second and foremost, the sense of touch functions as the general form of all
the senses. In each of them, it is touch that imprints the soul with the image of the
external things whose different kinds touch the body; it is what makes them spread
through the body and trouble the soul. The sense of touch constitutes the general
medium, as it were, of the whole corporeal sensitivity. It is more or less present, more
or less active, more or less determinant in every form of sensation. So if one intends to
control the movement of the pleasures that stream through all the sensory channels,
one should pay the most attention to touch. “Avoid contacts”: a precept that must be
understood in the precise sense of the word. Basil cites several applications of this:
avoid embraces, contacts between men and women, even brothers and sisters, while
those taking place between two persons of the same sex are without danger.9 But it
should also be understood in a more general way: reduce the strength of the body,
weaken its responses, make sure that its impulses don’t move the soul too forcefully,
due to its excessive vigor. And more generally still: avoid the contact of the body as
a whole (as the site of all contact) with the soul. This theme of separation between
body and soul, their reciprocal isolation, returns in different forms throughout the
text: image of the soul that must carefully close its windows, instead of being like
the prostitutes who keep theirs wide open and always show themselves there;10 of the
master of the house who keeps his door locked shut when the soldiers try to get in to
find lodging;11 of water and oil that must stay separated to avoid being troubled.12 Let
the soul and the body remain carefully separated, therefore: by keeping them both “in
their place, in their role, and in accordance with their use,” one will make peace reign
between them.13
But for Basil these different procedures of separation—of the senses with respect to

sensible things, of the body with respect to the world, and of the soul with respect to
the body—are only one side of the art of virginity. A whole other aspect concerns the
soul itself and the work it must do on itself. That the purity of the body is nothing
without that of the soul is a very traditional theme to which Basil gives several forms.
That of the dual purity: one must bring as much attention to bear on the movements
of the soul as on those of the body: “if through fasting we cut off the passions of the

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
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body, but leave the soul agitated by its own weaknesses, by envy, hypocrisy, and the
movements of the other passions, we will not make the body’s abstinence useful to
virtue. And if we cleanse the soul of its passions, but we give the body over to the
passions of the belly and other raptures, even without the disorder of indecency, we
cannot make our life perfect in virtue.”14 That of the fundamental purity of the soul,
which constitutes the primary and determining element compared to the integrity of
the body: “For if the soul is free of corruption, the body also is preserved without
corruption; but if the soul has been corrupted by bad thoughts, even if the body still
appears to be without corruption, no purity will be found in its absence of corruption,
since it is corrupted by impure thoughts.”15 Finally, regarding physical castration, Basil
puts forward the principle of the sinful intention. Not only is there no merit in physically
making oneself a voluntary eunuch, but such a one is to be considered a sinner because
he refuses to ensure the virginity of his own soul and hence he consents to the desire
without allowing himself the act: “the removal of parts denounces the adultery of the
one who mutilates himself,” “therefore, if he has disarmed himself by cutting off the
instrument of adultery, so that people think he doesn’t fornicate with his body, but he
fornicates in his intention.”16
So a specific effort of purification is necessary, in addition to all the abstentions,

separations, and closures required by the purification of the body. Basil first raises
the question of the persistence of images: objects that strike the senses may very well
disappear, but their image remains in the soul. They are like those flaming javelins that
carry fire to the target where they stay stuck, or they imprint a trace that remains,
as if on wax. Therefore, since it’s not possible to keep the eyes of the body always
closed, one must take care not to retain such images. It wouldn’t serve any purpose to
fast if one continued to cultivate those thoughts. What soul could be called virgin if it
kept the one that it loves in an embrace “with the incorporeal hands of thought”? The
body, which is always mingled with the soul and which follows its movements, would
thus be corrupted by it and would accompany it in its dreams.17 So it’s necessary to
work constantly to erase such images and replace them, on the wax of the soul, with
meditations on holy things with their figures or “characters.”18
But one must also consider that acts can be committed in the soul. An act is

not necessarily done by the body. However, here Basil is not referring to a juridical
conception that would make the complete intention equivalent to the implementation
of the idea itself. He is utilizing a physiology of the soul according to which thoughts
will be inscribed on the soul’s “table,” where they will not be erased, even if forgetfulness
or inattention shrouds them in darkness. Every thought is an act, and remains an act

14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,

col. 11).
16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
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in the soul, inasmuch as its pattern subsists there. Basil resorts to a comparison with
the signs of writing: one who learns them inscribes them in one’s soul and doesn’t need
to actually write in order for the words to remain there. Without this inscription, how
could one write what one desires to write? In the same way, thoughts are entered like
so many marks in the soul. And when death comes, and the soul is set free, then all
this abbreviated writing of thoughts, which had remained veiled, will appear in the
light of day. And none of the acts of thought, even the most secret ones, will escape the
eyes of the one who sees all. The soul that wishes to remain virgin must continually
watch over even the most secret activity of its thought.
Finally, purity of the soul cannot be ensured without a constant vigilance concerning

what it harbors within it that may be deceptive. It always runs the risk of being fooled,
of being taken by surprise. This may happen through the interplay of resemblances
and contrary natures that hide beneath analogous forms. Basil takes up the Greek
adage that vices are closely akin to virtues and reinterprets it in terms of the devil’s
tricks: at the door of each virtue, the devil has placed a door of vice that looks just
like it. You think you’re knocking on the first one and it’s the other one that opens.
So those who meant to be courageous reveal themselves to be fearful.19 But there can
also be deception through proximity: the soul believes it loves the Lord and becomes
enamored of his servants; or it begins by loving the beauty of a soul, but as the latter
is manifested through the bodies that one looks at, the voices one listens to, the soul
“comes to love, instead of the soul that speaks, that by which it speaks”20—somewhat
as if, instead of loving a musician, one fell in love with their instrument.
We have seen how important these three points—persistence of images, spontaneous

movements of thought, and illusions and resemblances—were in spiritual direction.
Basil gives a justification, a model, and a sanction for this degree of vigilance in regard
to these points, by emphasizing the principle of total visibility of the soul. A visibility
that is “materialized” by the table where all movements produced in the soul are
inscribed in durable marks, but a visibility that is actualized in three ways: in the
future, death will deliver the soul’s truth and reveal it on the day of eternal light; but
God can always see into the depths of our soul—no movement, no matter how secret,

19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-
acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].
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can elude him;21 and the guardian angel is also always watching over the soul: for the
[virgin*1 he is always the guide that will lead the soul to the Bridegroom.22 And beyond
him, one must think of the armies of all the angels and the spirits of all the fathers.
They are all watching everything, everywhere. Down to its least folds, therefore, the
soul is not only visible but actually seen. This gaze, or rather these countless gazes,
are not its own. The soul will ensure its virginity if, to the extent possible, it strives
to see itself and watch over everything that takes place within it, in the same manner
as all the other gazes that scan its secrets without obstruction. During the period
when Basil of Ancyra is writing, the monastic institutions are in full development; but
in a more general way, a whole regulated, carefully designed, and controlled practice
of asceticism has spread. It is hard to say whom exactly the treatise he addresses to
Letoius is meant for. But the advice he gives and the unsystematic prescriptions he
proposes focus on the same essential points as the spiritual direction and examination
of conscience that will appear in slightly later texts. Through this treatise, one sees
the practice of virginity, which had been extricated from the principle of continence
and defined as a positive spiritual experience, being organized as a type of relation
to the self that concerns not just the body, but also the relations of the body and
the soul, the opening of the senses, the movement of pleasures through the body, the
agitation of thoughts. One also sees it open onto a domain of internal knowledge where
it is a question of sensation, of images and their persistence, of everything in the soul
that can escape others or oneself through the effect of delusion or the subtlety of the
process. Finally, one sees it being inscribed in a relation to the power of the other
and to the gaze that marks the individual’s subjugation and an objectification of their
inner being.
By pointing to these processes in connection with Basil of Ancyra’s text, I’m not

suggesting that they appear there for the first time, nor certainly that this is where
the transformation that gave rise to them occurred. I have taken a bit of time with
the text only because it attests to the existence, in the middle of the fourth century
and in an ill-defined pastoral practice, of a rather well-developed technique of the self.
I have also focused on it because one sees a whole domain (involving the body and
the soul, sensations, images, and thoughts) being constituted in which it is considered
necessary to intervene in order for the exclusion of sexual relations to take on the
positive meaning expected of it—the essential practical correlate of that abstinence. It
is evident that while the practice doesn’t involve either the totality of the body or the
soul, it is operative in both, from the grasping of an object by the senses to the most
secret impulses of the heart.

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
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II
Cassian’s analysis is very different from that of Basil of Ancyra. Its frame of reference

is constituted by monastic practice—the cenobium for the text of the Institutes, which
is concerned with beginners for the most part; and the monastic life for the Conferences,
which talk about much more advanced spiritual experiences. In any case, Cassian’s
views, the rules and prescriptions he puts forward, apply to a form of life in which the
renunciation of every form of sexual relations has already been carried out. So at his
level there is no longer any reason to consider the privileges of the state of virginity over
that of marriage; it’s a question of elaborating on the implications of the choice that was
made. Cassian rarely employs the word virginity. It appears twice in the Conferences,
and in both instances in contrast with marriage: regarding Elijah and Jeremiah who
“might without blame have taken advantage of lawful matrimony, yet they preferred to
remain virgins”;23 and in reference to the foolish virgins and the wise virgins, who are
all called virgins because they have no spouses, but the first practice only the virginity
of the body.24 The term used is “chastity”—castitas—which in Cassian covers most of
the questions or themes that Gregory of Nyssa, Basil of Ancyra, Chrysostom, and in a
general way the Greek Fathers connected to the practice of virginity and the interior
rules of that state.
Just as his predecessors had done for virginity, Cassian distinguishes chastity from

continence. In the Institutes, he bases this distinction on the traditional usage of the
Greek words and at the same time he takes note of the hierarchy of values between the
two terms: “We do not deny that there are also continent men in the communities: such
a thing can easily be done, we know. In reality, they are two very different things, to be
continent—that is enkratês—and to be chaste and, so to speak, to pass to that state
of integrity or incorruption that is called hagnos, a virtue that is scarcely attributed
to any but those who remain virgins in their flesh and in their minds, as were […]
Jeremiah and Daniel.”25 Between the two notions, there is the difference of the positive
and the negative. On the one hand, external abstinence in regard to sex, on the other
a motivation of the heart: “Purity of the flesh resides less in the deprivation of women
than in the integrity of the heart that keeps the holiness of the heart free of corruption
through the fear of God or the love of chastity.”26
In the Conferences, Cassian returns to this distinction and comments more exten-

sively. He gives it the same fundamental value: continence is a refusal, a rejection
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).
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(districtio); chastity, a positive force that uplifts and that is sustained by “the delec-
tation it takes in its own purity.”27 Thus, the pagans are capable only of continence.
Socrates was not chaste, though he refrained from consummating the love he felt for
boys: he did violence to his “bad desire” and to the “delight of his vice,” without banish-
ing them from his heart.28 Yet this opposition is not exempt from a certain ambiguity.
Cassian describes the reign of continence, in fact, as a moment that must last for as
long as the slightest traces of the carnal passions remain: “So long as there remains an
attraction to voluptuousness, one is not chaste but only continent […] So long as we
feel the rebellions of the flesh, let us recognize […] that we are still under the miser-
able scepter of continence, tired out from continual battles, whose outcome necessarily
remains in doubt.”29 Compared to these stresses of continence, chastity appears to
be an end state in which one would no longer have to combat “the urges of carnal
concupiscence”;30 then, and only then, the soul can become “the dwelling place of the
Lord,” which is never in “the battles of continence,” but in “the peace of chastity.”31
Now, Cassian emphasizes throughout his work—and it’s precisely the theme of the
twenty-second Conference on chastity—the fact that the struggle against the assaults
of the flesh can never be considered finished. “We also have a body, which is a poor
beast of burden.”32 Not only do the attacks resume when one believes them defeated,
but, as will be seen, their menace has a positive value for virtue: sometimes they are
the blessing of God, who does not want us to doze off in the tranquility of the soul. So
that chastity as a spiritually different state than continence constitutes an ideal point
toward which one must advance indefinitely, without being sure that it is completely
attainable.33 But Cassian also depicts it in relation to continence (a negative attitude
of refusal) as a positive force that overlays the latter, sustains it, animates it, and
transforms simple abstinence into a movement of ascension toward God: “One cannot
control or banish the desire for present things, if in the place of harmful penchants,
that one aspires to do away with, one doesn’t put salutary ones […] We want to rid
our heart of the lusts of the flesh: for all its incontinence, let us hand the place over
to spiritual joys.”34
Hence chastity is to be conceived in terms of a state and in terms of a combat: a

tranquility that nothing can trouble any longer—but it’s already no longer “a human
virtue or an earthly one; it seems to be, rather, the privilege of heaven, the particular

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
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gift of the angels”;35 and also a force of confrontation that demands ardor and passion
if one is to triumph, plus a desire that is not completely unrelated to the very desire
that it strives to combat. To attain chastity, says Cassian in a remarkable text, “let
everyone be passionate […] with the same love that is seen in the miser devoured by
greed, the ambitious man driven by his thirst for honors, in the man consumed by his
passion for a feminine beauty, when, in the grip of an excessive impatience, they seek
to satisfy their desire.”36
In spite of his many points in common with the major theorists of virginity of

the fourth century, the distinction that Cassian establishes between continence and
chastity reveals a rather different landscape. It is dominated by the notions of purity
of heart and spiritual combat, which are especially meaningful in the monastic life
from which Cassian, following Evagrius, draws his inspiration.
—
1. Purity of heart. Cassian never makes use of the vocabulary of marriage, which

was so constant from Methodius of Olympus to Chrysostom, to designate the state
of virginity in its plenitude. It’s true that he sometimes uses terms that come close.
Among the main ones, there are four that we can note. Cassian speaks of the union
that joins the soul with God;37 of the “fusion” that makes it “melt” into him;38 of
the Lord’s sovereign entry into it;39 of a movement by which he grasps the soul and
takes possession of it.40 However, it’s not the sexual union of two individuals that
serves as an implicit or explicit model for this experience, but the act of understanding
(connaissance) considered as a relation between gaze, object, and light. For Cassian, the
soul joined to God is not the bride-to-be finally reunited with the Bridegroom. Rather,
it is the gaze that is not distracted from the point on which it has fastened, that
remains so firmly attached in this way that it no longer sees anything else. When he
speaks of the soul that melts into God, Cassian is not thinking of the bride absorbed in
the spiritual union, but of the act of contemplation that is at one with, the same thing
as, what is contemplated. As for the presence of God in the soul he takes possession of
in its entirety, Cassian is not picturing the presence of the Lord on the marriage bed,
but the descent into the soul of the beam of light that illuminates it, leaving no part
of it in the shadows.

35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the
Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
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Recall that the monastic life whose art and discipline Cassian defines has contem-
plation as its goal. One who renounces the world seeks to attain that “principal good”
which is established “in theory, that is, in contemplation.” When the soul has entered
that state, it will have “no other food than the knowledge of God and the joy of his
beauty.” The knowledge relation underlies the soul’s relation to God. And even at the
moment when the relation becomes a junction, a fusion, a possession, it’s still in the
form of knowledge, or more exactly according to the model of the gaze and the light,
that Cassian theorizes it. Consequently, for him chastity doesn’t have the same role
that virginity has in the authors I spoke of previously. For them, it was a matter of
preserving integrity that would allow the soul to reach the Bridegroom without ever
experiencing any defilement. For Cassian, the role of chastity is to ensure a “purity
of heart” or a “purity of mind” that makes the knowledge relation possible: such that
there is no cloudiness in one’s gaze, nothing shadowy escaping the light, no stain to mar
the transparency. In sum, Cassian, like Evagrius, replaces the series virginity-integrity-
spiritual nuptials that one finds clearly developed in authors like Basil of Ancyra with
the series chastity–purity of heart–contemplation.
The relation of chastity is developed, then, according to two axes. First, chastity

appears as an essential prerequisite of spiritual science. No one can hope to arrive at
the latter if one doesn’t start by practicing the chastity that results in purity of heart.
From the beginning of the Institutes, Cassian, in explaining the meaning of monastic
dress, shows that the girdle (which signifies the desire to destroy all the seeds of lust)
attests to the ascetic’s ardor “for spiritual progress and the science of divine things
that purity of heart gives.”41 But it’s in the fourteenth Conference, that of Abbot
Nesteros, that Cassian gives this theme its full scope. Spiritual knowledge demands
purity of heart and chastity in the very general sense that it is incompatible with
agitation of thought, the disorderly movement of the imagination, and any concern
with the things of the world: “If you would prepare in your heart a holy tabernacle
of spiritual knowledge, purge yourselves from the stain of all sins, and rid yourselves
of the cares of this world. For it is an impossibility for the soul which is taken up
even to a small extent with worldly troubles, to gain the gift of knowledge or to
become an author of spiritual interpretation, diligent in the reading of holy things.”42
But much more precisely, chastity as control of the carnal passions in the strict sense
is indispensable to spiritual science. The latter, like a perfume, cannot subsist in a
soiled container: “A jar once permeated by evil smells will more easily contaminate
the most fragrant myrrh than receive from it some sweetness of capacity to please.
Purity is corrupted more speedily than corruption is made pure […] So then if you

41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.
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are anxious to win the incorruptible fragrance of Scripture, begin by turning your
effort to winning the cleanness of chastity from the Lord.”43 Finally, it needs to be
understood that the chastity of the body is the first form of a series of “chastities” the
mind must take on in order to advance toward spiritual knowledge without ever losing
sight of it. One must renounce fornication of the body if one means to understand the
Scriptures, but it’s also necessary to stay well away from that “fornication” constituted
by pagan ceremonies, the soothsayers, the omens, and from that other fornication
which is the observance of the Judaic type of law, and from that other one still, that
consists of heresy, and finally from the one that makes thought stray—however little—
from God, on whom it should always stay focused. And as these different fornications
are excluded and the mind becomes chaste in a more and more spiritual sense, the
meaning of Scripture will emerge from its mysteries and will appear with increasingly
spiritual values.44 The practice of chastity and the comprehension of the Word grow
in spirituality simultaneously. Cassian goes so far as to say, in the Institutes, that
chastity, in its perfect form, suffices for understanding the Scripture. He speaks of
Theodore, who owed his knowledge of the Text not so much to a “studious reading”—
he understood just a few words of Greek—as “to purity of heart alone.”45 But this purity
of heart is connected to knowledge according to a very different orientation: reflexively,
involving the soul itself, its folds and its depths. In relation to this knowledge, purity
is not simply a condition, it is at the same time an effect. No purity of heart if the
soul doesn’t watch attentively over itself, on the lookout for the impulses produced
within it and blotting out everything that might divert it from its contemplation. But
conversely, it’s very much owing to purity that the interior gaze can penetrate into the
heart’s secrets, shining the light there and dispelling its obscurity: “Thus penetrating
with pure eyes of the mind to the foul darkness of vices, we may be able to disclose
them and drag them forth to light; and may succeed in explaining their occasions and
natures.”46 Now, what needs to be noted in Cassian’s analysis here is that the light
brought into the heart doesn’t illuminate it all at once, ridding it of all the impurities
it may contain. Rather, it penetrates the darkness, revealing what may be hidden
there. But what hides is impurity, and it is this impurity that one must gradually
free oneself from through an attentive examination, a vigilance that never relents, a
constant remorse and one’s admission of that state. So that, through a circularity that
is at the center of this asceticism of self-knowledge, the purer one is, the more light one
has for knowing oneself better; the better one knows oneself, the more one recognizes
how impure one is; the more one recognizes oneself as sullied, the more important
it is to shine the light on one’s deepest recesses and dispel the darkness of the soul.
Evoking the great spiritual masters, those who never get entangled in “hollow debates”
but have the experience and practice of virtue, Cassian says that purity “has taught

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
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them this above all: to recognize more and more that they are burdened with sin (for
their compunction for their faults increases day by day in proportion as their purity
of soul advances), and to sigh continually from the bottom of their heart because they
see that they cannot possibly avoid the spots and blemishes of those faults which are
ingrained in them through the countless triflings of the thoughts.”47
In a passage of the Conference on prayer, the soul is compared to a feather: sins

weigh it down, purity on the contrary gives it an ontological lightness that allows
the slightest breeze to lift it toward the ether.48 This is a way of emphasizing the
fundamental relationship chastity has with light. But you can see that this relationship,
in the practice of asceticism, assumes complex forms. Chastity is the condition of access
for a comprehension of the Scripture, an opening to a spiritual meaning, a righteous
direction of the mind, a steadiness of the soul’s gaze in the contemplation of God. But
this contemplation cannot be approached without a knowledge of ourselves with all our
impurities; and in its turn, where would this knowledge draw its light and its strength
if not from the Word of God, which shines into us and reveals us as we are without our
being able to see it by ourselves? In this way it makes us “yield to our investigation
and explanation (indagini nostrae atque expositioni),” and “thus breaking the gates of
our ignorance, and cutting asunder the bars” of vices which shut us out from the true
science, will lead us to the substance of our secrets, and reveal to us who have been
illuminated, according to the Apostle’s word, “the hidden things of darkness, and make
manifest the thoughts of the heart.”49 So one must think of a twofold process of an
illumination of the mysteries of the heart which is both the condition and the effect
of the knowledge of God, and a progression toward the spiritual science that cannot
be accomplished without the self-knowledge that it makes possible. And at the pivot
point of these two processes, there is chastity.
—
2. Spiritual combat. The reference to spiritual combat is not absent from the fourth-

century treatises on virginity. Discreet in Gregory of Nyssa, it is much more frequent in
John Chrysostom. It allows for a relation between the effort required by the profession
of virginity and the theme of the martyr who goes through trials, triumphs, and receives
the crown.50 In Cassian, the notion of combat doesn’t just have a reference value, it
commands a part of the analysis.51 After an exposition of the rules of monastic life,
the whole second part of the Institutes of the Coenobia presents itself as a treatise on
spiritual combat.52 A battle that, as Cassian stresses over and over, evoking a text from

47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”

of the human livestock.
51 Ezekiel 34:2.
52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”

Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.
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the Epistle to Timothy (2:15), must be conducted in the proper way and according to
the rules—a legitimate battle.53 He is saying that the life of the monk, at least as long
as he has not attained the tranquility of the contemplative life, as long as it is still an
active life, must unfold as an unbroken combat whose weapons and tactics must be
learned. The Institutes form the manual of this apprenticeship. It delivers its general
rules, it specifies its particular forms according to the different adversaries that must
be fought, and it underscores the need to adapt to the particular situations and forces
of each battle. A general discipline that must include a principle of “discernment.”54
What type of combat is involved? There is an array of terms that Cassian employs:

colluctatio, agon, certamen, pugna, bellum. The first two words refer to the fight of
an athlete who encounters a rival and, in order to defeat him, must have followed a
training regimen, qualified, and employed the sanctioned moves against the rival that
authorize him to finally receive the crown. But the other terms are borrowed from the
vocabulary of warfare: rout the enemy, foil the stratagems, rebuff the assault of his
troops. On the one hand, the spiritual struggle references the athletic model, on the
other the military model. Actually, there is no discontinuity from the first to the second.
A long passage of this chapter 5, which, in laying out the rules of the first battle to
be waged (against gluttony), outlines the general method of struggle, is characteristic
of this dual reference. It begins with a set of allusions to the practice of athletics and
games: the training of the competitors, an examination after which the candidates are
accepted, the method employed by the javelin throwers, the preparation and practice of
the boxers, and so on.55 But Cassian gradually transitions to the theme of the battle
between enemies. The soldier replaces the athlete: against him “troops,” “cohorts of
adversaries,” that he must force back beyond the territory; there are enemies on the
outside, but also enemies within who weaken him through “internecine struggles.”56 The
intertwining of these two metaphors brings out two essential components of spiritual
combat. First, as an athletic trial, this combat involves exercise, training, a will to
surpass oneself, to work upon oneself, and the verification and measurement of one’s
own forces. Asceticism in the strict sense of the term. But as a war against an adversary
(and moreover a tireless enemy, capable of every ruse, instead of a rival in an honest
game), the struggle is waged against another. Insofar as it is athletic, the combat
requires a certain way of relating to oneself. Insofar as it is warlike, it is a relation to
an irreducible element of otherness.
What is this other, and against whom must the combat be waged? The second

part of the Institutes (chapters 5–12) lists the eight necessary forms of combat and
the eight adversaries: gluttony, fornication, avarice, anger, dejection, acedia, vainglory,
pride. One will recognize this as an early draft of an enumeration that will become

53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good
of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
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that of the seven capital sins.57 But just as we shouldn’t blend together capital sins
and mortal sins, we shouldn’t see in the eight adversaries designated by Cassian a kind
of code of acts not to be committed, or laws whose violation will be punished. There
is nothing structural or juridical in the exposition. It helps to recall that Cassian’s
list derives directly from Evagrius, and that the latter did not intend to draw up a
table of faults or prohibitions; he sought to establish a typology of thoughts. “Eight,”
he said, “are the generic thoughts.”58 And those thoughts, insofar as they agitate the
soul, disturb its tranquility, or muddy its gaze, are introduced there by the demons:
daimoniôdeis logismoi. That such thoughts assail us is not our doing, therefore, but
that of the demons. It is up to us, however, whether they linger or give rise to passions.59
Cassian doesn’t employ the term “demon” but rather “spirit” (spiritus) to designate

the eight adversaries into which the spiritual combat is subdivided: spirit of gluttony,
spirit of fornication, spirit of avarice, and so on. His use of the great demonology,
which was so important in Egyptian monasticism, is rather discreet. It’s in the more
speculative texts of the Conferences that he gives, not the general system of that
demonology, [but] the indications necessary for understanding what these spirits are,
what the origin and modes of action of these “adverse powers” are.60 One musn’t think
that they penetrate the soul itself and take up residence there. Doubtless between
them and the human soul there is a kinship and a similarity of nature, but the soul
is impenetrable. The spirits can establish themselves only nearby, which is to say in
a body, and more easily in a weakened body that accommodates them. Based on this
material insertion, they create impulses which, in their turn, induce thoughts, images,
memories, and so on. Insidiously, these thoughts develop in the soul all the more
dangerously as their origin is hidden, so that everyone is likely to imagine that they
come from within themselves. But that is not all: the demon can see how the soul
reacts to such insinuations. Not that its gaze can penetrate the soul’s interior, but by
being alert in the body, it can observe, according to the movements that are produced
there, the way in which the soul accepts or rejects the suggestions it makes. So it can
pursue them, intensify them, modify them; it can also completely change its attacks,
trying, after one “kind” of thoughts, a different kind altogether. So there is a complex
game between the soul and its adversary, where thoughts are transmitted, repeated,
accepted, retried though the intermediary of the body that sends and receives impulses.
In these the Enemy detects signals that guide its action, and it’s in them as well that
the soul must recognize the signs of the adversary’s presence. Spiritual combat is thus,
by definition, a confrontation with the Other, a dynamic of impulses that pass from
the soul to the body and vice versa, and finally, a task of decipherment in order to
grasp what is lurking under the surface appearances of oneself.

57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or
the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].

58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
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As for the end of the combat, while it is defined ideally by the tranquility of the
soul, its reality is ambiguous. Cassian does mention the possibility of reaching a state
where the Enemy’s assaults, after all its defeats, will have ceased. And he cites certain
holy figures who arrived at this summit. But as we’ve seen,61 such a state can never
be considered either a vested right or an unassailable position. Many have fallen who
thought they were out of harm’s way and because they thought so. More exactly, be-
cause they believed that this protection was due to their own efforts, to their exercises,
their progress, and their strength. In fact, though, their self-confidence is what exposed
them, their security is what made them vulnerable. Those against whom the Enemy
can no longer do anything are those who know that they can do nothing against the
Enemy if God doesn’t come to their aid: “Wherefore it is well for us both to be certi-
fied by actual experience, and also to be instructed by countless passages of Scripture,
that we cannot possibly overcome such mighty foes in our own strength, and unless
supported by the aid of God alone; and that we ought always to refer the whole of
our victory each day to God Himself.”62 Consequently, the assaults of bad thoughts
can be seen in a very different light: if they subsided, or even if they were always mild,
the soul would soon fall asleep in its self-confidence or pride itself on being out of
the Enemy’s reach. Then the Enemy’s power could defeat it by surprise, leaving it no
possibility of resisting. So there is a positive value in the permanence and the intensity
of the combat. Therefore, in this perpetual and pressing threat of evil, one must see
a blessing. A result of God’s beneficence. The conflict that rages in us is implanted
“by the action and arrangement of the Lord […] And in a way this conflict is useful
to us, and calls and urges us on to a higher state: and if it ceased, most surely there
would ensue on the other hand a peace that is fraught with danger.”63 Cassian is led
in this way to complain about those who are chaste by nature: their lukewarmness
endangers them. “Free from the needs of the flesh, they fancy that they have no need
either of the trouble of bodily abstinence, or of contrition of heart; and being rendered
slack by this freedom from anxiety, they make no efforts either truly to seek or to
acquire perfection of heart or even purity from spiritual faults.”64 A basic paradox of
spiritual combat: it can come to its conclusion only if it continues; if it ceases, it risks
leading one to defeat. Its pains, its labor, its miseries are an indispensable blessing.
Its reward in the form of tranquility would thus be a formidable danger. One cannot
wage it without entrusting oneself entirely to God, and whoever would take refuge in
his strength, without fighting with all one’s own, would be abandoned by him.65
In this way the essential role of the notion of temptation appears. Here again,

it wasn’t monastic spirituality that introduced the complex idea it constitutes. But
monasticism certainly assigned it a very important function and organized some of the

61 Jeremiah 10:21.
62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
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most decisive elements of its technology around it. Temptation is not in any way a
juridical category: it is neither a transgression, nor the beginning of a transgression,
nor even the intention to commit one. First, it is a dynamic element in the relations
between the exterior and the interior of the soul. It is the insinuation into the soul of
a thought that comes to it from a power other than itself. There is a temptation only
because this thought is already present in the soul, a thought belonging to the soul;
but in the soul it is the trace of a movement that comes from elsewhere, the effect of
an alien will, which in the soul consists of a path laid down by an other. Next, it is a
dramatic episode in the conflict, a battle or a phase of the battle that can be won or
lost: the temptation can bring the desire along with it, or on the contrary give rise to
the fervent will to neutralize it and distance oneself from it. Finally, it is the object
of a necessary analysis: for if temptation is indeed an attack against the soul, whether
violent or imperceptible, frontal or insidious, this attack may come from the devil (not
without God providing that the Enemy can thereby lose his grip on the soul) or it may
come from God (not without God seeking in this way to test the soul, to exercise and
strengthen it, hence to save it). There is always at the heart of the temptation a secret
to be uncovered: Satan may conceal himself under the guise of the good, by employing
the evil ruses of illusion, but God, his will, and his beneficence are always present in
the dangers that the soul risks, even if the soul in its blindness does not perceive this
presence.
In actual fact, and it’s an important fact, in the formation of the Christian ethic

Christianity did not develop the technologies of the soul or the self around the category
of sin, even in its broader or internalized sense, but around the notion of temptation,
which is at the same time a dynamic element in the self’s relations with the exterior,
a tactical element of withdrawal or rejection, of generation or expulsion, an element
of analysis that demands, in the reflection of oneself on oneself, a recognition of the
other and of the interior figures that mask it.
The theme of chastity is thus caught between the principle of a purity of heart

that links it to the objective of divine contemplation and the task of knowing, and the
principle of a spiritual combat that links it, through the notion of temptation, to the
need to detect the Other in the secrets of the soul.
—
Cassian analyzed the battle of chastity in the sixth chapter of the Institutes (“On

the Spirit of Fornication”), and in several of the Conferences: the fourth one on “The
Lust of the Flesh and of the Spirit,” the fifth on the “Eight Principal Vices,” and the
twenty-second on “Nocturnal Illusions.” It appears in the second position on a list of
the eight combats,66 in the form of a struggle against the spirit of fornication. As
for this fornication, it is itself divided into three subcategories.67 A classification that

66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
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is very juridical in appearance if one compares it to the catalogues of sins that one
will find later, when the medieval Church has organized the sacrament of penance on
the model of a juridiction. But it’s clear that the specifics set out by Cassian have a
different meaning.
Let’s start by examining fornication’s place among the other spirits of evil.
—
1. Cassian completes the classification of the eight spirits of evil with internal re-

groupings. He establishes pairs of vices that have special relations (of “alliance”) and
“commonality” between them:68 pride and vainglory, indolence and acedia, avarice and
anger. Fornication is paired with gluttony. For several reasons: because they are two
“natural” vices that are innate in us and that consequently it is difficult to eradicate;
because they are both vices that involve the body’s participation, in order not only
to form but to accomplish their objective; and because, finally, there are quite direct
causal links between them: the excess of food is what arouses in the body the desire for
fornication.69 And, either because it is strongly associated in this way with gluttony,
or on the contrary due to its own nature, the spirit of fornication plays a privileged
role, compared to the other vices it is in league with.
First of all, regarding the causal chain, Cassian underscores the fact that the vices

are not independent of each other, even if each of them can be attacked, more specifi-
cally, through one of the others.70 A causal vector links them together: it begins with
gluttony, which originates with the body and kindles fornication; then this first pair
engenders avarice, understood as attachment to earthly goods; which gives rise to ri-
valries, disputes, and anger; from which is produced the dejection of sadness, which
provokes disgust with the whole monastic life and the listlessness of acedia. Such a con-
catenation assumes that one will never be able to vanquish a vice without triumphing
over the one on which it depends. “If we always overcome the earlier ones, the later
ones will be checked; and through the extermination of those that lead the way, the
rest of our passions will die down without difficulty.”71 At the origin of the others, the
gluttony-fornication pair, like “a tall spreading tree,”72 must be uprooted—whence the
ascetic importance of fasting as a means of defeating gluttony and cutting off forni-
cation. It’s where the ascetic exercise has its basis, because it is the beginning of the
causal chain.

68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always

leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from

the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”
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The spirit of fornication is also in a singular dialectical position in relation to the last
vices listed, and pride in particular. Actually, for Cassian, pride and vainglory don’t
belong to the causal chain of the other vices. Far from being engendered by those,
they are produced by the victory that one wins over them:73 “carnal” pride toward
others through the show that one makes of one’s fasts, one’s chastity, one’s poverty,
and the like, and “spiritual” pride that makes one think that this progress is due solely
to one’s own merits.74 A vice connected with the defeat of vices, precipitating a fall
all the heavier as it comes from on high. And fornication, the most shameful of all
the vices, the most humiliating, is the consequence of pride—a punishment but also
a temptation, a test that God sends to the presumptuous to remind them that the
weakness of the flesh always threatens them if grace does not come to one’s rescue.
“Because one has long enjoyed purity of heart and body, as a natural consequence […]
deep inside oneself, one glorifies oneself to a certain extent […] but, for one’s good, the
Lord acts as if he has abandoned him: the purity that gave him so much assurance
begins to be clouded; in the midst of spiritual prosperity, he sees himself falter.”75 In
the great cycle of combats, at the moment when the soul no longer has to struggle
against itself, the goads of the flesh are felt anew, marking the necessary incompletion
of this struggle and threatening it with a perpetual recommencement.
Finally, relative to the other vices fornication has a certain ontological privilege,

which confers a particular ascetic importance on it. Like gluttony, it has its roots
in the body. Impossible to vanquish it without subjecting it to austerities. Whereas
anger or dejection are combated “by the soul’s industry alone,” it cannot be rooted
out without “corporeal mortification, vigils, fasts, work that breaks the body.”76 Which
doesn’t exclude, on the contrary, the struggle that one must conduct against oneself,
since fornication can spring from thoughts, images, memories: “The demon through
his subtle cunning has insinuated in our heart the memory of woman, starting with
our mother, our sisters, our relatives or certain pious women, we must as quickly as
possible rid ourselves of this memory, for fear that if we delay too long, the tempter
will seize the occasion to make us think of other women before we realize it.”77 However,
fornication presents a major difference from gluttony. The combat against the latter
must be waged with moderation since one cannot give up all nourishment: One must
exercise “the control necessary for life […] lest the body should be injured by our fault

73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human

race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive

to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.
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and unable to fulfill its spiritual and necessary duties.”78 We have to keep this natural
penchant for nourishment at a distance, cope with it, not try to root it out: it has
a natural legitimacy; to totally deny it, fatally so, that is, would be to “burden one’s
soul with a crime.”79 On the other hand, there is no limit in the struggle against the
spirit of fornication; everything that leads us in that direction must be extirpated, and
no natural inclination can justify, in this domain, the satisfaction of an urge. So it’s a
matter of completely doing away with a penchant whose elimination does not cause the
death of our body. Fornication is the only one of the eight vices that is at the same time
innate, corporeal in origin, and that must be entirely destroyed like those vices of the
soul—avarice and pride. A radical mortification, consequently, which lets us live in our
body while liberating us from the flesh. “Leave the body while remaining in the body.”80
It’s to that beyond-nature, in earthly existence, that the struggle against fornication
gives us access. It “pulls us out of the earthly mire.” It allows us to live in this world a
life that is not of this world. Because it is the most radical, this mortification brings us,
already here below, the highest promise: “in the fragile flesh” it confers “the citizenship
which the saints have the promise of possessing once they are delivered from carnal
corruptibility.”81
So one can see how fornication, while being one of the eight components of the table

of the vices, is in a special position relative to the others: the head of the causal chain,
at the origin of the falls and the combat, one of the most difficult and most decisive
points of the ascetic struggle.
—
2. In the fifth Conference, Cassian divides the vice of fornication into three types.

The first consists in the “intercourse of the two sexes” (commixtio sexus utriusque); the
second is accomplished “without contact with a woman” (absque femineo tactu)—which
got Onan his condemnation; the third is “conceived in heart and mind.”82 Almost term
by term, the same distinction is reiterated in the twelfth Conference: carnal intercourse
(carnalis commixtio), to which Cassian here gives the name fornicatio in the restricted
sense; then impurity, immundita, which is produced without contact with a woman,
when one is sleeping or keeping vigil, and is due to “the carelessness of a mind without
circumspection”;83 finally, the libido that develops in the “recesses of the soul” and
without there being any “corporeal passion” (sine passion corporis).84 This specification
is important because it is the only thing that enables us to understand what Cassian
means by the general term fornication, to which moreover he does not give any overall

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
79 Ezekiel 8:8.
80 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 9.
81 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1.
82 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
83 Ibid., II, 24.
84 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 10.
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definition. But it is important above all for the use he makes of these three categories,
which is so different from that found in many earlier texts.
There existed a traditional trilogy of these sins of the flesh: adultery, fornication

(which translated the Greek word porneia and designated extramarital sexual rela-
tions), and the corruption of children. It is these categories, in any case, that one finds
in the Didache: “You will not commit adultery, you will not commit fornication, you
will not seduce young boys.”85 They are the categories that one also finds in the letter
of Barnabas: “Do not commit fornication or adultery; do not corrupt children.”86 It
often happened subsequently that only the first two terms were retained—fornication
designating all the sexual faults in general and adultery those that violate the obli-
gation of faithfulness in marriage.87 But in any case, it was completely customary to
combine this enumeration with precepts concerning lustfulness in thought or in one’s
gaze, or everything that might lead to the consummation of a forbidden sexual act:
“Be not a lustful one; for lust leads the way to fornication; neither a filthy talker, nor
of brazen eye; for out of all these adulteries are engendered.”88
Cassian’s analysis has two particularities: not singling out adultery, which comes

under fornication in the narrow sense; and above all focusing his attention only on
the two other categories. Nowhere in the different texts where he evokes the chastity
struggle does he talk about actual sexual relations. Nowhere are the different possible
“sins” considered according to the act committed, the partner with whom one commits
it, their age, their sex, the relations of kinship one might have with them. None of
the categories that will constitute the great codification of the sins of lust in the
Middle Ages appear here. Doubtless, Cassian, addressing monks who had made a vow
to refrain from any sexual relation, did not need to revisit this prerequisite explicitly.
It must be noted, however, that on an important point of the cenobium, one that
had given rise in Basil of Caesarea or in Chrysostom to specific recommendations,89
Cassian confines himself to brief allusions: “Let no person, especially the younger ones,
remain with another, even for a little while, or leave with him or hold hands.”90 It’s as if

85 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1 and Book II, chap. 5.
86 The word employed here is, as we’ll see, a term that has both an exact and a complex meaning in

the penitential procedure. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, the reinterpretation of the biblical text in
regard to penitential practices is more explicit still: God, hiatros [physician], wanted Cain’s transgression
to be erased dia tês homologias tou ptaismatos [by the recognition of the sin].

87 God condemns the impudence much more than the sin.
88 The element of shame and indecency in the act and in the avowal is at the center of the Christian

economy of penance. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, Cain is characterized by [three] adjectives:
agnômôn, anaisthêtos, anaiskhuntos [ungrateful, insensitive, impudent].

89 In the 20th Homily on Genesis, 3, Chrysostom points out that Cain made a precise avowal—meta
akribeias—when he said: I thought my crime too great to be pardoned. But this avowal is not valid
because it was not made in time—en kairô. This problem of the right moment is also important in the
doctrine and practice of penance.

90 In this exegesis of Samuel 2:11, the role that Chrysostom attributes to David’s ignorance is
capital, since it allows him to render a sentence all the more “pure” and “rigorous” and just, as he
doesn’t know that he is being targeted by Nathan’s fable and that he is not even aware [of having]
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Cassian were interested only in the last two terms of his subdivision (concerning what
happens without intercourse and without the body’s passion), as if he were passing over
fornication as a union of two individuals and attributing importance only to elements
whose condemnation was previously only secondary to that of sexual acts as such.
But if Cassian’s analyses omit sexual intercourse, if they operate in such a solitary

world and on such an interior stage, the reason is not simply negative. It’s that the
main focus of the combat is on a target that is not in the domain of acts or relations:
it involves a different reality from that of sexual relations between two individuals. A
passage of the twelfth Conference allows us to grasp the nature of that reality. There
Cassian characterizes the six stages that mark one’s progress in chastity. Now, since
with this characterization it’s not a matter of showing chastity itself, but of pointing
out the negative signs by which one recognizes that it is progressing—the different
traces of impurity that are disappearing one by one—the passage offers an indication
of what is to be fought in chastity’s combat.
The first stage of this progress: The monk, when he is awake, is not “broken” by an

“attack of the flesh”—impugnatione carnali non eliditur. Hence no more invasion of the
soul by impulses that overwhelm the will.
The second stage: If “voluptuous thoughts” (voluptariare cogitationes) are produced

in the mind, he doesn’t “dwell” on them. He doesn’t think about what he finds himself
thinking involuntarily and in spite of himself.91
The third stage has been reached when a perception of something in the outside

world is not capable of arousing concupiscence: one can make eye contact with a woman
without any lustful desire.
At the fourth stage, one no longer experiences, during wakefulness, even the most

innocent impulse of the flesh. Does Cassian mean to say that no further impulse is
produced in the flesh? And that one is then totally in control of one’s body? Probably
not, since elsewhere he often stresses the persistence of the body’s involuntary impulses.
The word he uses—perferre—relates no doubt to the fact that these impulses are not
likely to affect the soul and it does not have to endure them.
The fifth stage: “When the subject of a conference or the necessary follow-up to a

reading leads to the idea of human generation, the mind does not let itself be touched
by the most subtle consent to the voluptuous act, but considers it with a calm and a
pure gaze, a necessary ministry allotted to the human race, and is no more affected by
its memory than if he thought of brickmaking or the practice of some other trade.”

committed a sin with Bathsheba: which makes his avowal a discovery. Now, this ignorance of the nature
of the act he has committed is added on to the biblical text by Chrysostom. Should one see in this an
echo of Greek tragedy? Or more generally the value ascribed to the scenario of someone condemning a
guilty individual who turns out to be oneself?

91 [Saint Augustine, De paradiso, XIV, 71.]
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Finally, one has reached the last stage when “the seduction of feminine phantoms
causes no illusion during sleep. Although we do not believe this deception is sinful, it
is the indication of a lust that still hides in the marrow.”92
In this designation of the different traits of the spirit of fornication fading away

as chastity progresses, there is, then, no relation with another individual, no act, and
not even the intention to commit one. No fornication in the narrow sense of the term.
Absent from this microcosm of solitude are the two major elements around which the
sexual ethic turned, not only for the ancient philosophers, but for a Christian like
Clement of Alexandria—at least in book 2 of the Paedagogus: the joining together
of two individuals (sunousia) and the pleasure of the act (aphrodisia). The elements
brought into play are the movements of the body and those of the soul, the images,
perceptions, dream figures, the spontaneous flow of thoughts, the consent of the will,
wakefulness and sleep. And two poles emerge that mustn’t be seen as coinciding with
the body and the soul: the involuntary pole of the physical impulses, or of the percep-
tions that intrude, or the memories and images that supervene and propagate in the
mind, invade, call to, and invite the will; and the pole of the will itself, which accepts
or spurns, turns away or lets itself be captivated, lingers, consents. On one side, then,
a mechanics of the body and of thought, circumventing the soul, takes on impurity
and can even lead to pollution; and on the other, a game that thought plays with itself.
Here one again finds the two forms of “fornication” in the broad sense that Cassian
had defined next to the intercourse of the sexes and for which he has reserved his
whole analysis: the immunditia that, in wakefulness and sleep, surprises a soul inept
at monitoring itself and leads it, without any contact with the other, to pollution; and
the libido that does what it does in the depths of the soul and about which Cassian
recalls the kinship of the words libido and libet.93
The work of spiritual combat and the progress of chastity whose six stages Cassian

describes can be understood, then, as a task of dissociation. One is very far from the
economy of pleasures and their strict limitation; far, too, from the idea of a radical
separation between the soul and the body. Such combat calls for a perpetual labor
upon the movement of thought (which either prolongs and echoes, or induces, the
movements of the body), upon thought’s most rudimentary forms, upon the elements
that may trigger such things—a labor to ensure that the subject is never involved in
waywardness, even through the most obscure and seemingly most “involuntary” form of
will. The six degrees through which chastity progresses represent six stages that must
nullify the involvement of the will. Undo one’s involvement in the body’s impulses—
this is the first degree. Then undo one’s imaginative involvement (not dwelling on
what is in the mind). Then undo the sensory involvement (no longer feeling the body’s
impulses). Then undo the representative involvement (no longer thinking of objects
as objects of possible desire). And finally, undo the oneiric involvement (the desire

92 Saint Augustine, Contra Faustum, XII, 10.
93 Saint Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, IX, 9, 16–17.
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there may be in dream images, involuntary though they are). To this involvement, in
which the willful act or explicit will to commit an act constitute the most visible form,
but one so reprehensible that it must be excluded when the ascetic work begins, to
this involvement of the subject all the more daunting for being produced in the least
voluntary part of him, Cassian gives the name concupiscence. It’s against concupiscence
that the spiritual combat is directed, with the effort of dissociation, of disinvolvement,
that this requires.
This explains the fact that, over the whole length of this struggle against the spirit

of “fornication” and for chastity, the basic problem, and basically the only problem, is
that of pollution—from its voluntary aspects or the indulgences that invite it to its
involuntary forms in sleep or dreams. So great a problem that Cassian will make the
absence of erotic dreams or nocturnal pollution the sign that one has arrived at the
highest stage of chastity. He comes back to this theme often: the proof “that we have
attained this purity will be that no image deceives us when we are resting or relaxed
in sleep,”94 or again: “This is integrity’s end and definitive proof: that no voluptuous
arousal comes to us during our sleep, and that we are not conscious of the pollutions
to which nature constrains us.”95 The whole twenty-second Conference is devoted to
the question of the “nighttime pollutions,” and the need to “exert all our strength
to be delivered from them.” And several times Cassian evokes such holy figures as
Serenus who had reached such a high degree of virtue that they were never exposed to
inconveniences of this sort.96
One could say that, in a code of life where renunciation of any sexual relation

was fundamental, it is completely logical for this theme to become this important.
One might also recall the value accorded, in groups inspired more or less directly by
Pythagoreanism, to the phenomena of sleep and dreams as revealers of the quality of
existence, and to the purifications that are meant to guarantee its serenity. Finally
and above all, it has to be understood that nocturnal pollution presented a problem
in terms of ritual purity; and it’s precisely this problem that occasions the twenty-
second Conference: Can one approach the “holy altars” and [participate in][[*2] the
“saving banquet,” when one has fouled oneself during the night?97 But if all these
reasons may explain the existence of this preoccupation for theorists of monastic life,
they can’t account for the central place that the question of voluntary-involuntary
pollution occupied in the entire analysis of the chastity battles. Pollution is not just
the object of a more intense prohibition than the others, or one more difficult to observe.
It is an “analyzer” of concupiscence, insofar as it is possible, for the whole course of
whatever enables it, prepares it, incites it, and triggers it, to determine the voluntary

94 When Augustine speaks of the necessitas mortis, when he says that all men are morituri, he gives
a strong and precise meaning to these expressions: it’s a matter of distinguishing this inevitable future
of fallen men from the status of homo mortalis given to our first parents.

95 Saint Augustine, The City of God, XIV, 26.
96 [Epistle to the Hebrews 13:4.]
97 Ibid., XXII, 5.
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part as opposed to the involuntary part amid the images, perceptions, and memories
in the soul. The whole work of the ascetic on himself consists in never engaging his
will in this movement that goes from the body to the soul and from the soul to the
body and on which this will can gain a purchase, to encourage it to stop, through the
action of thought. The first five stages of chastity’s progress constitute the successive
and increasingly subtle disengagements of the will in relation to the more and more
tenuous movements that can lead to this pollution.
So there remains the last stage, the one that saintliness can attain: the absence

of those “utterly” involuntary pollutions that take place during sleep. Cassian does
remark, however, that not all such pollutions are necessarily involuntary. For them,
too much food or impure thoughts during the day are a kind of acquiescence, if not of
preparation. He also makes distinctions as to the nature of the dream that accompanies
the pollution and the degree of impurity of the images. One taken by surprise in this
way would be wrong to shift the blame onto the body and sleep: “It is the sign of
an evil that was incubating internally, to which the hour of the night did not give
birth, but which, buried in the deepest part of the soul, the repose of sleep caused to
rise to the surface, revealing the hidden fever of the passions that we have contracted
by reveling in unhealthy thoughts for days on end.”98 And finally, there is pollution
without any trace of complicity, without the pleasure that proves you consent to it,
even without the accompaniment of any dream image. This is the point, no doubt,
which the ascetic can arrive at after sufficient striving; pollution is nothing more than
a “remainder” which the subject no longer has any part in. “So we must make an effort
to restrain the impulses of the soul and the passions of the flesh till the flesh satisfies
the demands of nature without giving rise to sensual pleasure, ridding itself of the
overabundance of its humors without any unhealthy itching or provoking any combat
for chastity.”99 Since what remains here is purely a phenomenon of nature, only the
power that is greater than nature can free us from it: its intervention is called grace.
This is why non-pollution is the mark of saintliness, the seal of the highest possible
chastity, a blessing one can hope for, but not acquire.
For his part, man must do nothing less than remain, in relation to himself, in a

state of perpetual vigilance concerning the slightest impulses that may be produced
in his body or in his soul. On the alert night and day, the night for the day and the
day by thinking of the coming night. “Just as purity and vigilance during the day
disposes one to be chaste during the night, nocturnal vigilance strengthens the heart
and prepares one’s forces to observe chastity during the day.”100 This vigilance is the
practice of “discrimination.” We have seen that it is at the center of the technology of
oneself as it was developed in Evagrius-inspired spirituality.101 The work of the miller
who sorts the grains, of the centurion who divides up the soldiers, of the money changer

98 J. Cassian, Institutes, VI, 11.
99 Ibid., VI, 22.
100 Ibid., VI, 23.
101 Cf. supra, pp. 121–124.
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who weighs the coins to accept or refuse them: it’s this kind of work that the monk
must constantly do on his own thoughts in order to decide if they carry temptation.
It will allow him to sort the thoughts according to their origin, to distinguish them
according to their particular quality, and to dissociate the represented object from
the pleasure it could evoke. A task of permanent analysis that must be directed at
oneself and, through the duty of confession, in relation to others.102 Neither the overall
conception that Cassian has of chastity and “fornication,” nor the way he analyzes
them, nor the different elements he brings forth and interrelates (pollution, libido,
concupiscence), can be understood without reference to the technologies of the self by
which he characterizes monastic life and the spiritual combat it involves.
—
Should we see a strengthening of the “prohibitions,” an increased valorization of

complete continence, a growing disqualification of the sexual act, from Tertullian to
Cassian? The problem must undoubtedly not be framed in those terms.
The organization of the monastic institution and the dimorphism that was thus

established between the life of monks and that of laypersons introduced important
changes into the problem of the renunciation of sexual relations. Correlatively, they
led to the development of very complex technologies of the self. In this way there
appeared, in the practice of renunciation, a code of living and a mode of analysis that,
despite visible continuities, exhibit important differences from the past. In Tertullian
the state of virginity implied an external and internal attitude of renunciation of the
world, complemented by rules of apparel, conduct, and lifestyle. In the great mystique
of virginity that developed starting in the third century the rigor of renunciation (on
the theme, already present in Tertullian, of the union with Christ) turns the negative
form of continence into the promise of spiritual marriage. In Cassian who, once again,
is much more a witness than an inventor, there occurs a kind of dividing in two or
drawing back that brings out all of the depth of an interior scene.
But this doesn’t involve the interiorization of a catalogue of prohibitions, replacing

prohibition of the act with prohibition of the intention. It’s a matter of opening up a
domain (whose importance was already underscored by Gregory of Nyssa or especially
Basil of Ancyra) which is that of thought, with its irregular and spontaneous flow,
its images, its memories, its perceptions, with its impulses and impressions that are
communicated from the body to the soul and from the soul to the body. What is
involved, then, is not a code of permitted and forbidden acts, but a whole technique
for monitoring, analyzing, and diagnosing thought, its origins, its qualities, its dangers,

102 Cf., in Conference XXII, 6, the example of a “consultation” about a monk who every time he
presented himself for communion was the victim of a nocturnal illusion, and so did not dare take part
in the holy mysteries. After the questioning and discussion, the “spiritual physicians” diagnosed that it
was the devil that was sending these illusions to prevent the monk from achieving the communion he
desired. To abstain would thus be to fall into the devil’s trap. To commune in spite of everything would
be to defeat him. Once this decision was made, the devil had no further reason to cause that prohibitive
impurity.
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its powers of seduction, and all the dark forces that may hide beneath the appearance it
presents. And if the objective, finally, is indeed to expel all that is impure or an inducer
of impurity, it can be attained only by a vigilance that never disarms, a suspicion that
must be directed everywhere and at every moment against oneself. The question must
always be raised in a manner that will ferret out all the secret forms of “fornication”
that may be hiding in the deepest recesses of the soul.
In this asceticism of chastity one can recognize a process of “subjectification” that

pushes a sexual ethic centered on acts far into the background. But two things need
to be emphasized straightaway. This subjectification is inseparable from a knowledge
process that makes the obligation to tell the truth about oneself a necessary and
permanent condition of this ethic. If there is a subjectification, it implies an indefinite
objectification of oneself by oneself—indefinite in the sense that, never acquired once
and for all, it has no end in time; and in the sense that one must always push one’s
examination of thoughts as far as possible, however tenuous and innocent they may
appear. Further, this subjectification in the form of a quest for the truth about oneself
is carried out through complex relations with others. And in several ways: because
it’s a matter of ridding oneself of the power of the Other, of the Enemy that hides
beneath the appearances of oneself; because it’s a matter of waging against this Other
a ceaseless battle which can’t be won without the help of the Almighty, who is more
powerful than he; and because the testimony of others, submission to their counsel,
and permanent obedience to the directors are indispensable to this combat.
The subjectification of the sexual ethic, the indefinite production of the truth about

oneself, the construction of relations of combat and dependence with the other are
parts of a whole. These elements were gradually formulated in the Christianity of the
first centuries, but they were bound together, transformed, and systematized by the
technologies of the self that were developed in monastic life.
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PART III: Being Married



1. The Duty of Spouses
In ancient Christianity one doesn’t find treatises on marriage like one finds treatises

on virginity; married life as such is not the object of an elaboration that would make
it a specific practice and a “profession” endowed with a special spiritual significance.
There is no art, no tekhnê, of married life, if an exception is made of the chapter
of the Paedagogus studied previously and about which we noted how close it was to
ancient morality. Which is not to say, of course, that there are no reflections on the
very principle of marriage, on its legitimacy or its acceptability: all the debates around
Encratism, all the polemics with the gnostics and the dualist movements, are traversed
by this question of marriage; the [third] Stroma of Clement of Alexandria, as we’ve
seen, offers evidence of the breadth of these debates, which in various forms continued
into the following epochs. But while the question of the “right” to marriage and of
its relative value compared to strict continence and celibacy is raised very early, it
doesn’t lead to the constitution of an art of matrimonial existence. It is significant, for
example, that Tertullian brings up the problem of the principle of marriage in Adversus
Marcionem—that is, in a text of theoretical dispute against a gnostic adversary—and
that he gives advice concerning married life only through texts relating to ways of
living outside of marriage, to virginity, or to widowhood (De virginibus velandis, Ad
uxorem, Exhortatio ad castitatem).
Primarily at the end of the fourth century, one sees the development of reflections

and texts designed to guide married Christians in their life of marriage and in the
relations they maintain as spouses. Much more clearly than before, marriage appears
as a Christian calling and relations between spouses also become a domain of analysis
and exercise, on the same level as the relations of oneself to oneself in ascetic existence,
although with much less intensity. This evolution can be linked to several phenomena.
One should see it, first of all, as a consequence of the extreme valorization of monas-

tic life and the radical renunciation of the world, both as an effect of these and as a
counterweight to them. Facing the forms of intense asceticism that risked displacing
Christianity’s center of gravity outside of urban communities, far from public life, to-
ward limited groups of the elect, there was, in the second half of the fourth century,
an effort, particularly noticeable in the East where monasticism had developed, to
reinforce the religious meaning of everyday life, and thus counter the dimorphism that
risked taking hold in the forms of Christian life. It was no longer enough to say that
continence was not precept-based and that it was not indispensable for salvation; it
was also necessary to make these values appear accessible to those living the social life,
and along with the values, the rules to which they should submit. John Chrysostom
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often comes back to the idea that there shouldn’t be any basic difference between the
life of the monastic and that of the married man: “For ought the man who lives in the
world to have any advantage over the monk, save only the living with a wife? In this
point he has allowance, but in others none, but it is his duty to do all things equally
with the monk.”1
This text is revealing of a movement that makes a set of values, preoccupations, and

practices that had attained a particular scope in the ascetic life flow back toward life
in the Christian world. A new rigorism? Perhaps. But in any case, it should be read
both as a propagation of the monastic ideal and as an effort to limit the latter’s effects
to a certain extent: under its influence, it was a matter of giving a religious intensity
to a life that didn’t demand such ruptures. At the end of the fourth century, several
great pastors were witnesses of this transfer and its agents at the same time. Trained
in the ascetic discipline, having practiced monasticism for a time, they had been able,
once they were placed at the head of a church, to develop a pastoral practice inspired
by this first experience. This was the case of Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of Nazianzus,
Gregory of Nyssa, and Chrysostom himself. Under quite different conditions, Saint
Jerome and Saint Augustine, in the West, played a similar role up to a point: they
promoted the development of a pastoral whose objective was to adapt some of the
ascetic values of monastic existence, such as the practices of direction of individuals,
to life in the world.
Now, this phenomenon cannot be separated from the new relations being established

in the same period between Christianity and empire. An institution at first recognized,
then made official, the Christian Church occupies more and more easily and visibly
functions of organization, management, control, and regulation of society. And for its
part, the imperial bureaucracy always sought to increase its hold on individuals, over
and above the traditional structures.2 At the intersection of these two processes, one
sees a paradoxical effect being produced: practices and values that had been developed
or intensified in modes of living in explicit rupture with the world and civil society
came into play, though not without attenuation and modification, in institutional forms
sustained or supported by the state organization and the general political structures.
A double pressure was produced in this way: one part coming from the reinforcement
of the ascetic ideal, outside the traditional forms of social life and even in opposition
to them; the other coming from the mutual support that the ecclesiastical institutions

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).
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and the state structures are prone to give each other.3 The life of individuals, in what
it may have that’s private, quotidian, and singular, thus became an object, if not of a
takeover, at least of a concern and a vigilance that were doubtless unlike those of the
Hellenistic city-states or those exercised by the first Christian communities.
That there is something new in this it would be hard to contest. It’s not the case,

however, that it produced a sudden rupture. One of the most striking traits of this
pastoral of everyday life is that, on several important points, it is continuous with the
philosophical morality that one finds in Plutarch, Musonius, Seneca, or Epictetus. So
that, even where the explicit references to pagan authors have all but disappeared—
they are noticeably less numerous and less positive, for example, in Chrysostom than
in Clement of Alexandria two centuries earlier—one can note the continued presence or
resurgence of themes characteristic of Hellenistic philosophy. But, firstly, these themes
are reinscribed in a particular theological context, they are connected with values and
practices whose asceticism, however attenuated it may be, still refers, more or less
directly, to the general requirement of dying to the world; [secondly], they center on
authority relations of the pastoral type. For these reasons, the elements shared by the
philosophical morality of antiquity and the Christian ethic had different effects. To
which it must be added that the spread of Christianity, its establishment as a state
religion and the importance of the ecclesiastical institutions—after all, Christianity was
the first religion to be organized into a Church—gave it a much greater penetrative
capacity than the philosophy of antiquity, even in its popular forms. Here again, one
mustn’t force things. Christianity, especially in its everyday moral exigencies, did not
become a code of living recognized and practiced by everyone; it has not been that,
moreover, throughout its history. But it carried a requirement of universality, and it
relied on an institutional backing that made it something more than a general principle
(as the Stoic ethic may have been, for example): a possibility of indefinite generalization
actually put into practice.
In this ethic, marriage—relations between spouses, the constitution and mainte-

nance of the family around the couple—is doubtless one of the essential components.
The main reason for this is that between the ascetic existence and life in the world the
most salient difference had to do with marriage. “You certainly deceive yourself and
are badly mistaken if you think there is one set of requirements for the person in the
world and another for the monk. The difference between them is that one is married
and the other is not; in all other respects they will have to render the same account.”4
So it will be a matter of defining, in regard to this difference itself and there where the
most is at stake—sexual relations between spouses—the set of rules and practices that
must be applied so that the least ascetic of these two forms of life is not divested of any
religious value or deprived of the hope of salvation. But moreover, the development

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
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of the imperial administration and the gradual fading of the traditional powers gave
the family, understood as the matrimonial family unit, a more and more important
role: they made it appear as the basic component of society and the primary point of
articulation between the moral conduct of individuals and the system of universal laws.
So that one arrives at this result that can seem paradoxical at first glance: between
the intensification of asceticism and the extension of the state structures, the family
unit, relations between spouses, the everyday life of the couple, even down to its sexual
activity, become important concerns. Weren’t they already concerns in the Republic
and the Laws, or in Aristotle’s Politics? Yes, certainly. But in a different way. What
an examination of the Christian texts devoted to this problem toward the end of the
fourth century and the beginning of the fifth shows is that, contrary to what was hap-
pening among the classical Greeks, and also contrary to what current interpretations
suggest, sexual relations between spouses did not become important insofar as they
can and must be procreative.
I am saving Saint Augustine’s conception for a final chapter. Both because it con-

stitutes the most rigorous theoretical framework that makes room for an asceticism of
chastity and a morality of marriage at the same time; and because, having served as a
constant reference for the sexual ethic of Western Christianity, it will be the starting
point for the next study. In the present chapter I will study the art of matrimonial
living that can be found at the end of the fourth century in the homiletic literature,
which was one of the main instruments of pastoral activity. And to avoid spreading
myself thin in this immense literature, I will take the homilies of Chrysostom as my
privileged reference. Not without making it clear that he belongs, with the accents
that are peculiar to him, to a whole current. Many of the ideas that he formulates con-
cerning marriage also appear in close contemporaries like Gregory of Nyssa or more
distant ones like Saint Jerome. Some have their starting point in Origen. So I won’t be
referring to a Chrysostom founder of a new ethic of marriage, but to a Chrysostom as
a witness and example of a pastoral of married life that was already highly developed
in the period in which he wrote. Let me add that Chrysostom knew and practiced the
monastic life before returning to Antioch; that the texts he wrote during the years
following his return are strongly marked by these ascetic practices—such as Adversus
oppugnatores vitae monasticae [Against the Opponents of the Monastic Life]; that he
wrote his treatise On Virginity, around 382, under that inspiration; that having exer-
cised various pastoral responsibilities, from the diaconate at Antioch to the episcopate
at Constantinople, most of his work (from 386 on) is devoted to preaching and to
homilies. And that, finally, he very often gave advice on how to conduct oneself in
the state of marriage: certain of his homilies—namely the twentieth on the Epistle to
the Ephesians, the nineteenth on the first Epistle to the Corinthians, the tenth on the
Epistle to the Colossians, the fourth of those commenting on the text Vidi Dominum,
and lastly the three he delivered at Constantinople right at the beginning of the fifth
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century, usually called Three Homilies on Marriage5—constitute veritable brief trea-
tises on the matrimonial state. A lot of very concrete questions are considered: how to
raise children with a view to their marriage, how to choose a wife, how the wedding
ceremony should unfold, how to behave with one’s wife from day to day, what principle
sexual relations should come under, and so on.
—
These texts are often counterposed to On Virginity, and to the disparaging formulas

it employs against marriage: a long description of its drawbacks, a constant affirmation
of the superiority of virginity, the theme that time having “come to its end,” “it is
no longer the moment to consider marriage.”6 Here the problem is not to assess the
consistency of Chrysostom’s thought. I will remind you only in a preliminary way
of a number of propositions that one finds clearly formulated in that text that is
otherwise so ascetic: that marriage cannot be regarded as a bad thing in itself (in
which case virginity would not merit being honored); that God, even if he desires
that one abstain from it, does not at all prohibit it; that the good marriage involves
relations of friendship that ensure its peacefulness; that the wife has duties in regard
to her husband which even the legitimate concerns of mortification do not exempt
her from.7 Despite the shifts of accent and even the new thematic that Chrysostom
will develop in his pastoral of marriage, one has the pivotal propositions that allow
him to link the text without contradiction to his statements extolling the definitive
renunciation of marriage.
Nevertheless, one can note two great axes of tension in this pastoral. The first is

characterized by the coexistence, in the conception of the marriage bond, of a complex
theology of the relations between the Church and Christ, and a wisdom whose precepts
are very close to those encountered in several moralists of pagan antiquity.
This tension is clearly evident in certain passages such as that of the third Homily

on marriage, which speaks of the life force that draws together a young man and a
young woman, and of the firmness of the bond that forms between them. Until then,
birth and a long habit of shared living had bonded the children to their parents.8 And
then all of a sudden, placed in each other’s presence, a boy and a girl, forgetting those
attachments, feel a stronger tie forming, in spite of all the years of family existence.
In this there is something like a replay of what occurred in early childhood, when
the infant learned to acknowledge its parents: “Thus the two spouses, without anyone

5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-
sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,

et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]
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moving them closer, exhorting them, instructing them in their duties, only have to
see one another to be united.”9 And, as if they themselves recognized the imperious
character and the high value of this sudden bond, the parents don’t experience “any
regret, or rancor, or pain” as a result; far from it, they give thanks. And referring to the
Epistle to the Ephesians, Chrysostom adds: “Paul remarking on all this, considering
that the two spouses leave their parents to attach themselves to each other and that
such a long experience then has less influence than this fortuitous decision, reflecting
more and more that this isn’t a human occurrence […], Paul, consequently, wrote: This
is a great mystery.”10 A mystery of which one of the Homilies on the Epistle to the
Ephesians clearly indicates the three visible forms. It has to do with a force that is
stronger than all the other forces in nature: more imperious, more tyrannical than
those connecting other men or making us desire things: epithumia that paradoxically
joins two ordinarily incompatible qualities: duration and vivacity.11 And further, it is
a force that, though it appears suddenly, was hidden deep inside us; it is “lurking in
our nature,” and we’re not conscious of it.12 Finally, to designate the nature of this
connection, Chrysostom employs two terms at once, that one finds either together or
separately in many of his texts: sundesmos, the tie, the chain that binds together two
individuals through constraint or at least obligation (Chrysostom often uses the word
desmos in connection with the theme of servitude); and sumplokê, the intertwining,
the blending, that joins two substances and two bodies and tends to form a new entity.
How could a force that prevails over nature itself have managed to slip into our own

nature without our knowledge? In this love that draws a man and a woman together
to constitute a lasting union, in this “mystery” that Saint Paul spoke of, Chrysostom
sees the mark of God’s will.
Of his will, first of all, as the Creator.13 It’s from man and his very flesh that he

fashioned woman. Issuing from the same substance, Adam and Eve were substantially
unifiable. And their descendants are still of the same substance. “No foreign essence can
penetrate into ours.” Down through the generations, humanity has remained bound to
itself, and limited to its own substance. In this relation to the original unity, from
whence the human race came without ever leaving, incest plays two roles. Unavoidable
at the beginning of time, it is valorized ontologically, since it brings back all individuals
to the identity of one and the same substance. By allowing “a man to marry his own
sister, or rather his daughter, or again his own flesh,”14 God constructed mankind like
a tree; and he gave it the same beauty as the great trees have: for all the branches,
a single root. As scattered as men are today, by this root they remain united and

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
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combined. Blesséd incest that makes us all relatives. But its prohibition today is not
at odds with this first principle. Rather, it only follows from the latter and multiplies
its benefits. Chrysostom explains that by preventing men from marrying their sisters
and their daughters, by obliging them to turn this force they have from their common
origin to the exterior, God ensures that their affection is not concentrated on one
object. The primitive kinship tie is, as it were, reactualized with those who are not our
immediate relations. Not being able to marry our sisters forces us to form ties with
strangers; that is, to renew our ties with unknown relatives.15
But the force that connects men and women is not just the trace of an origin. It is

also the figure of another union: that which binds Christ and the Church. Redemption
in the process of being realized, and no longer Creation. After having brought up the
connection that establishes itself so abruptly between a man and a woman, breaking
the long attachment to their parents, Chrysostom goes on to say that it’s in the same
way that Christ “left his father and descended to the Church”:16 “You know what
sort of mystery marriage is, what great things it symbolizes.”17 This idea comes from
Origen.18 It makes marriage the figure representing the tie that Christ establishes with
the Church in a perceptible way: he is the Bridegroom, he is the soul and he is the
head; he’s the one who commands,19 whereas she is the betrothed; she is the body of
his soul and the member of his body; she must obey him. He has come all the way
to her, out of love, while men hated him, abhorred him, insulted him.20 He accepted
her with all the flaws she might have, all the impurities she carried; but it was to
watch over her, teach her, enlighten her, and save her finally. As a perfect husband, he
sacrificed himself for her, enduring every suffering and lacerated a thousand times.21
But in return, Christ’s tie with the Church serves as a model for every marriage: it’s

15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,
col. 11).

16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).
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the same obedience that should connect the woman to the man; the same preeminence
of him over her; the same task of education, and the same acceptance of sacrifice to
save her. The marriage tie owes its value to the fact that it reproduces, in its own way,
the form of love that attaches Christ and the Church to one another. “The home is a
little church.”22
A double theological foundation of the tie between husband and wife: on Creation

on the one hand and Redemption on the other, on the substantial unity of the flesh on
one side and Incarnation on the other, on the origin of time and the approach of its
end. This allows Chrysostom to approximate the value of marriage to that of virginity.
Or more exactly not to conceive of marriage simply as an inability to lead the life
of absolute continence. It becomes possible then to give marriage a directly positive
value, even if it is not as high as that of a life of continence. Virginity restores the
paradisiacal state by realizing an angelic life on earth. The marriage tie does so to a
lesser degree for sure, but it recalls Creation’s unity of substance. Virginity makes the
soul the bride of Christ; marriage for its part is the image of the union of the Church
with the Savior. So it should not be surprising to see Chrysostom, who is made by On
Virginity to look very much like a marriage hater, promise married people merits and
rewards that are also quite considerable. A life of marriage, if it obeys the precepts,
“is scarcely inferior to monastic life; such spouses will have little cause to envy the
unmarried.”23 Or further: if you use marriage in the right manner, “you will occupy the
first place in the kingdom of heaven, and you will enjoy all the benefits.”24
This spiritual promotion of marriage calls forth a whole range of reflections on

married life; it authorizes an art of relations between husband and wife that is on a
par with the tekhnê of virginal existence and, without hoping ever to match its high
standing, achieves a certain balance with it. Now what characterizes these rules of
married life is their close similarity to those found in the moralists of the imperial era, or
in Clement of Alexandria, whose extensive borrowings from those pagan authors we’ve
already noted. In this sense, one has the impression that the theological justification
of marriage, while making it possible to avoid the excesses of Encratism and especially
the consequences of the dualism implied in the rejection of any conjugality, made it
possible to give a foundation to a whole ethic of marriage that was already common;
and hence to continue the movement (already noticeable in Clement of Alexandria) to
adjust the pagan morality of marriage to Christianity. And in fact (except on one major
point that will have to be analyzed at length later), the early theology of conjugality
centers, in John Chrysostom, on precepts of married life that are strikingly close to
those that Musonius, or Seneca, or Epictetus, or Clement of Alexandria had made

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).
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familiar. Certain accents are altered, most of the expositions are more extensive, and
the values of charity are emphasized. But one finds the same basic themes as before.

• A principle of natural inequality. By creating man first and giving him woman
“as a helpmate,” according to the Genesis text, God made it clear that the man
ranks higher, and that he is meant to command. He is the head: “Let us take as
our fundamental position that the husband occupies the place of the head, and
the wife that of the body […] Paul assigns each one their place; to one, authority
and protection, to the other, submission.”25

• A principle of complementarity, giving a positive content to this inequality, which
can then be made to function as a principle of order in marital life, and ensure
good harmony whereas marriage might be conflictual otherwise: “Given that two
kinds of affairs share out our life, public affairs and private affairs, the Lord
divided the tasks between the man and the woman: to the latter he allotted the
government of the house, to the former all the affairs of the state.” The man
throws the javelin; the woman works the distaff. The one participates in the
public deliberations; the other makes her views prevail in the home. He manages
the public funds; she raises the children who are in their way a “precious treasure.”
God was thus able to avoid “giving the two aptitudes to the same creature, so
that one of the two sexes would not be eclipsed by the other and appear useless;
and he didn’t want to give an equal share to the two sexes, for fear that this
equality would cause conflicts and that the wives would raise their claims to the
point of disputing the first rank with the men; but reconciling the need for peace
with the conventions of hierarchy, he divided our life into two parts, giving the
husband the most substantial and serious one and assigning the wife the smallest
and most humble one; so that the necessities of existence cause us to honor her,
without the inferiority of her ministry allowing her to enter into rebellion against
her husband.”26

For this complementarity to work as it should, it’s not advisable to marry a
woman richer than oneself. Because a man who weds a wealthy woman gets himself a
“sovereign”; if he chooses a poorer one, on the other hand, he finds an “assistant, an
ally in her […] The embarrassment due to her poverty motivates the wife to offer all
sorts of care and attention to her husband, makes her obedient and submissive, and
eliminates all the causes of disputes.”27

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
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• Principle of the duty to teach connected with the respect of modesty. Since he
is the head, the husband must guide the wife, serve as her instructor, and train
her in the virtues. “Let him, from that very evening on which he first receives
her into the bridal chamber, teach her temperance, gentleness, and how to live,
casting down the love of money at once from the outset, and from the very
threshold. Let him discipline her in wisdom, and advise her never to have bits of
gold hanging at her ears, and down her cheeks, and laid round about her neck.”28
“During that time therefore, during which shame, like a sort of bridle laid upon
the soul, suffers her not to make any murmur, nor to complain, lay down all
thy laws […] When is there then another time so advantageous for molding a
wife, as that during which she reverences her husband, and is still timid, and
still shy? Then lay down all thy laws for her, and willing or unwilling, she will
certainly obey them.”29 If it is the right and duty of the husband to instruct
his wife, there is one area, however, where ignorance has to be respected: it’s in
everything relating to modesty. A counsel of prudence that the ancient moralists
also gave:30 “Encourage her bashfulness for a considerable length of time, and do
not destroy it suddenly […] Do not break off this reserve too hastily, as unchaste
husbands do, but encourage it for a long time. For this will be a great advantage
to you.”31

• Principle of permanence of the bond and reciprocity of the obligations. The
marriage bond is established once and for all and, barring adultery,32 it cannot
be broken. The civil laws don’t rule in that way, but “God’s law” affirms it,
says Chrysostom, who on this point again follows the conceptions of authors like
Musonius.33 “Many people imagine that one makes oneself an adulterer only by
seducing a woman who is under the authority of a husband. And I maintain that
any married man who has culpable and illicit relations with a woman, be she a
prostitute, a servant, any unmarried person, commits an adultery. Indeed, it is
not just the dishonored person, it’s also the author of her dishonor whose quality
constitutes the adultery.”34 And further: “If your woman has come to you, if she
has left her father, it is not in order for you to mistreat her, for you to replace

28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
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her with a vile courtesan.”35 One can understand that this intangible bond, one
that is even defiled by an episodic relation with a slave girl, cannot be undone
entirely by death. Chrysostom has the same position of prudent disapproval of
remarriage as most Christian authors, and as several neo-Stoic authors. It is not
absolutely forbidden (especially if one is young) to remarry.36 But it’s best to
“await death, remain faithful to one’s commitments, stay continent, live close to
one’s children, and in this way merit a more bountiful share in God’s goodness.”37

• Principle of an emotional tie that constitutes both the goal and the necessary
condition of the good marriage. If a man has to choose the woman he will marry
so carefully (a large part of the third Homily on marriage is devoted to defining
the principles of this choice), it’s because one has to be able to love her: by
taking the right one, “we will benefit by never needing to repudiate her, but
also by loving her with a deep tenderness.”38 In a passage of the short treatise
Against Remarriage (which is thought to date from the same period as the one on
virginity), he proposes a very down-to-earth interpretation of marriage, making
it one of the points in its favor: a man loves what he has authority over, and
especially what he is the first and sole master of, as with clothes and belongings.
The same must certainly be true in the case of a wife (“who is more prized by
a husband than anything else”). When one is sure he is the first and exclusive
possessor, he receives her with “eagerness,” “affection,” and “good will.”39 It’s
obviously another tone that one finds in the later homilies—and particularly in
that imagined speech addressed to a young wife by an ideal Christian husband.
There the affection is not framed in a relation of possession and mastery, but
in a certain form of soul-to-soul relation, which has several aspects: recognition
of the wife’s qualities of soul; desire to win her affection; wanting to have the
same way of thinking as her—and the definitive union can be established only in
the life to come. And since that is the final objective of the marriage, life here
below counts for little and the husband is ready to sacrifice his own life to that
end: “I gave up everything, and went on till I fell in with the excellence of thy
soul, which I value above all gold […] I courted thee, and I love thee, and prefer
thee to my own soul. For the present life is nothing. And I pray, and beseech,
and do all I can, that we may be counted worthy so to live this present life, as

35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the
Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
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that we may be able also there in the world to come to be united to one another
in perfect security […] I value thy affection above all things, and nothing is so
bitter or so painful to me, as ever to be at variance with thee. Yes, though it
should be my lot to lose my all, and to become poorer than Irus, and undergo the
most extreme hazards, and suffer any pain whatsoever, all will be tolerable and
endurable, so long as thy feelings are true towards me.”40 And the text ends, in a
very characteristic way, with a formula that is exactly opposite to the one with
which an analogous speech in Xenophon opened. In the latter, the husband was
pictured as telling the wife that if he had chosen her and if her parents had given
her to him, this was with a view to their good home and their future children.41
In Chrysostom the husband wishes to have children only when this meeting of
souls, prefiguring their union in the hereafter, will be realized: “I will want to
have children when you have tenderness for me.”42 According to Chrysostom,
respecting these principles must constitute the basis of a rule of matrimonial life,
of a “knowing-how to be married.” In this way, tranquility of the soul will be
ensured, whereas outside loves, especially those with prostitutes, are necessarily
poisoned. With such women “everything is bitterness and shame”: expenditures,
humiliations, magic spells and potions; “If you’re looking for pleasure, avoid the
courtesans.” By contrast, at home, with your wife, “you find pleasure, security,
relaxation, respect, consideration and good conscience […] When you have a
source of clear water at hand, why go off to a muddy swamp?”43 This peace of
soul correlates with the good order and prosperity of the household: “When a
general has organized his army in a solid way, no enemy dares to attack it: the
same is true here. When the wife, children, servants, all work toward the same
goal, a perfect harmony reigns in the home […] Therefore, let us take good care
of our wives, our children, our servants.”44 The bond between spouses constitutes,
for the general order of the household, a model that the children and servants
will make use of in turn. So that if this bond is strong, and if it is supported by
love, moderation, respect, and recognized authority, the whole family will benefit:
“What sort of persons, think you, must the children of such parents be? What
the servants of such masters? What all others who come near them? Will they
too not eventually be loaded with blessings out of number? For generally the
servants also have their characters formed after their master’s, and are fashioned

40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
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after their humors, love the same objects, which they have been taught to love,
speak the same language, and engage with them in the same pursuits.”45 The
household, organized on the basis of and around a marital tie itself based on
such ethical rules, can constitute the shelter a man needs from the agitations of
an external world. “A marriage lived according to the rules is not a matter of
little importance; and a thousand misfortunes are in store for those who don’t
use it as they should […] Indeed, the husband who conforms to the marital laws
will find in his house, in his wife, a consolation, a refuge from the evils, public or
other, that could strike him. Contrariwise, one who treats this one matter lightly
and thoughtlessly, when the public place would be without storms, will see only
dangerous reefs and rocks when he returns home.”46

Kalon ho gamos, the treatise On Virginity already said. So beautiful and so impor-
tant that Chrysostom (who moreover encourages parents not to oppose their children
if they want to renounce the world) considers that adolescents must be prepared for
marriage. Part of the nineteenth Homily on the First Epistle to Timothy is devoted
to this theme. “The daughters ought to go forth from their father’s house to marriage,
like an athlete leaves the palestra, trained and exercised.”47 This preparation is what
should be given to souls and bodies “difficult to tame” and that require “governors,
teachers, directors, attendants, and tutors.”48 The main part of this preparation will
consist in preventing boys and girls from having sexual relations before marriage. And
for two reasons: because “one who is full of reserve before marriage will be more so
after; and one who frequented courtesans before marriage will do the same when he
is married”; but also because, by being reserved like this for this marriage relation
which will be the first, each of the spouses will have “a keener affection” for the other.49
Preparation for love through chastity; but it would be imprudent for it to last longer:
“Let us marry them early.”50 Or, as Chrysostom puts it elsewhere: “Seeing how this
furnace burns, let us strive […] to engage them according to God’s law, in the ties of
marriage.”51
One sees, then, that when Chrysostom, tempering certain aspects of his first writ-

ings, places virginity opposite the properly regulated conjugal family, and when he
makes it a place of private tranquility as opposed to the public agitations, capable of
leading to the good that is desired, there is nothing, in its principle, that is specifically
Christian. All these themes were already formulated. Doubtless one must not overlook

45 Zechariah 10:8.
46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”

of the human livestock.
51 Ezekiel 34:2.
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the fact that Chrysostom reinscribes them in specifically Christian references: he re-
lates the “natural” hierarchy between man and woman to the Creation; in the virtues
of marriage, he sees the promise of future rewards—“thereby, we will be able to please
the Lord, spend the whole present life virtuously, and obtain finally the good things
promised to those who love God”;52 and for him the prosperity of a well-regulated
marital life is the result of a blessing from God.53
However, there is a difference—it is major—that keeps us from placing Chrysostom

and all those in the fourth century who make the same analyses as he in a simple
continuity with Clement of Alexandria and a fortiori the moralists of antiquity. It is
the question of sexual relations within marriage. And more exactly the refusal to make
procreation one of the essential ends of marriage, together with the affirmation that
sexual relations between spouses are objects of obligation.
Marriage doesn’t have procreation as its end. Actually, Chrysostom doesn’t say

things this way. One finds three series of formulations. In some of these, enumerating
the ends for which God established marriage, he chooses to make no mention of procre-
ation. Why, he asks in the third Homily on marriage, did God give men this institution?
“So that we might avoid fornications, so that we might repress our concupiscence, so
that we might make ourselves agreeable to God by contenting ourselves with our own
wife.”54 This is the thesis of On Virginity: “So marriage was granted for the sake of
procreation, but an even greater reason was to quench the fiery passion of our nature.
Paul attests to this when he says: ‘But to void immorality, every man should have his
own wife.’ He does not say: for the sake of procreation. Again, he asks us to engage
in marriage not to father many children.”55 But the Homilies on marriage don’t really
say anything different: “There are two reasons for which marriage was instituted: it’s
so that we will be continent, and so that we will be fathers. But of these two motives,
the most important is that of continence”;56 and after explaining the reasons for this
importance and the motives that caused God to institute marriage, he concludes that
the latter has only one end: preventing fornication. Thus, at the end of the analysis,
procreation has disappeared. Finally, one also finds in Chrysostom the refusal to es-
tablish a theological correlation between marriage and procreation. Marriage can be
perfectly valuable without occasioning any birth, and besides, without the will of God
it would not by itself be capable of populating the earth. God could easily see to that
without going through marriage or the coupling of bodies.57

52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”
Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.

53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good
of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or

the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].
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This dissociation is important if one recalls the insistence with which the link be-
tween marriage and paidopoiia, the making of children, was underscored in all of
Hellenic culture: one remembers Pseudo-Demosthenes saying that spouses are made
for providing a legitimate progeny and that the state of marriage is recognized by
the fact of procreating children of one’s own; one also remembers all the philosophers
making procreation the fundamental end of marriage.58 Chrysostom’s position is sur-
prising, considering that Clement of Alexandria had taken up this ancient theme as
something obvious,59 but also when one considers that very early, and in a general way
in Christianity starting with Augustine, procreation will reappear at the forefront of
the theology of marriage and the sexual ethic. It will be defined, next to the marriage
sacrament and to fidelity, as one of the treasures of marriage and as primary legiti-
mate finality of the sexual act between spouses. Is Chrysostom an exception? Does he
simply mark an episode, a moment of hesitation which the doctrine and the practice
will not retain? An exception, certainly not: from Origen to him, marriage had been
considered not as a function of its procreative ends, but in its hierarchical position
relative to virginity and voluntary celibacy. The question of continence, not that of
children, was the main focus of the debate. Chrysostom should be seen as belonging
to this whole current of thought of which Saint Jerome is the exponent in Western
Christianity, and the problem that occupied it is the following: how does one establish
a pastoral of marital relations (which can no longer be dispensed with on behalf of a
one-sided valorization of asceticism) that is based on a morality of continence? And if
this current itself constitutes an episode, it’s an important one, for it was there that
the matter of sexual relations in marriage was rethought; and as a result, the propo-
sition that procreation is an end of marriage doesn’t have the same meaning in Saint
Augustine and his successors as it had in previous authors, whether they were pagan
like Musonius or Christian like Clement of Alexandria.
Chrysostom dissociates marriage from creation based on the general history of man,

his fall, and his salvation. He asserts in fact that procreation is announced in Genesis at
the same moment as man’s creation—“Increase and multiply,”60 hence before woman’s,
before the fall, before the death and sorrow that punishes it. It is earlier, therefore, than
the institution of marriage. So what can this God-given precept mean to the unmarried
man? We know that Gregory of Nyssa sees it as heralding a generation that would be
carried out in the angelic mode and would make it possible to populate paradise the
way heaven is populated by angels. Chrysostom sees it rather as an announcement and
a promise: the declaration, as early as man’s creation, of a possibility that would be
realized later.61 This would be after the fall. Because of the fall? Not directly at least,
but in an indirect way, since the fall leads to death, and the production of offspring
is given to man as a compensation. It should be noted, further, that this was not in

58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
61 Jeremiah 10:21.
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order to fill an earth that death would have soon depopulated, but to give man the
image, with the thought of future generations, either of an immortality he had lost
through sin, or of a resurrection that would save him. Procreation as an image of the
lost immortality is evoked in the first of the three Homilies on marriage: “When there
was no hope of resurrection […], God gave men this consolation of paternity so that
those who would die might go on living in images full of life.”62 The eighteenth Homily
on Genesis makes procreation a figure of the promise that after death would come life:
at the very moment he was imposing “the terrible punishment of death” on men, God
showed how much he loved mankind—how much he was philanthropos—by granting
it “the succession of children as an image of resurrection.”63 Procreation in the physical
sense of the term thus makes sense only in relation to these two references that are
both situated at the gates of time. And it has no other role than to produce images of
it that clearly had no reason for being before the fall, and will no longer have any once
the resurrection has come. Procreation will have served its purpose. And the precept
“increase and multiply,” which had been formulated as soon as man was fashioned by
God, and which consequently dominates time, must take on a new meaning: henceforth
we should apply ourselves to spiritual productions, more beautiful than those of the
body.64
As for marriage, if it is also connected to the fall, it’s not in the same way. Whereas

“multiplication” is ontologically based in the creative act, and it is therefore already
present in the earthly paradise, at least as a possibility, and the fall is what gave it
its material reality—as well as its image function in relation to the spiritual realities—
marriage was completely absent from a human condition that had not yet experienced
the fall. The text of On Virginity is quite explicit on this point: “Fashioned by God, man
lived in Paradise, and there was no reason for marriage.”65 Yet God had created woman
before the fall so that she would be man’s companion. But companion in the sense
of helper, assistant (boêthos), not wife: “Even then marriage did not seem necessary.
Indeed, one saw no trace of it, they both did without it.”66 Marriage appears with
the fall, with “the decay of death, ruin, pain, and a toilsome life.”67 In this sense, one
can say that it is the consequence of the fall, like carnal procreation. But while the
latter is a consolation, marriage is a way of setting a limit to the desires of the body: a
barrier against the excesses which the fall unleashed. The Homilies on marriage don’t
modify anything essential in what On Virginity had laid out, a dozen years earlier,
concerning the “metahistorical moment” of marriage, its role in Hebrew law, and the
function it still has to serve today. At most they slightly lessen the emphasis that

62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
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Chrysostom had placed on the “condescension” of God, bestowing marriage like the
food one gives to infants too weak to tolerate an adult diet, like a bitter medicine one
has to swallow when one is gripped by illness.68 Marriage is presented above all as
limit and law. “It was from the day that concupiscence came into play that marriage
was introduced, putting a stop to incontinence, and causing man to be satisfied with
a wife.”69 Whereas procreation was a prior possibility become a consolation after the
fall, marriage is a law that has its reason for being in the rebellion, after the fall, of
the body against the soul, and whose end is to subdue the body’s desires. It is thus a
“habit of servitude.” In this way, one re-encounters the odd formulation that figures in
the treatise Against Remarriage. There it is said that marriage cannot be called that
from the fact of the sexual union, for then every fornication would merit receiving that
name; what characterizes marriage is that the woman contents herself with one man
only.70 In its essence, marriage is limitation.
This definition of the role of marriage is important. Instead of situating the matri-

monial bond in a general, natural, or social economy of procreation, it situates it (in
this day and age at least, since the earth is populated and the ages have come) in an
individual economy of epithumia, of desire or concupiscence. In this sense it connects
the ethic of marriage to the preoccupation with asceticism and even the strictest form
of continence. Next to virginity or rather beneath it, marriage is a way of dealing
with the question of concupiscence. The latter is at the core of both the morality of
marriage and the ascetic procedures of those who have renounced any matrimonial tie.
Concupiscence is the object shared by the rules of the state of marriage and the tekhnê
of virginity as a practice.
What distinguishes the rules of marriage from these “techniques,” however, is not

just that they are more tolerant and they permit with one person what the state of
virginity disallows with any person at all. It is also that they have a juridical character.
And in several ways. Whereas virginity, as we’ve seen, is recommended but not precept-
based, and it cannot be obligatory, marriage is an obligation for all those who cannot
attain the perfection of the virginal state. Marriage is in itself a law. But it also creates
obligations. And obligations that refer to what is precisely marriage’s reason for being—
namely the economy of concupiscence. For if one marries in order to “limit to a single
person” one’s desire, one binds oneself in effect to this singleness of the relation; but
one also commits oneself vis-à-vis the spouse to allow them to satisfy their own desire
with one person only. Since the economy of concupiscence is the goal shared by the
two spouses when they marry, it is imperative that each of them play the role expected
of them by the other, to reach this goal. So the “limitation” of concupiscence that is

68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always

leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”
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the end of every marriage necessarily entails a mutual acceptance of the sexual act if
each of two spouses is to find in marriage the moderate asceticism which they were
seeking. In a way that may seem paradoxical, the rapprochement between marriage and
virginity, the definition of a theme which they share—the economy of concupiscence—
even though they don’t give it the same solution, leads to sexual relations being posited
as a strict obligation for each of the two spouses. But with certain provisos attached,
of course, and in a regulatory framework.
At the beginning of the nineteenth Homily on the First Epistle to the Corinthians,

John Chrysostom sets out the reciprocal obligations of spouses as regards sexual rela-
tions. He gives a commentary on Saint Paul’s statement: “Let the husband pay the wife
what is due to her; in like manner the wife the husband” (7:3).71 Chrysostom presents
these obligations essentially as the duty not to introduce into marriage an abstinence
and practices of renunciation that are appropriate only to the asceticism of a path
devoted to continence. Once marriage is chosen as a form of life, it is not permitted to
one of the marriage partners to try to lead the other mode of existence. Either strict
chastity, or marriage. Doubtless the symmetry between these types of existence is not
perfect, for if it is not allowed for chastity to make an exception in any form whatsoever,
by contrast certain abstinences do find a place in marriage. Ritual abstinences with an
obligatory character.72 Voluntary abstinences also, but these should always be decided
by common agreement, and not result from the decision of just one of the spouses.
And in any case, they should never be definitive; “if you want to abstain together with
your spouse, let it be for a short time.”73
As for the nature or form of the required acts, given the recommendations of mod-

esty and reserve that Chrysostom often makes, he doesn’t give any indication here.
No precept concerning possible procreation, no indications about opportune moments,
or about forbidden sexual acts. In the fourth Homily on the Epistle to the Romans,
Chrysostom engages in lengthy considerations regarding the sins of sodomy, role rever-
sals between men and women, and overturning the laws of nature, yet it seems that
he is not referring to these marriage practices, but for the most part to male passivity
and male prostitution, or to sexual relations between women. In any case, neither in
this homily nor in the one commenting on the First Epistle to the Corinthians does
he appear to be imposing on spouses a particular type of sexual relation that is jus-
tifiable because it is capable of being reproductive. It’s not the morphology of the
relation that is determinant for him, but a principle of formal and juridical equality.
Whereas in all the other areas there is a difference and hierarchy between the man
and the woman, whereas the wife ought to fear her husband and obey him, in the
area of sexual relations on the other hand, there should not be any inequality. “Let
man have the advantage in all other matters, but in matters of continence, no”; on

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from

the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”
73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
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this point, one should not distinguish “the more or the less: their right is the same.”74
Here Chrysostom is obviously employing a political and juridical vocabulary. He re-
jects pleonexia (“more power,” “more authority” on one side than on the other); he
posits the principle of isotimia (equality of privileges). The obligations he assigns to
spouses constitute, therefore, a kind of political equality as far as sexual relations are
concerned: the rights of one determine the duties of the other.
However, Chrysostom doesn’t base this system of obligations only on a symmetry

in the power of decision and a community of will. Its form is that of a political equality.
It is grounded in an idea of property. Referring to Saint Paul’s text, according to which
the husband’s body doesn’t belong to him but to the wife and vice versa, he makes the
obligation not to refuse oneself to the other the consequence of a mutual appropriation
of bodies that would be brought about in marriage. An appropriation that can create
two situations, depending on whether the accent is placed on the fact that there is
property, or on the fact that this appropriation involves the bodies of human beings.
In the latter case, one is led to the model of slavery; but for many reasons—among
others, that the “isotimia” of marriage implied an equality of free individuals75—this
theme of slavery remains relatively allusive76 and metaphorical. On the other hand,
the idea of an appropriation leads to that of a debt: one whose body has become
another’s property owes them something—namely the use of their body. Chrysostom
notes that to designate this obligation Saint Paul employs the expression opheilomenê
timên and that opheilê relates to debt. The duty between spouses is a debt. And it’s
this juridico-economic theme that causes Chrysostom to speak of fraud in reference to
those who shirk this duty. Doubtless it should be noted that the explanation he gives
is strangely weak: “you don’t steal from me,” he says, “if I consent to your taking an
object that belongs to me, but taking by force from someone who doesn’t consent is to
steal.” One might expect that from such a principle it would follow that each marriage
partner would have the freedom to refuse themselves to the other. But if one recalls
that marriage has effected a transfer of property, one sees that, for Chrysostom, the
one who refuses oneself to the other does them violence: they take or retake by force
that of which marriage had made them the owner. This is why, quite logically, he gives
as an example of this kind of fraud women who, without the consent of their husband,
decide to practice chastity. They commit a grave sin against “justice.”77

74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human
race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive

to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.
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The model of property and debt is very important in Chrysostom. He uses it several
times, weaving together the theme of marriage’s economic exchanges and the principle
of this property transfer of the body. Sometimes he brings out the double merger that,
in marriage, makes a single being of two bodies, and a single possession of two fortunes.
“You are just one being, one life, and you still speak of thine and mine! […] God made
common to us things more necessary than riches.”78 Sometimes, too, he makes the
point that if the husband can consider his wife’s dowry as his own, his wife is justified
in thinking that her husband’s body belongs to her. “Is it not strange that the dowry
she brings to you is the object of your solicitude, and that you carefully avoid distrac-
tion from that, and that those treasures, much more precious than a dowry, by which
I mean continence and chastity, and your own person […] you squander and corrupt
them?” To this analogy, wife’s dowry/husband’s body, Chrysostom immediately adds a
remark that is even better at showing how inadequate such a comparison is to his own
conception of the double mutual possession: “If you manage to meddle with your wife’s
dowry, it’s your father-in-law that you must answer to; but if you sully chastity, it’s
to God that you must give account, God who instituted marriage and from whom you
have your wife.”79 The fact is that once producing offspring is no longer on marriage’s
horizon, the link between a physical union and the circulation of possessions can be
handled only by a questionable analogy. Chrysostom’s recourse to the latter shows,
however, his desire to emphasize the presence of a formal and juridical type of obliga-
tion. For him, there is a right that is internal to marriage, is absolutely symmetrical
as concerns both spouses, and derives from the mutual ownership of bodies.
But why does Chrysostom conceive of marriage as a transfer of property, rather

than as a union, fusion, constitution of a single being—a theme that he evokes sev-
eral times but that would not be capable of establishing a juridical type of bond?
Precisely because the body subsequent to the fall is the site of the excesses of concu-
piscence; and because, when one marries in order to set a limit to those excesses, one
asks that the other ensure this limitation. Each becomes the master and possessor of
the other’s body, insofar as they can control its concupiscence. And by refusing, one
makes oneself responsible for the troubles that the other’s concupiscence may produce.
Chrysostom describes those troubles in two ways. Domestic disorder, discord, disarray
in the household. We’ve seen that the good organization of people and things rested
on the couple entity. Chrysostom shows that it partly depends on the respect for jus-
tice in sexual relations. “Great evils are born” when it is transgressed, “fornications,
adulteries; domestic troubles are its consequences”; a husband frustrated in his rights
“stirs up quarrels and causes his wife a thousand problems.”80 But more deeply, one
who refuses the equilibrium of justice in marital relations makes oneself guilty of the
trouble in the other’s soul, in their desires, their temptations, and their difficulties

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
79 Ezekiel 8:8.
80 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 9.
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controlling them. Because marriage has put one in the position of contributing to
one’s spouse’s salvation. At the bottom of this appropriation of bodies, there is this
transfer: here it’s no longer the objective of a shared progeny that justifies the “debt of
bodies” contracted implicitly by the spouses when they marry, but rather each one’s
responsibility vis-à-vis the sins of the other. So the “fruit” of which it is a question is
spiritual: it is each one’s salvation through the other. A salvational chiasmus. On this
precise point, Chrysostom can employ the word agape in the double sense of marital
love and charity.
One has to recognize that on this theme the treatise On Virginity doesn’t express

exactly the same positions as the later homilies. Chrysostom does already insist on the
wife’s obligation not to evade her marital duty, even for reasons of continence: “The
wife practicing continence against her husband’s wishes is deprived of the rewards
for continence. She is also responsible for his adultery and is more responsible than
he. Why? Because she pushed him to the abyss of debauchery by depriving him of
legitimate intercourse.”81 But he gives an extremely limited meaning to this obligation:
a concession to a physical need that calls for indulgence and that should not meet
with a unilateral refusal;82 but it is not a question of giving a spiritual value to this
concession: “Not by living dutifully with him as a wife will she be able to save her
husband, but by pointing out to him life according to the Gospel; something that
many women have done, moreover, without being married.”83 The help that spouses
can contribute to each other doesn’t involve that, even if it must still be respected:
“I do not say she is of no help altogether in spiritual matters (indeed no!), but I do
assert that she successfully accomplishes this not when she is involved with marital
concerns but when she progresses to the virtue of the holy men while adhering to
her feminine nature.”84 The sexual relationship between spouses, in this treatise where
the life of marriage is presented in a negative light, appears as something that must
subsist, nonetheless, when one is sufficiently detached from marriage and is with one’s
wife “as not having one.”85 By contrast, in the later homilies this fulfillment of duty is
not an unavoidable remainder that must still be observed between spouses when they
have shed all the other aspects of married life; it has a twofold value: spiritual, since
it manifests a bond of charity, and moral, since it ensures a good understanding that
has an impact on the whole order of the household. When marriage is thought of as a
vocation, a state that deserves and calls for a specific tekhnê, then the marital relation
is no longer a residual constraint that one doesn’t have the right to get out of; it is
part of the labor for mutual salvation.
Once again, Chrysostom is not taken here as the inventor of this way of analyzing

marital relations and the state of marriage. He is the witness of a thought that has
81 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1.
82 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
83 Ibid., II, 24.
84 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 10.
85 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1 and Book II, chap. 5.
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many of the elements that are already found in Origen. And just as Origen supplied
some of the basic principles that would later be cited by the institutions of monastic
life, he also very clearly formulated some of the principles of the Christian ethic and
spirituality of marriage, before the latter in its concrete forms gave rise to reflection
and specific prescriptions.86
Chrysostom’s homilies, in any case, manifest the existence of a pastoral of married

life in which sexual relations are strongly linked to this notion of opheilê, of debitum—
of duty-debt—which in Christianity will become a fundamental category for thinking,
justifying, codifying, and distributing marital relations according to a system of rules.
During the Middle Ages, a huge juridical edifice will be constructed making spouses
appear as legal subjects in complex relations of debts, demands, acceptances, and
refusals. At least as much as the great sexual prohibitions, this code will contribute
to the juridification of sexual practice, and at the same time will give the religious
institution access to the most secret relations between marriage partners. Now, what
needs to be underscored if one intends to explore the history of this strange notion
is that it does not derive from the idea that marriage has procreation as its end—
except in a secondary, lateral way, and because, after the fact, it could use this as
a pre-established support. On the contrary, it was when Christian thought detached
marriage from this end, so readily acknowledged since pagan antiquity, that this notion
of duty-debt began to take form in a clear way. The eschatological theme of an end of
time when it’s no longer necessary to think of progeny is no doubt fundamental. But
by itself it could not have constituted the support for this notion if marriage had not
been inflected by monasticism, the life of virginity and the art of conducting oneself
within it, and the Church with its ever more numerous and deeper connections with
the state and imperial society had not developed a pastoral of marital existence, for
shepherding it and showing spouses how to conduct themselves within it. And this
art of matrimonial life organized itself around the same question as that of the life of
continence: how to manage, combat, and vanquish concupiscence, in a struggle that is
integral to life itself. In a way that is paradoxical only at first sight, epithumia, desire,
concupiscence, is what constitutes the “raw material” which the arts of monastic life
and married life have to process. With this difference: in the one case, one must act
with oneself alone and in the form of a spiritual combat with one’s own “thoughts” (in
the broad sense of the word), in order to give it no possible outlet (the involuntary
pollution during dreams constituting the “purest” form of this impurity, as it were, to
which God alone can put a definitive end), and, in the other case, there does exist a
legitimate, although “joint,” outlet but it has to be seen that this legitimacy stems from
the fact that each one thereby enables the other to escape the temptations of their own
concupiscence. This is to say that the theme is still and always that of the relationship

86 The word employed here is, as we’ll see, a term that has both an exact and a complex meaning in
the penitential procedure. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, the reinterpretation of the biblical text in
regard to penitential practices is more explicit still: God, hiatros [physician], wanted Cain’s transgression
to be erased dia tês homologias tou ptaismatos [by the recognition of the sin].
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with oneself; with the nuance that, in the case of marriage, this relationship is not
managed apart from one’s relation to the other. One must bear in mind, however, that
in the case of monastic virginity, there is a form of relation to the other that is just as
indispensable: the bond of spiritual direction.
The symmetry between the art of monastic life and the art of matrimonial existence

should not be overestimated. The differences are legion, of course. And on the specific
theme of concupiscence, it has to be noted that monastic asceticism will give rise
to practices of constant self-monitoring, of decipherment of one’s own secrets, of an
indefinite search in the depths of one’s heart, of an elucidation of those things that may
be a delusion, an error, and a deception on the part of oneself; whereas the precepts of
matrimonial life will take the form of a “juridiction” much more than of a “veridiction,”
and that the theme of debt will give rise to an endless work of codification and a long
reflection of jurisprudence. The dimorphism is already apparent in texts like those of
Chrysostom. It will become more and more so, profoundly marking the way sexual
behaviors are thought of and regulated in the West: in terms of truth (but in the form
of a secret deep inside oneself to be elucidated indefinitely if one intends to be “saved”),
and in terms of law (but as much in the form of a law of debt and of obligations
as in that of prohibition and transgression). This dimorphism is still far from having
disappeared, or at least from having exhausted its effects. But it seems to me that at
its origin one must not continue to find the juxtaposition in Christianity of an ancient
law of marriage and the more recent forms of a complete renunciation of the world. It
was the movement to constitute, in the exercise of pastoral power, a tekhnê of marital
life—inferior to that of monastic life, but not unrelated to it—that led at the same
time to making the concupiscence of each spouse (and not the sharing of progeny) the
essential form of the marital relation and to organizing between these two solitudes an
intersection of responsibilities and a linkage through debt. Even in the dual form of
marriage, the basic problem is what to do with one’s own concupiscence; hence it is the
relation of oneself to oneself. And the internal law of marital sex was first organized
as a way of managing through the other this fundamental self-to-self relation.
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2. The Good and the Goods of
Marriage
Virginity is superior to marriage, without marriage being a bad thing or virginity

an obligation: Saint Augustine received this general thesis from a tradition that was
already clearly formed before him. It runs through his whole oeuvre; he develops it in
the two groups of texts he devoted to the problems of marriage and of virginity: in
the first years of his bishopric, when he felt the need to discuss both the Manichean-
inspired arguments (in De continentia, around 396) and the propositions of Jovinian
(in De bono coniugali, 401, or De sancta virginitate, 401); then at the time of his anti-
Pelagian polemics, fifteen years or so later, when he bases himself on the superiority
of strict and total continence, acknowledged by his current adversaries, particularly
Julian of Eclanum, to argue that concupiscence is an evil.1
A passage of De sancta virginitate clearly situates the general principle, at least

in a negative way. It’s the same one, with perhaps different emphases and polemical
edges, that one can find in Gregory of Nyssa, in John Chrysostom, or in Jerome’s
Adversus Jovinianum. “Some, by aiming for virginity, have thought marriage hateful
even as adultery: but others, by defending marriage, would have the excellence of
perpetual continence to deserve nothing more than married chastity; as though either
the good of Susanna be the lowering of Mary: or the greater good of Mary ought to
be the condemnation of Susanna.”2 Against these two errors, Augustine asserts that
marriage and virginity are not to be differentiated from each other as evil is from
good, or assimilated as two equivalent goods; they are to be evaluated and separated
as a lesser good compared to a greater good. Two heights in the same landscape, but
one of which is higher than the other. “Whoever therefore shall be willing to abide
without marriage, let them not flee from marriage as a pitfall of sin; but let them
surmount it as a hill of the lesser good, in order that they may rest in the mountain of

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).
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the greater, chastity.”3 From this general conception of two unequal goods, Augustine
draws conclusions that as such are in line with the already constructed doctrine. Let
me quickly indicate them in order to better define Saint Augustine’s own particular
development of these themes.
• Since marriage is not an evil, it cannot be prohibited in any way; nor can virginity
be imposed, despite its excellence. The apostle’s phrase, “if you are free of the
marriage bond, do not seek a wife,”4 should not be understood as a prohibition,
but rather as a counsel. How could virginity be called “holy” if it were nothing
more than the observance of a law decreed for everyone, and if it were not freely
chosen by those who lawfully could have married: “one can seek a wife, therefore,
but it is better not to.”5

• One must not understand this superiority of virginity as the advantage it might
give in the life of this world. It brings a certain “tranquility,” whereas marriage is
necessarily in the service of the “present age”? This is true perhaps, although one
has to bear in mind the different battles of the life of continence. But one would
be wrong to avoid marriage only to keep from being “strained by earthly cares”6
which virginity is free of. If it is preferable to flee the disadvantages of marriage,
this is not because they disturb the soul’s repose, but because they divert it
from what its object should be; “they compel one to think less of the things of
God than is enough for the obtaining of that glory, which shall not come to all.”7
Doubtless it is possible to find, in the marriage bond, the possibility of a “marital
holiness”; but it is “less, because of that portion of cares which are concerned with
worldly pleasure. Whatever attention of the soul, therefore, is expended on these
things by which she would have to please a husband, the unmarried Christian
woman ought in a certain way to gather and concentrate on that earnest purpose
by which she is to please the Lord. Assuredly she is by so much the more blessed
by how much the more she pleases Him.”8

• If the privilege of virginity is tied to this possibility of concentrating and direct-
ing the intentio animi, this is because its end consists in establishing a certain

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,

et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]
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relation with God, which is incompatible with the state of marriage. The ab-
sence of corruption that characterizes the life of the angels, which will reward
the elect and will enable one to see God face-to-face, is what the life of virginity
aims for: “virginal chastity and freedom through pious continence from all sex-
ual intercourse is the portion of Angels, and a practice, in corruptible flesh, of
perpetual incorruption.” By presenting in their flesh “something that is no longer
of the flesh,”9 those who devote themselves to a perfect continence prefigure in a
certain way a hereafter in which marriage will no longer exist.

• In this other life, virginity, which has more merits, will receive richer rewards.
Like Cyprian or Athanasius, Augustine10 takes up the parable of the sower in
the Gospel of Saint Matthew (some produced a hundred times what was sown,
others sixty, and others only thirty), and he applies it to the merits and rewards
of virginity compared to marriage. Moreover, he proposes several possible in-
terpretations of the parable: that virginity produces a hundredfold, widowhood
sixty, and marriage thirty; or martyrdom a hundred, virginity sixty, and marriage
thirty; or again, martyrdom plus virginity a hundred, virginity and martyrdom
separately, sixty. Doubtless Augustine doesn’t wish to attach too much impor-
tance to these symbolic calculations: “The gifts are more in number than to allow
of being distributed under those different degrees.” But one has to recognize a
diversity between them: men would be brash indeed to attempt to set God’s
choices in the matter. “Yet it is plain both that those differences are many, and
that the better are profitable not for the present time, but for eternity.”11

None of these points can be regarded as specific to Saint Augustine. However, sub-
stantial differences appear immediately in the use he makes of these themes.
In a word, one can say that, in speaking of marriage or virginity, Athanasius, Gre-

gory of Nyssa, Basil of Ancyra, and Chrysostom were mainly interested in defining
modes of living, in describing each one’s struggles, dangers, and rewards, in assessing
their relative value, in marking their respective place in the Christian community. Fur-
ther, in this comparison of tekhnai, it was evident that the strong point, or element of
reference, was constituted by virginity as the most perfect state to which one might
accede in this earthly existence. Even Chrysostom, who, in the same period as Au-
gustine, outlined a rule of marital life, doesn’t avoid relating it to the difficult art of
continence, which for him retains not only its ethical and ontological superiority, of
course, but also a methodological privilege: he defines good marriage practice as the
least bad management possible of a desire against which married people don’t have
the strength or the courage to undertake a radical struggle.

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., XX, 7.
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The texts of Saint Augustine don’t follow exactly the same direction.
First, there is a shift of accent toward marriage. Once again, though, Augustine

never considers marriage to be equivalent, let alone preferable, to an authentically
practiced virginity. It is, and will always remain, of lesser value. But Augustine focuses
on this “lesser” and rethinks its meaning up to a certain point. On one hand, he tries
to define what value there is in marriage that is directly positive: the place it has, and
perhaps has always had, in Creation; the basis it finds in the ecclesiastical community;
so that the “lesser” value of marriage is not to be understood as the diminution, the
partial devaluation, of the high value of virginity. Marriage has its own distinct value,
even if it is not the highest. Further, he concentrates most of his “technical” reflection
on marriage, the rules to be observed therein or the right conduct to have. Which
is not to say that one doesn’t find numerous and precise indications on the practice
of chastity—in the sermons12 or again in certain anti-Pelagian13 polemics more than
in De sancta virginitate, where praise of chastity, against the disciples of Jovinian,
takes precedence over the art and manner of living in continence. But it is apropos
of marriage—in De bono coniugali, later in De nuptiis et concupiscentia, or in Contra
Julianum—that Augustine develops a tekhnê and rules of conduct appropriate to a
[form] of life. Up to a certain point, one can speak of an inversion of methodological
priority in favor of marriage and the tekhnê, the art of conducting oneself in a manner
proper to the matrimonial state.
But for Augustine the main concern is undoubtedly beyond the scope of the com-

parative definition of two types of existence. And what distinguishes him from his pre-
decessors and contemporaries is his overall objective: defining the general framework
that enables one to conceptualize both the practice of virginity and that of marriage,
their respective positivity and their difference of value. Through the hierarchy that
separates virginity and marriage, through the different behaviors required of them,
what Augustine constructs is the general theory they both are seen as deriving from.
In a word: in going beyond the comparison of the virgin and the spouses, the conti-
nent Christians and the marriage partners, which had largely been developed prior
to him, Augustine makes manifest, not a third figure, or a composite figure, but the
fundamental element underpinning the other two: the subject of desire.
Before analyzing the constitution of a theory of concupiscence in the next chapter,

we’ll look more closely at the first aspect I’ve mentioned above—the shift of accent to-
ward marriage and the definition of a positive “good” that, while not allowing marriage
to outshine virginity, establishes it as worthy in its own right. This shift is shown, in
Augustine, in a conception of the Church as a spiritual body, in the exegesis of biblical
texts dealing with the Creation and existence before the fall, and finally, in the elabo-
ration of a system of rules capable of actualizing the good that is peculiar to marriage
in the life of spouses and in their relations.

12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
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I
It isn’t necessary to be virgin, or renounce marriage, or practice an absolute con-

tinence to belong to the Christian community, even if the Church reserves a special
place for virginity. Augustine repeats this after so many others, strongly emphasizing
the idea that, as valuable as marriage is, as holy as virginity may be, what surpasses
both is that they are joined in a single community and they coexist in the oneness of
the Church. The whole is finer even than the finest of its components: “The faithful
as a body […] form the members of Christ and the temple of the Holy Spirit, wherein
assuredly the faithful of both sexes are understood. Thus, there are married women,
there are unmarried women also; but distinct in their merit, and as members preferred
to members, while yet neither are separated from the body […] Because certain sev-
eral created things were better than other several things, but all of them together
better than any several.”14 But if the coexistence of virginity and marriage is finer
than virginity alone, this is because it’s not enough to say that marriage too is a good,
but attenuated and somewhat lesser: for this implies that it is a kind of subtraction
from the excellence of virginity. One must assume that between them there is some-
thing other than a simple juxtaposition: a correlation that has meaning and value—a
correlation whereby marriage finds a supplement in virginity, and the latter finds a
complement in marriage. The modes of living may very well be distinct in the commu-
nities of Christians, but in the community which the Church constitutes there must
be a necessary linkage of marriage and virginity.
From Origen or Methodius of Olympus to Chrysostom or Jerome, virginity was

never dissociated from certain modalities of spiritual union. It was defined by the
refusal of any “marriage,” be it the institutional one that connects an individual to
another human being, or the general one that attaches them to the world of the flesh.
But this renunciation had a bond with Christ as its correlative—at the same time its
effect and its condition, its reward and its warrant. The virgin soul was the fiancée
and the bride of Christ; and countless spiritual fruits would spring from this union.
In Saint Augustine, the relations between virginity, marriage, and spiritual fertil-

ity are much more complex. Both because they assume other forms than simply the
virginity–betrothal-to-Christ correlation; and especially because they are involved in
all the relations of God to his Church, of the Church to Christ, of Christ to the faithful,
and of each of the latter to the whole community. Going beyond the characterization
that isolates virgins compared to the other faithful, beyond the differences of status
that mark married people, those not yet married, those who are widowed, those who
lead a life of continence, those who have pledged themselves to it through vows, beyond
the question of forms and rules of life, Saint Augustine brings out, through everything
that ought to constitute the Church as a unique spiritual reality, relations that assume
both virginity and marriage, betrothal and integrity, maternity or paternity, and ab-

14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
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solute chastity. It is not a matter, then, of characteristics that might affect individuals
and that designate them as virgins, or spouses, or parents, but of a tight fabric of spir-
itual ties where each of the elements is at the same time, in relation to others, virgin
and spouse, parent and child. So that virginity and marriage, at this level, are not set
against each other as two alternative ways of living but are joined together as perma-
nent and simultaneous aspects of relations that form the Church as a spiritual unity.
Conceived in this way, and in the form of fertile virginity or virginal marriage, there is
no difference of value between virginity and marriage. But it’s against the background
of this conception of the spiritual relations between God and man that Saint Augustine
will establish and explain the hierarchy that must be respected between virginity and
marriage understood in the carnal sense.
The whole first part of De sancta virginitate is informative on this point, especially

if one consults the huge group of sermons on the theme of the Virgin Church15 for
clarification. An immense web of spiritual relations and kinships beyond those of blood
are represented; marriage and virginity, virginity and motherhood are never separated;
their reciprocal implication is constantly recalled by such expressions as “virginali
connubio spiritualiter conjugatus,” “virginum sponsus,” and “virginitas fecunditatem
non impedit […] fecunditas virginitatem non adimit.”16
In a summary way, the numerous and tangled relations mentioned in this passage

can be outlined as follows.
So Christ is the son of a virgin;17 he was born to her, physically, corporeally; and

not simply to preserve an integrity which a man “could have violated,” but as the fruit
of a virginity that, voluntarily, had been dedicated to the union with God;18 a virgin
himself, he is the husband of the Church, virgin itself, which is bonded to him in a
spiritual union; but he is also, and more especially, in this Church, the Bridegroom of
the virgins who are joined to him by virgin wedding vows.19 Mary, the eternally virgin
mother of Christ, is not virgin simply of body, but also spiritually, since she is pledged
to God and has given birth to Christ as he willed, thus serving as model for all the
souls that, dedicating their will to God, cause God to be born in themselves.20 Now,

15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,
col. 11).

16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
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all those who do God’s will are, already on earth, the brothers of Christ, who came
here to show that will and the right path to follow; therefore, the Virgin is also the
sister of Christ.21 But she must be considered Christ’s daughter as well, for all who
believe in him are his children and deserve to be called, as Saint Matthew says, “the
bridegroom’s children.”22 As for the Church, it is “the virgin of Christ,” united to him
in a spiritual way;23 corporeally, it can be said to be virgin only because of some of its
members, whereas it is not if one considers those of the faithful who have married.24 As
Christ’s virgin bride, the Church is the mother of Christians since it is she who causes
them to be born to the Spirit by receiving them into baptism;25 but as the community
of saints constitutes the mystical body of Christ, by forming them, by giving birth to
them, the Church is also in a sense the mother of Christ, as are those “who do the will
of the Father”; “the Church, in the Saints who shall possess the kingdom of God, in the
Spirit indeed, is altogether the mother of Christ.”26 And it should be added that any
pious soul individually is a daughter of Christ, since it was given birth to out of the
latter’s nuptials with the Church, and a sister of Christ, since like him it does God’s
will,27 and the mother of Christ, since it gives birth to him within itself, being in the
image of Mary who does what the Father wills.28
So Saint Augustine describes a web of spiritual relations that reproduce and re-

verse themselves, making each of the four elements of the ensemble—Christ, Mary, the
Church, the souls—virgins and spouses, progenitors and children. Marriage, fertility,
and virginity don’t define the position or the intrinsic quality of any one of them, but
make it possible to describe the different relations that each maintains simultaneously
with all the others. So one can say that, in the system of spiritual relations, marriage
and virginity cannot be dissociated (and their non-dissociation is manifested by their
fertility), but neither of these two terms can be regarded as superior or inferior to the
other one. Now, from this reciprocal implication of marriage and virginity in spiritual

since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
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relations, Saint Augustine doesn’t draw the conclusion of a sameness of spiritual value
between corporeal virginity and the marriage tie. On the contrary, he counters the
Jovinianists, and later Julian of Eclanum, with the principle of a strict hierarchy. The
reason is that actually, for him, physical virginity may well represent spiritual virgin-
ity, but virgins are in fact the manifestation in the world of virginal relations that
produce spiritual fruits. Virginity of body cannot truly exist and deserve the name
virginity unless it is sustained and motivated by virginity of heart or of mind: “It is
itself honored not because it is virginity, but because it has been dedicated to God,
and, although it is kept in the flesh, yet is it kept by religion and devotion of the mind.
And by this means even virginity of the flesh is spiritual, sealed and preserved as it is
by continence and piety. For, even as no one makes an immodest use of the body unless
the sin has been before conceived in the mind, so no one keeps modesty in the body,
unless chastity has been before implanted in the mind.”29 On this condition, physical
virginity will bring forth the things it is capable of and which are promised to it; in
itself, it will give birth to Christ. By its example, it will give rise to this same Christ
in the heart of others, and in the Church it will give birth to new offspring for Christ
by calling souls to convert.
On the other hand, what marriage produces are not spiritual fruits. From the physi-

cal union of a man and a woman only human beings are born, not Christians. They can
become members of Christ and children of God only through the spiritual operation
of the sacrament: “They who in married life give birth to children after the flesh, give
birth not to Christ, but to Adam.”30 It’s possible, therefore, to say that women who
have refused marriage and dedicated themselves to God have taken on one aspect of
the role of Mary, both virgin and the mother of Christ: virginity, corporeal as well as
spiritual. But it is not possible to say symmetrically that women who have married
and had children have taken up the physical and spiritual motherhood of Mary, for
the Virgin gave birth to Christ through God’s intervention. Through the operation of
nature, the married woman gives birth to human beings that are not Christian. And
only this virginity of heart that connects her to Christ in the Church and makes her
offer her children to God allows her to be spiritually a mother: “the Church giving
them birth, through this, that in a spiritual manner she is the mother of the members
of Christ, of whom also after a spiritual manner she is the virgin. And unto this holy
birth mothers who have not borne Christians in the flesh are workers together, that
they may become what they could not give birth to in the flesh: they only contribute,
however, wherein they themselves become virgins and mothers of Christ, that is to say,
in faith which works through love.”31 Hence there is not a symmetry between virginity
and carnal fertility. Or further, transposed and manifested in the flesh, the connection
of virginity and spiritual nuptials is undone, and marriage, procreation according to

29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
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the body, cannot be considered as an inheritance of Mary’s motherhood, whereas the
chastity of those who have vowed to forgo marriage here below is, like the Virgin, ded-
icated to God. So married women would not be justified in saying to virgins: “You are
virgins, we are mothers: for what is wanting to you in children, let your virginity, that
has been preserved, be a consolation: for us, let the gain of children make up for our
lost virginity.”32
So in a way, Augustine has expanded, and multiplied, themes that existed prior

to him: that of virginity as a union with the Bridegroom and that of the Church as
Christ’s bride. He has woven a whole set of relations that join together, in a spiritual
manner, virginities that are spiritual as well; he has described the myriad fruits of
these nuptials that, while not being corporeal, are nevertheless something different
than a pure symbol. He has placed marriage and virginity inseparably at the level of
relations that constitute the spiritual unity of the Church. Whatever the inferior place
that marriage must occupy in life on earth, there is a figure of spiritual marriage that
cannot be dissociated from virginity. Which shows that it is not at all the very form
of marriage that constitutes a lesser good, but rather whatever led it, in the story of
our fall, to be what it is in this world.
Hence the question: What are marriage’s connections with the fall? Is one to think

that before the fall there was just one form of spiritual union—which virginity in its
own way would reproduce in this world? Mustn’t one suppose that marriage, with the
physical union that it includes, existed already? And that it was not introduced, but
modified by the fall?

II
Like Origen, most Christian exegetes had denied that there were sexual relations

in paradise and that the first couple may have procreated physically before the fall
following carnal intercourse. Gregory of Nyssa conceded that the humans had received
the right to and the possibility of multiplying as soon as their Creation: not, however,
as the result of a sexual act, but of an intervention that is not known to us—any more
than is the action that populated heaven with angels and caused the countless beings
to proliferate. Why, then, was the difference of the sexes marked as early as Creation
and the order given to the man and the woman to multiply? The answer, according
to Gregory of Nyssa, is that God in his prescience knew that man would fall: a means
was given to him in advance by which he could perpetuate his kind beyond the death
that was to be his condemnation.33 In this type of exegesis, one sees that the sexual
act is part of the fall and its consequences. It belongs to a bloc that includes the first

32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).
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sin, death, and procreation. It depends on the initial disobedience, which determined
its realization (in the existence of the first couple) and even its possibility (in God’s
foresight). It is linked to procreation, which is its end and its reason for being. It is
linked to death, since it is one of the forms of that corruption which deprives men of
their immortality. Finally, it is inseparable from desire, epithumia: indeed, desire is
what provoked the fall—desire in general, the desire for pleasure and not the sexual
appetite;34 the taste for the earth’s pleasures instead of for the contemplation of God—
is what introduces corruption and death; the desire to perpetuate oneself is what impels
men to procreate. The sexual act belongs, therefore, either as a consequence or as a
means, to a group of four elements that lead to it or call for it.
In this interpretation, which was traditional in his time, Augustine will bring about

a displacement and a dissociation. He will move, if not sexual intercourse then at
least its lawful possibility back from the fallen world to paradisiacal existence as it
left the hands of the Creator. But this could be accepted only provided that the
sexual relation was freed from everything that constituted the stigmata of the fallen
existence. Augustine was able to complete this metahistorical requalification of the
marital relation, with all the dissociations it implies, only in stages.
De Genesi contra Manichaeos, written shortly after his baptism, is still close to

the theses of Gregory of Nyssa or of Chrysostom. Paradisaical man, with his body of
fresh clay, is described there as being endowed with celestial qualities that make him
incorruptible, free him of any physical need, spare him all the disorderly urges of the
soul, and make him inaccessible to concupiscence.35 Augustine then encounters the
same problem as his predecessors. What meaning should be given, in this existence
without sin, without death, and without lust, to these affirmations of Genesis: that God
created man and woman (1:27), that he told them to increase and multiply (1:28), and
that the Creator gave the woman as a helper to the man (2:18)? How does one avoid
relating this theme of helper to that of the birth of a progeny that would derive from the
difference of the sexes? And consequently, how does one not make allowance for sexual
procreation in the immortal existence without corruption that obtained in paradise?
Augustine, like his predecessors, appeals to the resources of spiritual interpretation.

Formally, however, his position is ambiguous; or, to be more precise myself, it permits
two interpretations, since it says that these Genesis texts can also be understood spiri-
tualiter, which authorizes one, at least by default, to interpret them carnaliter. But, in
fact, Augustine develops only the spiritual meaning. The “help” that the woman should
bring to the man is interpreted as a relationship of command and submission. Hence
the relation that is based on the differentiation of the man and the woman doesn’t
go by way of sex itself. Casta conjunctio. As for increase and multiply, Augustine in-
terprets this as referring to spiritual fruits: “intelligible and immortal joys,” says the

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the

Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.
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first text of De Genesi contra Manichaeos,36 or “good works of divine praise,”37 says
the second.
Clearly, the most difficult aspect of such an interpretation is the exact meaning to

be given to the theme of the help which the man gets from the woman. Why is the
contemplation of God not sufficient for Adam to produce the countless fruits of joy?
Why did he need someone else in order to sing God’s praises? In De catechizandis
rudibus, Augustine proposes an interpretation through the relations of glorification
and imitation. If God can draw glory from man, this is, of course, not due to the fact
that man was molded in clay, but to the fact that he resembles him; and resembles him
not only because he was made in God’s image but because, with his reason, he freely
imitates God’s wisdom. In the same way, a man in turn is glorified by a woman if the
woman follows him, imitates him, and reproduces the example of wisdom that he gives
her. And God is glorified all the more as his image in turn becomes a model.38 As in
De Genesi contra Manichaeos, Augustine doesn’t absolutely rule out the carnal and
material interpretation that conjectured sexual relations before the fall. He doesn’t
imagine it directly, but in presenting the spiritual interpretation he is careful to note
that what it excludes is the idea that before the fall the woman may have been a helper
as concerns “carnal concupiscence”: how could she have been a helper in this sense when
both of their bodies were not yet corruptible? It is clear that in this exegesis, a place
for sexual relations free of concupiscence remains open, as well as for a proliferation
that would not be a compensation for the mortality of the body. But Augustine doesn’t
say a word about this possibility. He never refers to it. However, on the basis of later
texts, it appears retrospectively that here the textual silence hollows out a space, as it
were, for other possible interpretations.
The beginning of De bono coniugali is unusual in that it offers a set of these inter-

pretations without saying which one is correct. It’s plain to see, however, that the very
content of the book and its analysis of the good of marriage imply a preference for one
of the hypotheses, which Augustine still chooses to consider as equally plausible for
the purpose of exegesis, without the need of further scrutiny: no detailed examination
of each one, no definitive opinion about this one or that one. So the passage is pre-
sented as the indication of the different and “numerous” interpretations that have been
given concerning the increase and multiplication which the first couple were ordered
to undertake before the fall. The hypothesis of physical but non-sexual procreation is
close to the interpretation suggested by Gregory of Nyssa—but he was referring to the
enigmatic multiplication of angelic spirits. Augustine considers three models of non-
sexual procreation, all three of which concern bodies—and bodies in this earthly world:

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
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God’s creation of the first man and the first woman; the formation of Christ’s body
in the womb of the Virgin; and lastly, an example that should speak to unbelievers
themselves, the reproduction of the bees. These three procreations were or still are
accomplished sine concubitu, and through a beneficent act (munus) of God. Following
the lesson of these examples, one may suppose, then, with some believers, that God
could enable the first couple to physically procreate without sexual intercourse.
The second interpretation is well known. It’s the one that understands this multi-

plication in a “mystical and figurative” sense; the multiplication that was proposed—
prescribed and promised at the same time—actually represented the progress of the
spirit and abundance of virtue. In this case, there would not have been real childbirth
before the fall; the latter having brought death, progeny would have been given to man
so that he might perpetuate himself in spite of everything. This is the interpretation
that we’ve encountered in Gregory of Nyssa.
The third hypothesis, which Saint Augustine cites as being supported by some, is

undoubtedly less common. The Creation would have given man an animal body, not a
spiritual one; thus he would have been subject to dying; but if sin had not intervened,
this mortality would never have become a death; humans would have directly rejoined
their spiritual destiny; in sum, they would have gone immediately from the earthly
paradise where they had the world at their disposal to the heavenly paradise where they
contemplate God face-to-face. Mortals escaping death, animals of reason and innocence,
men would have been perfectly capable of having children, and conceiving them in
the animal manner; that is, through sexual intercourse—etiam per concubitum—until,
according to the Word, the earth would be filled with a progeny that would not have
been destined to replace the ancestors but to live side by side with them. In this
interpretation the sexual relation, in the strictest physical and animal sense, therefore
becomes entirely possible in paradise. It is neither the consequence nor the cause of
the fall; it is inscribed in human nature by the creative act itself. Is it therefore cleared
of sin, and of concupiscence? And is it likewise exempted from death?
One might think so, after a cursory review, since the increase of human beings would

take place without the intervention of death, and continue up to an adequate peopling
of the earth. A deathless procreation, a multiplication that no loss would restrain.
However, it should be noted that before his exposition of the three interpretative
possibilities, Augustine proposes something that doesn’t seem to be one of the views
that can be held and have been held in fact, but rather a general principle: through sin,
men took on death as their condition, and there cannot be any sexual union (concubitis)
except between mortal bodies. Now, it’s this general principle that one finds in the
three interpretations, taking into account a specific modulation for the third one: there,
too, the concubitis is connected with the possibility of death, with mortality, which
forms part of human nature as it was created; it thus existed, as a possibility, prior to
sin, which simply introduced the actual condition of death for the human race. In such
an interpretation, before the emergence of sin, corruption, and death, before the links
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that connect them to each other, mortality and the sexual relation were originally and
simultaneously present, both of them implied in the animality of the created being.
It is this third interpretation that is finally taken up and developed in De Genesi

ad litteram (the writing of which begins shortly after De bono coniugali, but will be
finished much later), then in the fourteenth book of The City of God, and in the anti-
Pelagian texts that are roughly contemporary with it. The third chapter of book 9
of De Genesi ad litteram comments on the passage, or rather the phrase of Scripture
(Genesis 2:18) where God says in speaking of the man: “I will make him a helper
suitable for him.” Once again it is the nature of this help that poses the problem of the
possible existence of sexual relations in paradise. In book 3, chapter 21 of the same text,
Saint Augustine had commented on “Increase and multiply.” “Although” this order, he
explained, “seems” to have been realizable only through concubitis, one can imagine
“another mode” of multiplication: it would not involve the concupiscence of corruption,
and would result from a feeling of piety. What this question fails to address is the
question of whether this “other mode” excludes concubitis (and hence one of those
mysterious interventions to which the Lord could have and still can have recourse) or
whether it involved a concubitis having the particular feature, surprising for those who
are familiar only with fallen man, of not being accompanied by concupiscence, but an
altogether different urge of the soul.39 This uncertainty is resolved—such a thing was
doubtless possible—in book 9 of De Genesi.
What might be the nature of the help which God destined the woman to provide?

Five times in the course of this [book],[[*] the same reply is given: “for engendering
children” (III,5), “for procreation” (V,9), “for generation” (VI,12), “for the gestation
of children” (VIII,13), “for producing offspring” (XI,19). Which means that here Au-
gustine completely abandons the idea that this help was of a spiritual kind and was
meant to contribute to the joys of contemplation or prayer.40 Now, since nothing in the
Genesis verse in question directly authorizes this affirmation, Saint Augustine bases it
on reasoning. Or rather on two reasonings. One goes by way of elimination.41 What
might the woman have been good for in paradise? For working the ground? Assuredly
not, because work was not necessary then, and in any case a second man would have
been more effective. To make it so that the man was not alone, that he might live and
speak with someone (conviveri and colloqui)? Not for that either, because one knows
very well that a man’s best companion is another man and that if a certain inequality
was necessary for the tranquility of this companionship, a pact between these two men
based on the preeminence of the first one created would have sufficed. Not for company,
not for labor; the woman’s help must have had to do with children, then.

39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
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The other reasoning consists in showing the advantages of progeny for the first
humans and a peopling of the entire earth.42 It should be noted that Augustine doesn’t
make direct use of the text “Increase and multiply” to make paradisaical procreation
the simple application of this precept. He tries to show that before the fall, apart
from death, and independently of the concern for replacing those who disappear, the
proliferation of the human race was a thing to be sought after. Indeed, by multiplying,
humanity would increase the beauty of the earth. And how would the multiplication
of righteous men not have been, before the fall, a very great embellishment if one
considers four things: that the animal species themselves add to the beauty of the
lower world, that even corrupt men are still better than the animals, that a mankind
of numerous sinners, maintained in peace by the example of a few decent men, is
something beautiful in itself, and finally that the men born of the first parents without
the sin of the latter would be both immortal and righteous? So proliferation is in itself
(and not in compensation for death) a good. And what better means to form this
societas on the surface of the earth than the birth of successive generations “starting
from just one man”?
Through this multiplication out of a single trunk, humanity can cover the surface

of the earth to the extent God intended, and maintain the unity by which the Creator
meant to distinguish it at its very origin. The fourteenth book of The City of God,
devoted to the consequences of the original sin and concupiscence, opens precisely with
this theme. The unity-multiplicity of the human race and humanity as a societas, held
together by resemblance and kinship in peaceful relations, appear to be the end that
God was pursuing as early as the Creation, before any sin and any fall and any death:
“God, desiring not only that the human race might be able by their similarity of nature
to associate with one another, but also that they might be bound together in harmony
and peace by the ties of relationship, was pleased to derive all men from one individual,
and created humanity with such a nature that the members of the race should not have
died.”43
Summarizing, the three basic scriptural elements on this subject being the creation

of two distinct sexes, the prescription of growth and multiplication, and the addition of
the woman as a helper for the man, it seems that the earlier exegetes focused most of
their effort on the first two. They wanted to avoid not only the presence of the sexual
act, but even its possibility before the fall. For this they had to postpone “till later”
the use of a differentiation of the sexes whose significance and effects needed to remain
virtual up to the moment of sin. They were obliged to give multiplication a spiritual
meaning; and consequently, the third element had to be left vague: the woman’s help

42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves
bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
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remained a theme with no precise content. For Augustine, on the other hand, it is
this element that gives direction to the analysis. By attempting to narrow as much as
possible the meaning to be given to this help, by attempting to define the man-woman
relation, apart from any sin and prior to the fall, by trying to establish the likely
form and purpose of their association, Augustine, through successive eliminations, is
led to attribute a “physical,” “corporeal,” “carnal” signification to the order given to
the first couple to multiply, and an immediately actualizable value to the originary
differentiation of the sexes. From the fact that the assistant given to the man was that
“other” which the woman is—not only a being who resembles him, not only someone
inferior to him, but someone whose resemblance-inferiority takes the form of sexual
difference—Augustine deduces that this otherness had the function of founding and
developing societas spread over the entire earth—that is, a multiplicity of individuals
interconnected by an identity of nature and a kinship of origin. The multiplicity of
successive births was not introduced into the history of the world to compensate for
the limits of death, but rather, according to Augustine, by the originary privilege given
to a “society” as an adornment and a beauty added to the world. It was for the sake
of man’s relations with his fellows that the woman was joined to him as a helper.
For planting the seeds of humankind, the seeds of the race of his countless future
companions, a man needs the fertility of a plot of ground.44
The “marriage” of the first couple implied for Augustine something different than

a spiritual relation; it assumed at least the possibility of a physical union, which was
indicated by the originary differentiation of the sexes and which promised the phys-
ical procreation of progeny. Sexual relations and generation no longer belong in an
unequivocal and necessary way to the economy of the fall. They already have a place,
with the couple formed by the first humans willed by God, in the order of a Creation
not yet corrupted by the fall.
Augustine will never renounce this thesis. One finds it fully set out in the fourteenth

book of The City of God. God created the first humans, “male and female”; he inscribed
“their sex in the flesh”; and this was “in order to engender children and thereby to in-
crease, multiply, fill the earth”; he thus created them “as we see and recognize today
the diversity of the sexes among men.”45 One also finds it in the anti-Pelagian writings,
without the different polemical contexts, or the need to reply to objections, ever mod-
ifying it in its essentials: “And the diversity of the sexes relates to the organs of those
who engender, and their union relates to the procreation of children, and fecundity
itself relates to the blessing of marriage.”46
But if the union of the sexes had a rightful place in paradise, with the first couple,

to what system of rules should it be subjected in today’s world?

44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
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III
Whether or not it was the first great Christian systematization of marital life and

its internal relations, De bono coniugali has remained in any case the basic reference
concerning the moral theology of marriage for medieval and modern Christianity.47
Its authority has been cited to maintain the two-part theory of the goods and the
ends of marriage. The goods of marriage that ensure its value, which is next to but
beneath continence: offspring, the faith that unites marriage partners, the sacrament
that marks them in a permanent way. The ends of marriage, which codes the “use”
of marriage, make it possible to define the prohibited and permitted sexual relations:
procreation and the remedy for concupiscence.
This theoretical edifice is very well known. Obviously, it would be completely incor-

rect to say that its basic elements are not found in Saint Augustine—one re-encounters
them in numerous passages of his work.48 It is also erroneous to claim that they don’t
correspond to the text of De bono coniugali. The end of this treatise, which summa-
rizes the whole, is quite explicit: “Marriage is therefore a good among all the peoples
and in all of humanity because it is the basis for begetting children and for the pact
of a chaste fidelity, but, so far as pertains unto the People of God, it adds the sanctity
of the Sacrament […] All these are goods, on account of which marriage is a good:
children, faith, sacrament.”49 And in another passage, Augustine does speak of the two
ends that will later be cited regularly: liberorum procreandorum causa and infirmitatis
invicem excipiendae causa.50 Of course, this schematic formulation doesn’t really take
into account either the development of the texts, or the substantial revisions that Au-
gustine contributed to the Christian understanding of marriage, to the analysis of it
that can be brought to bear, and finally to the system of rules that should govern the
conduct of spouses.
As we’ve seen, Augustine gives marriage a double backing: that of the origin, since

it is part of the Creation; and that of the Church, since it is one of the spiritual forms
that constitutes it. It is thus a good—aliquid boni.51 A good in itself, which means
that it is not a good only by comparison (better than the evil of fornication); however,
marriage is not a good by itself. Referring to a traditional philosophical difference,
Augustine distinguishes between what is desirable by itself, and what is desirable for
something other than itself, that is, for one of those ends that don’t need to relate to
any other. He draws up the following table. An end for itself: wisdom (sapientia); a
good that relates to that end: the knowledge (doctrina) that isn’t desired for itself but
for attaining wisdom. An end for itself: health (salus); goods that relate to it: drinking,

47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”

of the human livestock.
51 Ezekiel 34:2.
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eating, sleeping. As for marriage, which, like knowledge, food, and sleep, is not its own
end, what good does it relate to? To friendship, which, just like health and wisdom, is
desirable for itself.52
All of De bono coniugali is placed under the aegis of this notion that appears already

in the first lines of the text: friendship is an end that exerts a considerable force on
man, because of his very nature: the individual in fact is an “element,” a “part” of the
human race, and he is, in himself, as a man, a social being.53 Friendship binds him to
this whole which he belongs to by nature; and marriage is desirable as what makes it
possible to form, multiply, and firmly establish these ties of friendship.
This theme is nothing very new. It is completely familiar to ancient philosophy.

And it is also present in many Christian authors; we encountered a version of it in
Chrysostom’s homilies. Yet it’s on the basis of this conception of societas and amicitia
that Augustine fashions his theory of marriage and marital relations, and introduces a
number of decisive elements into it—essentially on three points: on the role of marriage
in the general economy of salvation; on the nature of the marriage bond; and on the
principle of regulation of sexual relations between spouses.
—
1. When Chrysostom, in texts exactly contemporary with De bono coniugali, saw

in marriage a way of establishing a social tie between men, he was designating a
usefulness that could be called episodic. Marriage had its role to play between the fall
and salvation: after the fall, to repair the ravages of death or console men for them;
before salvation, whose imminent arrival makes the multiplication of humans useless
henceforth. For him, the value of marriage belonged to a time which is that of law and
death. A time that is coming to an end.
De bono coniugali articulates the periods of human history and the necessity of

societas in a different way. In a word: it frees the latter of its episodic function and its
temporary status. It makes it a constant and no longer a moment; but the drama of
the relationship between God and man brings crucial modifications to this constant.
As we’ve already seen, if the human being was created “man and woman,” this was

for the sake of a societas whose necessity was inscribed in the very nature of individuals
destined to belong to the human race. The societas did not wait for the punishment
of death to become necessary and to make marriage a good. But is it still written
into our present? In the time of the Incarnation, does it have enough of a future to
recommend marriage? Isn’t its natural role a thing of the past? De bono coniugali does
in fact speak of the moment when the proliferation of the human race will no longer
be required: “For knowledge shall be destroyed […] Thus also this mortal begetting, on
account of which marriage takes place, shall be destroyed: but freedom from all sexual

52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”
Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.

53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good
of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.
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intercourse is both an angelic exercise here, and something that continues forever.”54
A formulation like this one is quite close, even in its wording, to those of Chrysostom,
Gregory of Nyssa, or Basil of Ancyra. But a distinction must be made between two
different ideas in the theme of the “age of continence.” The idea evoked in the text just
quoted: indeed, it’s a matter of the end of time, when in fact physical relations will no
longer have their place because the heavenly city will admit of only spiritual relations.
And the idea that is expressed several times in other passages,55 where it’s a question
of the current situation of the human race. Augustine characterizes it as a fact and a
task. As things stand, the earth is already abundantly populated. This was done, and
is still being done, by a large number of people, married or not, who did not practice
continence; in this way they offer a great “resource of successions.” The task consists
in forming saintly friendships from among all these humans, and in constituting in
this manner, little by little, throughout all the nations, a “vast spiritual kinship,” a
“pure and holy society.” The present is to be thought of less with a sense of urgency
than by taking the long view; less as an imminent ending than as an equilibrium to
be slowly moved forward. De bono coniugali does not announce the entry into an age
of virginity, where marriage, necessary heretofore, will have to be abandoned; it shows
instead, while of course maintaining the horizon of the end of time, the existence of a
period, ours, in which the proliferation of the human race, thanks to physical unions,
will be the necessary material, as it were, for the multiplication of spiritual kinships.
Virginity and marriage can thus be brought together, each in its place, on the principle
that the whole of which they are related parts is even more excellent than the finer of
the two.
In this way Augustine profoundly alters the periodization that was rather generally

recognized before him: a moment of paradisiacal virginity, in the innocence preceding
the fall; then a time of marriage and fecundity, under the law of death; then a return
to virginity, when salvation comes and time ends. The overview that emerges in De
bono coniugali is quite different: it doesn’t alternate virginity and marriage in a cycle;
it notes instead the different ways of constituting the societas, which in any case is the
“end” of the human race. There was at first the possibility, in paradise, of a societas that
was spiritual and corporeal at the same time; then came the time when men propagated
the race, some “defeated by passion” (victi libidine), others—the Patriarchs—“led by
piety.” The latter, if they had permission, remained continent; but if they married and
“sought sons of their marriage, this was for the sake of Christ; in order to distinguish his
race after the flesh from all nations.”56 Today the distribution is different: the division
is no longer between impious proliferation and holy procreation, but between those
dedicated to spiritual relations and those who, unable to achieve continence, continue
to populate the earth. All of them prepare the future city: the first by multiplying

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
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spiritual relations; the others by yielding to the law of marriage that symbolically
projects the coming unity of the heavenly society.57 Finally, the fourth age is that of
this city itself. There, the multiplicity will no longer be that of the proliferation of
human beings, issued from their sexual unions; and the unity will no longer be that
of couples constrained to practice a single marriage. The multitude of souls will join
together and be of one heart and one spirit in the unity of God. All relations, of a
spiritual kind thenceforth, will converge toward him alone; and in this manner, after
the “peregrinations” here below, the societas for which the human race was destined
will attain its final reality in the unity of the heavenly city. Hence Augustine no longer
relates the value of marriage to that absolute good, virginity, which characterized the
initial state of humanity and the last point in time; he relates it to societas as the
universal and constant end. And if marriage has not always had the same form, or the
same role, or the same obligations, if it has not always stood in contrast to virginity in
the same manner, this is because before and after the fall, before and after the Savior’s
coming, the human race has not advanced in the same manner toward the future city.
—
2. The privilege given to societas enables a characterization of marriage centered on

the notion of the bond. Before anything else, marriage is an association, and as such,
a basic element of society. Now, should it be understood that it owes its value to the
natural act of procreation that it permits in rightful forms, or to a juridical structure
that binds the spouses in regard to each other? Is the marriage bond the condition of a
kinship or the result of a pactum? The analysis of De bono coniugali is more complex
than simply a choice between these two terms.
One mustn’t minimize the role of procreation and descendants in the Augustinian

problematic of marriage. We’ll see its importance further on. And it’s a fact that if there
were no offspring, hence no succession in the generations, the human race could not be
held together, in its contemporary and successive elements, by a connexio societatis.58
Considering the whole human race and its destiny, the necessity of marriage cannot
be conceived without progeny. But taken in itself, and as a joining of two persons in
a relation, the marriage bond can’t be considered as being dependent on progeny and
procreation. By itself, marriage constitutes society’s first link, and this bond is not
less strong than that of birth, as the Creator showed “by drawing the woman from the
man” and “by signifying the strength of their union by the side he extracted from the
one to form the other.”59 Even before any procreation, marriage is by itself a good, in
that it establishes between the husband and the wife a relation that has the threefold
characteristic of being “natural,” of joining two different sexes,60 and of forming a

57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or
the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].

58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
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combination of friendship and kinship into a basic element of society.61 It follows, then,
that if procreation furthers this bond—and that, with certain restrictions, it is good
that this is the case—it is nonetheless not a requisite condition and its absence doesn’t
compromise the marriage. And Augustine supports this with two examples in point.
Marriage between old people exists, even if it’s not possible for them to procreate, or
their children are already dead; in any case the bond subsists, independent of progeny.62
In like manner, the marriage cannot be undone when, undertaken for the sake of having
children, it has remained sterile in spite of the spouses.63
De bono coniugali regularly gives the name pactum or foedus to this relation, words

whose juridical connotations are evident.64 Looking at things more closely, Augustine
develops his analysis in two registers. He refers, in fact, to the theme of a bond that
receives an institutional sanction, either through legal rules or through divine law;
sometimes civil law is invoked as being indicative of the right form of the marriage
tie: thus, Roman law manifests the exclusive character of this tie, since it forbids the
husband to take a second wife as long as the first one is still living;65 other times the
religious laws uphold just principles which the rules of society don’t take into account;
thus they disallow—unlike the civil laws—the remarriage of a husband whose wife
has committed adultery.66 But Augustine also brings the pactum into play in another
register, that of the relations between souls and between bodies: an attachment of
souls that constitutes an ordo caritas between spouses, independent of physical ardor,
and often even with an inverse intensity relative to the latter; but also a physical
attachment, in the sense that each of the marriage partners reserves their body for
the other. In the famous passage of the First Epistle to the Corinthians—“the wife’s
body is not in her power, but in that of her husband, and similarly the husband’s
body” (7:4)—one sees in general the affirmation of the right of each spouse to have
physical relations with the other; but Augustine, at least in one of his two mentions
of it, ascribes a somewhat negative signification to it; it would express the prohibition
against violating the marital pact, as that happens “when, moved by his own passion,
or that of another, the husband has relations with a different woman, or another man’s
wife.”67 Non-betrayal, rather than possession: such ties are of the order of fides.
This order is not unrelated to the law, of course, and often converges with it,68 but

it can still not be reduced to it—as is immediately shown by the example of fides given
by Augustine: whether, in an affair, it’s a matter of a fistful of straw or a heap of gold,

61 Jeremiah 10:21.
62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
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the faith that guarantees truthfulness is exactly the same and has the same value. It
should be understood that fides sustains the agreement, that it is manifested in the
exactness with which it is observed, but it is not of the same nature as it. And as far
as the sins that may be committed against it are concerned, it has different effects
from the agreement as a thing protected by the laws. Using three examples, Augustine
shows clearly that for him fides is not the same as the pactum—at least if the latter is
understood in a purely juridical sense. These examples are instances of adultery, which
is both a category of law and a breach of fides. It would seem at first glance that the
condemnation of adultery manifests a match between the juridical connection and the
attachment of fidelity. But each of the examples cited by Augustine shows the extent
to which they are different.

• Let’s imagine a wife who has left her husband for a lover: a rupture of fidelity.
But for her now, and for her morality, does it make any difference whether or
not she stays faithful to her lover? From the viewpoint of the juridical pactum,
it makes no difference since the only pact that existed—the one connecting her
to her husband—was broken. And yet one can say that, while she was dishonest,
she is less so if she stays attached to her accomplice than if she again changes
partners. But she is more honest if the one for whom she abandons him is her
husband to whom she returns. As one sees, fides modulates the sin according to
degrees that the violation of the pactum doesn’t recognize.

• Picture now a man and a woman living together; they don’t seek to have any
children—without doing anything criminal to prevent a birth. They have made
the commitment of fidelity and will honor it till one of them dies. To this union
that no juridical document sanctions—and is therefore cohabitation—one can
give the name “marriage” as long as the fidelity is respected. Thus, from the
standpoint of morality fides alone can have the same effects as having had a
pactum recognized by the law.

• Lastly, think of a man and woman who aren’t married. They have a transitory
liaison. For his part, the man is only waiting for an occasion to find a rich and
honorable woman. But the woman intends to remain faithful to her lover; and
once she’s dropped, she practices continence. One can’t say that she hasn’t sinned
since she’s had relations outside of marriage. But could one call her adulterous?
And if, during the entire time of her relationship, she didn’t do anything to keep
from having children, isn’t she better than “a good number of matrons,” who are
not adulterous but use marriage only to satisfy their concupiscence?

These examples69 show very clearly the non-coincidence of fides with something
that would be a purely juridical bond. Even where it seems to have the same form

69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
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and the same consequences—speaking of adultery—it brings in elements that are ir-
reducible simply to a legal obligation. Positive obligations: the attachments of the
soul, the commitments with regard to oneself, the respect that one owes to the other;
but modulations of the sin, which make it possible to rank behaviors, relative to one
another, which the form of the law would lump together.
This time, Augustine doesn’t make this a trait peculiar to Christian marriage. It

can constitute a good of marriage among “all peoples” and “all men.”70 On the other
hand, what belongs only to the union of Christians is the fact that it is a “sacrament.”
The meaning this word takes in De bono coniugali is not easy to grasp, perhaps,
because Augustine is obviously not talking about the “sacrament of marriage” as it
will be understood much later in medieval Christianity, and yet he likens it to the
“sacrament of ordination” that is conferred on a cleric. But the very manner in which
the comparison is made, plus a quotation that Augustine borrows from the first Epistle
to the Corinthians, helps one grasp what makes Christian marriage a sacramentum.
The scriptural text says that “a wife must not separate from her husband, but if she
does she must remain unmarried or reconcile with him” (1 Cor. 7:10–11). For Augustine
this passage illustrates the sacrament and not the fidelity—to which Saint Paul must
be referring when he speaks of the power that each of the spouses exercises over the
other’s body. This is because fidelity assumes reciprocity (hence the word pactum that
is applied to it, even if this means giving it a non-juridical value). When one of the
two spouses breaks this bond, how can the mere duty of fidelity still hold? Whereas
if the wife is separated from her husband—Augustine is obviously not thinking of an
adulterous wife, but of one who has left her husband after the latter’s adultery, or
one who has been repudiated by him—the sacrament takes away her right to enter
into another union. With the exclusive bond that it establishes with another person,
and them only, marriage continues to obligate each of the spouses, even when the
other, on their own initiative, has broken it. It’s a matter of a personal stamp in a
way. This is the meaning of the parallel drawn between marriage and ordination. The
latter is invoked by Augustine only in one of its aspects: once consecrated, someone
who has received the sacrament of the order may well not have received any flock,
or could have been relieved of his office, but he remains ordained and the sacrament
stamps him for all time.71 Now where might this mark come from? Certainly not from
a juridical tie that is not apt to impose on an individual a constraint that persists
once it has been undone. And certainly not from a fidelity that implies a reciprocity
of intentions. But from a seal that is applied by God and that binds an individual to
their state of marriage, for as long a time as God himself has not called the spouse
back to him. “In the City of our God, where, even from the first union of the two, the

70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always
leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
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man and the woman, marriage bears a certain sacramental character, it can no way
be dissolved but by the death of one of them.”72 In sum, the marriage bond as it is
described in De bono coniugali differs from a juridical connection in two ways: by its
“fidelity” and by its “sacrament.” Both of these can be called “goods” of marriage in that
they are not limited to ensuring what each spouse can seek for themselves, but they
bring each one into a societas. A society where their soul and their body are connected
to one another by the attachment of fidelity. A society in which God causes them to
participate individually and definitively through the indelible seal of marriage that he
places on them.
—
3. We should return now to that question of progeny which seems to become quite

secondary once the essence of Christian marriage is defined by the bond of fidelity and
the mark of the sacrament. Augustine says explicitly and repeatedly that progeny is
one of the three “goods” of marriage—one of the elements that, while leaving marriage
beneath continence, allows one to recognize that it is good, if not by itself, at least in
itself.
Yet the formulations of De bono coniugali, like subsequent texts, give this third good

a particular position. On the one hand, Augustine says—and shows by his analyses—
that it is, in fact, less important than the others. “In our marriage the holiness of the
sacrament has more value than the fertility of the womb.”73 It is less constitutive of
marriage than the other two goods, since the absence or disappearance of offspring
doesn’t undo the marriage and conversely the intention to make children cannot be
what transforms a liaison into a marriage.74 But on the other hand, there’s an abun-
dance of statements saying that procreation is the goal, and even the only goal of
marriage. In all the nations marriage has the same goal: the procreation of children;75
generation is the reason weddings were instituted.76
The explanation is to be sought no doubt in those two notions of a “good” and an

“end” of marriage. If one recalls the general theory of goods,77 one easily understands
how progeny can be regarded as a good of marriage next to the sacrament and fidelity.
Remember that marriage is a desirable end, but as a means to another end, which is

72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from
the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”

73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human

race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive

to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.
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valuable in itself: friendship or the connection that naturally attaches humans to each
other as parts of the same humankind. Procreation is a way of connecting individuals
and thus of producing or developing the societas. But it must be emphasized straight-
away that progeny don’t establish this connection in marriage as sacramentum or fides.
These are properties of the marital bond; they are integral to it. Progeny can be only
an effect of marriage, one of its consequences. And the marriage tie, which in itself
forms a component of society, finds in its offspring a means of developing beyond itself
the relations necessary to this society. Progeny is an “objective” which marriage takes
as an end that it also attains just by being a permanent bond between individuals.
But it should be added that, without this procreation, the marriage tie alone would
not suffice for the development of a society on the scale of the human race: the first
couple would have remained the only one in the world. One can say, then, that proles
is in itself a good of marriage, since it links individuals; that it is not an indispensable
condition for this, since marriage can exist without it; that it is an objective of mar-
riage, since it is a means for marriage to attain its end, society; that progeny is even
its “sole” objective, as opposed to the sacrament and to fidelity (which are themselves
an intrinsic part of the marital bond), and seeing that it is indispensable for joining
individuals together in one human race.
But the role of procreation in marriage is further complicated from the fact that

it can’t be dissociated from the status of sexual relations. Not only because those
relations are indispensable to proles, of course, but because determining progeny as
the goal serves as a regulatory principle for sexual relations: “The continuity of society
is guaranteed by the children, the only worthy fruit, not of the union (concubitus)
of man and wife, but of their carnal intercourse.”78 For Augustine, the necessity of
proles is clearly what explains that the “conjunction” of two individuals in marriage
coincides with an act between a man and a woman. But it would be a mistake to
reduce Augustine’s analysis to nothing more than the subjection of the sexual relation
to the possibility and the obligation of having children. Far from finding in his texts
a unitary bloc constituted by marriage, sexual relations, and procreation (which was
the case in certain moralists of the Hellenistic and Roman epoch, or in Clement of
Alexandria), one can note a number of dissociations and incongruities.
I’ll focus first on the way De bono coniugali spins the question of the impurity

of sexual relations.79 Leviticus’s prescriptions had often been used by the Christian
authors to show that every physical relation harbored something evil or sinful within
it, since it called for purification rituals, even for lawfully married spouses. Augustine
replies to this with two arguments. One of them has a general scope: what is impure
is not of itself a sin: women’s periods are impure, and corpses are as well; where is the
sin? The other argument is specific to the sexual relation: semen, certainly, is impure.
But it is impure like everything that is still raw, incomplete, combined with elements

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
79 Ezekiel 8:8.
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that will have to disappear in order for the definitive and complete form to appear. So
that, understood in this way, the prescriptions of Leviticus don’t refer to the impurity
of the sexual act itself, but rather to the semen; they concern only that which the
semen must shed before serving its purpose; finally, they have a symbolic value: they
show man that he needs to “cleanse himself of this formless life, by assuming the form
of the doctrine and the science.”80 Thus Augustine, while justifying the ritual practices,
avoids giving a negative character to the sexual act itself. He continues to frame it in
terms of its natural usefulness to the development of humankind: “what food is to the
conservation of the man, sexual intercourse (concubitus) is to the health of the race.”81
That the sexual act is not bad in itself doesn’t mean that it is acceptable in all its

forms and in every case. Augustine brings several sorts of limitations to bear. Some
already belonged to the ancient morality. The others are more specific to Christian
doctrine, prescribing “temperance” and rejection of every form of “excess.” But how is
temperance defined? It means staying within the bounds of “natural use.”82 And for
Augustine as for ancient tradition, this natural use is the sexual act if it has the form
that may lead to procreation. But with respect to this natural use, two types of sin
can be committed, between which Augustine doesn’t establish a very clear division,
though he does posit a big moral difference between them. On the one hand, there
is simple quantitative “excess”: it is the excess one indulges in by going “beyond the
necessity of propagation”: things done and pleasures taken that are not simply those
required by the “natural” sexual act, but which accompany it or prepare it. On the
other, there are the acts contrary to nature, which are exemplified by the use of a
part of the wife’s body that is not meant for that.83 The first of these faults are rather
minor. The second kind, however, are very serious. While maintaining this hierarchy,
Augustine condemns them with a formula that one might find in the philosophers of
antiquity: “Marital honor is chastity in procreation.”84
But he also brings into play other principles for regulating the sexual act. The

very ones that Chrysostom pointed to during the same period. They open up the
possibility of legitimizing sexual acts between spouses that don’t have any procreative
end: provided that each of the partners is intent only on helping the other avoid greater
sins—those they commit either outside marriage, or against the rules of nature. Here
it’s no longer a question of the “natural” end of marriage, but of the consequence of
the personal tie it establishes and the type of obligations it entails. This concern for
the other’s concupiscence, with a view to the help they need for their salvation, forms
the basis of marital duty. It is significant that Saint Paul’s text about the wife’s body
being in the power of the husband and vice versa is not construed by Augustine as
the expression of a right of possession of which the sexual act would be the direct

80 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 9.
81 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1.
82 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
83 Ibid., II, 24.
84 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 10.
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consequence.85 If one of them can demand the body of the other, and if the latter
cannot withhold it from them, this is not because they are its sovereign owner, it’s
that for them it’s a matter of not running the risk of falling into sin: “They owe one
another a mutual servitude of support for each other’s weakness, in order to shun
forbidden relations.”86 In sum, each one owes this service, this servitude, not as a
function of the partner’s power over one’s body, but of one’s weakness in regard to
one’s own body.
From this principle, Augustine draws certain general consequences that were already

well known: no one can dedicate oneself to perpetual continence without the other’s
consent. Augustine establishes the hierarchy that will have so much importance sub-
sequently and will give rise to so many difficulties: marital sex for the purpose of
procreation is completely exempt from sin; having sex “to satisfy concupiscence” con-
stitutes a venial sin; as for acts that are committed outside or against the marriage ties
(fornication or adultery), or those within marriage that are against nature, they are
mortal sins. But Augustine goes much further in the codification of sexual relations
between spouses. The problem is that the very idea of a venial sin being attached to
having sex when this is done only to satisfy concupiscence is not clear. For isn’t marital
duty designed to make sure that even independently of procreation, one can give the
other’s concupiscence enough to satisfy it without falling into sins that may be serious?
So a distinction must be brought in between the one demanding that they be rendered
the marital duty and the one rendering it. The latter, insofar as they consent in order
to keep their partner from falling into a serious sin, doesn’t commit any sin, even a
venial one, since they are only applying a rule deriving from the state of marriage.87
But the one demanding it? Augustine’s position seems less clear. On the one hand,
he speaks of a venial sin88 by those who are “under the yoke of concupiscence,” hence,
it seems, by those who demand the duty for any other end than procreation. But on
the other hand, he cites the tolerance granted by the Apostle to those who insist too
strongly that the duty be done:89 consequently, those are the ones who would commit
a venial sin. Should we understand, then, that those who demand the duty with the in-
tention of avoiding the risk of a mortal sin would not be committing any sin at all, but

85 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1 and Book II, chap. 5.
86 The word employed here is, as we’ll see, a term that has both an exact and a complex meaning in

the penitential procedure. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, the reinterpretation of the biblical text in
regard to penitential practices is more explicit still: God, hiatros [physician], wanted Cain’s transgression
to be erased dia tês homologias tou ptaismatos [by the recognition of the sin].

87 God condemns the impudence much more than the sin.
88 The element of shame and indecency in the act and in the avowal is at the center of the Christian

economy of penance. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, Cain is characterized by [three] adjectives:
agnômôn, anaisthêtos, anaiskhuntos [ungrateful, insensitive, impudent].

89 In the 20th Homily on Genesis, 3, Chrysostom points out that Cain made a precise avowal—meta
akribeias—when he said: I thought my crime too great to be pardoned. But this avowal is not valid
because it was not made in time—en kairô. This problem of the right moment is also important in the
doctrine and practice of penance.
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would be just as innocent as those rendering the duty?—something that seems difficult
in itself, but which constitutes the only solution compatible with the idea of the venial
sin incurred by those who demand it with too much insistence. As for the two spouses
who by mutual agreement demand the marital duty of one another, Augustine’s text is
tricky to interpret. It comes right after the statement absolving of any sin the spouse
who renders the duty to keep the other from sinning: “But if both are set under such
lust, they do what is plainly not a matter of marriage. However, if in their intercourse
they love what is honest more than what is dishonest, that is, what is a matter of
marriage more than what is not a matter of marriage, this is allowed to them on the
authority of the Apostle as a matter of pardon.”90 It seems possible to understand that
the marital act, if it is performed on both sides on account of the concupiscence of
each of the two, deviates from the strict rules of marriage, and consequently can be-
come a serious matter. Yet it can remain within veniality’s limits of indulgence on one
condition: that one keeps to what is honest (that is, to acts delimited by the intention
to procreate, although this intention may not be present) or in a general way to what
is not “a matter of marriage,” which is to say the possible birth of offspring and the
fulfillment of one’s duty.
In fact, here De bono coniugali is providing the rudiments of a jurisprudence of

sexual relations between spouses that, especially in the second half of the Middle Ages
and up until the eighteenth century, will assume a considerable importance. It will
help to constitute an extremely complex code of marital sexuality. A whole ensemble
of social and cultural conditions will be necessary for its development. This will also
require that certain notions that De bono coniugali effectively contains be reshaped or
at least completely formulated. These notions pertain to the way marriage qualitatively
transmutes sexual relations and the pleasure they produce. Two series of passages in
particular are significant. First, there are those concerning moderation of the libido.
At the beginning of the treatise, it is said that “the marriage bond transforms the
evil of concupiscence into a good.” And this transformation is explained by the effect
of internal moderation that would result from the intention to procreate, even where
the sensuality is most intense: “The marriage bond […] compresses sensuality in its
transports when, at the moment of union of the man and the woman, it brings a
sort of modesty into their passion and tempers them with parental affection. There is
interposed a certain gravity of glowing pleasure, when in that wherein husband and
wife cleave to one another, they have in mind that they be father and mother.”91 Later,

90 In this exegesis of Samuel 2:11, the role that Chrysostom attributes to David’s ignorance is
capital, since it allows him to render a sentence all the more “pure” and “rigorous” and just, as he
doesn’t know that he is being targeted by Nathan’s fable and that he is not even aware [of having]
committed a sin with Bathsheba: which makes his avowal a discovery. Now, this ignorance of the nature
of the act he has committed is added on to the biblical text by Chrysostom. Should one see in this an
echo of Greek tragedy? Or more generally the value ascribed to the scenario of someone condemning a
guilty individual who turns out to be oneself?

91 [Saint Augustine, De paradiso, XIV, 71.]
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Augustine further accentuates this idea that the right use of marriage constitutes a
brake for concupiscence; he goes so far as to say that, well tempered, pleasure in
marriage can be something not involving libido at all. It’s the same with concubitus as
with food: “both are not without carnal delight (delectatio carnalis), which yet being
modified, and by restraint of temperance reduced to its natural satisfaction, cannot be
regarded as lust (libido).”92
In the Retractationes,93 Augustine will revisit this passage, asserting that he wasn’t

talking about an erasure of libido through marriage, but that he meant that use of the
libido, if it is good and correct, is not itself a libido. This clarification or correction
is very much in line with the theory of concupiscence that he must have developed in
the interim. But it doesn’t seem that it is actually present in De bono coniugali. The
principle according to which there is no sexual relation without concupiscence since
the fall, and that only the use constitutes the moral difference, is not found in the
analysis contained in De bono coniugali. A second series of texts proves this. They relate
to the Patriarchs, whose irregularities with respect to monogamy presented such a
problem for Christian exegetes, as we know. When they married, when they procreated,
those Patriarchs, according to Augustine, “were not defeated by concupiscence.”94 They
experienced a natural pleasure, to be sure, just as today the saints of the new covenant
take pleasure in eating bread; but in them there was not a bit of “irrational and
criminal concupiscence.” For, knowing that procreation was necessary in order for the
race of the Lord to be born, and that their descendants would belong to the “prophetic
economy” (dispensatio prophetica), their desire (desiderium) was spiritual. To explain
the spiritual form of this desire, Augustine employs a spiritual term: that of sacrament.
The prophets’ desire was “in keeping with the sacrament of the age.”95 The use of the
word here is explained by an earlier passage where the “prophetic sacraments” are the
visible marks under which the future salvation had concealed itself before the Savior’s
coming. The prophets bore these signs. Their conduct itself showed the seal of God’s
will. Here there’s an overlap with the concept of the “sacrament” evoked in the same
text in reference to Christian marriage. And it seems that one can say that the marriage
of the Patriarchs—and this is its superiority over marriages today—was a “sacrament”
in its entirety: the sign in each one of a present and future spiritual kinship.
One can say in broad terms that in the marriage of the prophets, the sacrament

erases every trace of concupiscence, whereas in the marriage of today’s Christians, it is
attenuated, diminished, and modified. But the possibility and the form of this modifica-
tion remain enigmatic, which obviously makes several elements of the codification that
Augustine intends to apply to sexual relations between spouses rather uncertain. An

92 Saint Augustine, Contra Faustum, XII, 10.
93 Saint Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, IX, 9, 16–17.
94 When Augustine speaks of the necessitas mortis, when he says that all men are morituri, he gives

a strong and precise meaning to these expressions: it’s a matter of distinguishing this inevitable future
of fallen men from the status of homo mortalis given to our first parents.

95 Saint Augustine, The City of God, XIV, 26.
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economy of concupiscence in marriage is still lacking. Or, in other words, a definition
of the marriage bond and of the rules of living that ought to characterize the marital
state cannot be completed without a theory of libido. As long as the main focus of
the preoccupations and analyses was virginity or continence, rules of abstinence in an
economy of purity were sufficient. But when it becomes necessary to define a tekhnê
of living and of marital relations based on certain principles, a theory of concupiscence
and of an economy of desire is what is needed. And Augustine will set that up by sup-
plying a definition of the difference which the fall introduced into the sexual relation;
by specifying the forms that characterize libido in fallen man; and by drawing a strict
distinction between libido and the use of libido. In this way he will happen to give the
basis both of a general conception of desiring man, and of a meticulous juridiction of
sexual acts that will have a profound effect on the morality of the Christian West.
[*] Manuscript: “chapter.”
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3. The Libidinization of Sex
The physical union of the sexes, when it takes place in marriage with procreation

as its end, is therefore free of fault, inculpabalis as De bono coniugali says.1 Is there
more to be said?
We have seen that it had its place, in the creation of the human being, before sin and

the fall, even if it didn’t have any reality then: it was the work of God who provided
it for the constitution of a human race as a “society.” In today’s marriage, it still has
this role, since it is necessary for procreation; and this procreation is one of the ends
and goods of marriage. This being the case, can it not be considered a good itself—a
good originally placed by God and maintained after the fall? Isn’t one tempted to pass
from the bonum conjugale to a bonum sexuale?
A brief evocation, in The City of God, of the sexual act in its form and its unfolding

reveals the nature of the problem. In that passage Augustine faithfully reiterates the
classic description of the sexual climax with its three essential points: a physical parox-
ysm that one can’t control, a tremor of the soul which is overwhelmed by pleasure
despite its resistance, a final eclipse of thought that seems to resemble death. “The
desire (libido) by which the shameful parts of the body are excited” is not satisfied
with “taking possession of the whole body and its outward members, but also makes
itself felt within, and moves the whole man with a passion in which mental emotion is
mingled with bodily appetite, so that the pleasure is the greatest of all bodily pleasures.
So possessing indeed is this pleasure, that at the moment in which it is consummated,
all mental activity is suspended.” The conclusion addresses the situation rather sim-
ply: “What friend of wisdom and holy joys (sapientiae sanctorumque gaudiorum), who,
being married, would not prefer to beget children without this ‘desire’ (libido)?”2 The
formulation is worth noting: the “friends of wisdom” who would wish to be spared this
violent infirmity are undoubtedly also the pagans who have tried to practice the virtue
that the Christians who seek heavenly joys in addition to the wisdom of their faith
practice. Augustine clearly indicates that he is referring to an ancient idea that the

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).
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sexual act is a physical event with effects so dangerous to the body and the soul that
it is better to refrain from it as much as possible. Perhaps he has in mind the passage
in Hortensius that he cites moreover in Contra Julianum:3 “What injury to health is
not produced by sensual pleasure? Where its action is the most intense, it is the most
inimical to philosophy. Who can follow a reasoning or think anything at all when under
the influence of intense pleasure? The whirlpool of this desire is so great that it strives
day and night, without the slightest intermission, so to arouse our senses that they be
drawn into the depths. What sensible man would not prefer that nature had given us
no such pleasures at all?” One is thus placed before an alternative. Either grant that
humanity, perfect on leaving the Creator’s hands, already knew this rage of the senses,
this weakness of the soul, this little epilepsy that mimics death—things inconsistent
with the sovereignty of a creature to which all the others must be subjugated. Or
disregard this act’s resemblances to a shameful infirmity and see only what has been
natural in it from the founding of the human race. Either, already at the origin, the
human body manifested an intrinsic weakness, an evil that belonged to its nature, or
else today’s sensual delights come down to us with an innocence the body owes to its
initial state. It is this alternative that Augustine reproaches the Pelagians with having
artificially constructed by placing the choice between a Manicheism that denounces
the evil inherent in the Creation, and their own thesis that sees relations between a
man and a woman after the fall as simply the effect of a natural appetite—adpetitus
naturalis4—which they go out of their way not to designate by the terms libido or
concupiscence.5
Actually, it was not a matter, either for Pelagians in general or for Julian of Eclanum

in particular, of exonerating all sexual relations on the basis of their original nature and
of accepting them in every case. Augustine acknowledges the continence practices of
his opponents.6 But what is decisive in this debate is determining the point at which
and on behalf of which the boundary between the acceptable and the unacceptable
comes into play. Where is the dividing line once it’s not a question of refusing all
sexual acts because they’re considered bad, and when it’s not enough to say that one
tolerates them as long as they take place within marriage?
Julian of Eclanum has a known position. His characterization of the natural appetite

at work in sexual relations is very much in keeping with a whole philosophico-medical
tradition: “its genus is the vital fire; its species, the genital urges; its mode, marital

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-

sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
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action; its excess, the intemperance of fornication.”7 And starting from there, it was
easy for him to mark the point of ethical division: by reason of its genus and species,
this appetite is the very work of the Creator fashioning the human body; for this reason
it cannot be a fault; by its mode, it pertains to human volition, and if the latter follows
the mode that is set for it, that is, marriage, it is innocent; finally, only in regard to
its excesses, that is, when the intention is bad, can one speak of evil. So it is excess
that defines what is blameworthy.
This notion of excess is important. Both because it leaves the very nature of desire

intact, having evil begin only with the “too-much”; and because it allows a lot of
flexibility in determining the acts that may show that the limit has been “exceeded.”
Now, this was one of the most frequent ethical categories in antiquity, set in opposition
to temperance and moderation: it had often been taken up in the entire Christian
morality. And it must be emphasized that Augustine has recourse to it in De bono
coniugali: carnal intercourse, concubitis, when one uses it as a condition necessary to
generation, is, he says in that text, “without fault.” But it falls within marriage and
its goodness only when it respects this limit. If it comprises something more, if it goes
“beyond this necessity,” it no longer belongs to reason, but to concupiscence (libido).8
One can suppose, therefore, that the evil begins with excess; that short of this limit,
there is not yet any libido, and hence there can be a naturalness that, when it remains
non-excessive, cannot be called bad.
In the elaboration that Augustine undertakes later, and especially starting at 412–

413, he is concerned both with escaping the alternative which the Pelagians were
attempting to construct, and with freeing himself from an ethics of non-excess.9 If the
first aspect of his effort is obviously crucial for the development of Christian theology,
the second is essential in the history of our morality. By giving marital procreation
so much prominence in Creation and among the present-day ends of marriage, he had
partly freed the sexual relation from the ethico-religious disqualification of impurity.
But by moving the dividing line, and by inscribing a certain form of evil in the sexual
act itself, he taxed it with a negativity much more essential than the mere external
limit of excess. The enormous discussion with the Pelagians that Augustine will engage
in for more than fifteen years introduces us to a moral system and to rules of conduct in
which the great categories that were fundamental for antiquity and early Christianity—
impurity and excess—will not disappear, of course, but will begin to lose part of their
leading and organizing role.

7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life
(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).

8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,
et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).
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To escape from the Pelagian alternative or, more generally, to pull free of an overall
disqualification due to impurity and a purely external demarcation determined by
excess, Augustine had to carry out two operations: tracing a dividing line within the
sexual act, prior to excess, that could take account of the evil inhering in the act; but
also defining the mechanism by which the fall was able to introduce this potential into
a natural sexual act which had no acquaintance with it up to that point. In sum, it
was necessary to establish the metahistorical event that reshaped the sexual act in
its original form so that from then on it would necessarily include this evil that is
evident, as it was to the philosophers, when one looks at how it unfolds; to rediscover
what can be called the “libidinization” of paradisiacal sex. He also needed to define a
theory of concupiscence—of libido—as an internal structural element of the sort that
we’re familiar with today. And it was on this basis that Augustine was able to sketch
out a morality of sexual conduct no longer polarized by the theme of virginity and
continence, but centered on marriage and the obligatory relations it requires; and this
morality, predicated on the notions of consent and use, will relegate the themes of
impurity and excess to a somewhat reduced role, in favor of juridical models. It seems
necessary to try to piece together the general outline of this elaboration from what
appears in the texts written in the course of the polemic with the Pelagians and Julian
of Eclanum, at least during this period: the fourteenth book of The City of God, De
nuptiis et concupiscentia, Contra duas epistulas Pelagionoram, Contra Julianum, and
the Opus imperfectum.

I
In his Reply to Two Letters of Pelagians, Augustine explains that one can imagine

the use of sexual relations in paradise only in four forms: the humans giving in to
their desire every time it presents itself—which is ruled out, for this would make
slaves of God’s creatures; the humans restraining their urges and combating them
till the appropriate moment—which is also incompatible with the paradisiacal bliss;
the humans, at the necessary moment, by their own volition, and according to the
anticipations of a just prudence, bringing forth the desire-libido that leads to sexual
intercourse and accompanies it; finally, the humans, in the total absence of libido,
making the organs of generation, like any other member of the body, obey the orders
of the will.10 Only these last two possibilities can be retained as being reconcilable with
the beauty and goodness of God’s work, and even then, the next-to-last one seems to
be a concession that Augustine granted to his adversaries. For the moment, let’s leave
aside the meaning of this concession. Hence Augustine prefers to define the sexual
relation in paradise as an act from which libido is excluded, at least insofar as it is a
compelling force.

10 Ibid.
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Now, if this absence is assumed, what would the sexual act consist in? In a natural
and spontaneous unfolding that nothing would disturb? Not at all. The text says
it without any ambiguity: one must imagine an act whose every element is placed
under the exact and unfailing control of the will. The human beings could, and in fact
did, intend everything that took place therein. The sexual relation without libido is
completely occupied by the volitional subject. This idea doesn’t appear for the first
time in this text. Augustine has invoked it often. For example, it already appears in
De Genesi ad litteram, at least as a hypothesis: “Why not believe that these first men,
before sin, could command the generative organs in order to beget children, just as
they command the other members which the soul moves without any difficulty and
without the goad of pleasure so as to apply them to some task.”11 The idea is developed
more at length in the fourteenth book of The City of God. It draws on four groups of
references. Concerning what happens in the human body, where the will can command
the arms and legs, “all the members formed by rigid bones, like the hands, the fingers,
the feet”; but also, Augustine is careful to note, “members that only have flesh and
nerves,” or even internal organs such as the lungs which one makes voluntary use of to
breathe or shout.12 Concerning what happens in animals, which God has made capable
of twitching their skin at the spot where a fly has bitten.13 Concerning what can be
seen in certain persons who can move their ears or scalp at will, mimic bird cries, sweat,
weep, lie as if dead and feel nothing from the blows they’re given.14 Finally, concerning
the skill of craftsmen in making the movements they need in their trade: “Do we now
move our feet and hands when we will to do the things we would by means of these
members? Do we meet with no resistance in them, but perceive that they are ready
servants of the will, both in our own case and in that of others, and especially of artisans
employed in mechanical operations, by which the weakness and clumsiness of nature
become, through industrious exercise, wonderfully dexterous? And shall we not believe
that […] so also should the members have discharged the function of generation?”15 Let
us not imagine man, in the sexual union of paradise, as a clueless being moved by the
urges whose innocence is guaranteed insofar as they are beyond his grasp; but as a
skillful artisan who knows how to use his hands. Ars sexualis. If sin had left him the
time, he would have been, in the Garden, a diligent sower—one without passion. “The
field of generation would have been sown by the organ created for this purpose as the
ground is sown by the hand.”16 Paradisiacal sex was obedient and reasonable like the
fingers of the hand.

11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,

col. 11).
16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
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Actually, it does appear that Augustine was led in his discussion with Julian to
amend the idea of a sexual relation that would have had the same voluntary progres-
sion as an action by the hand, and would then have lost the possibility of self-control,
as a punishment for the fall. The example of body movements that don’t have the form
of voluntary acts and haven’t been classed among the consequences of the fall, plus
Augustine’s not wanting to imagine in the days after the Creation a body fundamen-
tally different from ours, inclined him to grant a sexual activity at the origin that may
have been set in motion or interrupted at will, that would not therefore have escaped
the orders that were given by reason, but which, in that framework, could have had
its own pattern of events. This is hypothesis 3 which he conceded to the Pelagians in
his reply to their letter, and which he will accept rather easily in the fourth and fifth
books of Contra Julianum: there very well could have been “carnal urges” before the
fall; the senses may have been “stimulated”; but this stimulation was “subject to the
empire of the will.”17
Whether it was a matter of a voluntary act or of a “carnal urge” controlled by

the will, in any event sexual relations at Creation did not include that tremor that
now overwhelms the body and the soul, characterizing their present-day “libido.”18 The
latter consists not in some substantial impurity, not in a certain exaggeration of their
violence, but very precisely in the involuntary form of the urge. The decisive point,
the one that, as concerns sexual relations, separates the Creation from the fall, and
through which consequently the moral line of division should pass, is the one where
the involuntary suddenly usurps the place of the voluntary.
At that point, one will find the mark of the original transgression and the fall—or

more exactly, of a restructuring of the relations of obedience and control between self
and self that hinge on it. The obligation that God had placed men under by forbidding
them the fruit was slight. All the more serious, therefore, was their rebellion. And in his
beneficence, God didn’t want the consequences of this disobedience to be a definitive
punishment, or an abandonment of man to spiritual or material forces that would
dominate him forever. He meant it to be exactly fitted to the sin, to man’s powers,
and to the possibility of salvation. He made sure that it would be the reproduction
in man of the disobedience that caused him to rebel against God. The punishment-
consequence of the fault is not placed between the soul and the body, between matter
and mind, but in the subject itself, henceforth in rebellion against itself (body and
soul included). Fallen man did not fall under a law or a force that subjugates him
entirely; a scission marks his own will that divides, turns back against itself, and
escapes from what it may itself will. This is the principle, fundamental in Augustine,
of inoboedentia reciproca, of disobedience in return. The rebellion in man reproduces
the rebellion against God. Can the change brought into the sexual act be understood
on the basis of this principle? One might refer to the exegesis that Augustine proposes

17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
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in the passage in Genesis where it is a question of sex after the act of disobedience
and God’s punishment, since shortly after the sin was committed, the first humans
made a gesture of modesty. “And the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew
they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons.”19
A comparison of the successive interpretations that Augustine offered of this passage
is revealing. In Genesi contra Manichaeos,20 the awakening of this modesty is defined
as the passage from a “simplicity” which is the same as innocence to a perversity that
affects the gaze itself and is conveyed by it. On their nudity, the man and the woman
focus “perverse eyes” because, being already and henceforth inhabited by evil, they
recognize what now perverts human nature and shames their pride—their “cunning
pride”—which is to say, the very principle of the sin into which they have fallen.21 In
the relation of the eyes that have just opened to the sex that must be covered, the
latter appears as a general perversion of human nature.
Later, in De Genesi ad litteram, Augustine insists on the necessity of not simply

giving this opening of the eyes the figurative interpretation of a loss of innocence. It
should be understood that, by means of a preexisting gaze, there was the discovery
of a physical reality; and this reality was new, owing its existence only to the fall.
This “something,” a penalty for the sin and a first manifestation of its countless conse-
quences, was obviously not sex, already there and already seen; it was its urges, whose
involuntary spontaneity they had never experienced. Such urges are linked to the gaze
in two ways: provoked by it and a spectacle for it. “Once they had violated the precept,
totally stripped of that interior grace which they had offended through an arrogant act
and a prideful love of their own power, they cast their eyes on their bodies (membra)
and felt a rush of concupiscence that was unknown to them (eaque motu eo quem non
noverant, concupiverunt).”22 And they couldn’t help but blush from this movement,
because it was the same “carnal urge that pushes animals to copulate,” because it is
the manifestation which now “the law of the members opposes to the law of the spirit”23

19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-
acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
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and it is the “consequence of the transgression of the precept.”24 This interpretation of
the opening of the eyes as the perception of a new reality is taken up again in the later
texts. Book 14 of The City of God is explicit on this point. It must not be imagined
that the humans before the sin were blind. Hadn’t Eve herself seen “that the fruit was
good to eat” and pleasant to look at? They were capable, therefore, of seeing their
own bodies. But must we accept that they did direct their gazes to their sex? No, for
the latter was clothed in a “vestment of grace”—a vestment that, on the one hand,
prevented their members from rebelling against their will and to which, on the other
hand and consequently, they didn’t pay any attention and didn’t seek to know what
this clothing might conceal.25 But with the transgression and the withdrawal of grace,
the punishment is revealed: it is the “disobedience in return,” physical reproduction,
in the body and very precisely through the sexual members, against the human will
to insurrection by which man had risen up against God. Now, this revolt draws the
gaze and the attention to it: “When they were stripped of this grace, that their dis-
obedience by reciprocity (recioproca inobedientia) might be punished, there occurred
a completely new and shameless movement of their members that made their naked-
ness indecent, made them observant, and filled them with confusion (fecit adtentos
redditque confuses).”26 Under the regime of grace, the inattention of the gaze and the
voluntary use of sex were connected, making it so that the latter was visible without
ever risking being naked. The fall, on the other hand, connects the eye’s attention and
the involuntary character of the movement so that sex is naked, but such a degree of
shame, such a feeling of humiliation after so deceptive a pride, that one tries to make
this pride the sign and effect of the physically invisible rebellion. In short, sex “springs
forth,” arisen in its insurrection and offered to the gaze.27 It is for man what man is
for God: a rebel. Like Adam, God’s creature, this creature of man, risen up before him
and against him, sensed that it should hide itself after its disobedience.
So one can define that “something” which, with the fall, modified the innocent use of

sex that would have been possible in paradise. It is not a new organ—the differentiation
of the sexes already existed and the transgression did not render it bad;28 it was not
an act—it already had its place, its function, and it still preserves that function. The
involuntary form of a movement is what makes the sexual organ the subject of an
insurrection and the object of the eye’s gaze. Visible and unpredictable erection.

24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently
in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
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Let us note, of course, the fact that libido conceived in this way is characterized
essentially by male genitality, its forms and its properties. It is phallic from the origin.
Augustine is quite aware of the possible objection and he tries to find the counterpart,
in the woman, of the indecent motion that shames the man by pointing out her internal
rebellion, and hence her fall from grace. “It was not a visible movement the woman
covered, when in the same members she experienced something hidden but comparable
to what the man experienced; both of them covered what each one felt at the sight of
the other.” And perhaps because he sensed what was artificial in this symmetry that
had the woman covering what was invisible to her, and no doubt also to preserve the
already evoked theme of modesty in regard to mutual desire, Augustine adds in the
same passage: “The man and the woman blushed, either each for each, or the one for
the other.”29 In any case, the visibility of the male organ is at the center of things.
And it has to be noted, moreover, that this interplay manifests man’s entry into the

reign of death. Death relative to the grace that God has withdrawn from him; death
also in this world, since death now becomes a fatal illness; death, finally, as we’ll see,
since it is through the indispensable role of sexual union in childbirth that the original
sin is passed down from generation to generation. In the involuntary movement of the
sex organ and the visibility connected with it, man must recognize death: “For in the
first stirring of the disobedient motion which was felt in the flesh of the disobedient
soul, and which caused our first parents to cover their shame, one death indeed is
experienced, that, namely, which occurs when God forsakes the soul.”30 Before, most
exegetes saw in physical death the explanation if not for the first appearance of the
two sexes, at least for their use. For Augustine, the sexual act didn’t have to wait for
the passing away of the generations to be practiced, but the involuntariness that now
haunts it signifies a spiritual death of which the end of earthly existences, one after the
other, is also a manifestation. The body that escapes man’s will is also a body that
dies. The withdrawal of grace both removes this control and actualizes death.31
Augustine gives the name libido to that movement which traverses and sweeps along

every sexual act, that makes them both visible and shameful, that ties them to spiritual
death as to their cause, to physical death as to their accompaniment—that movement
or, more exactly, its involuntary form and force. Libido is what specifically marks the
sexual acts of fallen man; or, using the words of another vocabulary, libido is not an
intrinsic aspect of the sexual act that would be tied to it analytically. It is an element
which the transgression, the fall, and the principle of “reciprocity of disobedience”
tied to the act synthetically. By identifying and defining this element, by locating
its point of emergence in metahistory, Augustine establishes the basic condition for
separating that “convulsive bloc,” in terms of which the sexual act was thought, from
its intrinsic danger. He opens up a field of analysis while sketching out the possibility

29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
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of a “government” of behaviors on a completely different basis than the alternative
between abstinence and a more or less willing acceptance of sexual relations.

II
So the fall provoked what could be called the libidinization of the sexual act: either

one supposes that the latter would have been able, without the transgression, to unfold
without any libido; or that it would have strictly obeyed the will.
The libido, in any case, is manifested today in the form of the involuntary. It appears

in that supplement that emerges beyond volition, but is only the correlative of a defect,
and the effect of a fall from grace.
This stigma of the involuntary in the sexual act subsequent to the transgression has

two main aspects. First, there are all the disappointments by which the sex organ can
frustrate the intentions of the subject. In Adam, the rebellious member had announced
itself by an abrupt springing forth; among the men of his line, it is manifested by
inopportune failures as well as by unseemly movements. The involuntary of the fallen
sex organ is the erection, but it is also impotence. A passage of The City of God says it
plainly. While the other organs, in their respective functions, are in the service of the
mind and can be “moved by the sign of the will,” the same is not true of the sex organ:
“Even those who delight in this pleasure are not moved to it at their own will, whether
they confine themselves to lawful or transgress to unlawful pleasures; but sometimes
this lust importunes them in spite of themselves, and sometimes fails them when they
desire to feel it, so that though lust rages in the mind, it stirs not in the body. Thus,
strangely enough, this emotion not only fails to obey the legitimate desire to beget
offspring, but also refuses to serve the passion to climax.”32Which Augustine translates
with a remarkable expression: the libido is sui juris.33
But Augustine also sees the form of the involuntary in the impossibility of separating

the sexual act from those movements that one doesn’t control and from the force that
propels them. However wise one may be, and however just and reasonable is the goal
that one has in the union of the sexes, however mindful one shows oneself to be of
the law of God and the example of the Patriarchs, one can’t ensure that it takes place
without the uncontrollable tremors that mark the ineradicable presence of libido in
the human being. In this world, no right intention, no lawful will can break the link
between it and the use of the sexual organ. Even within marriage, the conjugal act
“doesn’t depend on the will, but on a necessity without which, however, in the begetting
of children, it is impossible to arrive at the result that that same will seeks.”34 Which

32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
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explains that the end of marriage may very well be known by all, its celebration may
very well be solemn, the legitimate act of the spouses, “while aspiring to be known,
yet blushes to be seen.”35 The distinction between sexual union and movement of the
libido, which reflection and exegesis enable one to establish in theory, escapes the will,
however, and cannot be realized in practice. To those organs meant for procreation
from the origin, but troubled since the fall by movements from which they cannot
liberate themselves, human beings, notes Augustine, give the name “nature.”36
“Natura,” “sui juris”: Are we to understand, then, that the libido stems from a nature

that is foreign to the subject itself, that it is imposed on it as an external element, and
that the fall dispossessed the subject of its own flesh, as it were, to the point that the
latter acts without it? That therefore one couldn’t blame it for what is happening in
it? Should the libido be considered independent of the subject? If it is a nature, how
can one not bring God to account—and hence be led either to make it the creation of a
bad God like the Manicheans, or else, like the disciples of Pelagius, to not see anything
intrinsically bad in it? In sum, if it is sui juris, how can this natura be imputed to
the subject? To answer this question, Augustine had to define on the one hand the
relations of the libido to the soul (which satisfies the principle of imputability) and on
the other to determine the status of the libido relative to sin (which makes it possible
to establish what can be imputed).
—
1. In regard to the first point, Augustine’s thought evolved. Very schematically, one

can say that up through Quaestiones ad Simplicianum,37 he places the point of origin
of the movements of concupiscence in the body above all, in a body smitten by death
and dominated by the principle of evil. Their involuntary character is tied to the fact
that they are carnal, in the sense that they mark the body’s power over the soul.
But beginning with the texts that follow—and especially De Genesi ad litteram—
he attempts to place the principle of concupiscence and the starting point of the
involuntary that pervades it in the soul itself. A passage of The City of God which
immediately precedes his analysis of the sexual movements sets the general framework
of the explanation.38 Augustine recalls the principle that there can’t be any fault unless
it has been preceded by a bad intention. Now, this volition, the source of all sin, the
origin of the first transgression and hence of the fall, consists in a movement of the
soul that, turning away from God, fastens on to and takes pleasure in itself. It is this

35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the
Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
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movement, freely carried out by the two first humans, that introduced concupiscence
and its involuntary movements into the world. Human nature is debased as a result.
But what meaning should be given to this “debasement”?39 What had been made by
God and had just left his hands was able to be corrupted by man? How can a willful
transgression by a free soul have as its consequence involuntary movements in a body
whose nature has been determined by God? The explanation that Augustine proposes
has to do with the two facets of the creative act. There was creation of a nature, but
that was a creation out of nothing. Which means that man owes the fact of not being
nothing to God alone; he gets his being from God’s omnipotence and it alone, and by
turning away from God’s will, he turns away from the very thing that causes him to
be. Hence, in debased nature, one must not see the corruption of what was made by
God, but the degradation of the being that one derives from him, a degradation that
becomes more and more pronounced as one abandons him and finds satisfaction in
oneself. “Now, nature could not have been depraved by vice had it not been made out
of nothing. Consequently, that it is a nature, this is because it is made by God; but
that it falls away from Him, this is because it is made out of nothing. But man did
not so fall away as to become absolutely nothing; but being turned towards himself,
his being became more contracted than it was when he clave to Him who supremely
is. Accordingly, to exist in himself, that is, to be his own satisfaction after abandoning
God, is not quite to become a nonentity, but to approximate to that.”40
By turning away from God, and refusing to obey him, man thought he was becoming

the master of himself: he believed he was emancipating his being. He is only falling away
from a being that only sustains itself through the will of God. The interior rebellion
of the body is the consequence of that volition which, by wanting its own being, turns
away from what makes it be, makes it fall when it tries to rise, and weakens it when
it thinks it is on the verge of self-mastery. The involuntariness of concupiscence is
not to be thought of as a nature opposing the subject, or confining it, or dragging it
downward. It is not the body freed of all control and escaping the soul; it is above all
the diminished being, the lack of being of the subject whose will finds itself willing the
opposite of what it willed. A volition turned back against itself, a divided will, through
a failure to be what it wanted to be in wanting to be self-willed. In the movement of the
libido that splits and accompanies the sexual act without being separable from it, one
mustn’t see the sudden emergence of a nature external to the subject, and which, freed
from the latter’s control, would invoke its own laws without the subject being able to
do anything about that; but rather the scission which, dividing the entire subject, has
made it will what it doesn’t will. “So a just condemnation followed the transgression,
such that man, who by keeping the commandments should have been spiritual even
in his flesh, became fleshly even in his spirit; and as in his pride he had sought to
be his own satisfaction, God in His justice abandoned him to himself, not to live in

39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
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the absolute independence he affected, but instead of the liberty he desired, to live
dissatisfied with himself in a hard and miserable bondage to him to whom by sinning
he had yielded himself, doomed in spite of himself to die in body as he had willingly
become dead in spirit.”41
So one mustn’t imagine the line separating the voluntary and the involuntary pass-

ing somewhere between the soul and the body, or between nature and the subject.
From the origin, it is placed within the subject. Better: one mustn’t imagine two re-
gions separated by a border; what is involved is a will whose voluntary deviation from
what maintains it in being allows it to exist in the element that tends to destroy it—the
involuntary. The comparison with animal sexuality is illuminating. Augustine takes it
up in the Opus imperfectum. Julian of Eclanum had asserted that animals experience
sexual lust, and that there’s no denying that this concupiscence is naturally good, or
that God is the author of these urges in them: either it must be recognized that this
concupiscence is naturally good, or else that God intentionally created evil. Augustine
answers by saying that the evil of concupiscence doesn’t exist in animals, not because
it is voluntary, but because the involuntariness that characterizes it is not in them
a rebellion, it doesn’t mark a scission between the desires of the flesh and those of
the spirit: “Concupiscence of the flesh is a punishment insofar as it exerts its control
over man, not insofar as it exerts its control over the animals, because in them the
flesh never lusts against the spirit.”42 Sexual acts in animals may have the same form,
but they never stem from the same concupiscence. Or rather the specific character of
human concupiscence consists in the fact that its resemblance to that of the animals
is the result of a rebellion and of a division of the self against the self that are com-
pletely foreign to animal nature. The subject was not confined by the fall in an animal
“nature” with its own laws. The involuntariness of concupiscence, which takes the form
of animal movements, is embedded, due to the fall, in the present structure of the
subject.
Here one touches on an important point in the history of the subjectification of sex

and the formation of desiring man. Augustine is obviously not the first, either among
the Christian authors or generally among the authors of antiquity, to have stamped
sexual desire with the seal of the involuntary. This was even, as we’ve seen, a com-
monplace. But this involuntariness was defined either as a modality or part of the
soul, the urges of which it was a matter of limiting or controlling while preserving the
hierarchical privilege of the others, that is, as a “passion”—a pathos—which, coming
from the body, risked compromising the sovereignty of the soul over itself. Now, Au-
gustine’s analysis doesn’t make concupiscence a specific disposition in the soul, or a

41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.
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passivity that limits the soul’s power, but the very form of the will, which is to say,
of that which makes the soul a subject. For him, it is not the involuntary as against
the voluntary, but the involuntariness of volition itself: that without which the will
cannot will, except precisely with the assistance of grace, which alone can liberate it
from that “infirmity” which is the very form of its willing.
One understands, then, why the fact that concupiscence is sui juris does not exclude

its being imputable to the subject: being “of our will,” it is, by that very fact, sui juris;
and conversely, our will can escape concupiscence only by ceasing to be sui juris, and by
recognizing that it can will the good only due to the strength of grace. The “autonomy”
of concupiscence is the law of the subject when it wills its own will. And the subject’s
powerlessness is the law of concupiscence. This is the general form of imputability—or
rather its general condition.
—
2. However, this possibility of imputation needs to be clarified. The preceding anal-

yses do show that concupiscence is not an autonomous power in the soul, nor a force
coming from the outside to pose as its weakness. It is of the soul, in the very precise
sense that it is constitutive of the present form of the latter’s volition: it is a “law of
sin.”43 But if it characterizes the structure of the will, it seems very difficult to impute
it as one would impute a sin to the one who has committed it.
Can the will be guilty of being what it is? But if it isn’t, how can it be reproached

for something coming from it that is just the effect of its nature and yet is held to be
a sin? The anti-Pelagian treatises develop this debate very extensively in connection
with original sin and baptism. There is no question of going back over that long argu-
mentation here; it’s only a matter of showing, in this interplay between the original
sin and subsequent sins, the role that Augustine has concupiscence play and the way
he makes room for the juridical principle of imputability.
Concupiscence is said to be a “sin,” but “in a manner of speaking.”44 And what,

exactly, is this manner of speaking?
Before baptism, the law of sin can be called, in every soul, actual sin, meriting

therefore the punishment that awaits all those who haven’t been baptized. Augustine
gives several explanations of this actuality. One of them can be termed originary and
synchronic: in Adam, “all men exist in the seed state”; works of God, these seeds don’t
contain any evil, but they took part in the act of transgression and, as a consequence,
they did not stay clear of the condemnation. They are born therefore as bearers of
that sin, having taken part in the act and the punishment.45 Another schema is that
of permanent resurgence. Augustine illustrates it with the example of the olive tree,
which he often cites. An olive tree may very well have been carefully cultivated by
the gardener, but it will still give rise to wild olive trees whose fruits are as bitter as

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
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if nothing had been done.46 It’s the same with mankind: the baptism may well have
regenerated individuals, but those who are born from it are still under the law of sin.
They are still marked by the operativity of the first transgression.
But one also finds in Augustine another schema, which is that of successive actual-

izations and their linkage. In truth, it’s not a matter of a schema distinct and apart
from the others, but rather of their unfolding in time. There cannot be, in fact, any
birth without the sexual union of the parents; and that union, even when it takes place
within marriage and in pursuit of ends that have been set for it, cannot be carried out
without the involuntary movements that constituted, as we’ve seen, the first stigma
of the fall. And that concupiscence, a mark of the first transgression still today, trans-
mits to every soul that comes into this world the form that characterizes it, the law
of sin that before baptism exists in the soul as an actual sin. This argumentation that
Augustine goes back to very often is important in the history of moral theology and
of the Christian ethic.
Two main themes emerge from it in fact. One concerns the place of sexual concu-

piscence. For Augustine, it was not the effective cause of the original fault; it was only
the consequence. But through the temporal chain linking all the sexual acts that cause
the generations to be born, it is the medium for actualizing the original sin in every
man. You’ll recall that it was a matter of debate (it would continue to be subsequently)
whether the consumption of the forbidden fruit by the first humans should not be un-
derstood in a sexual way. Augustine manages to place the sexual act at the center of
the economy of the original sin and its consequences, but as a permanent vehicle of its
immediacy down through the human generations. Relative to that initial transgression,
it is in the position of a consequence that doesn’t fade away and of a cause that always
renews it. And only at the end of time, when man will have been emancipated from
the deathly body that he owes to his own wrongdoing, will that sexual concupiscence
by which the first transgression is actualized in each person disappear from the world.
Our being the products of our forebears’ sex links us, back down through time, to the
transgression of the first among them.
But one can also see another theme taking form in Augustine’s arguments, one that

is perhaps even more important, because it didn’t remain tied to Christian theology
alone. It became established, for reasons that will need to be examined later, as one of
the constants of Western thought concerning sex. This is the theme of a fundamental
and durable connection between the form of the sexual act and the structure of the
subject. According to the Augustinian schema, if every individual coming into the
world is a concupiscent subject, this is because they spring from a sexual relation
whose form necessarily includes the shameful part of the involuntariness that bespeaks
the punishment of the first transgression. Conversely, if it isn’t possible to use marriage,
even for the best ends, without bringing into play in the sexual act those movements
which we can’t control, this is because every man since the fall is born as the subject

46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
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of a concupiscent will. In sum, the truth of man’s subjective being is manifested in
the very form to which every sexual act is submitted. This form, consequently, while
bearing the mark of a failure, a defeat, an originary event, is not to be attributed to
some foreign nature, but in fact to the structure of the subject itself. Whereas in the
Platonic conception, desire carries the mark of a division that sends everyone in search
of a partner (whether of the same sex or the different one), so that the defect is the
lack of the other, here the “defect” is the degradation and the diminished being that
are due to the transgression and that are marked in the subject itself by the physically
involuntary form of its desire.
The libido in the sense in which Augustine often employs this word without any

explanation, that is, the sexual form of desire, is thus the transhistorical link that
connects the originary transgression of which it is the consequence to the presence of
that sin in every individual. And in everyone, moreover, it is how the involuntary form
of the sexual act and the “infirm” structure of the subject are bound together.
—
3. Concupiscence, as the active presence of the original sin in every man, is therefore

“in a certain way” a sin. It is imputable to him and it is reprehensible in him. It is what
justifies the damnation of those who die unbaptized.
Then what is the effect of baptism? Certainly not that of erasing concupiscence. It

is evident that it continues to exist not only in Christians in general, but in the most
saintly ones as well, just as it also subsisted in the Patriarchs themselves, when they
were obliged to beget children as God ordered them to.47 As to what baptism washes
away, a crucial passage of De nuptiis et concupiscentia explains it quite clearly: it is
the reatus of the concupiscence—the fact that it can be imputed to the individual who
carries it and that for them it constitutes a current culpability: “Carnal concupiscence
is remitted, indeed, in baptism; not so that it is put out of existence, but so that it is
not to be imputed as sin.”48 It’s a juridical type of operation, therefore, which baptism
performs on the subject’s concupiscence, since the latter is the active presence of the
original sin in the subject. It erases what constitutes the current culpability in that
presence, but it leaves untouched that which forms the subject’s permanent structure.
After baptism, concupiscence by itself can no longer be considered an actual sin in the
subject. But it remains as the “law of sin”; that is, as what tirelessly drives the subject
to commit sin unless he resists it. “In the regenerate it is no longer itself a sin.”49
However, one can continue to call it “sin” for two reasons:50 because it comes from sin
and because, when it wins out, it commits sin. But after ceasing to be itself a sin, it
continues to be the thing that connects the original sin (of which it is structurally the
effect) to current sins (of which it is genetically the principle).

47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”

of the human livestock.
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In what form does it go on existing? As the projection, the shadow cast by the fall,
of which it is the analogical consequence, as it were. From the fact that the fall is a
deterioration of being, concupiscence is itself weakness and infirmity. In the medical
vocabulary commonly used in Christian literature to designate sin, Augustine, when he
wishes to bring out the difference between notions, tends to utilize the terms “wound” or
“disease” to speak of the act of sinning, and the terms “disposition” (affectio or valitudo)
or “weakness” (languor) to speak of concupiscence. A passage of the last pages of De
nuptiis et concupiscentia shows this word game in practice. “Those wounds (vulnera)
which are inflicted on the body produce lameness in a limb, or difficulty of motion […]
That wound, however, which has the name of sin [here Augustine means the original
sin], wounds the very life, which was being righteously lived. […] Whence it came to
pass that our nature having then and there been deteriorated (in deterius commutata)
by that great sin of the first man, not only was made a sinner, but also generates
sinners; and yet the very infirmity, under which the virtue of a holy life has drooped
and died, is not really nature, but corruption (non est utique natura, sed vitium);
precisely as a bad state of health (mala in corpore valetudo) is not a bodily substance
or nature, but disorder; very often, indeed, if not always, the ailing character of parents
is in a certain way implanted, and reappears in the bodies of their children.”51
But the correlative and inseparable aspect of the infirmity that characterizes concu-

piscence is the force of the movements of that same concupiscence. That whereby it is
weak, as the subject’s will in regard to himself, and also that by which it is strong, as
the presence in the subject of the bad will. The imputability, the reatus, that makes
concupiscence an actual culpability was erased by baptism, then, but not the active
presence of that concupiscence. It acts in some manner (agita aliquid) even in one who
is regenerated. And what is the form of that activity, if not “the bad and shameful
desires.”52 Augustine’s basic propositions concerning the presence of concupiscence in
the heart of men are too familiar now to need revisiting.
Let’s just recall that in this presence he sees the principle of a spiritual combat that

can reach its definitive end only on the day we are liberated from the “body of death,”
which is our body today. But let’s also recall that this body of death is not a material
element which has held us prisoner since the fall. It characterizes the very way in which
we exercise our will, and no sin has been committed by us without us; in every case,
our will had a part in it. Let the sinner not try to hide behind the excuse that it
wasn’t he who acted, but the concupiscence in him; such talk would show only that he
doesn’t know himself: “For, whereas he is altogether himself, his mind determining and
his body executing his own purpose, he yet supposes that he is himself no longer.”53
Finally, let’s recall that since concupiscence belongs to the very structure of our fallen

51 Ezekiel 34:2.
52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”

Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.
53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good

of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.
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will, that the latter by itself can will only in the form of concupiscence, so they don’t
confront each other as two foreign elements, hostile to one another and juxtaposed by
force, but are amalgamated in a nature which is that of the fall, concupiscence could
never be defeated in spiritual combat if divine grace did not intervene.

III
The effects and consequences of the Augustinian theory of concupiscence have ob-

viously been considerable. I would just like to underscore an aspect of it that concerns
the government of souls and the sexual conduct of spouses in particular. This govern-
ment involved their “juridification” or rather the insertion of elements that would give a
juridical type of formalization to practices, rules, prescriptions, and recommendations
that had previously been reflected primarily in the forms of spiritual asceticism and
the techniques of purification of the soul. In centering his analysis of concupiscence not
on the problem of the pure and the impure, of the soul and the body, of matter and
spirit, of passion and self-control, but on that of the voluntary and the involuntary, or
more exactly on the very structure of the will, it’s clear that he was inscribing it in
a system of juridical references. He undertook the task to which Western Christianity
would apply itself for so many centuries and to which (or to the impossibility of which)
it would owe the great fracture of the Reformation in the sixteenth century, namely
positing the sinner as a subject of law; or, as we would say in another vocabulary,
positing the subject of desire and the subject of law as existing simultaneously and in
a single form. The two most important notions, no doubt, for this juridification were
those of consent (consensus) and usage (usus).
—
1. De nuptiis et concupiscentia54 had carefully distinguished between the

imputability—the reatus—of concupiscence and that of sin. The first was estab-
lished by the operativity of concupiscence as original sin in every individual newly
arrived in the world; and it was imputability that was removed by baptism, although
concupiscence itself remained intact. Things work differently with sin: once committed,
the act disappears, but its reatus remains. A distinction in which Julian of Eclanum
saw only a dialectic featuring “the reciprocal of all the contraries”: the trouble was
that he didn’t see the possibility that the reatus of the cause—concupiscence—would
be done away with, without also erasing that of the sin, or that the sin could be
incriminated without making the concupiscence from which it stems into a substantial
evil in the human being. The answer that Augustine gives him in book 6 of Contra
Julianum55 allows one to locate the exact point where the imputability of the sin,
compared to the concupiscence, is formed. Even after baptism the concupiscence
is there—in act, since baptism has erased only the juridical aspect that made it

54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
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reprehensible. But what does “in act” mean? Certainly not that it is always active,
always manifest, and constantly insistent in the form of pressing desires, for it is
sometimes “dormant,” lacking an object that invites covetousness. Just as a timid
man is actually timid, even if he fears nothing because there’s nothing to fear, it
is present only as a “quality.” But on that basis, it can be in act as an activity:
in the form of a desire that may have been aroused by an object. It is not yet a
sin, that is, an imputable element, since while having changed in its form—from
being a general disposition, it has become an active desire—it remains that stigma
of the original sin whose reatus has been obliterated. But conversely, even as an
activated disposition, it never dominates the soul entirely, it never compels any act
whatsoever. For the latter to take place, there has to have been a specific act of the
will. However strong the pressure of concupiscence, and precisely insofar as the latter
is the form of the will—however fallen it is from the being it got from God—it cannot
become an act without the very act of the will. There cannot be any sin without
this supplement—however minimal and invisible one might imagine it to be—which
means that one wills what concupiscence wants. And that is the meaning of consent.
It is what makes possible the imputation of an act having its origin in a concupiscence
which is not imputable itself. As another passage of Contra Julianum says: “The spirit
does a good work in not consenting to evil concupiscence, but does not perfect the
good because it does not destroy the evil desires themselves; and when the flesh has
an evil desire, but does not fulfill it, because the spirit does not consent to it, the flesh
does not fulfill damnable works.”56
At first glance, this notion of consent may not appear very different from what can

be found in the spirituality that Cassian promoted in the same period in the West.
After all, the ascetic labor that it prescribed had consent as one of its main themes:
to welcome or not, to accept or reject the desires that presented themselves to the
mind depending on whether they appeared to be divinely inspired or the devil’s work.
However, consent there doesn’t have quite the same form or the same mechanisms. For
Cassian, it’s a matter of the entry into the soul of elements—ideas, images, suggested
actions—that must be questioned as to their value and their origin. It’s a problem of
opening or closing the doors of the soul, of rejecting a possible corruption that may
have found its way in, of protecting the soul, therefore, so that it might finally focus
the clear gaze of contemplation on the eternal things. In him, consent conforms above
all to the model of the threshold: it has an exterior and an interior; it selects, it opens
or closes; it welcomes, it expels, so that with this mechanism one is again presented
with the traditional form of the division between the pure and the impure.
In Augustine, consent has a different form and a different mode of action. There

is a fundamental reason for this: whereas in a spirituality like that of Cassian desire
and will are two different agencies, concupiscence for Augustine belongs to the very
form of volition. As he sees it, consent is not the acceptance, by the will, of a foreign

56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
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element; it’s a way for the will to will, as a free act, what it wills as concupiscence. In
consenting—and one would say the same thing of its opposite, refusing—the will takes
itself as an object. When it consents, it doesn’t just will what is desired; it doesn’t
simply want what is wanted in the desire. It wills that will which has the form of
concupiscence; it takes itself for an end as a fallen will. It assumes its own condition as
concupiscent will. Reciprocally, non-consent doesn’t consist in vanquishing desire by
expelling the representation of the desired object from the soul, but by not willing as
the concupiscence would have it do. Schematically: consent in Cassian, and in others
with similar views, focuses essentially on the object—the object of desire that one
drives out as object of the representation, so that it does not become an object of
the will. Consent and refusal in Augustine unfold within the will, in the movement by
which it wills itself or doesn’t will itself as it is. In that procedure, the subject takes
itself as the object of its own will, proposing to will or not to will the concupiscent
form of its fallen will. Consent as a necessary element for the constitution of an act
imputable as a sin is therefore not simply the transformation of a desire into a real
act; it is not even simply the acceptance of that desire in thought, in the form of a
received representation. It is the act of the will upon itself—and on its form rather
than on its object. When the subject consents, it doesn’t open the gates to a desired
object, it constitutes itself and confirms itself as a desiring subject: at that moment
the movements of its concupiscence become imputable to it. Consent—and this is the
reason for the central role it plays in Augustine and will play later—makes it possible
to designate the subject of concupiscence as a subject of law.
—
2. This structure of the subject of law–subject of concupiscence has important effects

in the codification of marital relations. People will be able to say, and they’ll be right,
that Augustine changed very little in the content of the prescriptions that were accepted
before him or in his time: prohibition, at risk of a major sin, of sexual relations outside
of marriage, in the form either of adultery if at least one of the partners is married,
or of fornication if neither of them is; the recommendation not to practice marital
relations in certain circumstances—during the time of prayer or certain periods of the
year;57 extremely severe condemnation, as abominable crimes, of any sexual act that
would be performed contrary to natural usage—this would occur when the man did
not make use of “the female organ meant for procreation”;58 blame for all the “excesses”
spouses may indulge in when, while respecting that natural usage, they go beyond
what is strictly required by it: minor sins. This general profile of the prohibitions isn’t
different from the one that was already familiar and that the non-Christian moralists
had long presented at least as pressing recommendations.

57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or
the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].

58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
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But Augustine takes up this whole set, systematizes it, and bases it around the
notion of usage. Usus. This is actually a complex notion that he finds already employed,
but to which he gives a much more precise meaning. The usage of marriage was taken to
mean sexual relations between spouses, both because it was marriage that legitimized
an act which was blameworthy outside the law, and because this act consisted in the
exercise of a right thus acquired, over the other’s body. So the usage of marriage had
a meaning that was both institutional and corporeal, juridico-physical: one made use
of a right in making use of a body.
Augustine introduces a new dimension into this already-formed notion. In the sexual

act between spouses, one doesn’t simply use the right of marriage and the body of the
other, one makes use of one’s own concupiscence. That was the problem, in fact: since
the sexual act and procreation after the fall cannot take place without involuntary
and hence shameful movements of concupiscence, can one avoid deducing that all
marital sex is bad in itself? How can it be said that marriage is a good if the act that
legitimizes it is in itself an evil? Either one cannot hold that marriage is positively a
good (and not simply a lesser evil compared to fornication); or one cannot maintain
that the evil of concupiscence necessarily accompanies every sexual relation without
exception. Now, the notion of usus is precisely what enables both of these propositions
to be preserved, but this requires two disjunctions: in the marital relation, between
the movement of libido and the act of will; and in this act of will, between the consent
that one could call “objective” with respect to this movement itself (and that cannot
be accepted, since it is inseparable from the sexual relation) and the consent or non-
consent which is subjective with respect to that concupiscence as a form of will. In
this sexual encounter one can in fact willingly satisfy the concupiscence—that is, will
that fallen form of willing, or intend instead to engender children, intend to keep one’s
partner from falling into fornication. In the marital relation, while the unfolding of the
sexual act is not modifiable in its concupiscent structure, the consent is modifiable; it
remains free. Usus is thus a certain modality of the dynamic between consent and non-
consent. It can set ends that are such that the subject won’t will itself as a concupiscent
subject at the moment it is committing an act whose conditions of accomplishment
involve concupiscence.
This conception comes with a set of consequences.
It opens up the possibility of considering the sexual relation as being unavoidably

connected with an evil; that is, with a concupiscence that is the direct result of the
first transgression and the first visible punishment it received, but at the same time of
seeing a specific act of will in these sexual relations when one engages in them, an act
that will be bad or not, a sin or not, depending on whether or not it wills the form
of concupiscence. This is the meaning of the famous formulation that will be repeated
for more than a millennium: in marital relations, one makes use of an evil in any case;
but one can use this evil in a good or a bad manner, and this is where the possibility
of sin resides. The importance of this conception becomes clear when one compares it
to Julian’s propositions. Visibly, they are exactly symmetrical and inverse, with Julian
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saying: “He who holds to the mode of natural concupiscence uses a good well. He
who does not hold to the mode uses this good evilly; lastly, he who from love of holy
virginity also despises even the lawful one, refusing what is good so as to arrive at what
is better.” And Augustine: “He who holds to the mode of natural concupiscence uses an
evil well. He who does not hold to the mode uses an evil evilly. But he who […] despises
even the lawful mode refrains from the use of evil and attaches himself to what is more
perfect.”59 Underneath the term-by-term correspondence of the two formulations one
cannot help but recognize a profound dissymmetry. For Julian, as the pleasure taken
in sexual relations is a good arranged by God himself in the Creation, it can only be
good to have recourse to it provided this is in the forms placed by providence and
designed by nature; the sin begins with deviation or excess. The usage he speaks of
in his text is therefore the modality of the physical act, its form (and in this, Julian
remains well within the framework of a morality of excess). For Augustine, as the evil
of concupiscence is “found in human nature,” the decisive point is to be situated in the
ends pursued, which is to say in the very form of the will; that form is what determines
the value of the physical act.60 And with Augustine one enters into a morality of the
juridical subject. In Julian, it is the sin (the excessive act) that determines the evil
and makes it appear. In Augustine, the evil is preexistent and fatally inscribed in the
sexual encounter; but the sin that derives from it is sufficiently distinct from it that it
is never necessitated by it and it constitutes an imputable act.
Thus the idea of a usage of concupiscence, which Augustine inserts into his analysis

of the sexual act between the justified usage of marriage and the natural usage of the
body, allows the individual (that is, each one of the two partners) to be thought of
as forming a single subject of desire and of law; it is “one and the same” subject (and
not through a juxtaposition of two natures, or through an exile of the soul in a foreign
world) which acts in the necessity of desire and in the freedom of good and evil. But
it’s important to see that, despite this unity of the subject, desire remains an evil
and its usage remains independent. It is possible to make an utterly non-concupiscent
use of concupiscence, but the latter will not be done away with for all that. It often
happens that one makes use of it just for the concupiscence, so that the latter seems
to carry the day, but this usage will nonetheless remain a specific and imputable act.
Now, through this very irreducibility, one sees very large possibilities open up for
juridifying sexual relations between spouses. If the sexual act were naturally a good
in itself, the codification of these relations could be implemented as a function of the
form that is judged to be “natural,” everything else being excess, abuse, violation of
the limits, crossing into the counter-natural. In this way, one would remain within a
morality of nature. If the sexual relation were defined only by the evil or defilement
that it carries with it, the codification would be implemented based on an ideal of
complete continence and the value of behaviors would be ranked in relation to the

59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
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ideal: one would then be in an ethics of purity. Finally, if one supposed that the evil
of desire could be absorbed little by little into the exercise of a will that controls
and limits it, one would still be reliant on the prescriptions of theological wisdom.
But the separation, in the sexual act, between the evil of libido and the possibility
of using it well or badly enables the sexual behaviors to be codified according to
these uses, the ends they give themselves, the circumstances they alter, et cetera.
The two ends that are considered legitimate—procreation, preventing the other from
sinning—will thus serve as a guiding principle for controlling the unfolding of sexual
acts between spouses and for defining what is permitted and forbidden, under what
conditions, on what occasions. Augustine, it’s true, doesn’t develop these possibilities
very much. They will be developed, and much later, not just as a logical development,
moreover, but when a whole ensemble of other processes in medieval society and the
medieval Church will have increased the importance of the juridical type of relations.
The fact remains that in the Augustinian analysis one finds the theoretical matrix
that will make such developments possible. Marital relations which, under the overall
recommendations of moderation, modesty, and respect and under the general finality
of procreation, remained a private and secret matter will give rise to endless rules
and a developed casuistry concerned with how to exercise one’s rights and discharge
one’s duties within it. Medieval Christianity—especially from the thirteenth century
on—will doubtless be the first form of civilization to develop such verbose prescriptions
regarding sexual relations between marriage partners. To the rules of marriage, to those
concerning the exchange or transfer of goods in that alliance, to the rules of mutual
comportment between the partners, which one finds in most societies in various forms
and with very diverse mechanisms of constraint, it adds this singular feature: a very
precise codification of the moments, the initiatives, the invitations, the acceptances,
the refusals, the positions, the gestures, the caresses, even the words, as we’ll see,
that can take place in sexual relations. The great dimorphism that had characterized
ancient life—separating those sexual relations about which one speaks, one tells, and
which are necessarily outside of marriage, from those of matrimony which are out of
view and excluded from discourse—that great dimorphism disappears. One speaks as
much about the latter as the former, if not more, at least in the practice of confession.
Sex in marriage thus became an object of juridiction and veridiction.
But in Augustine and in his time, those are still only possibilities. What was more

important for then, perhaps, is that with the idea of concupiscence as an evil, it
was possible to combine, under the same theme of spiritual combat, the exercise of
virginity and the practice of marriage. One deals with the same evil in the two states;
the same renunciation of the concupiscent form of the will is required, the difference
being that in marriage non-consent follows a certain usage that virginity will artfully
turn away from. The two states were defined as rather similar practices with regard
to concupiscence, of which there was now a theory capable of justifying both, with
their difference of value but also their intrinsic connection. And above all one can see
that, in such a conception, the notions of consensus and usus don’t serve to directly
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define relations between spouses. They establish their codification only through the
consent (or non-consent) that each individual gives to their own libido. This means
that all regulation of sexual behaviors can be applied on the basis of the relationship
that everyone maintains with themselves. The problematization of sexual behaviors—
whether it’s a matter of knowing what they are in truth or of defining what they
should be—becomes the problem of the subject. The subject of desire, whose truth
can be discovered only by the subject itself in its innermost being. The subject of law,
whose imputable actions are defined and separated into good or bad according to the
relations it has with itself.
In a word, we can say that the sexual act in the ancient world was thought of

as a “paroxysmal bloc,” a unified convulsional event where the individual would lose
themselves in the pleasure of their interaction with the other, to the point of mimicking
death. It was not something calling for analysis. It only needed to be resituated within
a general economy of pleasures and forces. This bloc was fragmented, in Christianity,
by rules of living, arts of conducting oneself and others, techniques of examination or
procedures of confession, by a general doctrine of desire, the fall, transgression, and so
on. The unity reconstituted itself, however, in such a way that the diffraction remains
and its analysis is possible: it is possible in the form of theory and speculation as well as
in the practical form of individual examination, whether by others or by oneself. And
in these latest forms, it is not merely [recommended] but obligatory. So there was a
reconstitution around what can be called, by contrast with the economy of paroxysmal
pleasure, the analytic of the subject of concupiscence. In that analytic, sex, truth, and
law are bundled together, by ties that our culture has tended to draw closer rather
than loosen.
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Appendix 1
What is to be demonstrated:
1. There exists a relatively constant prescriptive core in Christianity. This core is

ancient. It formed prior to Christianity. It is clearly attested in the pagan authors of
the Hellenistic and Roman period.
2. One finds this core again without major modification in the Apologists of the sec-

ond century. Clement of Alexandria incorporates it into his Platonist-inspired theology,
along with a group of precepts deriving from Stoicism.
3. A new definition of the relations between subjectivity and truth will give this

ancient prescriptive core a completely new significance, and bring important modifica-
tions to the ancient conception of the pleasures and their economy.
4. These modifications involve the analysis of the domain of the aphrodisia and

the relational mode which the subject is urged to maintain with them more than the
division between permitted and forbidden. Hence it is not so much the law and its
content that have changed, but experience as a condition of knowledge.
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Appendix 2
I
It appears, then, that the Christianity of the first centuries defined two regular and

distinct modalities according to which the individual needed to manifest themselves
“in truth” if they were to liberate themselves from evil: on one hand, a great penitential
ritual that was unique and comprehensive, that involved the whole of their existence
and reshaped their entire life, sometimes in a definitive way; on the other, a contin-
uous practice of examination and vigilance that attempts to apprehend and disclose
the deepest stirrings of the soul. On one hand an alethurgy in which the “truth-doing”
of gestures, attitudes, tears, mortifications, and forms of life seems to far outweigh
the formulations of discourse; on the other an alethurgy in which “truth-telling” seems
to impose an all-but-exhaustive verbalization of the secrets of the soul. Exomologesis
as manifestation of sinful being can be set against exagoreusis as enunciation of the
movements of thought. This opposition seems to be justified both from the standpoint
of the technology appropriate to each of these practices and from that of their institu-
tional context. The technique of exomologesis of the penitent involves the structuring,
radical intensification, and highlighting of a set of discontinuities: a break with one’s
former life, whose forms and marks one abandons; an estrangement from the commu-
nity, toward which one humbles oneself to show how unworthy one is of remaining a
member; a break with one’s own body which one abandons to hunger, misery, lack
of care; a clash between life and death, since by placing oneself like Lazarus at the
threshold of the tomb one contrasts the death of the body—which one accepts—to the
eternal life of the soul—which is its recompense. In this interplay of discontinuities,
ruptures, and clashes, the truth comes to light in the form of a manifestation. It is
not the wrongs committed that appear in their details, with their conditions and their
author’s share of responsibility; it’s the very body of the sinner, the sinful body, as
the first transgression has marked it: destined to die, defiled by impurities, troubled by
needs it cannot satisfy. And this manifestation is not simply the revealing of a hidden
figure: it is a test for the subject, or rather the subject itself. A test in two senses: since
by practicing the rigor of this relentlessly and as long as possible (or at least for the
set time span), the sinner will “win” his reconciliation: and like a metal subjected to
the test of fire, the impurities that were blended with their soul will separate out and
be burned up in the fierce struggle of the penitent against himself.
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The penitent’s exomologesis is a double manifestation (of the renunciation of what
one is and of the being of defilement and death that one renounces) as a purifying test
of oneself conducted by oneself.
In his long-term remolding of his life as an “art” that is learned and practiced, the

monk also subjects himself to the test of self-renunciation. But in a different sense and
by other means. Since he has detached himself from the world, he won’t have to make
the truth of evil appear in the form of discontinuity and rupture, but rather in the
form of a triple continuity: a constant watchfulness over oneself, one’s thoughts, their
spontaneous flow, their insidious movement; the maintenance of a relation of spiritual
direction that obliges one to speak and to listen, to confess and to submit; and humility
toward everyone plus strict obedience to the community’s rules. The manifestation pe-
culiar to exagoreusis is expressed through language; it involves a mandatory discourse,
frequent and as thorough as possible, addressed to the one charged with directing the
conduct of the one confessing: it has as its main object that which hides deep in the
soul, and hides there both because it consists in the very first movements of the soul,
so tenuous still that they risk escaping one’s gaze if the attention wanders, and because
one is dealing with the incitements of the Seducer, who disguises himself in deceptive
forms. So here exagoreusis has the task of telling the truth but as the result of acts
of knowledge which in the depths of oneself light up the unperceived and reveal the
presence of the Other. Self-renunciation thus takes a very particular form: it’s a matter
of focusing a continuous attention, as detailed and deep as possible, on oneself. Not,
however, in order to know what one is at one’s core, not in order to extract the authen-
tic, primitive, and pure form of a subjectivity, but in order to discern the deceptions
of the Evil One in the deepest mysteries of the soul, and consequently to refuse to
participate through one’s will in all the movements that are just so many temptations,
and finally, in order to abandon all personal volition in favor of God’s wishes and the
lessons of one’s director.
Schematizing enormously, we can say that the exomologesis specific to the peni-

tential status relates to a “ceasing to be” which, within the confines of life and death,
promises the next world through a renunciation of the real; and that the examination-
avowal of monastic life aims at a “ceasing to will” which expels the Other in the depths
of the soul through the formulation of the true.
Moreover, each of these two practices appears to have its own institutional setting.

The penitential dramaturgy finds its place in a community of believers where it’s a
matter of extending a second lifeline to the one who has fallen, but in such a way that
the fallenness can be answered by a hope of forgiveness while the manifest brightness
of the satisfaction will match the scandal of the transgression. As for the examination-
avowal, it would seem to have its place, rather, in a monastic life where the objective
of contemplation makes thought control necessary, where the communitarian existence
calls for obedience exercises as a form of askesis, and where the practice of direction
must determine the measured and righteous ways of asceticism.
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Further on, we’ll see what limits ought to be given to this contrast and what correc-
tives should be brought to it. Yet it should be kept in mind even when it is relativized,
even when it is related to an ensemble that incorporates its elements. The dimorphism,
in Christian societies, between life in the world and life under monastic rules was too
constant and too important a phenomenon not to have had decisive consequences in
this regard and others as well. And in fact many of the great modifications that the
procedures of penance would undergo between the sixth and the sixteenth centuries
originated in practices that were emblematic of the monastic milieu; starting in the
seventh century, private chargeable penance came out of the monasteries; those regular
and systematic examinations of conscience that were practiced in the monasteries were
taken up by the devotio moderna and spread in secular milieus; and it was again the
religious orders that were the main agents of the spread of spiritual direction—that
phenomenon which was so prominent in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In the
growing importance assumed by the techniques of examination (of oneself and others)
and by the procedures of verbalization of transgressions, and in the correlative shrink-
ing of the status of “truth-doing” compared to “truth-telling,” the monastic institutions
played a decisive role. For more than a millennium, they were, if not the constant, at
least the very intense seminary of the art of arts, the regimen animarum; they devel-
oped it, disseminated it, at times augmented it. It was sometimes copied from them,
and people tried to use it in competition with them and to limit their influence. They
were a real factor in the substantial upsurge in the penchant for discourse and the will
to know (volonté de savoir) that characterize the experience of self and others in our
societies. And when one will hear it said in the seventeenth century—and in a rather
questionable way from a dogmatic standpoint—that confessing is a way of directing
consciences, one can say that exagoreusis has prevailed over exomologesis—that at
least it largely overshadows it.1
In any case, the history of the relations between “wrong-doing” and “truth-telling” in

the Christian West could not be written without referring to the existence of these two
forms, their differences, their tension and the slow movement that ended up privileging
one at the expense of the other, when, in the course of the sixteenth century and more
so all through the eighteenth, the question of the government of individuals became,
from the political viewpoint and the religious viewpoint as well, a major problem.

II
It would be a mistake, however, to imagine that these were two problems without

overlaps and deriving from two radically separate institutional ensembles. Things are
more complicated: first, because an examination of the institutions shows how the

1 Michel Foucault doesn’t ever stick with a single translation: he may cite Louis Segond’s transla-
tion, that of the Bible de Jérusalem (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1977), or that of the translators of patristic
treatises.
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practices are juxtaposed and intermixed; next, because, looking at the practices them-
selves, one can recognize not only components but a foundation which they have in
common.
—
1. It is certain that the monastic status was not compatible with the status of

penitent, and all the more so as the monk appeared more and more clearly as leading
the penitential life par excellence. “When it’s a matter of the monk who has renounced
the world and its service, and has pledged to always serve God, why would he be made
to do penance? […] For the monk, public penance is of no use because, recovered from
his sins, he weeps, and he has made an eternal pact with God.”2
However, while one doesn’t have to become a penitent as well after becoming a

monk, some elements of the penitential rites are utilized in the monastic life. Cassian’s
texts, and especially the Institutes which refer to the practices of the cenobium, are
very clear on this point: forms specific to public penance are described in that work,
and the expression publice paenitere reappears several times, without it being a matter
of assuming the status of penitent, of course. Thus Pafnutius, who accepts, in a spirit
of humility, being wrongfully accused of a serious sin, is subjected to a treatment just
like one that could be evoked by Tertullian, Ambrose, or Jerome in regard to public
penances: “And when he had immediately left the Church […] he continually shed tears
at his prayers, and fasted thrice as often as before, and prostrated himself in the sight
of men […] with all humility of mind. But when he had thus submitted himself with
all contrition of flesh and spirit for almost a fortnight, so that he came early on the
morning of Saturday and Sunday not to receive the Holy Communion but to prostrate
himself on the threshold of the Church and humbly ask for pardon.”3 But short of
these great manifestations meant to atone for serious sins, one finds a record of other
practices, intermediate between the confession of temptation and the solemn and long-
lasting exomologesis. Moreover, Cassian lists a series of transgressions that call for a
precise penitential act, determined in advance: accidentally breaking an earthenware
jar; hesitating even slightly in chanting a psalm; replying roughly, unnecessarily, imper-
tinently; obeying carelessly; preferring reading to working; lingering after the service
instead of going back to one’s cell; talking with someone from the world outside the
presence of the elder, and so on.4 Cassian employs the expression “public penance” to
designate the prescribed sanction, although it seems that this involves only a certain

2 We have mentioned here the edition that Foucault uses ordinarily. However, he may very occa-
sionally refer to another source—for example, for Saint Augustine: Mgr Péronne et al., Paris: L. Vivès,
1869–1878; or, for Saint John Chrysostom: Abbé Bareille et al., Paris: L. Vivès, 1865–1873, or again:
Abbé Joly, Nancy: Bordes, 1864–1867. It should be added that the citations may have been revised by
Foucault based on the Latin or Greek text (further, he doesn’t hesitate to refer directly to De Migne’s
Greek or Latin Patrologie).

3 J. Cassian, Conferences, XVIII, 15. Note the expression “locum paenitentiae suppliciter pos-
tulavit” to say that Pafnutius has requested penance. This is the traditional form for soliciting the
status, the place of the penitent.

4 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
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number of elements borrowed from the great dramaturgy of canonical penance: separa-
tion from the community, gesture of supplication, attitude of humility5 (“when all the
brethren are assembled for service he must lie on the ground and ask for absolution
until the service of the prayers is finished; and will obtain it when by the Abbot’s
command he is bidden to rise from the ground”6).
There we have a sketch of a whole monastic discipline combining the ostentatious

manifestations of penitential rites and the control of gestures and thoughts in a con-
tinual and unconditional relation of obedience. The importance of this juxtaposition
is twofold.
First, it manifests the “penitential” sense which will be given to the monastic insti-

tution, more and more insistently. Organizing a disciplined art of contemplation by
way of humility, submission to the other, and purification of the heart is the objective
that seems to have been given originally to the cenobium.7 And Cassian doesn’t say
that the end (finis) or the goal (destinatio) of monastic existence is to lead the life of
penance. Yet one sees a principle of coincidence emerging from his texts. Indeed, on
the one hand he gives the notion of penance a narrow meaning, when he speaks of it
as the collection of procedures at the end of which the transgressions can be forgiven
by God.8 But he also gives it a very general definition, which refers to the results not
only of these practices, but of all the spiritual exercises of monastic life. Penance is
thus characterized as a state, the state which the monk must try to attain: “it consists
in never again yielding to the sins.”9 This state has its marks, the principal one being
that one’s heart is freed from what inclines to its sins, and this mark (indicum) itself
has signs that allow it to be recognized: the very image of faults has been erased from
the secrets of the heart, and by “image” one should understand not just the delight
that one takes in thinking of it, but also the mere fact of remembering it.10 Penance is
therefore that purity of heart which the examination, the humility, the patience, the
obedience, the discretion, and the trust in the elders, as well as the determination not
to conceal anything from them, can, with the grace of God, produce in the soul. And
since contemplation, which is the purpose of monastic life, is possible only by means
of such a purity of heart, one sees that penance, understood not only as a procedure

5 In the Latin version that Saint Jerome gives of the rules of Pachomius, one also finds the expres-
sions “aget paenitentiam publice in collecta, stabitque in vescendi loco,” Praecepta et Instituta, VI, in
Dom A. Boon, Pachomiana Latina, Louvain, 1932.

6 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 16.
7 However, it seems that Syrian monasticism emphasized the penitential aspect of monastic life

(cf. A. Voôbus, [History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, Louvain, 1958]).
8 Cassian is referring to these penitential acts when he writes: “Dum ergo agimus paenitentiam,

et adhuc vitiosorum actuum recordatione mordemur” (Conferences, XX, 7) [“During all the time, then,
that the penance lasts and we feel remorse for our wrongful acts.”]

9 Ibid., XX, 5 (“it consists in never again yielding to the sins for which we do penance or for which
our conscience is pricked”).

10 Ibid.
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for remission but as a constantly maintained purified state, ends up coinciding in sum
with monastic life itself.
That life must be directed toward the avowal of transgressions, penitential manifes-

tations, the discovery of the heart’s secrets, and the opening of the soul. A perpetual
discourse: “While then we do penance […] the shower of tears which is caused by the
confession of our faults is sure to quench the fire of our conscience.”11 But this very
thing will make it possible to purify one’s thought, down to its deepest recesses, of ev-
erything that may give rise to temptation, that constitutes its first stirrings or allows
its last traces to subsist. A forgetting, consequently, and a silence of the heart. In this
powerful pulsation of confession and forgetting, the monastic life reveals what it is: the
penitent life par excellence; penance (exercise) for penitence (state)—it being under-
stood that this state is never anything else than a combat that demands a permanent
exercise.
Now, this tendency to think of monastic existence as the very practice of the life of

penitence accompanied an institutional evolution whose historical importance was con-
siderable. The cenobitic discipline, the relations of hierarchy and obedience, the rules of
life in common and of individual behavior gave more and more space to practices that
can be called intermediary (between the great penitential rites and the perpetual exam-
ination of thoughts): these were practices, of a juridical and regulatory type moreover,
that tend to define a code where specific sanctions are paired with specific infractions.
Actually, this development is only sketched out in Cassian, where it is mainly a matter
of showing how the smallest offenses are answered by acts of satisfaction that are at the
same time harsh, public, and humiliating. Thus, one sees a monk on duty for the week
who does public penance for having overlooked three lentils that fell to the floor,12 and
Saint Jerome relates that in the three women’s monasteries directed by Paula, speech
excesses were sanctioned by exclusion from the common table and standing upright at
the refectory door.13 But a comparison between the Cenobitic Institutes and the Rule
of the Master or that of Saint Benedict shows the increasing importance of these puni-
tive codifications that establish between transgression and penitence a rather different
relation from the preceding ones. Firstly, this relation includes a principle of propor-
tionality: “The measure of excommunication or of chastisement should correspond to
the degree of fault, which degree is estimated by the Abbot’s judgment.” It includes a
clear distinction that separates public faults from those “whose matter is hidden.” The
latter must be disclosed to the Abbot only and to a few elders capable of “attending
to their own wounds and those of others.” Finally, it includes a principle of progressive
correction (punishments are less severe if the guilty party is less than fifteen years
old; the repeat offense alters the penalty; the Abbot lectures the delinquent and must
watch over him in particular).14

11 Ibid., XX, 7.
12 J. Cassian, Institutes, IV, 20.
13 Saint Jerome, Letter 107, 19.
14 Rule of Saint Benedict, XXIV, XLIV, XLVI; cf. Rule of the Master, XIV.
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In a word: the monastic institution, insofar as it presented itself as the place of
permanent penitential life, deployed a whole ensemble of procedures designed to ensure
the remission of evil—by expelling it, correcting it, or healing it. At one extreme one
finds the ritualistic and ostentatious forms of exomologesis; at the other the techniques
of examination and confession in the discourse of exagoreusis; and between them the
methods for punishing according to a code that defines the gravity of the faults and
the proportional punishments. Between the manifestation of the true through the “acts
and gestures” of the penitential status (a sort of veri-fication) and its enunciation in a
permanent relation of direction (veri-diction), the monastic rule brings into being what
will later become, in Western Christianity, the most important form of the relation
between the evil and the true, between “wrong-doing” and “truth-telling”—namely juri-
diction.
—
2. Conversely, it would be just as incorrect to see on the side of the laypersons

nothing but the solemn forms of public penance. Among them, as well as among the
monks, there was a whole gradation of diverse practices going from the canonical
forms that marked one’s belonging to the order of penitents to the subtle modalities
of direction.
First of all, one should note the difference, indicated from the origin, between serious

sins that call the purification of baptism into question, and the little daily failings
that show how far one still is from complete perfection. The three great “falls” that
had occasioned, in the second century, long discussions about penance were idolatry,
homicide, and adultery. Subsequently, the system of sins and the distinction between
those that necessitated canonical penance and those for which it wasn’t necessary
became much more complicated. Two axes of distinction emerged: that of the public
and the hidden, on the one hand; that of the serious and the minor, on the other.
One sees the idea affirmed that the public nature of penance, apart from its functions
of humiliation and of the sinner’s manifestation, must have the role of responding to
the public awareness of the fault; the example must compensate for the scandal. But
conversely, if the transgression is secret, and if no one has any reason to be scandalized
or to find a bad example in it, the stir of the spectacular exomologesis risks having
harmful effects. Hence the idea that the hidden fault must be atoned for rather with
a “private” penance: “We must strike back at all those sins that have been committed
in front of everyone and more secretly at those that have been committed in a secret
way.”15 In the same spirit, Saint Leo, a bit later, will criticize the (perhaps local) practice
of publicly reading the list of faults committed by the sinners16 and will recommend
not disclosing the details except in secret confession. The arguments given in the fifth
and sixth centuries for non-public forms of penance are interesting, moreover, in that

15 “Corripienda sunt secretius quae peccantur secretius,” Saint Augustine, Sermon 72 (P.L., vol. 38,
col. 11).

16 Saint Leo, Letter 168.
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they clearly show a discontent with those solemn routines, a reluctance to yield to such
humiliations, and a tendency to postpone till the last period of one’s life the acceptance
of a penitential status that loses all its content as a result. Whence Saint Leo’s counsel
of human prudence: while it is good, he says, not to refuse to blush before men when
one has committed a fault, yet there are sins that it is best not to make public, because
they might serve the enemies of those who confess them in that way.17 Pomerius will go
even further in the Vita contemplativa [since] he advises those who are loath to confess
their faults to impose their own penance on themselves and to voluntarily withdraw
from the communion.18 In any case, this will be a binary system (public fault—public
penance; private fault—private penance) that the theologians of the Carolingian epoch
will emphasize, basing themselves on the authority of Saint Augustine.
The other distinction is established between serious sins and minor sins. The former,

first defined by the triad idolatry-homicide-adultery, were broadened and systematized
in a more or less approximate way as infractions of the Decalogue.19 And Césaire, the
bishop of Arles, gives, through different sermons, a list that can be summarized as
follows: sacrilege, apostasy, and superstition; homicide; adultery, concubinage, forni-
cation; bloody or lascivious spectacles; theft; false witness, perjury, and calumny.20 In
contrast to these major sins, there are the minor or everyday faults, those that one
risks committing almost unawares, or at least to which one sometimes attributes no
importance. It’s for minor faults that Saint Cyprian recommends that one go find the
priests, that one confess to them “in all sweetness and complicity” and that one lay
bare to them one’s burden of conscience so that they might supply a remedy.21 Now,
for these faults of lesser importance, resorting to the penitential status is not required.
Various means can be brought into play. One can refer to the famous list of the means
of remission that Cassian recalled in his twentieth Conference: charity, alms, tears,
confession, affliction of the heart, life improvements, intercession of saints, conversion
of others, pardon of offenses. But above all, it is taken to be the priest’s task as a

17 Ibid.
18 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 7 (P.L., vol. 59, col. 451–452).
19 Explaining the three forms of penitence—the one preceding baptism, the one that should char-

acterize one’s entire life, and the one that should respond to serious transgressions, Saint Augustine,
in Sermon 351 (7), says [of the last form] that it should take place “pro illis peccatis […] quae legis
decalogus continent” [trans.: “for sins included in the Decalogue”]. In Sermon 352 (8), still speaking
of this third form of penitence, he says that it concerns serious wounds: “Perhaps it is an adultery, a
murder, a sacrilege; in any case, it’s a grave matter and a dangerous, mortal wound, putting salvation
in peril.”

20 Cf. C. Vogel, La discipline pénitentielle en Gaule, Paris, 1952, p. 91. This list of mortal sins
should not, of course, be confused with the capital sins that come under a different type of analysis,
since it’s a matter of defining the root, the “spirit” that may lead to sin. This definition of the eight “bad
spirits” came out of the monastic tradition. One finds it in Evagrius and Cassian. Cf. A. Guillaumont,
“Introduction” to the Traité pratique [of Evagrius Ponticus].

21 Saint Cyprian, De lapsis, XXVIII (P.L., vol. 4, col. 488). Note however that even for minor
transgressons Saint Cyprian seems to indicate that one should take a penitent’s status for a time,
according to the canonical ritual (Letters XVI, 2 and XVII, 2).
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therapist to choose the satisfaction to be accomplished depending on the transgression
and the sinner. “Since men sin in such different ways, it stands to reason that they
cannot be healed in the same way, some through teaching, others through exhortation,
others through tolerance, others through reprimand.”22
So one can see the role of the priest as a life guide and director of souls taking

shape within the lay community. The ars artium that undoubtedly developed in a
more intense, deliberate, and carefully theorized manner in the monastic milieu didn’t
remain foreign to the functions of the bishop (or the priest) in relation to the believers
he was responsible for. And this was keyed to two principles. The first is that the whole
Christian life must be a life of penance. The metanoia, that change which accompanies
baptism, is not the act of a moment: it must span an entire life, subjecting it to
“the perpetual humility of supplication.”23 So the bishop is called upon not just to
“grant” penance, to lay on hands, to decide reconciliation, to concern himself with the
committed evil, to try to determine its gravity and see to its expulsion; he must also
constantly watch over everyone’s existence and their everyday life. Hence the second
principle: the head of the community—whether he is called bishop or priest—must be
like a shepherd with his flock, taking care of [everyone] and [each one] individually,
and striving to know them down to the bottom of their soul. As Saint Gregory says,
at the beginning of the sixth century, what is most important are not the sins that
are visible and known by all, it’s the hidden transgressions; there are walls that must
be pierced and secret doors that must be opened,24 and if the pastor is required to
carefully examine the external conduct of the faithful, it’s in order to discover what
abominable and criminal things their heart may contain.25
The relation of direction and the practice of examination-confession are therefore

not exclusively reserved for the cenobitic institution, even if it is there that they re-
ceived their most complex elaboration in the third century; and in the context of
the persecutions, Saint Cyprian had especially emphasized the general tasks of teach-
ing and the assistance, oversight, and encouragements that were needed by the fallen
away.26 Saint Ambrose also places, unequivocally, the duty of instruction among the
primary concerns of the episcopal office: “episcopi proprium munus docere populum.”27
But it is significant that at the beginning of the sixth century, Gregory the Great opens
his Regula pastoralis with an explicit reference to Gregory of Nazianzus, seeming to

22 Pomerius, De vita contemplativa, II, 1.
23 Saint Augustine, Sermon 351.
24 Gregory the Great is referring here to a text from Ezekiel that will often be quoted subsequently

in connection with spiritual direction and the methods of examination: “I dug into the wall and saw a
doorway there” (8:8).

25 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 9.
26 Thus Saint Cyprian, Letters VIII, XXX, XLIII. Or again, concerning the reintegration of back-

sliders: “Examine the conduct, works, and merits of each one; take account of the nature and quality of
the faults…Upon a religiously attentive examination, settle the granting of requests that are addressed
to us” (Letter XV).

27 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
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indicate thereby that the role of the bishop or priest, like that of the abbot or the
elder in the monastery, is to direct souls: “The art of conducting souls is the art of
arts, the science of sciences. Who does not know that it is incomparably more difficult
to heal the wounds of souls than those of bodies”;28 no one can call oneself a physician
without knowing the remedies; “and yet there are some who are not afraid to take on
the soul-physician’s mantle without knowing the rules of that divine science.”29
In sum, one can approach the analysis of penitential practices, or more precisely

that of the relations between wrong-doing and truth-telling, in two ways: according
to a “technical” or “praxeological” perspective, which makes two distinct procedures
appear, that of exomologesis and that of exagoreusis; or according to an institutional
perspective, which makes a continuum of practices appear, where these two schemas
stand side by side, combine, or project intermediary figures. A duality, therefore, of
truth procedures, a duality of forms of alethurgy, or of ways for the Christian to cleanse
himself—his body and his soul, his life and his discourse—the locus of emergence of
the truth of the evil he wants to cleanse himself of. But also a gradation of instituted
practices and rituals, a gradation in the forms of behavior that are imposed on indi-
viduals, and that are meant to respond to the evil with a set of conducts going from
public and solemn macerations to secret and quasi-perpetual confession.
The two great forms of alethurgy are thus brought into effect, sustained, and drawn

closer to each other by an institutional domain that presents a certain unity, despite
the difference of status between secular life and regular life. The unity is constituted
by the existence of a quite particular form of power. A power that is specific to the
Christian Churches and to which it would be very hard, no doubt, to find equivalents
in other societies and religions. A power one of whose most important functions is to
conduct the life of the faithful as a life of penance, to constantly require, as the price
of evil, the deployment of truth procedures—exomologesis or exagoreusis.

III
The idea of a power that would be exercised on men in the same way as the shep-

herd’s authority over his flock appeared long before Christianity. A whole series of
very ancient texts and rites make reference to the shepherd and his animals to evoke
the power of the gods or the prophets over the peoples they have the task of guiding.
In Egypt, in Mesopotamia, it seems that the theme of the (divine or royal) pastorate

was clearly marked, while remaining rather rudimentary. In the coronation ceremony,
the pharaohs received the emblems of the shepherd.30 The term shepherd figured on
the list of titles of the Babylonian and Assyrian kings, to convey both that they were
the [proxies][[*1] of the gods and that they needed to ensure, on the latters’ behalf,

28 [Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations II, 16.]
29 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. 1.
30 H. Frankfort, La royauté et les dieux, Paris, 1951, p. 161.
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the well-being of the flock.31 But among the Hebrews, the thematic of the pastorate
is much more ample and complex. It covers a large part of the relations between the
Eternal One and his people. Yahweh governs by leading: he walks at the head of the
Hebrews when they leave the city, and by his strength, he “guides them toward the
pastures of his holiness.”32 The Eternal One is the shepherd par excellence. The shep-
herd reference characterizes the monarchy of David, in that his reign was legitimized
by having been given responsibility for the flock by God;33 it also characterizes the
role of those who, brought to the head of the people, communicated Yahweh’s will to
him and let themselves be guided by him in guiding the sheep as they should: “You
have led my people like a flock by the hand of Moses and Aaron.”34 It also marks the
messianic promise; the one who is to come will be the new David: as against all the
bad shepherds who have scattered the sheep, the one to come will be the unique pastor,
designated to bring back his flock to him.
By contrast, in classical Greece, the theme of pastoral power seems to have occupied

a minor place. The Homeric sovereigns were indeed designated as “shepherds of the
peoples,” but without there being much more than a trace of an ancient titulature. But
later the Greeks don’t seem to have been inclined to make the relation between the
shepherd and his sheep the model of relations that must obtain between the citizens and
those who command them. The term shepherd is not part of the political vocabulary
either in Isocrates or in Demosthenes.35 Exceptions: the Pythagoreans, where some see
an oriental and even a specifically Hebraic influence, others just a popular belief.36 And
of course, Plato in the Republic, the Laws, and the Statesman. In the first two texts,
the theme of the shepherd is relatively ancillary: it serves to conduct a moral critique
of the arguments of Thrasymachus,37 or to define the functions of certain subordinate
magistrates.38 On the other hand, it occupies a central position in the Statesman.
When one determines to define what the “royal” art of commanding consists in, it’s
to this theme that one turns: isn’t the king the shepherd of men? We know that in
applying the method of division to this theme, the interlocutors of the Statesman fail.

31 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, London, 1948.
32 Exodus, 15:13.
33 Philippe de Robert reckons that David benefited from the pastoral titulature; other kings were

called shepherds only collectively and to designate them as “bad shepherds” (Le berger d’Israël, Geneva,
1968, pp. 44–47).

34 Psalms 77:21 [the Psalm says “your” and not “my people”].
35 The fact is all the more striking in Isocrates as the description of the good magistrate in the

Aereopagiticus attributes to him several functions and virtues that elsewhere belong to the thematic of
the shepherd.

36 The first opinion is that of Grube, in his edition of the Fragments of Archytas. The second is
that of A. Dellate in his Essai sur la politique pythagoricienne, Paris and Liège, 1922. The texts of the
Pseudo-Archytas cited by Stobaeus bring together nomos and nomeus and call Zeus Nomios.

37 Plato, Republic, Book I, 343–345.
38 Plato, Laws, Book X: shepherds are set against the “beasts of prey,” but are distinct from the

masters.
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And they fail because the particular activity of the shepherd with his flock—feed it,
care for it, lead it by the sound of his music, or set up fertile unions—can designate
the functions of the baker, the physician, or the gymnast, but it can’t specifically
characterize one who exercises a political power. Or rather, according to the lesson of
the myth, the phases of the world must be distinguished. When the latter turned on its
axis in a certain direction, every species was guided by its spirit shepherd; the human
flock, for its part, was guided by “the divinity itself”: everything in the way of food
was furnished to men and they returned to life after death. A meaningful affirmation:
“Since the divinity was their shepherd, they had no need of a political constitution.”39
But when the world started to turn in the other direction, the shepherd god having
withdrawn, men needed to be led: not, however, by a human shepherd, but by someone
able to weave the elements of the city together like the threads of a cloth. He must make
a tight web out of all the different individuals. The political man is not a herdsman,
he is a weaver. So Plato doesn’t exclude the figure of the herdsman altogether, but
he divides its role. On the one hand, he relegates it to the past of a mythical history,
on the other, to the auxiliary activities of the doctor and the gymnasiarch. But he
dismisses it when it’s a matter of analyzing the real city and the role of the one who
exercises power. Politics in Greece is not a shepherd’s affair.
It will take the spread of oriental themes in Hellenistic and Roman culture for

the pastorate to appear as the adequate image for representing the highest forms of
power: “the task of the shepherd is so elevated,” says Philo of Alexandria, “that it is
rightly attributed not only to kings, sages, souls of a perfect purity, but even to God
almighty.”40 In the political literature of the imperial age, the power of the prince is
sometimes likened to that of the shepherd; either to manifest the mutual attachment
that must bind the sovereign and his people,41 or to exalt the preeminence of the one
who rules over his subjects as much as the shepherd over his animals.42
Let’s forget places and chronologies for a moment. Let’s not try to learn what place

and what meaning the shepherd figure might have in the different cultures where one
saw it appear. Let’s take it as a theme that circulates in the Hellenistic and Roman
world, during the period when Christianity will take it over and give it, for the first
time in the history of the West, an institutional form. What type of power, then, was
represented in the figure of the shepherd?
1. Gathering. His power consists in a relation essential to the multitude; it is exer-

cised on the number (be it innumerable) rather than the surface area. Others build

39 Plato, Statesman, 271e.
40 Philo of Alexandria, De agricultura, 50.
41 Dio Chrysostom, Orations, I.
42 Philo of Alexandria reports that for Caligula, “the herdsmen of animals not being themselves

bullocks, goats, or sheep,” he himself, herdsman of the human race, must then belong to a different,
even more superior race; that is, divine and non-human, cited by P. Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Paris,
1976, p. 738. On the metaphor of the prince who is not a cowherd, but a bull in the midst of the herd,
cf. Dio Chrysostom, Orations, II.
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the edifice of a state, a city, a palace with solid foundations. He gathers a crowd: “He
who scattered Israel will gather them and watch over his flock like a shepherd.”43 This
gathering has two operative mechanisms. Singleness, because he is the one and only the
shepherd constitutes the unity of the sheep, by “subjecting the peoples” to his unique
will; the sovereign herdsman ensures that “the loyal men all walk at the same pace.”44
And instantaneous action: it is his voice, his gesture that creates, at each moment, the
flock out of the multitude: “I will signal for them and gather them in.”45 With him
absent, the animals cannot help but scatter. Unlike the founder of an empire or the
lawgiver, he does not leave his work behind him.
2. Guiding. It is characteristic of the shepherd not to set the boundaries of a country,

nor to conquer new lands. His residence is his route; he crosses the prairie, leads men
to the springs, he makes his way in the desert. Amon, the shepherd god of the peoples
of Egypt, “led the folk over all the paths”; he “guided the king at all times in each
of his excellent undertakings.”46 The shepherd is the master of transhumances. When
the others exercise their power, for the most part they stay “above,” whereas he goes
“forward”: “O God, when you went out at the head of your people…”47 Which relates
to several essential differences: his power doesn’t have its raison d’être there where he
is; it locates its purpose in an elsewhere and a later. A power that has the form of
a mission. It doesn’t consist in laying down the law once and for all, but in setting
the goal and choosing moment by moment, according to the circumstances, the best
path. A power that indicates. Finally, rather than bending the peoples to his will, the
shepherd shows them the way that he himself is taking; he gives them the example
and directs them less by a might that makes things tremble than by a singular and
somewhat mysterious force. A power that draws.
3. Nourishing. “Brilliant companion who participates in God’s pastorate, who takes

care of the country and nourishes it, shepherd of abundance.”48 The shepherd is not
one who levies taxes, or accumulates treasures. His role is to make the animals prosper
by giving them more than enough to drink and eat. He makes life abundant, not in
the very broad sense where good governments enrich the state, but in the precise sense
that he ensures, head by head, the maintenance of all: “Because of your beneficent
mouth, O my shepherd, all the people look anxiously to you.”49 He is a nurturing
principle. The sophists, and Thrasymachus with them, were mistaken in believing that
the shepherd’s power was self-seeking, like any other, only concerned “night and day”
with utilizing the animals for his benefit—good eating or a profitable market; “what
they imagined was not a shepherd.” The latter must be concerned only with procuring

43 Jeremiah 3:10.
44 C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Divine Rule in the Ancient East, p. 39.
45 Zechariah 10:8.
46 In S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, Paris, 1962, p. 94.
47 Psalms 68:8.
48 R. Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylonienne, Paris, 1939, p. 352.
49 Cited, ibid., p. 232.
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the best possible conditions for the flock.50 A curse, too, on the kings of Israel who
did not think first and only of their people: “Woe to you shepherds of Israel who only
take care of yourselves! Should not shepherds take care of the flock?”51 The shepherd’s
relation with his sheep has three characteristics, then: by its desired objective, it must
be productive of abundance—or at least of life or survival; by its form it is on the side
of zeal, application, potentially of worry and sorrow;52 finally, its effect is in a sort of
overall identification between the plumpness of the flock that one takes nothing from
and the wealth of a shepherd who thinks only of them. Power over…seems to turn into
an attention to…that justifies and ends up enveloping all its effects of authority.53
4. Watching over. The shepherd’s attention extends to all; but his art is to cast a

particular eye on each one. Where the king saw only indifferently subjugated subjects,
as the magistrate of equal citizens, pastoral cratism tries to consider the individuality of
each one. Which means first of all that to the extent possible one must take the slightest
differences into account: the shepherd of men should never forget that “between them
as between acts, there are dissimilarities, besides which nothing human, as it were,
remains stable.” Which also means that for the shepherd of the multitudes the law,
as a general imperative imposed on all in the same way, is assuredly not “the most
correct method of government.” Which means, finally, that he would be able to play
his role only by coming close to each sheep; assessing its age, its nature, its strength
and its weakness, its character and its needs, he would have to “prescribe exactly what
is suitable to it,” to it and it alone.54 This is doubtless one of the most characteristic
traits of the pastoral mode of power: he is responsible for the whole flock, but he must
modulate the care to be given to each of the heads that compose it. A power over
multiplicities which he unifies and at the same time a power of decomposition that
individualizes. Omnes et singulatim, according to a formula that will remain in use for
a long time, what could be called “the shepherd’s paradox,” the major challenge which
the pastoral of power must constantly face.
5. Saving. The ultimate task of the shepherd is to bring back the flock safe and sound.

Salvation in this case comprises four essential tasks: ensure that the flock escapes the
dangers that threaten it where it is and force it to go in search of a refuge elsewhere,
hence determine the opportune departure, wake the sleeping animals, in sum call out—
“I will bring you out from the peoples and gather you out of the countries where you
are scattered.”55 Turn away the enemies that may present themselves on the path, keep

50 Plato, Republic, Book I. Cf. Critias, 109b: in Atlantis, the gods, like shepherds, were the “feeders”
of the human livestock.

51 Ezekiel 34:2.
52 “O Rê, you who stand watch when all men sleep, and seek what is nurturing for your livestock.”

Egyptian hymn, quoted by S. Morenz, La religion des Égyptiens, p. 224.
53 Dio of Prusa speaking of the sovereign-shepherd says that it wasn’t for himself, but for the good

of men, that he didn’t partake in wealth and pleasures, but in epimeleia and phrontides, Discourses, I.
54 Plato, Statesman, 294a–295c.
55 Ezekiel 20:34.
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them at a distance like guard dogs do, defend.56 Know how to avoid the perils of the
route, the fatigues, famine, and diseases, dress the wounds and sustain the weakest
ones, in sum take care of;57 finally, rediscovering the right path, make sure that all the
animals have returned to the fold, gather them in. The good shepherd must save the
whole world, but also the least of the sheep that might be in danger. It is here that
the shepherd’s paradox becomes a decisive test. For there are cases where to save the
whole flock, one must exclude the animal whose illness risks infesting all the others—it
is necessary to “make a selection between the elements that are healthy and those that
are not, those that are well-bred and those that are not well-bred,” give one’s care to the
former and send back the others, keep only “what is healthy and uncontaminated.”58
But there is the opposite case and it is there perhaps that the singularity of pastoral
power distinguishes itself most clearly from the role of the magistrate or the skillful
sovereign; the latter always knows that the city, the state, the empire must be saved,
even if this one or that one has to perish for the salvation of all. The shepherd, however,
is prepared, when a single sheep is threatened, to act for a moment as if the rest of
them didn’t exist. For the shepherd, each one of the sheep is priceless, its value is
never relative. Moses, when he was Jethro’s shepherd, had lost one of his lambs. He
went looking for it and found it next to a spring (“I didn’t know that you had gone off
because you were thirsty; you must be tired”); he had brought it back on his shoulders
and Yahweh, seeing that, had said: “Since you feel pity for a man’s flock, you will be
the shepherd of my flock, the shepherd of Israel.”59 Between the salvation of everyone
and the salvation of each one, both absolute imperatives, pastoral power multiplies
irreconcilable obligations.
6. Giving account. The imminence of famine and death, the need for a constant

protection, and the concern with salvation dominate relations of the sheep and the
shepherd; they don’t allow for the latter to ever be innocent of the bad things that
happen to them; the least of his faults—negligence, avidity, egoism—risks leading them
to their perdition: “If they are driven hard just one day, all the animals will die.”60 A
fault the shepherd would immediately pay for himself, for if the flock is lost, it is he
himself who will lose; and he will go hungry in his turn if he reduces it to famine:
“the shepherds have become stupid…therefore they have not prospered and all their
flock is scattered.”61 But he will also have to report his failings to the one who handed
over his animals for him to lead. Ambivalence of pastoral power: it is total, it has to
oversee everything down to details; the shepherd takes responsibility for everything
having to do with the flock, his power is undivided in its exercise, its only limit and its

56 On the shepherd who stands guard with his dogs, cf. Plato, Republic, III, 416a and IV, 440d.
57 Thanks to the shepherd, the animals are neither hungry nor thirsty, “nor will the desert heat or

the sun beat down on them” [Isaiah 49:10].
58 Plato, Laws, 735a–736c.
59 Rabbinical commentary of Exodus, quoted by Philippe de Robert, Le berger d’Israël, p. 47.
60 Genesis 33:13.
61 Jeremiah 10:21.
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only law being the well-being of the animals themselves. But the time comes when the
shepherd must report everything. The pastorate is a power that is born in the morning
and dies with the evening; a “transit” power not only by its object, but also by the form
according to which it is delegated and given back. The shepherd receives the flock only
to return it. Even if he is king, he has charge of it only because he was chosen: “You
took me from the middle of the mountains, you called me to be the shepherd of men,
you entrusted me with the scepter of justice.”62 He will be asked for an accounting of
his faults and if he has lost the flock, he will be punished. Yahweh will ask: “Where
then is the flock you were entrusted with, the sheep that were our pride?”63 And seeing
that the shepherds have failed, he will tell them: “Because you have scattered my flock
and driven them away and have not bestowed care on them, I will bestow punishment
on you for the evil you have done.”64 The shepherd’s power is caught in a long network
of responsibilities where the faults are tied both to immediate sanctions and deferred
punishments; he is subjected to a perpetual “accounting”—counting of the animals in
his care and given back, a toting up of the living and the dead, a reckoning of mistakes,
poor decisions, and instances of negligence.
I realize that I’ve mixed together, contrary to any method, many disparate things:

Plato and the Bible, the gods of Egypt and the kings of Assyria. This is because it
was only a matter of showing that in speaking of the gods, kings, prophets, or even of
the magistrates as shepherds at the head of their flock, one doesn’t just celebrate their
power or goodness through the use of a familiar metaphor, one also designates a certain
way to exercise power. Or at least one designates an ensemble, without systematicity
but not without coherence, particular functions that go with a certain type of authority.
Even detached from the political religious contexts in which it took on its profound
value, the image of the shepherd had its logic.
—
A considerable double event for the ancient world: Christianity is the first religion

to organize itself as a Church. And that Church defines the power that it exercises
over the faithful—over each and all of them—as a pastoral power.
Far from being in Christianity a way of representing some specific aspect of power,

the figure of the shepherd covers, on the contrary, all the forms of ecclesiastical gov-
ernment: all of them justify themselves by the fact that, through the example of Christ
the Shepherd and under his direction, they have to lead the human flock (including
the least of the sheep) to the eternal pastureland. This is not just a metaphor; it
implies the setting in place of institutions and procedures designed to regulate the
“conduct” of men throughout society. The term should be understood in the sense of
the word: a way of directing, a way for them to behave. Christianity and the Church
established a general power capable of “conducting the conduct” of men: a power very

62 Prayer of Ashurbanipal II to the goddess Ishtar, quoted by Ph. de Robert, loc. cit., p. 14.
63 Jeremiah 13:20.
64 Jeremiah 23:2.
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different from those which the ancient world knew, be it that of the prince over the
empire, of the magistrate over the city, the father over the “family,” the owner over
his clientele, the master with his servants or slaves, the schoolmaster with his disciples.
And if Christianity was able, rather quickly, to insert itself into the organization of
the romanitas, this was perhaps in part because it brought with it such procedures
of power: new enough and specific enough not to be immediately incompatible with
those that already existed, effective enough to respond to a whole ensemble of recently
emerged needs. Pastoral power became an institution that was at the same time global
(that concerns in principle all the members of the community), specialized (since it
has particular objectives and methods), and relatively autonomous (even if it is linked
to other institutions with which it interferes or from which it draws support).
There is no question here of summarizing this institutional process even briefly.

I only wish to indicate some of the modifications that Christianity brought to the
earlier thematic of the pastorate: those allowing the importance attributed to the
confessions of the flesh to be understood. That is, those that tend to make the pastorate
a government of men through the manifestation of their individual truth. They have
two main aspects which the Latin patrology brings into clear focus.
—
1. The first concerns the nature and form of the ties that attach the shepherd to

the entire flock and to each one of the sheep.
a. In the ancient thematic of the pastorate, the shepherd owes his flock zeal, his

attention, his vigilance and vigils, his devotion; a relation of charity, necessary to the
flock’s survival. In Christianity, it’s the very life of the shepherd that must be capable
of being offered to the flock for the flock: he defends against the wolves, he gives his
existence for it; and it is by his sacrifice that the sheep gain access to eternal life.65
On the Christlike model, the death of the shepherd, his death in this world at least,
is the necessary condition of the salvation of the flock. A sacrificial relation where the
shepherd is exchanged against each and all, gaining his own merit in this way by the
act that saves the others.66
b. Before Christianity, the reciprocity between the shepherd and the flock obeyed a

principle of overall causality: fatness of the flock, wealth of the shepherd; poor condition
of the livestock, poverty of their master. In the Christian form of the pastorate, the
reciprocity is not about causality but identification; and it is established, moreover,
point by point; each suffering by each sheep is a pain felt by the shepherd; its progress
is his own improvement. The shepherd’s compassion is an immediate identity; he feels
“deep in his heart, the infirmity of the weak souls”; he considers the “advancement of
his brethren as his own” and takes pleasure therein.67

65 Gospel of John 10:11–18.
66 Saint Jerome, Letter 58: “Aliorum salutem fac lucrum animae tuae.”
67 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book I, chap. [10]. Cf. also Book II, chap. 2: “regard as one’s

own good and one’s own advantage the good and advantage of the neighbor.”
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c. The Christian shepherd doesn’t just have to account for each animal, but for each
fault, each fall, each step taken. On the fateful day, he will be rebuked for the sins of
the sheep, if he was[n’t][[*2] able to prevent those sins by his teaching, his vigilance,
his strictness or his charity. Even those who denied, even the lapsi will be able to
argue that they were not supported, encouraged, supplied with teaching and saving
counsel.68
d. The shepherd’s sin is at the center of the relation he maintains with the flock:

his own faults lead to the missteps of the sheep (and become all the more serious);
and the sins of the flock increase his culpability. The importance consequently for the
shepherd to be as pure and flawless as possible: “no impurity ought to pollute him
who has undertaken the office of wiping away the stains of pollution in the hearts of
others.”69 But the importance, too, of not falling into the sin of pride, into blindness
with regard to his own sins, of not ascribing any superiority to himself, and even of
keeping his own imperfections always in mind.70 The servant of all, a sinner among
the others, and even more so than the others since he must recognize his weaknesses
in the sins of the flock.
e. Which means that the shepherd must not derive any pride from being designated

as such, no reason for exerting a domination (potestas71). On the example of Saint
Gregory, he should tremble when he sees himself charged with the direction of souls,
an apprehension that he must never lose if he wishes to stave off “pride, illicit thoughts,
inappropriate and iniquitous thoughts.” And it would be a sin, however, to shirk this
duty and leave the sheep without a shepherd.72
Between the Christian pastor and his flock, the economy specific to sin and sal-

vation, the contagion and multiplication of transgressions, the exchange of sacrifices,
vigilance as regards oneself which must never be separated from the solicitude for oth-
ers, establish much more numerous, complex, and solid links than those existing in the
ancient thematic of the shepherd. And above all, the individuality of the connection
plays an essential role: because of the direct communication established between each
act of each believer and the merit of the pastor, and the problematization of the pastor
himself who is not by some natural or institutional right the “good shepherd,” but like
all the others a sinner whose faults each sheep must fear.
—

68 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLIII, cf. also Letter VIII.
69 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2.
70 Ibid., Book IV; Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, Book I, chap. 24. Fortunately, God always

leaves a few imperfections in the righteous “so that in the midst of the brilliance of the virtues that
brings them the admiration of the whole world, the trouble caused them by these imperfections keeps
them humble.”

71 Ibid. Ambrose is referring here to the first Epistle of Saint Peter, 5:3.
72 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 2; and Book I, chap. 6: “Those who fly from

the direction of souls through humility are truly humble when they resist not the Divine decrees.”
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2. Christianity demands of the pastor a form of knowledge which goes well beyond
the skill or experience that tradition attributed to the shepherds of men. At the heart
of the pastoral activity, the Church inscribed an imperative of truth, or rather a set of
imperatives.
An imperative of doctrinal rigor. For want of knowing the truth himself, and being

unconditionally attached to it, the pastor will lead the flock to its doom: “it cannot
be that the priests, being the first guides, lose the lights of science without those who
follow them remaining bent over from the weight of the sin that oppresses them.”73
And he must always make sure that the members of the community remain attached
to that truth and by it; for it’s the truth that unites them, error that separates them,
scatters them far from the path and makes it necessary finally to exclude them; it’s
the pastor’s job to bring back “the bleating errant sheep, whom the heresies of the
sectarian spirit will tend to separate.”74
An imperative of instruction. A shepherd of truth, the pastor must supply spiritual

nourishment to all in the form of correct doctrine. “Episcopi proprium munus docere,”
said Saint Ambrose right at the beginning of De officiis ministrorum. But this instruc-
tion is more complex than a simple lesson. First, because the pastor, whose science is
never ready to hand, must learn by teaching:75 the truth is revealed for him in the zeal
and charity of his speech. And then it cannot be a matter of communicating doctrine
alone: what he teaches must appear and show its presence in his life, his conduct, his
virtue; it must be like a living face of the truth that he preaches.76 Finally, he cannot
teach everyone in the same way: the minds of the auditors are like the strings of the
zither, strung differently: one can’t play them in the same way; often certain proce-
dures are beneficial to some and harmful to others: one can’t instruct men like one
does women, the rich like the poor, the cheerful like the sad.77
An imperative of knowledge of individuals. One who guides the community must

be familiar with each person, therefore, and each one must be able to confide in him:
when they are set upon by temptation, the weak have to seek refuge in the bosom
of their pastor, “like children in the bosom of their mother.”78 But the pastor also
has to discover, even against their resistance, the things they are hiding, or hiding
from themselves. According to the word of Ezekiel, digging into the wall, and opening

73 Gregory the Great, ibid., Book I, chap. 10.
74 Saint Cyprian, Letter XLV; cf. also the letter of Denys, bishop of Lydda: “bring back the human

race that was fettered by many errors to its true shepherd, Christ’s flock that was scattered” (in Lettres
de saint Jérôme, vol. IV, p. 159, Letter 94).

75 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
76 Those who don’t practice what they teach “destroy with their corrupt ways that which they strive

to establish with their words; they are like shepherds who drink the same clear water, but corrupt it
with their dirty feet and only leave the sheep with a muddy water,” Saint Gregory the Great, Pastoral
Care, Book I, chap. 2.

77 Saint Gregory thus sets out in Pastoral Care thirty-six distinctions that should be taken into
account for proper instruction of the faithful.

78 [Ibid., Book I, chap. 4.]
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the hidden doors;79 that is, “examine the external conduct” of sinners in order to
“discover thereby what they are concealing in their heart that is the most criminal and
detestable.”80 The extraction of truths willfully or involuntarily hidden forms part of
the shepherd’s relation with his flock.
An imperative of prudence. As attached as he may be to celestial things, the pastor

must not be ignorant or neglectful of the realities: he must “apply himself to examining
all things, of making a right and exact discernment of good and evil, know how to study
times, places, manners, and persons when it’s a matter of saying or doing something.”81
He must be careful not to throw out his words “on the fly,”82 not to be either too
indulgent or too severe,83 not to do, when he punishes, like those clumsy woodcutters
whose axe flies from their hand and strikes their friends.84 Without losing any of his
fidelity to the pure doctrine, without “detaching himself from the contemplation of the
highest things,” the pastor must not forget the “needs of the neighbor” and he must
“stoop to the material necessities of his brethren.”85
Hence the pastorate is a nexus for the formation and transmission of truth. In the

Christian Church, the shepherd’s know-how—that familiarity with things, combining
anticipation and vigilance—becomes more precise and complex, with rules and meth-
ods; for, in the shepherd’s relation with the sheep, truth has become a decisive operator,
in the dual form of a doctrinal conformity that one must know and spread, and indi-
vidual secrets that must be uncovered, even if it means punishing and correcting. In
any case, they must be reckoned with.

79 Ezekiel 8:8.
80 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 9.
81 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1.
82 Saint Ambrose, De officiis ministrorum, I, 1.
83 Ibid., II, 24.
84 Gregory the Great, Pastoral Care, Book II, chap. 10.
85 Ibid., Book II, chap. 1 and Book II, chap. 5.
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Appendix 3
“Declare your fault in order to destroy your fault,” says Saint John Chrysostom, in

the second of his Homilies on penance.
He recalls that God, after the crime, questioned Cain. Not that God needed his reply

to know what the voice of blood proclaimed on earth. He only wanted the murderer
to say: Yes, I killed. He was asking him at least to acknowledge: homôs homologies
tauta.1 And God will punish him because he refused to acknowledge that, because he
claimed “not to know.” Two expressions employed by Saint John Chrysostom are worth
retaining. Because Cain was not the first to declare his transgression, God declined, not
to directly forgive his act, but to “allow him metanoia”—that is, the lack of a confession
deprived Cain of the very possibility of repentance, of conversion, of turning away (or
being turned away) from the committed crime. It was necessary to declare the crime in
order to separate oneself from it. Further, and as a consequence, what God will punish
is not so much the murder itself as Cain’s impudence.2 An important term, anaideia:
it relates to the temerity of the evident lie; to the absence of repentance concerning
the crime committed; to the contradiction in the fact that Cain is ashamed to admit
what he wasn’t ashamed to do; to the affront, finally, against God who was offering
the criminal the possibility of being pardoned.3 The indecency of the non-avowal thus
shifts the crime against Abel toward an offense against God; in any case the sin against
the truth that was owed to God overrides the sin against the blood tie with the brother.
Now, what does the punishment for this impudence consist of? Doubtless, the law of

blood called for the death of the culprit. But Cain will stay alive, and this is precisely
his punishment. His punishment will be to become the law incarnate on earth—nomos
empsukhos; he will have to walk through the world like a “living law,” a “walking stele,”
sealed with his own silence, but which makes the voice bellow “louder than a trumpet.”
Phônê: the word is significant. It is the same as the one employed to designate the
voice of Abel’s blood drying on the furrows. Since there was no confession to silence it,
it is still this cry that makes itself heard in Cain’s punishment. But with this blood cry,

1 The word employed here is, as we’ll see, a term that has both an exact and a complex meaning in
the penitential procedure. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, the reinterpretation of the biblical text in
regard to penitential practices is more explicit still: God, hiatros [physician], wanted Cain’s transgression
to be erased dia tês homologias tou ptaismatos [by the recognition of the sin].

2 God condemns the impudence much more than the sin.
3 The element of shame and indecency in the act and in the avowal is at the center of the Christian

economy of penance. In the 19th Homily on Genesis, 2, Cain is characterized by [three] adjectives:
agnômôn, anaisthêtos, anaiskhuntos [ungrateful, insensitive, impudent].
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the voice, the phônê that resounds in Cain’s voice, presents two differences. It doesn’t
demand death for death; on the contrary, it tells every man in this world: Don’t do
what I did. And moreover, this voice is not that of the spilled blood and the abandoned
dead body; it is a voice that is now joined to Cain. For having avoided the confession
that would have brought him relief, he has himself become the law that never falls
silent; a person who killed him would be cursed seven times over. Cain was seized by
the law; he cannot get free of it; he will travel the world moaning—stenôn—endlessly
broadcasting the cry of the law, which no discourse of confession (homologia) can
interrupt.4
The patristic tradition often contrasts Cain with two other figures, Eve and David,

who both recognized their fault. In the same second Homily on penance, Saint John
Chrysostom evokes, after Cain’s silence, the confessions of David. In fact he draws
up, around each of these two figures, two cycles of truth and the transgression that
opposes it term by term. Cain knew his sin; David, claims Chrysostom, was not aware
of his; and to establish this fact, which is not justified by anything in the Bible, he
evokes a “philosophical” conception of passion: the soul must direct the body like the
soul directs the chariot; if it is dazzled by some passion, or if it is inebriated, or even
if it is just distracted, it no longer knows where it is going, and the chariot tips over
in the mud. It was this way with David who, drunk with passion, did not know that
he was in the process of sinning. Another difference: it is God who presents himself
to Cain, the all-powerful God whom nothing escapes; it is only Nathan who presents
himself to David. Nathan is a prophet like David, he has no preeminence over him.
One imagines a physician who wants to treat another physician; and David might
very well have rebuffed him, saying: “Who are you? Who sent you…? What audacity
is pushing you…?” No authority in any case, no coercion, could force David to speak
in spite of himself. Better: Cain had to reply to the question that already pointed to
his crime: Where is Abel? David, for his part, hears himself being offered a fable: to
spare his own flock, a rich man kills one of the sheep of a poor man who had only that
one possession. The fable, as one understands it according to Chrysostom, had two
functions: a test of the king’s judgment, an apologue to decipher to identify the guilty
one. So tested, David replies by rendering the sentence himself: “The man who did
that deserves death.” As for the enigma, it is Nathan who solves it: you are the man
who did that; but David immediately accepts the designation and with the admission
occupies the place that Nathan assigns him: “I have sinned against the Eternal One.”
In his two responses, to the test and to the enigma, David stands in contrast to Cain.
The latter had negated the law that joined him [to his brother] (I am not his keeper);
and when he had ended up recognizing the magnitude of his crime and asked for the
death sentence himself, it was not at the right moment—en kairô—it was after the

4 In the 20th Homily on Genesis, 3, Chrysostom points out that Cain made a precise avowal—meta
akribeias—when he said: I thought my crime too great to be pardoned. But this avowal is not valid
because it was not made in time—en kairô. This problem of the right moment is also important in the
doctrine and practice of penance.
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fact, once the voice of the blood had denounced him. David, on the other hand, had
begun by stating the law, delivering the sentence, and condemning himself without
knowing it yet; then, once the truth was discovered, he had placed himself under the
sentence that he had just pronounced. Made in this way, David’s avowal appears with
its two faces—that of the formulated and accepted sentence and that of the admitted
fault, and with all the more merit as it was not a matter of reducing the severity of a
sentence one had oneself decided in advance. Thus analyzed through David’s adultery,
or rather the carefully altered version that Saint John Chrysostom gives of it, the
avowal appears as being not just the recognition that he’s committed a transgression,
but the profound adherence to the sentence that condemns him.5 In accordance with
a thematic essential to Christian penance, the sinner who confesses like David is both
his own accuser and his own judge: “You have had the greatness of soul to admit your
fault…You have formulated your own sentence.” If the pardon responds immediately to
the avowal, this is because the latter is not simply an accurate statement of the facts,
it’s also because it incorporates the constituent elements of a judicial procedure. Truth-
telling, “veridiction,” involves its effects of remission in a relation to “juridiction”—a
relation that shifts the agency that accuses and the one that judges onto the subject.
Eve is the other figure who is regularly contrasted with Cain. In the seventeenth

Homily on Genesis (5), Chrysostom makes Eve and Adam into sinners who confess.
This confession has two forms. A verbal form when Adam then Eve, after having tried
for a moment to hide, reply to God who is calling them and acknowledge that they did
eat the forbidden fruit. (Chrysostom notes that if God asked the man Did you eat? and
the woman Why did you eat?, if therefore he solicited confessions from them, on the
other hand to the serpent, whose sin is unforgivable, he does not extend this lifeline, and
he only says: Since you did that, you will be damned.) But this verbal confession was
preceded by another, which was not in words, but both in conscience and in gesture. As
soon as they ate the fruit, Adam and Eve felt naked; they were ashamed and sought to
cover themselves. This interpretation of shame as a form of confession is important and
it clarifies what Chrysostom describes, in the nineteenth Homily, as Cain’s impudence,
his anaideia. By giving this modesty the value of a confession, Chrysostom means first
of all that the confession is not simply a communication to the other of something
which one already knows, but that it is above all an interior discovery. He also means
to say that the confession is a gesture that both conceals and shows, more exactly that
it shows by intending to hide. This desire to hide authenticates the awareness that
one has done wrong, and the telling gesture shows that one is not afraid to reveal this

5 In this exegesis of Samuel 2:11, the role that Chrysostom attributes to David’s ignorance is
capital, since it allows him to render a sentence all the more “pure” and “rigorous” and just, as he
doesn’t know that he is being targeted by Nathan’s fable and that he is not even aware [of having]
committed a sin with Bathsheba: which makes his avowal a discovery. Now, this ignorance of the nature
of the act he has committed is added on to the biblical text by Chrysostom. Should one see in this an
echo of Greek tragedy? Or more generally the value ascribed to the scenario of someone condemning a
guilty individual who turns out to be oneself?
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awareness to everyone. Hence, at the heart of the confession there needs to be this
game of modesty. Without the shame of having sinned and thus without the desire to
conceal it, there would be no confession, but only an impudent sin. But if this shame
leads one to hide to the point of not being willing to confess, and entails that, like
Cain, one denies one’s own crime, then this shame becomes impudence.
Because Adam and Eve had this shame that is not ashamed to confess, their fault

is not irremissible. And if their fault resulted in the fall of men, their modesty, which
uncovers in concealing, is like the first form of what will appear as redemption. As
against the serpent and Cain, who belong to the race of malediction, Adam and Eve,
like David, are placed on the genealogical tree of salvation. And by their confession, in
this exegesis by Chrysostom, this doubtless fundamental idea in Christianity emerges
very clearly: that sin, at the very moment it contravenes God’s will or breaks his law,
makes an obligation of truth come into effect. The latter has two aspects: one must
recognize oneself as the author of the committed act and recognize that this act is
evil. It is this obligation of truth that Cain evaded with his “I don’t know,” which
added a truth crime against God to the blood crime against his brother. It is this
obligation that Adam, Eve, and David submitted themselves to, thus redeeming the
disobedience of the law through obedience to the principle of truth-telling. At the core
of the economy of sin, Christianity placed the duty of truth-telling. But the exegeses of
John Chrysostom, which are there only as examples and a first indication, make it clear
that this duty of truth doesn’t simply have an instrumental role in the procedure of
forgiveness: a way to obtain it, or to lessen the penalty. The crime scarcely committed,
a debt of truth is contracted with God. This debt is so essential, so fundamental,
that if one settles it, even the gravest sin can be pardoned; but if one shirks it, not
only does the committed transgression remain, but one commits another one that
is necessarily more serious, since it is pointed directly at God. It is significant that
Saint Ambrose, commenting on the same passage of Genesis (4:9–15) as Saint John
Chrysostom, affirms like him that in Cain, God punished the man who didn’t tell the
truth more than the man who killed his brother. “Non tam majori crimine parricidii
quam sacrilegii.”6 Where Chrysostom spoke of impudence, Ambrose speaks of sacrilege.
Not that there is any difference of severity between them. Anaideia, in Chrysostom,
designated the violation of the relation of “modesty” which the sin causes the sinners to
contract with God; it is this infraction that Ambrose, in the juridical Latin vocabulary,
designates as a sacrilegium. A little later, Saint Augustine will give Cain’s non-avowal
an apparently quite different meaning. He also stresses that the question posed by God
is nothing more than a test offered to Cain so that he might possibly save himself; for
God knew exactly what had been done. But by answering “I don’t know” Cain gave
in a sense the first figure of the Jews’ refusal to hear the Savior. Cain rejects the call
to recognize the truth of his crime; the Jews will reject the call to recognize the truth
of the Gospel. One mendaciously says that he doesn’t know what the voice of blood

6 [Saint Augustine, De paradiso, XIV, 71.]
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is crying out and what God recalls. The others mendaciously deny what the blood of
Christ is crying and what the Scripture had heralded. “Fallax ignoratio, falsa negatio.”7
But by thus shifting the lesson of Cain from the avowal of faults to faith in the Gospel,
Saint Augustine doesn’t modify anything basic in what the Homilies on penance and
De paradiso were saying. He strongly and explicitly links together what Chrysostom
and Ambrose, in the text in question, left implicit: namely that the obligation of truth
in relation to transgressions is deeply connected to the obligation of truth in relation
to the Revelation. Truth-telling and believing, veridiction in regard to oneself, and
faith in the Word are or should be inseparable. The duty of truth, as belief and as
confession, is at the center of Christianity. The two traditional meanings of the word
“confession” include these two aspects. In a general way, “confession” is the recognition
of the duty of truth.
I will leave aside, of course, the problem in Christianity of the duty of truth under-

stood as faith, and consider only the duty of truth understood as an avowal, which
produces its effects in an economy of fault and salvation. But the relations between
these two aspects will need to be evoked again and again. And this insofar as it must
always be emphasized that in Christianity “truth-telling” of the transgression occupies
a much more important place, no doubt, and in any case plays a much more complex
role than in most religions—and they are numerous—that require the confession of sins.
At the very least, compared with the Greek and Roman religions, Christianity imposes
on its believers an obligation to “tell the truth” about themselves that is infinitely more
imperious in its form and more demanding in its content.
It is through these new rules of “veridiction” that one must try to understand what

is said in Christianity about the flesh.

7 Saint Augustine, Contra Faustum, XII, 10.
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Appendix 4
But the central problem is elsewhere. It is in the necessity of thinking the possibility

of sexual relations prior to the fall outside the category of corruption. Corruption, in
effect, as it was utilized by most of Augustine’s predecessors, established between the
death of individuals and the union of the sexes both a commonality of essence and a
reciprocal causality: impure, the sexual act was a form of corruption, just like death,
since it is the destruction of the body. So the sexual act could be thought of as one
of the effects of that corruption which struck men when death was imposed on them
as a punishment. And conversely, one could consider that by bringing impurity into
the body, it imperiled incorruptibility and exposed them to destruction. The basic
reformulation carried out by Augustine consists in dismantling this global category of
corruption by separating, on the one hand, death from mortality and, on the other,
the union of the sexes from a corrupted state of the body.
That the first couple would not have died if they hadn’t sinned is clearly shown,

according to Augustine, in the Genesis text (2:17): “When you eat [of the forbidden
fruit], you will surely die.” So it is after and because of the transgression that death
is produced, but like the intervention of an already formed possibility, which before
that event had not yet found the conditions for its realization. In the case where it
would be the very possibility of death and not its realization, which would be owing
to the transgression, God would not have spoken of a temporal succession, but of a
necessary implication: he would have said “If you eat of it, you will die.” One must
imagine, then, that man, on leaving the hands of the Creator, bore the possibility of
death within him: like an absolutely healthy body, which is not infected with any form
of disease or aging, can be said to be mortal. But it’s in a different sense that one
says a sick body risks dying. Such was the state of mankind after the fall: “This life,
I do not say just starting with birth, but from the first moment of our conception, is
it anything but a kind of nascent illness that leads us fatally to death?”1 So mortality
must be distinguished from death, or rather mortality before the sin must be defined as
the ontological condition of man as he was created. Far from marking a defect, it was
capable of marking his virtue and his wisdom, as long as it remained in suspension as
a general condition and as long as he followed the law of God faithfully. And mortality
after the sin should be defined as the effective progression of death throughout a life
whose original sin constituted, for all men, a kind of protracted illness. The mortality

1 Saint Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, IX, 9, 16–17.
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of the human condition is not the effect of a corruption, even if the day comes when,
fatally, all men die from the corruption of their bodies.2
Furthermore and symmetrically, Augustine separates the sexual act from corruption,

at least the act in its beginning and its originary possibility. A passage of The City of
God is especially significant on this point. Concerned with maintaining the principle
of an uncorrupted paradisiacal existence, many exegetes denied any physical relation
between Adam and Eve before their transgression. Humanity before the fall was virgin,
therefore, and virginity today was therefore, mutatis mutandis, a return to this original
status. Now, Augustine accepts both the possibility of a real physical relation and the
maintenance of the woman’s virginity: “The husband would have fertilized the wife
without the spur of a seductive passion, in the serenity of soul and the perfect integrity
of body. If experience cannot show it to us, this is not a reason to doubt it; for those
parts of the body would not have been aroused by a troubling ardor, but employed
according to the needs by a power of self-control. Thus, the seed would have been
communicated to the wife while preserving her virginity, like at present the menstrual
flow can be produced without any effect on virginity. Because it is by the same path
that the one is introduced and the other expelled.”3 Further on, it will be necessary to
come back to the meaning of this fertilizing effusion that would have been absolutely
voluntary and would have occurred without a rupture of the hymen. What should be
stressed here is that the sexual relation is accomplished without physical “corruption.”
And corruption should be understood both as an attack on the corporeal integrity of
the woman and as the violence of a movement that involuntarily overwhelms the body
of the man.
The first couple would have been able to remain exempt from all these phenomena

that release the body from the soul’s mastery, that traverse it with uncontrolled move-
ments, that strike it like a disease and partly destroy it, from all this that announces
and prepares the fatality of death. They would have known “an honored marriage” and
“a bed without defilement.”4
But once this general category of corruption that linked the sexual relation to death

and impurity has been separated out, the problem is knowing what the relation of the
sexes among mortals might be, mortals for whom death was not yet inevitable, and
among whom sin had not yet introduced impotence, weakness, the passions, and all
the maladies of the body and the soul. In short: the theory of the relations between
the sexual act and concupiscence will need to be constructed.

2 When Augustine speaks of the necessitas mortis, when he says that all men are morituri, he gives
a strong and precise meaning to these expressions: it’s a matter of distinguishing this inevitable future
of fallen men from the status of homo mortalis given to our first parents.

3 Saint Augustine, The City of God, XIV, 26.
4 [Epistle to the Hebrews 13:4.]
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